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PREFACE
This report is bused on fieldwork in the central part of the Front Range mineral belt between 1951 and 1956
by geologists of the U.S. Geological Survey on behalf of the U.S. Atomic Energy Co1nmission. The work was
cn.rriecl on by nine authors working in different parts of the region. Therefore, although the senior author is
responsible for the sections of the report thn,t are not ascribed to inclividualrnembers, the entire report embodies
the efrorts of the group, which consisted of F. C. Armstrong, A. A. Drake, Jr., J. E. Harrison, C. C. Hawley,
R. H. l\1oench, F. B. l\1oore, P. K. Sims, E. W. Tooker, and J. D. Wells.
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GEOLOGY OF URANIUM AND ASSOCIATED ORE DEPOSITS, CENTRAL PART OF THE
FRONT RANGE MINERAL BELT, COLORADO
By P. K. SIMS and others

ABSTRACT

The Centrnl City district and adjoining mining areas in the
centrnl pn rt of the Front Rnnge mineral belt have supplied
small quantities of uranium .ore intermittently since the diseovery of pitchblende nt Central City in 1871. During the early
yenrs of development the uranium production from the region
wns of nntionnl importance, ·and until 1951 the region was this
eonntry's principal domestic source of. pitchblende. In recent
years, however, the production has been insignificant although
the senrch for nrnnium hns been greater than at any previous
time. ~ehe pitchblende occurs as a local minor constituent of
gold- nnd silver-bearing bnse-metal sulfide veins, chiefly valuable for their gold content, which have yielded ores valued at
nhont: $200 million.
The mining districts of the centrnl part of the Front Range
minernl helt at~e in a terrane of complexly folded Precambrian
crystnlline rocks, which coi1stitute the core of the Front Range,
nnd nre nenr instrusive centers of vorphyritic igneous rocks of
enrly ~rertinry age. ~ehe Precnnibrinn rocks are an interlayered
nml generally conformable sequence of metasedimentary rocks,
migmatites, and intrusive igneous rocks, some of which are
metamorphosed. ~rhe ~'ertinry intrusive rocl{S include a wide
vnl'iety of calc-alknlic to allmlic rocl{S ranging in composition
from grnnodiorite porphyry to alnsldte porphyry nnd quartz
bostonite porphyry. In general, the older Tertiary intrusive
rocks occnr as small irregular l)lutons, whereas the younger
roci{S form long nnrrow dikes.
Although most of the Precambrian rocks have a low natural
radionctivity, a local phase of metasedimentary biotite gneiss,
two varieties of pegmatite, and biotite-muscovite granite are
n bnormnlly radionctive. Except for one variety of pegmatite
t:hnt contnins uruninite, the radioactivity results largely from
t:horhllll and its disintegration products iil the minerals monazite and xenotime.
The Tertiary igneous sequence of the region is one of the most
rndioactive groups of intrusive rocl{S in the world. The radionctivity of quartz bostonite porphyry-the most radioactive
rock of the sequence-is 15 to 25 times as great as the average
grnnitic rocl{, and results from both thorium and uranium, which
according to George Phair of the Geological Survey, occur .largely
in primnry zircon.
~rhe t:ectonie framework of the region developed in Precambrinn time. The rocl{S were deformed by two periods of folding
and subse<]uently faulted.
Complex major folds which define
the gross dist:rihution of the rock units were formed by an early
plastic clef.Ot'IIIH tion thnt took plnce at great depth in the crust.
'l'his wns nccompnnied by the development of migmatites and
the emplncement of intrusive igneous rocks. Minor folds,
oriented differently than the older major folds, and cataclastic

products were formed by a younger deformation of local extent.
This deformation was intense in a 2-mile-wide zone that trends
northeast nlong the southeast 1~1argin of the mineral belt. Major
faults that trend northwest or north-northeast probably developed initially in the Precambrian, subsequent t~ the younger
folding. These ·faults locally contain siliceous breccia· "reefs,"
and are cut by the early Tet'tiary porphyritic igneous rocks.
Characteristically they have a dominantly hori~ontal relative
motion and apparent displacements of several te*s or hundreds
of feet.
During the Laramide orogeny three sets of faults were formed
and movements were recorded on the older fractur,e sets. Faults
that trend northeast, east-northeast, and east developed after
the emplacement of all the early Tertiary intrusiye rocks 'except
the youngest, biotite-quartz latite porphyry. These faults differ
from the older faults in being discontinuous and having small
displacements; possibly they are nearly restricted to the mineral belt.
The ore deposits of the region are gold-, silver-, copper-, lead-,
zinc-, and uranium-bearing veins that forr!led as. hydrothermal
fissure fillings in the faults. The structure, mineralogy, and
texture of the veins are similar to those described by Lindgren
as mesothermal. The veins range from single, well-defined filled
fissures to complex, branching lodes consisting ,of subparallel
fractures, loops, and horsetailing fractures ; in general they ·are
1 to 2 feet wide, with the lower figure being most comm.bn.
The principal ore minerals are sulfides and sulfosalts of ir:on,
copper, lead, and zinc; pitchblende is a local consti~uent. Quartz
is the dominant gangue mineral, but rhombohed~al carbonates.
fluorite, and barite are present in some veins.
The veins in the region differ in quantitative mineralogy.
They can be classified into two main types, one· characterized
by dominant pyrite and the other by dominant galena and
sphalerite. The distribution of veins of the two contrasting
types indicates a regional concentric zonal arra~gement of the
ores around a major center of mineralization. A large in~eg
ular core area (central zone) of pyrite veins, a ~ew containing .
moderate amounts of copper minerals, is surrounc;Ied by a br<;>ad
outer area (peripheral zone) of galena-sphalerite veins; an . intermediate zone consists of transitional veins of the pyrite t:v.pe
that contain galena and sphalerite as well as copper miner~ls.
Uranium occurs locally in veins of different mineralogic types
throughout much of the region, but is abundant :in only a ~ew
veins. Of 141 localities that contain concentrations of uranh~m,
62 mines, including 16 that have produced uraniu.m ore, cont~in
selected materi·al that assays 0.10 percent ural_lium or more.
~rhe remainder of the localities probably do not contain matedal
of ore grade. Although uranium-bearing veins a~e widely s~at
tered, a large proportion of the occurrences and most of the
1
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minable del)OSits are in an area of less than 1 mile sq'Q:Ure in the
Central Ci,ty district.
Pitchblende, a black oxide of uranium, is the primary uranium
mineral in the veins. Oxidation of the pitchblende has yielded
a limited variety of hexavalent uranium minerals, which are
hydrous urani urn phosphates, silicates, sulfates, and carbonates.
'l'he most abundant secondary minerals are torbernite, autunite,
and kasoli:te.
'L'he pitchblende ranges from hard black dense material with a
pitchy luster to soft poro1.1s sooty material with a. dull luster;
all gradations exist between these extreme types. The hard
pitchblende appears massive, but characteristically has a coHoform texture and occurs in spheroidal forms. The sooty pitchblende is loosely aggregated. The change from a hard dense
mineral to a soft sooty material is the resul.t of oxidation and is
accoumanied by a decrease in the unit-cell dimension of pitchblende and a loss of defini.tion of X-ray diffraction powder
pa;tterns.
The pitchblende contains a distinctive suite of minor elements
which probably occur in the mineral structure. Spectrographic
analyses indicate that vitchblende from the Central City district and the Lawson area is rich in zirconium, and probably in
molybdenum and tungsten ; all pitchblende concentra:tes contain
yttrium, and many also contain other rare-earth elements.
Pitchblende ('Oncentrates from Fall Hiver are nearly devoid of
zirconium but contain sul>stantial nickel and some cobalt. The
nickel and cobalt occur in inclusions of foreign minerals in the
pitchblende.
The pitchblende was deposited early in the sequence of vein
filling, before deposition of the base-metal sulfides and sulfosalts. In the Central City district pitchblende was deposited
during ·the first of three distinct stages of mineralization and
preceded a pyrite stage and a base-metal stage of mineralization; at Fall River it seems to have been an early local vadant
of the pyrite stage of mineraliza,tion.
The pitchblende occurs locally in •all fracture sets as small
ienses, pods, or stringers, or rarely as larger ore shoots. The
margins of the ore bodies are sharp, and commonly the vein
material elsewhere is nearly devoid of uranium. Most ore
bodies contain only a few tens to a few hundred pounds of ore,
·but some of the larger shoots contain as much as 50 tons of ore.
The bodies are high in grade but narrow for mining; acrordingly the grade of the shipping ore depends on the care taken
in mining and sovting.
As the pitchl:>lende was deposited as fillings of open spaces, it
was localized largely by structural features that produced openings along the fissures; o·ther importal11t factors were proximity
of the openings to the source of the ore-forming fluids and, perhaps locally, the presence of mafic wallrocks along the vein
fissures.
In contrast to the gold- and silver-bearing sulfide ores, the
pitchblende de})osits do not extend over long vertical distances
and they rarely can be profitably milled oYer a vertical range
of more than 500 feet.
'l'he UPl)er parts of pitchhlende-bearing veins have been altered
by surficial waters and atmospheric gases. Uranium was
leached from pyrite veins, but an assemblage of hexavalent secondary uranium minerals was formed by the oxidization and
solution of uranium in the primary pitchblende from galenasphalerite veins. In galena-sphalerite veins the secondary
uranium minemls occnr with limonite in the original vein and
as disseminations and fracture coatings in wallrock adjacent
to the original vein. Sooty pitchblende occurs at the interface
between the unoxidized and the oxidized parts of veins. At

most localities secondary uranium minerals do not extend below
a depth of 150 feet.
Because of the close spatial and temporal association of the
ore deposits and Tertiary igneous rocks and substantiating
mineralogical and chemical data, the writers infer that the
uranium as well as the associated sulfide ore deposits were derived from the magmas that yielded the Tertiary igneous rocks.
Uranium generally was a sparse constituent in the ore-forming
fluids, but in certain environmentS, as at Central City, substantial quantities pr0bably were derived from local shallow
crystallizing quartz bostonite porphyry dikes. These fluids
mingled with the ore-forming fluids from the main deep-seated
source to yield deposits of economic value. These deposit:o;
generally were ·formed near the separate dike sources and manv
are within 500 feet of a presumed source.
The discovery of uranium-bearing ore bodies that are larger
than those previously mined is doubtful; accordingly, future
production of uranium from this region will probably come
from scattered small pods and ore shoots distributed through
the uranium-bearing veins. These bodies can be recovered most
economically during the mining of precious- and base-metal ores.

INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE REPORT

The Central City district and adjoining mining areas
in the central part of the Front Range mineral belt were
selected after 'Vorld War II for study by the U.S.
Geological Survey, on behalf of the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission. At that time the area was this country's
principal domestic source of high-grade pitchblende, a
black oxide of uranium, and in view of the current demand for uranium, it was believed that a detailed geologic survey would be of value as a part of the eva.Iuation of the uranium resources of the United States. As
the uranium occurs in metalliferous fissure veins, the
survey was extended to include a study of the precious
metals and base metals associated with the uranium.
This report presents a detailed discussion of the geology of the uranium deposits and includes descriptions
and maps of most of the mines known to contain uranium deposits. The country rock and the ore minerals
associated with the uranium deposits are described also
to provide the geologic setting of the deposits.
GEOGRAPHY

The region of this investigation embraces an area of
a:bout 50 square miles in. north -central Clear Creek and
south-central Gilpin counties, in the central part of the
Front ·Range (fig. 1). It includes the Central City,
Idaho Springs, Lawson-Dumont-Fall River, FreelandLamartine, and Chicago Creek mining districts, which
constitute integral parts of the Front Range mineral
belt. The region is about 30 miles west of Denver and
about 15 miles west of Golden. The principal towns
in the area-Idaho Springs, Central City, and Black
Hawk-formerly had several thousand inhabitants, but
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in 1950 Idaho Springs, the largest community, had a
population of only 1,769. The region has ma.ny good
auton1obile roads and a network of mine roads that are
accessible to 4-wheel drive vehicles. The principal highway-U.S. liighway 6 and 40-traverses the area from
east to west, passing through Idaho Springs, Dumont,
and Lawson. Black I-Iawk and Central City can be
reached by State I-Iighways 119 and 279. The narrowgage railroads that formerly served the mining districts
o:f this area lmve all been abandoned; the nearest railheads are at Rollinsville, 12 miles north of Black Hawk,
u.nd at Golden, 15 miles to the east.
The region is on .the east flank of the Front Range
which is characterized by a gentle slope to the east and
by many much-dissected benches. Altitudes range from
about 11,500 feet in the southwest part of the region to
7,500 feet at Idaho Springs, in the valley of Clear Creek,
the principal stream in the area 'vhich drains into the
South Platte River. The local relief is as much as 1,000
feet adjacent to Clear Creek and its major tributaries
but is moderate in other parts of the region.

PREVIOUS GEOLOGIC STUDIES

Many reports on the mining districts in south Gilpin
and n01·th Clear Creek counties have been published and
many more, prepared by geologists and mining engineers for private companies or individuals, are not
a vaila.ble to the public. Reports on most of the larger
mines in the region have been prepared by reputable
mining engineers; some of these were seen by the writers, but many others were not available. The principal
published reports were prepared by the Geological
Survey.
In the early 1900's the Georgetown quadrangle, which
includes the southern part of the area covered by this
report, was mapped by Spurr and others ( 1908), and
the results were published as Geological Survey Professional Paper 63. A few years later, Bastin and Hill
( 1917) mapped the Central City and Idaho Springs
mining districts and published their results as Geological Survey Professional Paper 94. During this period,
and before, several geologists studied the pitchblendebearing ores in the Central City district; the principal
reports concerning these ores are those by Pearce
(1898), Rickard (1913), Moore and Kithll (1913),
Alsdorf (1916), and Bastin (1915; 1916).
In 1950, following several years of fieldwork in the
Front Range by Lovering and Goddard, Geological
Survey Professional Paper 223 was published. This
report summarizes the geology of the mining districts
and currently (1959) is the most authoritative source
of information on the ore deposits of the Front Range.
The Geological Survey's uranium investigations in
the F:r;ont Range began in 1944. The work at first was
on behalf of the Manhattan Engineer district and later
·on behalf of the Division of Raw l\1aterials of the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission. From 1944 to 1951 this
work consisted principally of either reconnaissance of
large areas or of detailed studies in mining districts
that were known to contain some uranium. A reconnaissance of a large part of the Front Range was made
using car-borne radioactivity detection equipment, portable scintillation counters, and portable radioactivity
meters with a Geiger tube. Although these investigations were concentrated in the central part of the Front
Range they also covered other parts of the range and
resulted in the discovery of radioactivity over a wide
area. A brief summary of this work was published
in Geological Survey Circular 215 ( IGng and others,
1953). The results of most of this work, however, were
not published because of the nature of the investigations
and security requirements. Detailed investigations in
the mining districts were largely carried on in the central part of the Front Range mineral belt, particularly
in the Quartz Hill area of the Central City district.
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A preliminary report on the pitchblende deposits in the
Wood and Calhoun mines on Quartz Hill was published
in 1952 (Moore and Butler, 1952). In 1951, intensive
studies were made in the Quartz Hill and Justice Hill
areas of the Central City district by F. C. Armstrong
and in the Lawson area by B. F. Leonard and J. E.
Harrison. The results of Armstrong's studies were not
published, but they are partly incorporated into this
report. A report on the Jo Reynolds mine in the Lawson area was published previously (Harrison and Leonard, 1952). As a result of investigations in 1951,
Leonard ( 1952) proposed that uranium in the Front
Range was related to hypogene mineral zoning. From
1949 to 1954, George Phair of the Geological Survey
made geochemical investigations of uranium in the
Front Range. Although his work primarily was concerned with the relation of the uranium to Tertiary
porphyritic intrusive rocks (Phair, 1952), it also resulted in ·an important report on the leaching of pitchblende (Phair and Levine, 1953).
PRESENT INVESTIGATION

A cmnprehensive geologic study of the central part
of the Front Range mineral belt was started. in 1952
and continued through the following t.:wo field seasons; in 1955 and 1956 Sims spent a few weeks in
the field. During the survey detailed studies were
made of each of the five mining districts in the region (fig. 2). The surface geology in each district was
mapped on a special topographic base _map prepared
-by the Topographic Division of the Geological Survey
(scale: 1 : 6,000), and all the acces$ible underground
openings were mapped on scales of 1: 240 to 1: 1,200.
105'40'

105'35'

39'45'

All mine dumps and accessible mine openings were
examined for ra.dioactivity. Two special studies were
carried on during the investigation: the wallrock alteration was studied by E. W. Tooker, and the petrology
of the Tertiary igneous-rock sequence was investigated
by J. D. Wells (1960).
This report describes the uranium deposits in the districts that constitute the central part of the Front
Range mineral belt. Although it was compiled and
largely written by the senior <tuthor, this report is based
on data obtained during the study of the individual
mining districts in the region ; accordingly it embodies
the efforts of the group, which consisted principally
of P. K. Sims, F. C. Armstrong, A. A. Drake, Jr._,
J. E. Harrison, C. C. Hawley, R. I-I. :Moench, F. B.
Moore, E. vV. Tooker, and J. D. vVells. Other nlembers of the Geological Survey, particularly Peter Buseck, R. H. Campbell, A. E. Dearth, A. R. l(rueger,
J. R. McDonald, F. ,V. Osterwald, and ~1ax Schafer,
assisted at different times.
During the project reports were prepared on the
geology and ore deposits of each of the mining districts
in the region-Central City, Idaho Springs, LawsonDumont-Fa.ll River, Freeland-Lamartine, and Chicago
Creek. Reports that describe the Freeland-Lamartine
district (Harrison and 'Vells, 1956), the Chicago Creek
area (Harrison and Wells, 1959), part of the Central
City district (Sims, Osterwald, and Tooker, 1955), and
the ore deposits of the 'Vood and East Calhoun n1ines
(Drake, 1957) have been published. Other published
reports include studies of the wallrock <tlteration of
the veins (Tooker, 1956), the relation between fracturing and hypogene mineral zoning in the FreelandLamartine district (Harrison, 1955), a reconnaissance
for radioa.ctivity in north-central Clear Creek County
(Wells and Harrison, 1954), and the petrography of
the Tertiary igneous rocks ('Vells, 1960) . Previous
work also includes a summary report (Sims and Tooker,
1956) on the uranium deposits of the region, prepared
for the United Nations International Conference on
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, and a report (Sims,
1956a) giving details of the paragenesis and structure
of the pitchblende-bearing veinB at Central City.
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The mining people throughout the region cooperated
fully in every way and many individuals provided
pertinent information on the history and geology of
inaccessible mines. Particularly the writers wish to
acknowledge the contributions of Henry deLinde, C .. ~·
Harrington, R. R: Hinckley, Claude McKay, Van Mcl{ay, and vV. C. Russell, Jr. Personnel of the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission provided many data used
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in this report. Sever:tl hundre~ polished sections, thin
sections, and spectrographic, X-ray, and chemical
ana.lyses were made in the Denver laboratory of the
Geologica.l Survey. Individuals responsible for ana.lyses (tre mentioned at the appropriate places in the text.
The photomicrographs included in this report were
m.ade by ''Tendell 'Valker of the Geological Survey.
~1ost of the data on the production of gold, silver,
coppel', lead, and zinc '"ere obtained from the U.S.
Bureau of ~1ines and are published by permission.
HISTORY OF URANIUM MINING AND PRODUCTION

The uranium production from mines in south Gilpin
n.nd north Clear Creek Counties is insignificant when
the totnl is compnred with that from the large uraniumproducing distTids in the Colorado Plateau, but prior
to orld 'Var II, when uranium was used principally
as a source of radium, the producing mines in the region
provided a. substrmtin.l quantity of the high-grade pitchblende ores used in this industry. ~1ost of this ore was
shipped to France. Some was sold in this country· for
purposes other than as a source of radium-as specimens, for experimental purposes, or to industrial consumers. Until1951, when the M:arysvale district, Utah,
began large-scale shipments of pitchblende, the Central
City district held first place in pitchblende production
in the United States. To the end of 1955 a tota.l of
123,510.8 pounds of UHOs was mined in the Central City
region (table 1). All the production came from the
Central City district., nside from 16,000 pounds of
72-percent UHOs ore, reportedly shipped fr.~m the J o
Reynolds mine south of Lawson, and 2,920 pom~ds that
contained 0.14 percent uranium, shipped from the
l\1art·.hn. Em ine in the Chicago Creek area.
1
l\1ost of the pitchblende was mined by reusing, a
1~1el'lwd of stoping wherein the wallrock on one side
of the vein is removed before the ore is broken. This
method is employed on narrow veins and yields cleaner
ore than when wallrock and ore are broken together.
l\1ost of t·he ore "·as hand sorted. In recent years some
pitchblende f1•om mines in the Central City district has
been recovered on a "Tilfley table by gravity separation.
A~1 attempt in 1954 to mine uraninite-bearing pegmatites
in the Idaho Springs district was not successful, but it
did yield a. sma 11 quantity of uraninite concentrate
(t·able1).
Pitchblende was first discovered in the United States
in 1871, when Pearce (1898) found it on the clump of the
"rood mine on Qu.artz I-Iill. Prior to that time the
black oxide of uranium had been thrown away by the
miners, for it generally contained but little gold and the
mill men objected to it, apparently because of its high

"T

TABLE

l.-Uranittm production from the Central Oity district
and adjoining areas, 1811-1955 1
Year

Ore shipped UaOs (pounds)
(tons)

187L __________
0. 1
1:20
1872 ___________
3. 1
3, 720
1873 ___________
2. 7
2,254
1884 ___________
3. 0
4,200
1894 ___________
---------1897 ___________ -------35, 150
1898 ___________ 34.25
41.
0
15,920
1899 ___________ 43. 0
10, 750
1900 ___________
6. 58
2, 106
1905-06 ________ 120.0
21,000
1909 ___________
.8
480
1910 ___________
. 8.
480
1911_ __________
. 25
150
1912 ___________
. 12
90
1913 ___________
6. 43
712
1914 ___________ 50. 0
1, 490
0
12,000
1916·-------~-1919
___________ 10.
11, 520
1921_ __________ 3 8.0
(4)
1. 5
1927 ___________
(5)
---------1933 ___________
(4)
.5
1940 ___________
135
1953 ___________ 17..54
800
1954 7___- _______ 14. 3
136. 1
297. 7
1955 10 - - - - - - - - - 22. 6
·- TotaL ___
386. 93 123, 510. 8

Mine

Wood.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Wood or Kirk.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Kirk.
Belcher .
German .
Do .
West Calhoun .
Belcher.
Kirk.
Wood.
Jo Reynolds.2
Fairfield.
German.
Do .
Wood.
East Calhoun. 6'
Carroll, Two Sisters, s
and Martha E. 9
Carroll 8 and Bonanza.

1 Production for years 1871-1940, except as noted, compiled by F. C. Armstrong,
Geol. Survey.
2 Harrison and Leonard (1952, p. 7).
a Not substantiated.
• Grade not known.
6 Small production; tonnage and grade not known.
e Drake (1957); ore was not shipped.
7 Does not include 51.5 tons of uraninite-bearlng pegmatite ore shipped from Highlander claim, Idaho Springs district, that contained 253.6 pounds UaOs. Published
by permission of Uncompahgre Mining Co.
s Published by permission of United Mining and Leasing Corp.
g Harrison and Wells (1959).
.
10 Does not include an estimated 40 tons of low-grade secondary ore mined from
Blackhawk Lode No. 2 claim that was not shipped.

specific gravity which caused it to hang to the plates and
scour the an1algam. Pearce hand ~sorted 200 pounds of
pitchblende from the Wood dump which he sold abroad,
reportedly for $210. The following year he mined
pitchblende ore frmn the lens left by the previous operator and recovered about 3 tons of 60 percent U aOs ore,
which reportedly sold for $7,500. Small tonnages were
extracted from the mine in 1873 and 1884, all high in
grade. In 1894 a lessee reopened theWood mine, and in
driving a drift west from the old shaft he encountered
another lens of pitchblende-bearing ore, but its gold
content was low and the lens was abandoned. · In 1897
and 1898 some high-grade ore was taken from both the
ood and J{irk mines; additional ore was extracted in
1899, 1900, 1905-06, and later years. From 1909 to 1913
small quantities of pitchblende-bearing ore were produced from the German, Belcher, and West Calhoun
mines. In 1919, 8 tons of pitchblende ore that assayed
72 percent U 30 8 was mined at the Jo Reynolds mine
(Harrison and Leonard, 1952, p. 7); the ore wa.s sold in

':V
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France by R. B. Morton, owner, reportedly for $80,000.
In 1921, the Fairfield mine in upper Russell Gulch
reportedy produced 1.5 tons of pitchblende-bearing ore,
but this is not confirmed nor is the disposition of the ore
known (G. B. Guillotte, written communication, 1945).
During the late twenties and the thirties a few hundred
pounds -of pitchblende-bearing ore was mined at the
German mine by G. F. Grutzmacher, and in 1940 a small
quantity was taken from the vVood mine (Drake, 1957).
Since 'V"orld 'V"ar II, only small quantities of uranium
ore have been produced from the region, although the
search for uranium in the area has been greater than at
any previous time. The production during 1952-55 was
54.3 tons of ore that contained 1,233.8 pounds of U 3 0 8 •
Since World 'i\Tar II, Federal agencies have provided some financial assistance, as well as technical
advice, to mining companies which are exploring for
uranimn. The Defense :Minerals Exploration Administration financed exploration projects at the Wood-Ea.St
Calhoun (Drake, 1957), German, and Martha E mines,
and the Atomic Energy Commission financed small exploration projects at the Cherokee and Springdale
mines in the Central City district and at the Golconda,
Almaden, and ~fary mines in the Fall River area. In
1952 the discovery of radioactive ores, on some dumps
in the Eureka Gulch area by the Geological Survey
(Sims and others, 1955) led to the opening of the Carroll, Two Sisters, Claire Marie, St. Anthony, and
R.H.D. mines; subsequently this group of. mines has
produced small quantities of uranium ore. The ore
shipped from the Carroll mine was partly hand-sorted
and shipped as crude ore, and partly beneficiated by
gravity concentration on a 'V"ilfley table. So far as
known the concentration of pitchblende ore from the
Carroll mine at the Black Eagle mill in Idaho Springs
was the first successful operation of this type in the
United States that yielded shippable quantitie·s of
uranium ore. Small quantities of ore. also have been
mined at the Cherokee, 'V"ood-East Calhoun, Springdale, and Martha E mines, and at the Blackhawk Lode
No. 2 claim on Silver Hill. A search for radioactive
pegmatites ·was started in 1954, when a private mining
company started exploration and mining of a radioactive pegmatite on the I-Iighlander claim in Virginia
Canyon, but through 1956 only the Highlander and
adjacent Hudson properties had .been mined on a substantial scale. In December 1954, the operator shipped
.a carload of hand-sorted radioactive pegmatite from
the properties, but the ore was too low in grade to
be accepted at the mill.
GEOLOGIC SETTING

The mining districts in the central part-of the Front
Range mineral belt are in a terrane of complexly folded

Precambrian crystalline rocks, which constitute the
core of the Front Range. These districts are also near
intrusive centers of early Tertiary (Laran1ide) igneous
rocks. The ore deposits were derived from the early
Tertiary intrusives and are precious-metal-bearing
sulfide-quartz veins that are dominantly fissure fillings
(pl. 1). The veins are chiefly valuable for their gold.
Uranium-bearing minerals are local constituents of the
veii~s and constitute a small amount of the dollar value
of the ores.
ROCK UNITS
PRECAMBRIAN ROCKS

The Precambrian rocks are an interlayered and generally comformable sequence of metasedimentary
gneisses, migmatite, and igneous rocks· (table 2) . A
generalized geologic map that shows the gross distribution of the major rock units of the area and the principal fold axes is given in figure 3. Additional data
on the rocks are given in a report by Moench and others
( 1962) and in the reports on the separate mining
districts.
2.-P·rincipal Precambrian rock units in the central part
of the Front Range mineral belt, in order of probable age,
listed front youngest to oldest

TABLE

Rock units

Comments
Igneous rocks

Pegmatite
Biotite-muscovite granite
Quartz diorite aud associated
hornblendite
Granodiorite

Equivalent to Silver Plume granite, Silver Plume, Colo.
Probably equivalent to Boulder
Creek granite of Lovering and
Goddard (1950).

Rocks of uncertain origin

Granite gneiss and pegmatite

Also constitute felsic layers in
migmatites. Unit
contains
rocks in part younger than
some or all of the above units.

Medasedimentary rocks

Microcline-quartz-plagioclase-biotite gneiss
Quarts diorite gneiss
Cordierite-amphibole gneiss
Biotite-quartz-plagioclase
gneiss
.
Sillimanitic biotite-quartz
gneiss
Lime silicate gneiss
Skarn and related rocks
Amphibolite
Quartzite (or quartz gneiss)
1

I

The microcline-bearing gneiss is
the granite gneiss of Bastin
and Hill (1917); it was referred
to in a previous report (Sims,
1956a) as ·quartz monzonite
gneiss. Most of the other
rocks previously were grouped
in the Idaho Springs formation
of Ball (1906).

The age relations among the metasedimentary rocks are imperfectly known.
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FJOURE 3.-0encralized geologic map of the Precambrian rocks, central part of the Front Range mineral belt, Colorado.

The oldest rocks are metasedimentary gneisses that
are mainly feldspathic-quartzose rocks but include some
lime silicate rocks. Biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss
and sillimanitic. biotite-quartz gneiss, which are interlayered on a small scale, and microcline-quartz-plagioclase-biotite gneiss are the most abundant of these rocks.
The other metasedimentary rocks occur mainly as lenses
or pods in the dominant rock units. The ·microclinequartz-plagioclase-biotite gneiss is i·efer:red to throughout this report as n1icrocline-bearing gneiss. This unit
was mapped previously as granite gneiss by Bastin and
I-IiU (1917) and as either granite gneiss or quartz monzonite gneiss by Lovering and Goddard ( 1950, pl. 2).
Individual layers of the units range from a few hundred
to as much as 4,000 feet in thickness; t.he·total maximum

thickness of the lithologic succession is estimated to be
less than ·15,000 feet.
The biotite gneisses are migmatized throughout the
region; that is, they contain variable quantities of granite gneiss and pegmatite, either as an intimate intercalation or as larger, discrete bodies. Migmatization is
:inost intense in the southern part of the region, and in
these areas the granite gneiss and pegmatite ~nit constitutes mappable bodies (Harrison and Wells, 1956;
1959). The granite gneiss and ·pegmatite unit is not
shown, however, in figure 3 of this report.
The rocks younger than the migmatite and granite
gneiss and pegmatite unit intrude the older rocks.
Granodiorite forms moderate-sized nearly conformable
bodies; quartz diorite and associated hornblendite forms
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small generally conformable bodies; and biotite-muscovite granite forms small or moderate-sized, grossly
conformable but locally crosscutting bodies.
Pegmatites of various types and ages are abundant,
especially in the biotite gneisses. Most of the pegmatites are unzoned and relatively simple in mineralogy.
Pegmatite that contains accessory magnetite or biotite
and belongs to the granite gneiss and pegmatite unit
(table 2) occurs both as thin layers intercalated with
the biotite gneisses and as larger, generally conformable, discrete bodies. A distinct mineralogic variety
that also forms migmatites is confined to the northeast
part of the area, in the vicinity of Black Hawk; it contains muscovite and black tourmaline rather than biotite and magnetite. Locally in the Central City district
a xenotime- and monazite-bearing pegmatite forms migmatites in biotite gneisses, but this type of pegmatite is
neither abundant nor widespread areally (Young and
Sims, 1961). Pegmatites that are geographically associated with, and probably genetically related to, granodiorite and biotite-muscovite -granite occur in joints
within the larger bodies of these rocks. A pegmatite
that is characterized by coarse books of mica, a low
quartz content, and abnormal quantities of uraninite
possibly is related to the biotite-muscovite granite. The
pegmatite forms many small lenticular bodies and in

particular is moderately abundant in a narrow zone extending from the mouth of Trail Creek northeast to the
eastern margin of the rna pped area.
TERTIARY INTRUSIVE ROCKS

The Tertiary intrusive rocks constitute al'l integral
part of the sequence of porphyritic igneous rocks within
the Front Range- mineral belt. The belt extends from
Breckenridge to Jamestown, diagonally across the Precambrian core of the Front Range. These rocks vary
widely in form and composition (Lovering and Goddard,1938,p.36;1950,p.43-47).
The intrusive rocks in the central part of the mineral
belt have been divided by Wells (1960) into 13 m.appable
units (fig. 4).
These rock units have been classified further according
to similarities in age, petrography, and close geographic
distribution into four groups-light-colored granodiorite porphyry, quartz monzonite porphyry, bostonite
porphyry, and hornblende granodiorite porphyry. The
younger members are somewhat finer grained than the
older members and at places show narrow chilled
borders. The distribution of the. various intrusive
rocks is shown on plate 1.
The light-colored granodiorite -porphyry group consists of light-colored granodior~te porphyry, albite
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granodiorite porphyry, and alkalic syenite porphyry.·
These rocks are confined mostly to the southeastern part
of the Central City district and the northeastern part of
the Idaho Springs district. They occur as small ir'"
regular plutons an~. dikes; the dikes commonly radiate
outward fron1 the larger bodies. Breccia fragments of
Precambrian wallrocks occur within some of the larger
plutons.
The quartz monzonite porphyry group, which consists of quartz monzonite porphyry, granite porphyry,
and alaskite porphyry is widespread, but· is most abundant in the Idaho Spril}gs and Central City districts.
Its distribution is sim.ila.r to tha,t of the light-colored
granodiorite porphyry group. A large body. of intrusion breccia is associated with a plug of quartz monzonite porphyry in Chase Gulch, in the northern part of the
Central City distdct.
The bostonite porphyry group-bostonite porphyry,
trachytic granite porphyry, and quartz bostonite
porphyry-is present throughout the region but is most
abundant in the Central City district. The members of
the group are distinguished by n, characteristic reddishbrown or lilac color and by a. trachytic texture. A
variety of bostonite porphyry that is common in the
Freeland-Lama.rtine district contains scattered garnets.
The hornblende granodiorite porphyry group-·
horr:olende granodiorite porphyry, biotite granodiorite
poi:phyry, biotite-quartz monzonite porphyry, and
biotite-quartz latite porphyry-is restricted to the eastern part of the Lawson-Dumont-Fall River district,
the Chicago Creek district, and the southern part of the
Idaho Springs district. The biotite-quartz latite
porphyry, as noted in figure 4, was emplaced after
the development of the major vein fissures.
vVells ( 1960) ·has assumed that the Tertiary igneous
rocks consolida~ed from two magma series which cooled
virtually simultaneously, a minor series consisting of
the rocks of the hornblende granodiorite porphyry
group and a major series consisting of the rocks of the
light-colored granodiorite porphyry, quartz monzonite
porphyry, and bostonite porphyry groups. Judging
from the mineralogy of the rocks, the two 1nagmas had
sim:ilru.· intermediate compositions, but the minor series
contained more iron and magnesium.· Differentiation
of each magma series was in the normal sequence from
mafic. to :felsic phases.
RADIOACTIVITY OF COUNTRY ROCKS

Aside from biotite-muscovite granite, local varieties
of biotite gneiss, and certain pegmatites, the Precambrian rocks have.a uniformly low natural radioactivity.
The Tertiary intrusive rocks, howevet:, have a, variable
but generally high radioactivity; quartz bostonite
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porphyry ranks among the most radioactive igneous
rocks in the world, according to Larsen and Phair
( 1954, p. 87).
PRECAMBRIAN ROCKS

Although systematic uranium and thorimn analyses
by precise analytical methods have not been made, most
Precambrian rocks of the region are known to have a
low natural radioactivity. With one exception the
abnormally ·radioactive rocks are of igneous origin.
The radioactivity largely results from thorium in
monazite or xenotime, but in one type of pegmatite it
results from uranium.
THORIUM- AND RARE-EARTH-BEARING GNEISS AND
:MIGMATITE

Local concentrations of xenotime and monazite of
potential economic importance are known in biotite
gneiss and migmatite at two localities in the Central
City district. As these deposits are described in a separate report (Young ·and Sims, 1961) , they are only
smnmarized here.
Concentrations of xenotime and nionazite in a quartz.rich phase of biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss are present on the east side of Fourmile Gulch, ·about fourfifths of a mile northeast of Black Hawk. This occurrence has been prospec~d ·as a potential source of
the rare-earth metals. Concentrations of the same minerals in migma. tite are found near the Jasper Cuts, just
south of Lake Gulch and four- fifths of a mile south of
Central City. Locally, pegmatite-rich phases of the
mi oo-1natite have been mined for xenotime. The two de.
posits are probably correlative, for they are str~~tlgraphically about 100 feet above the base of the tluck
unit of migmatized biotite gneisses that lie above the
3,000-foot-thick layer of microcline-bearing gneiss that
crops out along the axis of the Central City anticline
(fig. 3).
In the biotite gneiss, the xenotime and n1onazite are
concentrated into lenticular bodies having a maximum
thickness of about 3 feet and a maximum strike length
of about 100 feet. vVhere developed, the deposits contain 1 to 3 percent by volume of the minerals, with
xenotime predominating over monazite. The minerals
are irregularly dispersed through the rock but occur
.
mainly in coarse biotite and magnetite.
In the migmatite at the ,Jasper Cuts, the xenot1me
and monazite are concentrated largely in coarse layers
and clots of biotite that are irregularly dispersed
through the pegmatite phase. The pegmatite that wn,s
mined contained 3 to 5 percent xenotime a-nd mona-zite
combined; other parts of the pegmati.te in the area
are abnormally· radioactive but generally contain only
1 or 2 percent of the radioactive minerals. Probably
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the xenotime- and monazite-bearing pegmatite obtained
the radioactive minerals from the biotite gneiss country rock which it invaded. During migmatization of the
country rock, the pegmatite that formed in the xenotime- and monazite-rich zone of the biotite gneisses
incorporated these radioactive minerals. through contamination. The minerals were concentrated in biotite
layers and clots that form thin septa in the pegmatite.
The radioactivity of the rare-earth-bearing gneiss
and migmatite varies widely, but certain zones within
TABLE

the deposits emit as much as 1.5 mr per hr ( milliroentgens per hour). Analyses for radioactivity as well as
for the thorium, uranium, and rare-earth content are
given in table 3. These analyses indicate that the
rare-earth and thorium content of the deposit is high
and that the yttrium-group elements are more abundant than the cerium-group elements, as indicated mineralogically ·by the predominance of xenotime over
monazite. Other analyses of pegmatite grab samples
from the Jasper Cuts area are given below:

3.-Semiquantitative spectrographic, radiometric, and chemical analyses of thorium- and rare-earthrbeOII'ing biotite gneiss,
in percent, and migmatite, Central Oity district
[Analyses by U.S. Geol. Survey;spectrographic analyses by J. C. Hamilton and R. G. Havens]
Labora- Equivatory
lent
serial uranium 1
No.

Sample

SH-2 ___________
4-L-----------MCC-L ______
MCC-2 ________

249869
260436
256742
256743
Laboratory
serial
No.

Sample

SH-2 __ -------4-L-----------MCC-L ______
MCC-2__ ______

249869
260436
256742
256743

u

La

Ce

Pr

Nd

K

2

n.d.
n.d.
0. 022
2 .070

0.3
.07
.18
3 .66

1.5
.3
1.5
3.0

3

Ti

p

Mn

0.3
0.3
.07 .. 15
.3
.7
.7
1.5

Ba

0.07
.015
.15
.3

Be

0.3
.07
.3
.7

Co

0.3
3.0
3.0
3.0

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

0. 7 • 0.35
.7
0
.3
.3
.7
.7

0.15
.15
.07
.07

0.03
.03
.03
.03

0.003
0
.003
0
.0007
.00015
0
<.001

Radiometric analyses by G. S. Erickson.
Chemical analyses by D. L. Ferguson and W. W. Niles.
Determined by radiochemical analysis (J. N. Rosholt, Jr.).
• Determined by chemical analysis (J. ].'.Schuch).
SH-2. Grab sample of radioactive biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss, Fourmile
Gulch.
·
4-1. 5-ft chip sample across radioactive zone in biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss,
Fourmile Gulch.
MCC-1. Grab sample of radioactive pegmatite taken from pit that yielded
about 100 tons of xenotime-rich ore, 500ft southwest of Jasper Cuts.
M C C-2. Grab sample from same locality as MCC-1.
n.d. means not determined.
1

Analyses, in percent, of thorium- and rare-earth-bearing pegmatite,
Jasper Cuts area
[Analysts: J.P. Schuc~l.H. E. Bivens, S. P. Furman, James Wahlberg, W. D. Goss,
wayne Mountjoy, U. S. Geol. Survey]
Laboratory
serial no.

Equivalent
uranium

Uranium

220394
D-95432
220395

0.055
. 031
. 038

0. 012
. 009
. 009

0. 24

SM-L __
K-12 ____

D-95430

. 023

. 008

n.d.

JC-L ___
K-19 ____

Gd

Tb

Dy

Ho

Tm

Er

Yb

Lu

Fe

Mg

0.07
0
.15
.3

Cr

0.15
.03
.15
.3

<0.07
0
0
0

Cu

Ga

0.15

.03

.15
.3

Nb

0.03
.015
.07
.15

Ni

0.15
.03
.15
.3

0. 015
.007
.015
.07

Pb

0.15
.03
.15
.3

Sc

0.03
.007
. 015
.07

Sn

>10.0
7.0
3.0
7.0

Sr

1.5
1.5
.7
.7

v

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - -

2
3

Sample

Sm

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- -- - - -- -- -- - - - - - - --- - -

n.d.
0.018
.065
. 22

Na·

y

Th

Thorium

n.d.
n.d.

Locality

Jasper Cuts.
Do .
650 ft southwest
of Jasper Cuts.
Do.

n.d. means not determined.
URANIUM-BEARING PEGMATITE

Radioactive pegmatites that contain disseminated
uraninite and which are commonly 40 to 50 times as
radioactive as most Precambrian gneisses and granites
are widely distributed in the Idaho Springs district in
a belt that extends from the mouth of Trail Creek northeast through Virginia Canyon. The loca.tion of this belt

0.07
.015
. 015
.015

0. 0015 <0.007
.003
.7
. 015
.003
. 015
.007

0.003
.003
0
0

0.015
. 015
.007
.007

0.03
. 0~5
.03
.07

0.003
.003
0
0

0.007
. 0015
0
0

0. 0015
. 015
. 015
. 015

0.03
. 015
.007
. 015

Ca

0.1
1.5
1.5
1.5

Zr

0.1
.0
.0
.1

The following notes apply to the semiquantitative spectrographic analyses:
Looked for but not found: Ag, As, Au, B, Bi, Cd, Eu, Oe, Hf, Hg, In, Ir, Ll,
Mo, Os, Pd, Pt, Re, Rh, Ru, Sb, Sn, Ta, Te, Tl, W, Zn.
The symbol 0= looked for but not detected.
Figures are reported to the nearest number in the series 7, 3, 1.5, 0.7, 0.3, 0.15,
in percent.
60 percent of the reported results may be expected to agree with the results of
quantitative methods.

is shown on plate 3, but specific occurrences are not
shown. Similar radioactive pegmatite also has been
noted on the dump of the Waterloo mine, in upper Russell Gulch, Central City district, and locally in the Fall
River area. The pegmatite on the Highlander claim in
the Idaho Springs district has been mined as a source
of uranium ore, but the operation was not profitable.
The radioactive pegmatites in the Idaho Springs district occur as discontinuous bodies within the eastnortheastward-trending layer of microcline-quartzplagioclase-biotite gneiss that crops out llh miles north
of Idaho Springs (fig. 3). Most known pegmatite
bodies are in the lower (southern) part of the layer, but
a few are stratigraphically higher. Analyses of selected
samples from the known pegmatite localities in the belt,
except the Highlander claim, are given in table 4. Generally these analyses represent the more highly radioactive parts of the pegmatites and do not represent-average grades.

GEOLOGIC
4.-Analyses of 7.traninite-hearing pegmatites, in percent,
Idaho Springs district (excl?.tsuie of Highlander claim) t

TABLE

[Analyses by U.S. Geol. Survey]
Sample

Laboratory Equivalent Uranium
uranium
serial no.

Pat-L ____ 220393

0. 037

0.044

3-269 ______ 221568
3-76 _______ 221573
3-421_ _____ 221576

. 021

. 016

. 020
. 052

. 020
. 002

LE-L _____ 225234

. 073

. 048

4-J ________ 225233

. 022

. 010

NB-L. __ -- 227396
NB-2 _____ 227397

. 031

. 057

. 017

.. 014

Locality

Small pit on Patten
claim.
Dump, Fourth of
July claim.
Dump, Ashland mine .
Dump, Little Emma
mine.
Underground, Little
Emma mine .
Underground, Fourth
of July mine.
Underground, New
Bedford mine.
Do .

I All arc grab samples. Analysts: ·Ann Swcenext Carmen Johnson, Percy Moore,
J. P. Schuch,_~·~· Furman, James Wahlberg, w. D. Goss, H. E. Bivens, C. G.
Angelo, and Mary Finch.

To detern1ine ·the geology of the uraninite-bearing
pegmatite bodies in one part of the belt, a detailed survey was made of the Highlander and adjacent mining
· claims in the vicinity of Robinson Gulch, 1% miles
north of Idaho Springs. A detailed outcrop map
showing the distribution of radioactive pegmatite (fig.
5) and the general relations of the pegmatite to other
roc.k units was made by pJanetable methods, and the
accessible undergrow1d workings were mapped and investigated systematically for radioactivity.
The radioactive pegmatites on the Highlander and
adjacent claims are generally conformable bodies in
interlayered biotite gneisses and atnphibolite, which consti-tute a 450-foot-wide zone in the thick layer of microcline-bearing gneiss. Other pegma,ti.te lenses of similar
uranium content occur about 700 feet to the south, on
the Patten claim (see table 4), near the southern edge of
the microcline-bearing gneiss layer. The pegtnartite
lenses range from less than 1 to about 50 feet in width
and froin a few feet to several tens of feet in length, and
most of them contain thin layers of the metamorphic
gneisses.
The pegtnatites are white, buff, or pink unzoned bodies
that consist don1inantly of feldspar, quat~tz, and biotite.
The biotite forms irregular-shaped books that show little if any preferred orientation and which tend to be
clustered. The feldspar and biotite crystals a.re comm.only 1 inch or less in diameter. The feldspar is dominantly plagioclase (oligoclase) and microcline; modal
analyses of several polished hand specimens indicate
that microcline exceeds plagioclase in volume. The
plagioclase luts a fine albite twinning; the microcline
has a conspicuous grid structure and locally is perthitic.
At places feldspa,r and quartz are intergrown in a
graphic .texture. The quartz occurs as aggregates of
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tiny grains tha;t generally have a mosaic pattern and
which are largely interstitial to the feldspar crystals.
The common accessory minerals, in addition to uraninite, are molybdenite, pyrite, galena, chalcopyrite, and
hematite.
The pegmatites and associated rocks are cataclastically deformed; at places the deformation was sufficiently intense to form a fine-grained, streaked mylonite.
The feldspars are strained, locally broken, and altered,
and mortar textures are common. The biotite is flexed,
bent, and locally broken; it is altered to a claylike mineral along the fractures and along grain boundaries.
The cataclasis was produced during the younger period
of Precambrian deformation (seep. 14) .
The uranini·te occurs as tiny cubic crystals disseminated through the rock; it is most ·abundant in biotite,
but also occurs in the feldspar. Its distribution leaves
no doubt that it is a primary constituent of the pegmatite. Molybdenite, pyrite, galena, chalcopyri·te, and
hematite, however, occur along fractures in the rock
and were introduced during or after the cataclasis.
Although sampling has not been sufficient to determine adequately the bulk grade of the pegmH~tite bodies,
the writers estimate that the grade of single bodies
ranges from about 0.01 to as much as 0.06 percent uranium (table 5) and probably averages about 0.04 perT.ABLE 5.-Analyses, in percent, of uraninite-bearing pegmatite

from the Highlander clai1n, Idaho Springs district
[Analyses by U.S. Geol. Survey] 1
Sample

Labora- Equiva· tory serial
lent
Uranium Location and description of sample a
no.
uranium
0.89

1.11

A-L-----------

211527

A-2-----------H-L----------

211528
216710

.18
.048

.23
. 035

H-2------------

216711

.14

. 12

H-3------------

216712

.051

. 061

H-L----~-----

216713

.046

. 036

E-A___________
A-11-lA_______

225019
225020

.011
. 21

. 007
.18

A-5A__________
A-13A. _-------

225021
225022

. 051
. 048

. 013
. 043

F-ll-2A_______
Fl7(16)A_______

225023
225024

.052
.023

.016
. 036

J-3-A .. -------HM-L________

225025
225235

.051
5.5

. 033
5. 51

Stockpile of· broken ore, Joe. 1;
dominantly uranophane-bearing
ore.
Do.
Stockpile mined from Hudson
tunnel; uraninite-bearing ore.
Stockpile of coarse broken ore from
Hudson tunnel.
Broken pegmatite from Joe. 2;
contains secondary uranium
minerals.
Broken pegmatite from loc. 3;
contains secondary uranium
minerals.
Pegmatite in pit at Joe. 4.
Selected broken ore at pit, Joe. 1;
dominantly uranophane-bearing
ore.
Broken pegmatite at pit, Joe. 5.
Sotckpile of broken pegmatite, Joe .
1.

Pegmatite, Joe. 6.
Broken pegmatite at pit, Joe. 2;
contains secondary uranium
minerals .
Broken pegmatite at pit, Joe. 3.
Impure concentrate of uraninite.a

1 Analysts: J. E. Wilson, S. P. Furman, James Wahlberg, Janet Patton, C. G.
Angelo, Mary Finch, Ann Sweeney, R. Smith, and B. McCall.
2 Localities given on figure 4. All are grab samples except HM-1.
a Contains 0.61 percent Th and 5.04 percent equivalent Pb2IO; determined by radio·
chemical analyses by John Rosholt.
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3.5 MIL£$ TO CENTRAL CITY

Approximate boundary between

EXPLANATION

>-

}~

0

Limit of outcrop

w

1-

~

Strike and ·dip of foliation
42.C_20

Strike and dip of foliation and
plunge of lineation

z

~
~

~

Pegmatite

a:

m

. '-----------r-----------Portal of adit and outline of
underground workings

::E

>===leaved adit

c(

Mieroline-bearing gneiss
~
~
Amphibolite

uw
a:

n.

.

~

~

Shaft at surface

0

Interlayered biotite gneisses
f41

Trench

Metalliferous vein, showing dip
Dashed where inferred

Dump

Contact, showing dip
Daslted where approximately located

IDAHO SPRINGS

~

Shaft or raise at surface

Inferred contact
Base by P. K. Sims and Peter Buseck, 1954

~IIJflll'''

CD

Sample locality
Number refers to uraninite-beari"''J
pegmatite analysis
Geology by P. K. Sims, 1954

100 FEET

0

100

DATUM ASSUMED

CONTOUR INTERVAL 20 FEET
FIGURE ~.-Outcrop

map of the Highlander and adjacent mining claims, Idaho Springs district'.

cent. The ·several pegmatite bodies that have been
prospected at the Highlander claim (table 5 and fig. 5)
contain an average of 0.03 to 0.04 percent uranium.
Certain parts of each pegmatite are._higher in grade,
however, and by sorting the grade can be raised to
about 0.1 percent uranium.
Supergene alteration did not appreciably change the
grade of the pegmatites, for grab samples of "run-ofthe-mine" secondary "ore" are virtually the same grade
as the primary (unaltered) material.
Attempts to beneficiate the pegmatite mined from the
Hudson tunnel on the Highlander claim by gravity concentration on a Wilfley table were not profitable.

A spectrographic analysis of the urani urn concentrate
(sample HM-1, table 5) by semiquantitative methods
(analyst, N. M. Conklin, U.S. Geological Survey) indicates that the concentrate contains XX percent Fe and
Ph; X percent Ce; O.X percent Si, AI, Ti, Mn, Ca, Dy,
Gd, La, Nd, Sm, Th, Y, Zn, and Zr; O.OX percent Mg,
Ag, Ba, Bi, Co, Cu, Er, l\fo, Ni, and Yb; and O.OOX
percent Cr and V.
BIOTITE-MUSCOVITE GRANITE

The biotite-muscovite granite is 2 to 6 times as radioactive as other Precambrian granites and gneisses in the
region, and a representative sample has an equivatent
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uranium content of 0.006 percent. Most of the radioactivity in the granite is due to thorium which occurs in
monazite, a common accessory mineral. In the Chicago
Creek area, 1nonazite constitutes about 0.4 percent by
volume of the biotite-muscovite granite (Harrison and
Wells, 1959, table 9). Because of its abnormal radioactivity, biotite-muscovite granite can be distinguished
readily from most other granites and gneisses in the
region by a, scintillntion detector.

analysis of 70 samples, is from 0.002 to 0.024 percent and
the range in uranium content is from 0.001 to 0.018
percent. At Central City the range in equivalent uranium content (18 samples) is from 0.010 to 0.0~4 and
the range in uranium content is from 0.003 to 0.018
percent.
6.-Average equivalent uranium (radioactivity) and
uranium content of the Tertiary intrusive rocks, in percent,
central part of the Front Range mineral belt 1
·

TABLE

TERTIARY INTRUSIVE ROCKS

All the Tertiary intrusive rocks are more radioactive
than the n,verage granitic rock, and quartz bostonite
porphyry, the most radioactive rock of the sequence, is
15 to 25 times as radioactive as the average granitic rock.
Phair (1952) has shown that the radioactivity of the
rocks results from both thorium and uranium, that both
these elements are co-concentrated with zirconium, and
that in the quartz bostonites the Th/U ·ratio is about
6: 1. A brief summary of Phair's studies up to 1955 is
presented by Larsen ·and others (1956). Using a contoured triangular dia,gram, the covariation among K20,
Na20, CaO, a,nd U is plotted for 45 analyzed Front
Range "porphyries," more than half of which came
from the area here discussed. This shows that the rocks
having the highest uranium content, 30 ppm (parts per
nT.illion) U, make up a compositional type characterized
by an extreme deficiency in CaO. In addition to being
exceptionally radioactive these rocks which are poor
in Cn.O (quartz bostonites) are distinguished readily
from all other porphyritic rocks of the Front Range by
the presence of alkalic feldspar as the only phenocrysts.
Analyses by routine -analytical methods of more than
200 samples from the region indicate that the Tertia~y
igneous rocks contain an average of 0.006 percent equivalent uranium (radioactivity) and 0.002 percent uranium, but individual rock types depart widely from
these averages. The average equivalent uranium and
uranium content of the separate rock units as compiled
by ,J. D. Wells are given in table 6. · The averages
shown in table 6 are arithmetic averages rounded to the
third place. The analytical method used to determine
uranium has a sensitivity of 0.001 percent.
The analyses compiled by vVells confir1n the conclusion of Phair. (1952) that uranium and thorium are
greatly enriched in quartz bostonite porphyry. The
quartz bostonite ·porphyry at Central City is pa.rticularly enriched ·in the radioelements. Analysis of 18
samples from this district indicates that this rock has
an ·n,verage equivalent uranium content (radioactivity)
of 0.018 percent and an average uranium content of
0.006 percent. Throughout the region the. range in
equiv~~]ent ura.nium content for the rock, as indicated by

Rock type 2

Equivalent Uranium a
uranium

Hornblende granodiorite porphyry ________ _ 0. 002
Biotite granodiorite porphyry ____________ _
. 002
Leucocratic granodiorite porphyry ________ .:.
. 004
Albite granodiorite porphyry _____________ _
. 004
Alkali syenite porphyry __________________ ~
. 007
Quartz monzonite porphyry ______________ ~
. 004
Biotite-quartz monzonite porphyry ________ ~
. 002
Granite porphyry _______________________ _
. 006
Alkaskite porphyry _____________________ _
. 007
Bostonite porphyry _____________________ :.
. 006
Trachytic granite porphyry ______________ ~ · . 005
Quartz bostonite porphyry _______________ _
. 011
Biotite-quartz latite porphyry ____________ _
. 006
1
2

0.000
. 000
. 002
. 002
. 003
. 001
. 000
. 002
. 004
. 001
. 001
. 004
. 002

Compiled by J. D. Wells.
.
Rock types are arranged according to age, from oldest t~ youngest. (See diagram,

fig. 4.)

a Analyses by standard chemical methods; sensitivity of method is 0.001 percent.

STRUCTURE

As the structure of the country rock had a fund amental control on the development of the fracture pattern
and on the localization of ore bod!~s, the principal
structural features of the bedrock are summarized in
this section. Most emphasis, however~ is placed on the
faults, which contain the ore bodies. More detailed
information on .the structure of the· country rock is
presented by Moench and others ( 1962) and in the
reports on the several mining districts (see "Literature
cited").
STRUCTURE OF PRECAMBRIAN ROCKS

The Precambrian rocks of the region are complexly
deformed as a result of two episodes .of Precambrian
deformation. Large major folds were formed during ·
an early plastic deformation that was accompanied by
migmatization and intrusion of the igneous rocks.
Minor folds and· accompanying granulation were
formed locally by a later deformation that occurred
after the intrusion of biotite-muscovits. granite.
The older folds, formed -during the·. major period of
deformation, define the gross distribution of the rock
lmits in this part of the Front Range ( f?.g. 3) . They are
dominantly upright open folds, but include upright to
overturned tight, recumbent, and rarely chevron folds.
The axes of this fold system trend north-northeast to
northeast and· plunge either to the northeast or the
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southwest; the limbs of the folds generally dip moderately ( 45 °) . Several large open folds are present in
the region (fig. 3) . Among the largest is the Central
City anticline, which is the dominant structure in the
Central City district. The axis of this fold trend~ about
N. 40° E. and is doubly plunging.
.
Upright to overturned tight folds occur locally on
the limbs of the major folds. So far as known these
folds are ~elatively small; they commonly have maximum known breadths (wavelength) and heights (amplitudes) of a few hundred feet. The axes of these
folds plunge north -northeast to northeast, subparallel
to the major fold axes. The axial planes of most folds
of this type converge. upward on the anticlines and
down ward on the synclines.
Recumbent folds that generally have maximum wavelengths and amplitudes of a few tens of feet occur on the
crests or troughs and locally on the limbs of the open
folds. They plunge subparallel to the major upright
folds. A recumbent fold having a 500~foot amplitude,
the largest known in the region, was mapped in the
Chicago Creek area (Harrison and Wells, 1959).
The younger deformation, in contrast to the older,
was dominantly cataclastic, and it was nearly restricted
to the southeast part of the region. This younger deformation was intense in a 2-mile-wide zone that trends
northeast. through, Idaho Springs (fig. 3). In this zone,
many small folds were developed in the more incompetent rock units, especially the biotite gneisses and
migmatite; locally intense granulation developed in
the more competent units such as the microcline-quartzplagioclase-biotite gneiss.
The younger folds are small, commonly only a few
feet or few tens of feet across; accordingly individual
fold axes are not shown on figure 3. They trend N.
55° E. rund are superposed on the older folds; their
form is controlled largely by their geometric relation
to the attitude of the preexisting rock. The most common forms are terrace, ch~vron, and monoclinal folds;
a less common fold is the round-crested, closed type.
All the folds are asymmetric and have steep axial planes.
Their asymmetry indicates the same relative motion,
the northwest side having been raised relative to the
southeast side.
Cataclasis is associated with and closely· related to
the folds, but it is most conspicuous and intense in
massive, more competent units that did not fold during
the younger deformation. Cataclasis was especially intense in the eastward-trending layer of microclinequartz-plagioelase-biotite gneiss, 1112 miles north of
Idaho Springs (fig. 3). This layer· is pervasively
granulated, commonly to a :flaser gneiss. Shear

planes in the rock unit strike northeast and dip moderately northwest.
The character of the folds, rock textures and structures, and mineral assemblages of the reconstituted
rocks indicate that the older fold system resulted from a
plastic deformation at a considerable depth . in the
earth's crust, whereas the younger system resulted from
deformation at probable shallower depths. Possibly
the younger deformation was a deep manifestation of
faulting (Moench, and others, 1954, p. 1383-1384; 1962,
p.54).
FORM OF TERTIARY INTRUSIVE ROCKS

The Tertiary intrusive rocks occur as small irregular
plutons and as dikes (pl. 1). Commonly short dikes
radiate outward from the plutons. .The plutons range
in size from a few hundred to a few thousand feet in
longest dimension and appear to have steep walls. The
dikes range in width from afew inches to a few hundred
feet, but commonly are 5 to 50 feet wide; they range in
length from a few hundred feet to several miles. l\fost
dikes dip more steeply than 60°.
With few exceptions, the older intrusive bodies are
irregular stocklike plutons whereas the younger ones
are dikes.
The Tertiary igneous rocks were intruded along preexisting planes of weakness in the Precambrian rocks.
Joints of various directions were the principal sites of
emplacement, hut faults, axial planes of folds, foliation
planes, and contacts also provided favorable structures
along which dikes were intruded.
JOINTS

Joints are a conspicuous feature of all the rocks in the
region, and two or more sets can be measured in nearly
every exposure. As might be expected from the long
involved structural history of the Front Range, the joint
pattern is complex and difficult to interpret. The principal joints seem to constitute a regional system that
has a consistent relation to the gross structural pattern
of the Front Range highland; other joints seem to be
related to the fold system in the Precambrian rocks
(Harrison and Moench, 1961).
The joint pattern in the central part of the Front
Range mineral belt is grossly similar throughout, but itldividual joint sets are defined to varying degrees in the
different mining districts and even within different
parts of the same district. The principal joint sets in
each of the mining districts, as indicated by statistical
maxima, are given in ta:ble 7. Less well defined joint
sets that are present within the districts are not discussed in this report·.
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7.-Pri'll(;ipal joint sets ·in mining llistPicts of the cen.t1·al
JHirt of the Front Ranr;e mhwml belt

Mining district or area

Central City district _____________ _

Number
of principal joint
sets

Strike

30°
45°
76°
75°

Dip

4

N.
N.
N.
N.

W __________ goo NE.
W __________ goo NE.
E __________ gooN.
W __________ gooN.

lUvcr district:
Dumont area ________________ _

2

Lawson-Fall lUvcr nrcn ______ _

4

Frcclnnd-Lnmurthnc district •----

4

Chicago Creek nrcn

3

N. 80-85° E _______
N. 68°-70° w -----N. 80° E __________
N. 70°-80° W ______
N. 35°-40° W ______
N. 12° W __________
N. 74° W ---------N. 82° E __________
N. 22° W __________
N. 56° E __________
N. 20° W __________
N. 78° E_ _________
N. 75° W __________

70°-73° N.
76° NE.
77° N.
80° N.
80° NE.
83° NE.
6go N.
62° N.
79° NE.
63° NW.
90°
70° NW.
73° NE.

N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.

75°-85° NW.
70°-80° N.
goo NE.
85° NE.
7go NE.
67° NW.
g5°-90° NE.
80° NE.
70°-goo NW.

I..a1i•son-Dumont-I~all

2_____________ _

Idnho Springs dlst.rlct.:
Northwestern pnrt.

3 _________ _

Nort.h-cent.rnl pnrt •----------

6

3

73° E __________
g8o W __________
70° W ---------29° W __________
45° W ---------55° E __________
3go W ---------50° W __________
60°-70° E ______

1 .llnrrlson
3 .I I nrrison

nnd Wells (I95G).
nnd Wells ( 11)59).
3 '.I' he Precam brlnn bedrock is chnractcrlzcd by open folds.
4 '.l'ho l'rocnmbrinn bedrock Is chnrnctcrizcd by tight folds.

At least three jo.lnt sets are ".,.ell defined throughout
the region. .Joints that strike N. 70°-80° E. and N.
70°-75°
and dip steeply north are common to all
mining districts; joints that strike N. 12°-30° ,V. and
dip steeply northeast are abundant in most parts of the
region. The other sets, although locally present, are
not defined suflicientl)r on a region a1 scale to show up as
prominent maxima on all statistical plots.
The three joint sets that are abundant throughout a
large part o:f the region seem to constitute a regional
joint system thnt :is superimposed on all Precambri~tn
rocks and is largely independent of older (
joints.
This joint system has been inferred to be·Laramide in
age (lla.t.Tison and ~1oench, 1961) because it is not appreciably n.fl'ect:ed by variations :in the structure of the
Precn.mbrinn rocks and because it conforms to the pattern expected from the Laramide uplift of the Front
Hange highland.
I:f the regiomtl joint system was developed during the
uplift ·Of the Front Range highland in the Laramide
orogeny, it can be interpreted to be related to compressive stresses oriented east-northeast-west-southwest
(~{oench and lTarrison, 1961).

"T·

n

FAULTS

Faults are abundant in the mining districts of the
central part of the Front Range mineral belt (pl. 2).
They are defined by the ore and gan·gue minerals they
conta.in, by barren clay gouge, or by a wide zone of
breccint·ecl, silicified, and .locally pyritized wallrock.

The faults clearly are of two ages. One group
formed before early Tertiary (Laramide) igneous intrusion, and the other group formed near the close of
the igneous activity, in Laramide time. Lovering and
Goddard. (1950, p. 79-82), in their comprehensive
paper on the Front Range, assumed that fractures
belonging to both groups developed during the Laramide revolution, although they recognized that some of
them may follow zones of weakness that developed
much earlier. New data obtained by the writers in the
Front Range and adjacent parts of the Rocky ~1oun
tains, however, indicate that the older group of faults
probably developed initially in Precambrian time. In
this report the older faults are referred to, therefore, as
Precambrian ( ~) faults. In an earlier report, Sims,
Drake, and Tooker ( 1963) referred to this same group
of faults as pre-Laramide(
faults.

n

CLASSIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION

Detailed geologic 1napping has established that the
faults of this region can be grouped into six principal
fracture sets, each characterized by consistent structural attitudes and common movement patterns. Five
of the fracture sets are classified in this report according to trend, for they dip steeply and their trend ( apparent strike) is nearly the same as their bue strike.
The sixth fracture set consists of low-angle faults that
generally strike east. or east-northeast. Because of their
low djp, these faults ha:ve highly variable trends, depending upon the topography (pl. 2).
The older fracture sets, of presumed Precambrian
age, include northwestward-trending, north-northeastward-trending, and low-angle faults. The younger
fracture sets, of Laramide age, il1clude eastwa.rd-, ea.stnortheastward-, a.nd northeastward-trending faults.
Two minor fa.ult sets that formed a.fter ore deposition
have been observed locally, but they are sparse and
poorly exposed. These faults do not displace the ore
bodies more tha.n a. few feet.
Except for some of the older northwestwa.rd-trending ·and northeastward-trending faults, the apparent
offset along the faults rarely exceeds 20 feet a.nd commonly does not exceed 5 or 10 feet. Accordingly, the
displacement a.long these fractures comn1only cannot
be determined at the surface, but can be obta.ined only
in underground workings. Along most faults it is evident frmn offset rock layers and slickensides that the
dominant displacement was in· a. horizonta.l direction,
but many fault surfaces also contain some steeply
plunging slickensides, indicating some downdip movement. ·~1ost of the steeply plunging slickensides that
ha.ve been observed are la.ter than the horizontal (
slickensides, and these may pa.rtly represent small read-

n
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FIGURE 6.-Map showing principal Precambvian ( [) faults, within and adljacent to the central part of the Front Range mineral belt.

justments that took place after the dominant slip
movements.
In the following discussion right latera.! (or right
h'and) and left lateral (or left hand) refer to the apparent movement of the two blocks as seen in a map
view; right later~l indicates clockwise separation of the
opposite block, r~lative to that of the observer, and
left lateral indic.'ates counterclockwise separation, as
described by Hill (1947).

FAULTS OF PRECAMBRIAN ( ?)

AGE

The principal older faults, the northwestward-trending and the north-northeastward-trending sets, are
widely spaced long continuous fractures or fracture
zones that can be traced for several miles. To show the
broad relations between the principal faults in the
mapped area (pl. 2) and those in adjacent areas, figure 6 was compiled from existing data. Less persistent
faults of these two fracture sets within the mapped
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area are shown on plate 2, but not on figure 6. Because the low-ange faults are not long persistent fractures, they are not shown on figure 6.
In this pn,rt of the Front Range (fig. 6), several
prominent northwestward-trending faults, spaced 1 to
6 miles apart, cross the mineral belt. These faults constitute the fracture system that Lovering (Lovering
and Tweto, 1953, p. 30; Lovering and Goddard, 1950,
pls. 1 and 3) has described a.s "breccia reefs" or "breccia
dikes." vVithin the central part of the mineral belt,
many of the northwestward-trending faults resemble
typical breccia reefs because they form conspicuous
topographic ridges along their outcrop, but many more
differ from the typical reefs in being inconspicuous and
difricult to trace a.t the surface. In this area the northwestward-trending faults are left-lateral faults, and
the apparent horizontal displacement along the faults
is as much as 600 feet. So far as known the vertical
component of movement is considerably less tha.n the
horizontal component.
The low-angle faults occur between northwestwardtrending fa.ults and are related genetically to them; a
few extend from one fault to the next adjacent one (pl.
2). Where observed, the apparent horizontal movement on these faults is left lateral, but the measured displacement is at most only a few feet.
The north-northeastward-trending faults locally
forn1 conspicuous siliceous reefs, but more commonly
they are gouge filled and inconspicuous. In contrast to
the northwestward-trending faults, these fractures are
remarkably straight. The displacement along these
faults is right lateral The apparent horizontal displacement along the ~Tild Wagoner-Apex fault is as
much as 600 feet.
Judging from the intersection· of the Dory Hill a.nd
Blackhawk faults, the north-northeastward-trending
faults are younger than the northwestward-trending
faults. Although the Dory Hill fault is shifted laterally a few tens of feet along individual strands of the
Blackhawk fault (pls. 1, 2), the Precambrian rocks are
offset about 500 feet on opposite sides of the Blackhawk
fault. This indicates, therefore, that the major movement along the Blackhawk fault was before the formation of the Dory Hill fault, and that the horizontal
displacement of the Dory Hill fault resulted from later
movements.
N O'rthwest1o·ard-t'rending faults.- The northwestward-trending fracture set consists of 3 prominent
continuous faults and 4 less persistent northwestwardtrending zones of fracturing (pl.- 2). The northwestward-trending faults strike N. 40°-85° W. and dip 50°
to 90° N'~r., with steep dips being most common. The
northwestward-striking segments of the faults com659-612 0 - 63 - 2
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monly are more silicified within the mapped area (pl. 2)
than the west-northwestward-striking segments, and
they can be more easily traced.
The Blackhawk, J. L. Emerson-Gem, and Idaho
Springs faults are long continuous fracture zones.
The Blackhawk fault consists of several subparallel
faults and many connecting fractures that constitute a
fault zone about 2,000 feet wide. The fault displaces
the Precambrian rock units about 500 feet, but displaces a dike of Tertiary quartz monzonite p01'phyry
only 100 feet in the same direction (left lateral). The
Idaho Springs fault is a much narrmver straight fault
that shows a 600-foot left-lateral displacement of the
Precambrian rocks on opposite walls. It is followed
along much of its course by one or more dikes of quartz
monzonite porphyry. The J. L. Emerson-Gem fault
has a flat S shape in the map view, ranging in strike
from about N. 40° W. to about N. 80° W. It consists of
several closely spaced, overlapping fissures which constitute a fracture zone several tens of feet wide, but in
contrast to the Blackhawk and Idaho Springs faults
it does not appreciably displace its walls. It can be
seen in several mines that the movement on individual
fa~lts was left lateral, but the apparent horizontal displacements are at most a few feet.
Three inconspicuous northwestward-trending zones
of fracturing occur in the Central City district between
the Blackhawk fault and the J. L. Emerson-Gem fault,
and a fourth zone of fracturing is about 2 miles southwest of, and subparallel to, the Idaho Springs fault.
These zones are .designated on plate 2, from northeast
to southwest, as the Eureka Gulch, Illinois Gulch, Russell Gulch, and Cottonwood Gulch fault zones. The
fault zones at Central City probably represent splits
from the Floyd Hill fault (fig. 6), a prominent fault
on Floyd Hill, 5 miles east of Idaho Springs. The Cottonwood Gulch fault zone locally contains Tertiary
dikes east of Chicago Creek; possibly it is a split from
the Idaho Springs fault. Locally segments of each of
the faults contain sulfide ore minerals.
L01v-angle faults.·-Faults that dip less than 50° are
abundant between the J. L. Emerson-Gem fault system
and the Idaho Springs fault, and between the Idaho
Springs fault and the Cottonwood Gulch fault zone
(pl. 2). Two such faults occur between the J. L .. Emerson-Gem fault system and the Russell Gulch fault zone,
and at least. one is present southwest of the Cottonwood
Gulch fault zone. This group of faults strikes east- to
east-northeast and dips 20°-50° N. Many of the faults
cut across the foliation of the country rock, but in certain areas, as south of Idaho Springs, several faults
are subparallel to the foliation. All faults of this group
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that have been recognized contain sulfide ore minerals
at least locally.
.
North-northeastward-trending faults.- Two main
north-northeastward-trending faults, the Dory Hill
fault at Central City and the Wild Wagoner-Apex
fault in the Lawson-Dumont-Fall River district, occur
in the region (fig. 6) ; several discontinuous faults of
the same trend are between the two faults (pl. 2). The
main faults are characteristically several tens of feet
wide, long and continuous, and locally contain siliceous
breccias similar to the typical breccia reefs. They dip
more steeply than 60° .. The Dory Hill fault has been
traced for a distance of 4 miles (fig. 6), and it is inferred
to extend southward to the vicinity of Idaho Springs.
The vVild Wagoner-Apex fault was followed previously from Apex southward to Fall River (Lovering
and Goddard, 1950, pl. 2), and we have found that it extends another 6 miles to the south (fig. 6). Several discontinuous north-northeastward-trending faults, most
of ·which contain sulfide veins, occur between the Dory
Hill and Wild Wagoner-Apex fault. The most notable
faults of. this group constitute north-northeastwardtrending segments of the Lamartine-Great Western
and Lone Tree vein systems in the Freeland-Lamartine
district (Harrison, 1955, p. 314), and the Fairfield and
Mineral veins at Central City.

Lawson-Dumont-Fall R.iver, and Idaho Springs districts they contain many valuable veins. The faults
of this set strike N. 60°-80° E. and comn1only dip 70°
or more northwest or southeast. Northwest dips predominate in the Idaho Springs and Chicago Creek districts; opposing dips of .adjacent subparallel veins are
common in parts of the Central City district. ~1ove
nlent along the faults was dominantly. right lateral,
the northwest walls having moved northeast relative
to the southeast walls. The apparent horizontal displacement rarely exceeds 10 feet. At places the faults
developed parallel to foliation surfaces or to axial
planes of tight folds.
Northeastward-trending
fault.s.-N ortheastwardtrending faults that strike N. 40°-55° E. and dip steeply
are abundant in the Chicago Creek, Idaho Springs, .and
part of the Central City districts (pl. 2). They contain several valuable veins, particularly in the Idaho
Springs district. ~1any of these faults are remarkably
consistent in strike. Displacements along the faults
arB small, rarely exceeding 15 feet; most faults have a
right-lateral movement, the northwest block having
Inoved northeast relative to the southwest block. The
zones of fracturing commonly do not exceed 2 foot in
width; the walls tend to be smooth ~n1.d even ; and gouge
is neither abundant nor widespread.

FAULTS OF LARAMIDE AGE

FAULT PATTERN

The Laramide faults are more abundant and more
closely spaced than the older faults, and they commonly
form an intersecting network. They cut. and displace
all the early Tertiary porphyritic igneous rocks except
biotite-quartz latite porphyry.
E ast~oard-trending faults.- The eastward -trending
faults are common in the Central City district but sparse
in other parts of the region. Although they strike generally eastward, individual faults vary as much as 10°
from east. They dip 80° or more, either to the north
or south and many hinge along the dip. The movement
on the faults is dominantly strike slip, the north wall
having moved west relative to the south wall. The apparent horizontal displacement indicated by displaced
porphyry dikes is small and does not exceed 20 feet. In
the Central City district the faults of this attitude commonly are wider than most vein fissures, commonly
form lod-es, and contain many valuable ore bodies. In
mo$t other districts, faults of this attitude are generally
thin and poorly mineralized or barren.
East-northeastward-trending
faults.- East-northeastward-trending
faults
are
present
in all minin<Y
dis.
•
•
b
triCts 111. the regwn, but they are neither abundant nor
economically important in the . Chicago Creek and
Freeland-Lamartine districts. In tl~e Central Qity,

The pattern resulting frmn the fracturing is principally a complex meshlike network of several sets of
intersecting faults, but locally it sh·o.ws long cymoid 1
fissures formed by the combination of fractures of two
or more different sets (pis. 1, 2). Intersecting faults
are common at Central City and in the northern part
of the Idaho Springs district, where all fault sets a.re
well forn1ed. The early northwestward-trending and
associated relatively ·flat-dipping fractures are cut but
not noticeably displaced by the later eastward-, eastnortheastward-, and northeastward·-trending fractures
to produce a complex intersecting pattern. Where the
faults strike at acute angles to one another, they may
junction to form local Y-shaped patterns. The formation of cymoid fissures by the combination of fractures
has been desCI~ibed in the Freeland-Lamartine district
by Harrison ( 1955). Two of the cymoid fissures in
the Freeland-La.martine district are inferred to have
a central segment belonging to the north-northeast
fracture set and ends belonging to the east-northeast
aiid east sets; they were formed by the combination
of Precambrian ( ~) fractures and Laramide fractures.
1 A cymoid curve is a· reverse curve in which a line swerves from its
course and then swings back again, resuming a direction parallel to its
former course but' not in line with it (McKinstry, l!l48, p. 315).
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The third cymoid fissure probably has a central segtnent belonging to the flat-dipping fracture set and
ends belonging to the east-northeast and east sets; it
also was formed by the combination of fractures of
different ages.
AGE AND ORIGIN OF FAULr.rS

The two groups of faults of different ages that constitute the fracture system of the region contrast sharply
in general character and continuity and apparently
formed from different stress patterns. The older fault
sets are persistent widely spaced fractures or zones
of fractures; several of the northwestward-trending
faults can be traced for several miles outside of the
mineral belt (Lovering and Goddard, 1950, pl. 1).
These fractures must have developed from regional
stresses that affected n1ost or all of the Front Range
highland. The nature of these forces is not yet known,
however, and much more work throughout the Front
Range is needed for their intrepretation. The younger
faults, on the oth~r hand, are relatively discontinuous,
closely spaced, inte.i·secting fractures that seem to be
neitrly restricted 'to ·the mineral belt. These faults
probably formed. frmn regional (horizontal?) compressive forces acting in a general east-northeastward direc·
tion.
The first faults to for1n in the region were the northwestward-trending breccia. reefs and related faults. As
pointed out by Lovering and Goddard ( 1950, p. 79-80)
the relative Inovement ·along different fractures of this
set varied in the Front Range. 'Vithin the central part
of the mineral belt the fault movements were consistent
however, the northeast walls having moved northwest
with respect to the southwest walls.
The north-northeastward-trending faults formed
later than the northwestward-trending faults, but how
much later is not knowi1. Like the northwestwardtrending faults, this set pf fractures is widely distributed :in the Front Ran!!e,
but accordino·
to Loverin()'
and
'
b
b
Goddard (1950, p. 79 and pl. 3), the faults are most
abundant near the crest and on the east side of the
range. The fault set is nearly perpendicular to the
northwestward-trending set, and it is diagonal to the
axis of the range. The faults characteristically have
right-lateral movements.
'rhe north westward-trending ·and no1•th -northeastward-trending fault sets could have formed at any time
between late Precambrian and Laramide time but the
' in. the
:field data .indicate that they probably originated
Precambrian. Fau.lts belonging to the northwestwardtrencliHg set., its ·genetically relnted low-a.ngle faults,
and the north-northeastward-trend~ng set locally are
JoHowed, or cut, by the early l'ertiary p~rphyritic ig~
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neous rocks, indicating their existence prior to emplacement of the igneous rocks. The oldest intrusive rock
that occurs along these fracture sets is quartz-monzonite
porphyry (see fig. 4). Further, some of the faults displace the Precambrian rocks on opposite walls considerably more than bodies of the Tertiary igneous rocks, indicating movement along these fractures prior to intrusion of these igneous rocks. The best evidence of a
Precambrian age for the north westward-trending fracture set has been set forth by Vitanage ( 1954) in the
South Platte area, about 3 miles south of Idaho Springs.
In this area, northwestward-trending faults, in all respects similar to those in the mineral belt, contain sandstone dikes that are interpreted to have been formed by
injection of clastic material along submarine faults in
Cambrian time. The sandstone is identical to that in
the Cambrian Sawatch formation. The nearest exposures of the Sawatch formation are about 10 miles
southeast of the main dike in the South Platte area.
Later geologic mapping by G. R. Scott and vVarren
Peterson (oral communication, 1959) of the Geological
Survey, in the same area confirm the conclusions of
Vitanage that the northwestward-trending fault set
originated in Precambrian time. The north-northeastward-trending faults are interpreted -also as probably being Precambrian in age because of their gross
similarity to the northwest fracture set. Like the
northwestward-trending faults, they are long, persistent wide fractures or fracture zones that record several
per·iods of movement, and they locally contain siliceous
breccias, indicating an early period· of mineralization.
The Laramide fault systen1 developed after the emplacement of quartz bostonite porphyry and before the
intrusion of biotite-quartz latite porphyry. As the
eastward-trending set generally is characterized by leftlateral displacement, and the east-northeastward- and
northeastward-trending sets are cluiracterized by rightlateral displacen1ents, the fracture sets can be interpreted to represent conjugate shear fractures resulting
from a horizontal ( ?) compressive force oriented east..:
northeast) the eastward-trending set constituting one
of the diagonals and the other two sets (east-northeast
and northeast) constituting the other. The faults can
also be interpreted to have resulted from rotational compressive stresses oriented northeastward, as originally
proposed by Lovering and Goddard ( 1950, p. 80-82).
At the time these faults were fol'lned, westward-striking
parts of the earlier northwest fault set \Yere reopened to
provide sites for ore deposition, and as a result, segments
of ·all the faults of this set except the Blackhawk were
locally mineralized.
The three sets of Laramide faults dm:'eloped virtually
contemporaneously, as might be expected of conjug~l..te
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shear faults. At most places in the region they formed
in the following order: eastward-, east-northeastward-,
and northeastward-trending faults. Locally, however,
the east-northeastward-trending fractures developed
before the eastward-trending fractures, as in the Freeland-Lamartine district (Harrison, 1955, p. 313-316;
Harrison and Wells, 1956, p. 67-70) and the Chicago
Creek district (~arrison and Wells, 1959). This variation in the sequence of development of the fractures
probably can be explained by differences in the structural fabric of the country rock. In those areas where
the fractures formed in the sequence, eastward-, eastnortheastward-, and northeastward-trending faults, the
country rock is characterized by more open folds, and
accordingly the dip of both the rock units and the foliation is moderate; further, most of this area is underlain
by relatively massive microcline-quartz-plagioclasebiotite gneiss. The bedrock of this area, therefore, must
have acted as a relatively homogeneous mass to the deforming stresses. The first breaks to form were in ·an
east-west direction, possibly along the east-west joint set
that is prominent in these rocks and which may have
been the weakest fabric direction. In the FreelandLamartine and Chicago Creek districts, on the other
hand, the bedrock at most places is characterized by
northeastward-trending, tight folds, which produce a
marked nor•theastward -oriented fabric. This fabric
orientation may have provided structural weaknesses
that were greater than in any other fabric direction,
and as ·a result the northeast\vard-trending fractures developed first in the sequence.
The faults of both fracture systems were reopened
intermittently, as shown by fracturing, brecciation, and
recementation of the vein filling formed during mineralization. Fracturing and brecciation separated the
stag;es of 1ninert1lization, and at most places it appears
that the fracturing separating each stage was essentially
synchronous throughout the region (Sims, 1956a); At
some places, however, particularly in the FreelandLamartine (Harrison, 1955) and Chicago Creek (Harrison and 'Veils, 1959) districts, some fracturing may
have ta.ken place in a. time sequence during mineralizat.ion; the fractures were filled with ore minerals as they
formed.
SUMMARY OF GEOLOGIC HISTORY

The central part of the Front Range mineral belt has
had a long complex geologic history. The record is
incomplete, however, and many events cannot be precisely da.ted.
The first datable geologic event in the region was the
plastic deformation that produced the northeastwardtrending folds which define the gross distribution of

the rock units. During the deformation the ·oldest
rocks, an interlayered sequence, were folded into open
upright anticlines and synclines and tight upright to
overturned folds and were intruded by igneous bodies
of various sizes. Probably the oldest rocks were dominantly sediments that recrystallized· mimetically before
they were folded. During the folding these rocks were
reconstituted to mineral assemblages which were stable
in the upper part of the amphibolite metamorphic
facies. Migmatite and granite gneiss and pegmatite
were formed during the early stages of the folding,
either by injection, metamorphic differentiation, or
transformation. As deformation continued, granodiorite, and slightly later, quartz diorite and hornblendite
intruded the now high-grade metamorphic rocks as generally conformable plutons of various sizes. The
stresses accompanying the defonnation continued after
the consolidation of these bodies, deforming these rocks,
particularly along their contacts. Later pulsations of
the stresses, near the end of the period of deformation,
were accompanied by the intrusion of biotite-muscovite
granite, partly as phacoHths. The local crosscutting
relations of this granite, ho·wever, indicate that it was
partly emplaced after the period· of maximum deformation. Following this sequence of events the region was uplifted and several thousand ( ~) feet of rock
were removed. Late in the Precambrian the region
again was deformed. This deformation, in contrast to
the earlier one, was local. It was intense in a 2-milewide zone trending northeast along the southeast margin of the mineral belt. In this area, the less competent
schistose rocks were folded locally and the more competent massive rocks were granulated to different degrees.
Probably late in the Precambrian, first northwestwardtrending then north-northeastwa,rd-trending faults
were formed. These faults were continuous fractures,
commonly smreral miles long.
It is known from studies elsewhere that. the Front
Range was uplifted in Pennsylvanian time, but evidence
of this uplift has not been recognized in the core of the
range because of the absence of Paleozoic sedimentary
rocks.
Uplift of ·the Front Range began again in Late Cret;weous time. The highland was arched along a northnorthwestward-trending axis, and some faults may have
formed. Possibly at this time a regional joint system
developed, presumably from east-northeastwardoriented stresses that ,yere related to the uplift. Following this event, in early Tertiary ti1ne, porphyry
dikes and irregular plutons were intruded along structural weaknesses in the bedrock. Preexisting joints,
faults, and locally other planar features were opened,
presumably by tensional stresses, to allow the hyp-
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abyssal igneous rocks to enter without noticeably forcing
their wa.lls apart. The tensional openings may have
resulted from arching of the highland, but they may
well have resulted from a more local uplift that was
confined principally to the mineral belt. The older
intrusive rocks apparently were mnplaced at greater
depths in the crust. than the younger intrusive rocks, for
the former have textures indicative of slower cooling
and chill borders are absent. The older intrusive rocks
for1ned irregular small stocks and rarely dikes; the
younger in.1~rusive rocks formed dikes, many of which
11re rema,rkably continuous. Near the close of the
hypabyssal igneous activi~y, abundant eastward-, eastnortheastward- and northeastward-trending faults were
fonned; the eastward-trending parts of the earlier
northwestward-trending fractures were reopened, possibly as the result of horizontal ( ~) stresses oriented
east-northeast; and the .fractures were mineralized to
form gold-, silver-, and uranium-_bearing sulfide veins.
Later faulting produced fractures that locally cut the
mineraJized vein~ ..
The Tertia.l'y history of the Front Range is little
known, but late in the period canyon cutting was started
and eventua.]]y form.ed the present highly dissected
mountn,inous terrane.
Quaternary time is represented in the higher parts of
the region by solifluction debris and talus, probably of
'Visconsin age, and throughout by alluvium, probably
of both Pleistocene and Recent age.
ORE DEPOSITS

The ore deposits of the region are sulfide-quartz veins,
zonally distributed a.round a major center of mineralization, which contain precious metals, base metals,
and uranium, and which are chiefly valuable for their
gold and silver content. The uranium-bearing deposits
are described sepa.rately in a later section.
'"!"'he veins are hydrothermal fillings in fault fissures
and are similar in mineralogy, texture, and stn~cture to
the deposits classified by- L'indgren .(1933, p. 530) as
1nesothermnJ. Aside from a few that contain only
pyrite and gangue, the veins in all parts of the region
contain the same suite of major ore minerals. The principal ore minerals are sulfides and sulfosalts of iron,
copper, lead, zinc, and silver. Ore minerals that are
less abundant but common are native gold, pitchblende,
and gold tellurides. The gangue minerals include, in
order of decreasing abundance, several varieties of
quartz, carbonate minerals of the calcite group~ barite,
and fluorite.
Although vein filling took .place during a single period of mineralization, the ore minerals were deposited
in at least two distinct stages: the dominant sulfide. . stage
mineralization began with the deposition of pyrite and

quartz; this phase was followed by the deposition of
base-metal sulfide and gangue minerals. Locally, uranium was deposited during an early (third) stage that
preceded the sulfide ore mineralization. Major periods
of vein reopening that seem to have been synchronous·
over the region occurred between the stages of mineralization, and more restricted fracturing took place during the stages of filling.
STRUCTURE AND GENERAL CHARACTER

The veins vary from single well-defined filled fissures
to complexly branching lodes consisting of subparallel
fractures, loops, and horsetailing fractures. The simplest veins consist of a single filled fissure, commonly
with smooth sharp walls, that is bounded by a narrow
persistent zone of altered wallrock. Commonly, however, subsidiary veins branch or split from the main
veins;and the complexity of the branching increases as
true lodes are developed. Breccia, gouge, and slickensides are cmrimon, particularly in certain veins. Vugs
occur in all veins, but they are neither abundant nor
large. Lodes consisting of two or more closely spaced
subparallel veins are more complex than the single vein
fissures. The wallrock horses between the separate veins
are altered, fractured, moderately to strongly pyritized,
and locally cut by l-inch-thick stringers of ore minerals
which may be sufficiently abundant and closely spaced
to constitute ore. In some veins breccia fragments are
surrounded by a cockade growth of gangue a.nd ore
minerals.
The veins in the district range in· width fron1. less
than 1 inch to a few tens of feet, but average I· to 2 feet.
Single veins vary considerably in width, the ore shoots
commonly being two or n1.ore times wider than the virtually barren parts of the veins.
The ore shoots occur in structurally controlled ·open
spaces along the vein fissures and generally constitute
a small proportion of the explored ground. They can
be related to several structural factors, the most important being the direction and amount of fault movement, the physical character and structure of the wallrock, and irregularities along the fissures themselves~
The relative importance of these factors in the localization of ore bodies in the Front Range mineral belt has
been discussed by Lovering ( 1942, p. 79-93) ; details
within the districts of the region are given in the different reports prepared during the current investigation
(Harrison and Wells, 1956, 1959; Drake, 1957; Sims,
Drake, and Tooker, 1963).
MINERALOGY

The veins contain a simple suite of ore and ganglie
minerals, but the proportions of the minerals vary
greatly both within and between individual districts.
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The com1non primary metallic minerals are pyrite,
sphalerite, galena, chalcopyrite, and tetrahedrite-tennantite. Other loca.lly abundant minera.ls are enargite,
marcasite, polybasite, pearceite, tellurides o£ gold and
silver, and free gold or electrum. The common secondary ore minerals are chalcocite, covellite, and hydrous iron oxides. The gangue minerals a.re dominantly forms of silica and carbonates of the calcite
group but are locally fluorite or barite.
A list of the minerals known or reported to be present in the mining districts of the region, exclusive of
uranium minerals which are listed and described later
in this report, is given in table 8.
TABLE

TABLE

8.-Primary and secondary vein minerals, exclusive of
uranium minerals-Continued
Primary
Halides

Cerargyrite, AgCl

Fluorite, CaF2
Molybdates

Wulfenite, PbMoO.
Arsenides

Niccolite, NiAs
Pararammelsbergite, NiAs 2

8.-Primary and secondary vein minerals, ea;clusive of ·
~rranimn m·inerals
Primary

Secondary
Sulfides

Pyrite, FeS2
Sphalerite, ZnS
Galena, PbS
Chalcopyrite, CuFeS 2
Marcasite, FeS2
Molybdenite, MoSz
Argentite(?), AgzS"
Bornite, Cu.1FeS.

Chalcocite, Cu 2S
Covellite, CuS
Argentite, Ag 2S
Sphalerite(?), ZnS

Secondary

Silicates

Quartz, Si02
Cryptocrystalline silica(?)
Opal, SiOz·nHzO

Quartz, SiOz
Cryptocrystalline silica

Carbonates

Ankerite, Ca(Mg, Mn, Fe) (COa)z
Siderite, (Fe, Mg, Mn) COa
Rhodochrosite, MnCOa
Dolomite, Ca(Mg, Fe, Mn) (COah

Sulfosalts

Tennantite, (Cu, Fe, Zn, Ag) 12 As.S1a
Tetrahedrite, (Cu, Fe, Zn, Ag) 12 Sb.Sla
Enargite, Cu 3 AsS4
Pearceite, (Ag, Cu) 16AszSu
Chalcostibite (?), Cu2S Sb 2S3
Bournonite, PbCuSbSa
Freibergite, (Cu,Fe,Zn,Ag)12Sb4S1a
Polybasite, (Ag, Cu) 16SbzS11

Sulfates

Ruby silver, Ag 3 (As,
Sb)Sa

Gold, Au
Silver, Ag

Oxides

Hydrous iron oxides
Tungstates

Wolframite, (Fe, Mn) WO.
Tellurides

Petzite, (AgaAu) 2Tez (AgaAu) Te2
Sylvanite, (Ag,Au)Te2
Calaverite, AuTe 2
Altaite, PbTe
Coloradoite, HgTe
Krennerite, (Au,Ag) Te2

Barite, BaSO.

Anglesite, PbSO.
Chalcanthite,
CuS0.·5HzO
Epsomite(?),
MgS0.·7Hz0
CLASSIFICATION OF VEINS

Native elements

Gold, Au
Electrum, Ag·Au
Bismuth, Bi
·

Cerussite, PbCOa
Smithsonite, ZnCOa
Malachite,
Cuz(OH)zCOa
Azurite, Cua(OH)z(COah

The veins contain different quantities of the primary
vein-forming minerals and they can be classified into
two distinct mineralogic types. One principal type,
pyrite veins, contains abundant pyrite and varying
amounts of base-metal sulfides and gangue, and predominantly constitutes gold ores; the other principal
type, galena-sphalerite veins, contains abundant galena
and sphalerite, sparse pyrite, and gangue, and constitutes silver-bearing lead-zinc ores. Transitional
veins contain the minerals characteristic of the two
main types as well as substantial quantities of copper
minerals. The distribution of the veins of the different
classes is sho,vn on plate 1. Those veins for which
mineralogic data are lacking are listed on plate 1 as
"type unknown." Veins of each class locally contain
uranium and gold tellurides and these veins are shown
on plate 1 by special symbols.
Several types of information have been used to
classify the veins : ( 1) mineralogy as determined from
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examination of mine workings and dmnps; (2) assays
of veins and ore shipments; (3) production figures, and
( 4) silver-gold ratios. All these data are available
:for many veins in the district, some are available for
others, and none are ·available for still other veins. ·For
detailed information concerning the veins, the reader
is referred to the reports on the separate mining
districts.
The existence of veins containing the two contrasting
types of ores was recognized moderately early in the development of the region. Near the turn of the century
Collins (1903) described gold veins and silver veins at
Central City and noted their areal distribution. Later
Spurr and others (1908, p. 99-101) distinguished two
types of veins in the Georgetown quadrangle: silverbearing veins without impOTtant amounts of gold
(galena-blende ores) and gold-bearing veins with or
without silver (pyritic ores). They also noted that
both types of ore locaUy occurred together, and they
referred to the mixt.ure of the two types of ore as "compound ores." Bastin and Hill (1917, p. 105-114)
recognized similar vein types in the Central City
quadrangle, and they classified the ores into three main
types: pyrite ores,' galena-sphalerite ores, and composite
ores. Their term "composite ores" is essentially equivalent to Spurr and others' tenn "compound ores," and
includes pyritic galena-sphalerite ores which are mineralogically transitional between the two main types.
Bastin and I-Iill (1917, p.113.) described the "composite
ore" as consisting of pyritic ore sharply cut by veinlets of
galena-sphalerite ore. They also recognized another
:important type, telluride ores. In their compilation of
data on 'the Front Range, Lovering and Goddard ( 1950,
p. 173) adopted the earlier classification of Bastin and
Ilill and added a new type, uranimn ore.
The classification used in this report differs in some
important aspects from that used by previous investigators. The classification is based on quantitative
mineralogy. Pyrite a,nd galena-sphalerite, the principal
mineralogic varia,nts in the veins, constitute the two
principnJ. vein types. The pyrite veins locally contain
two distinct assemblages of base-metal sulfides and sulfosaJts, one consisting dominantly of copper minerals
and the other consisting of intergrown sphalerite,
galena, and lesser amounts of copper minerals, therefore these veins are further subdivided into types. The
pyrite veins that are nearly devoid of base-metal sulfides
are type A pyrite veins; those that contain sub~tantial
amounts of copper minerals are type B pyrite veins; and
those that contain sphalerite, galena, and copper
minerals are type 0 pyrite veins. The approximate
quantities of the dominant metallic vein minerals in
each type of vein are shown diagrammatically in
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FIGURE 7.-Diagram showing the approximate quantities of the principal metallic vein minerals in pyrite and galemH;phalerite veins.

figure 7. Although each type of vein has a distinctive
mineralogy, the types grade into one anoth~r t~rough
gradual changes in the proportions of metallic minerals
and the quantitative limits defining each class are necessarily somewhat arbitrary.
The vein classification is based on the mineralogy and
metal content of an entire vein or a large segment of a
vein and not merely on the ore shoots. A pyrite vein
of type 0, for example, contains local ore shoots or
smaller pods, lenses, or stringers of base-metal sulfides
in a predominantly pyrite-quartz vein. The base-metal
sulfides occur in stringers or other vein forms that cut
the pyrite-quartz vein material, or more rarely as
encrustations OI~ pryite-quartz vein material. The
vein is characterized by ores that contain base-metal
sulfides and accompanying gold and silver. The vein
material 'between ore shoots consists 1nainly of quartz
and pyrite and conunonly contains small quantities of
base-metal sulfides. A ga1ena-spha.lerite vein, however,
contains similar bodies of base-metal sulfide minerals,
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but copper minerals and gold are sparse, and the vein
contains much smaller amounts of pyrite. Between ore
shoots the veins commonly consist largely of gouge with
only sparse pyrite, which contrasts with the pyrite veins
of type 0.
The pyrite veins of type A consists dominantly of
pyrite and quartz witht traces of chalcopyrite, tetrahedrite-tennantite, sphalerite, and galena. Some of the
pyrite contains gold. The silver-gold ratio in this type
of vein is l!3SS than 5 :1 and commonly is about 1 :1. In
general, few veins of this type contain sufficient gold to
be profitably mined.
Pyrite veins of type B contain substantial copper,
generally as chalcopyrite or as tetrahedrite-tennantite
but locally as enargite, as well as abundant pyrite and
quartz. Sphalerite is more abundant than in type A
pyrite veins but is not common; galena is rare. Carbonate minerals are absent except locally in the Idaho
Springs and Chicago Creek districts. Many veins of
this. type contain moderate quantities of gold; the silvergold ratio commonly is less than 5 :1.
Pyrite veins of type 0 contain pyrite and in addition,
chalcopyrite, tetrahedrite-tennantite, enargite (locally),
sphalerite, and galena. Polybasite and pearceite are
common in some of these veins. Quartz is the principal
gangue mineral but carbonate minerals locally constitute part of the gangue. The silver-gold ratio commonly ranges between ·5 :1 and 15 :1. Veins of this type
constitute many of the valuable ore deposits in all the
mining districts.
The galena'"'sphalerite veins consist dominantly of
galena and sphalerite. Pyrite is ubiquitous but sparse;
and copper minerals are sparse. Complex silver minerals commonly occur in this type of vein. The gangue
minerals are quartz, much of which is fine grained or
cryptocrystalline, a variety of carbonate minerals, and
rarely barite or fluorite. The silver-gold ratio ranges
from about 15 :1 to as much as 200 :1.
HYPOGENE MINERAL ZONING

A regional concentric zonal arrangement of the ores
that includes all the mining districts is shown by the
distribution of veins of contrasting mineralogy (fig. 8).
A large irregular central area containing predominantly
pyrite veins (types A and B) is surrounded by areas
containing predominantly galena-sphalerite veins.
Pyrite veins containing copper, lead, and zinc (type 0)
occur in an intermediate area. In the southern part
of the region two small isolated areas of pyrite veins
(types A and B) occur within large areas of galenasphalerite veins. A depth zoning also may exist, but
data are too sparse to confirm this. ·
The terminology used in this report to distinguish

the zones is the same as that used previously in the Central City district (Sims, 1956a, fig. 2; Sims, Drake, and
Tooker, 1963) . The core area containing pyrite veins
of types A and B is referred to as the central zone, the
intermediate area of transitional pyrite veins (type 0)
is the intermediate zone, and the outer zone of galenasphalerite veins is the peripheral zone.
A zonal arrangement of the ores was first recognized
by Collins ( 1903, p. 480) in the Central City and Idaho
Springs districts. Collins found by using silver-gold
ratios that at Central City a central oval area containing gold veins was surrounded by a circular belt of
veins chiefly valuable for their silver content. Spurr
and others (1908, p. 97), Bastin and Hill (1917), and
Lovering and Goddard ( 1950, pl. 9) further contributed
to the knowledge of zoning.
REGIONAL ZONING

The ores of the region are arranged concentrically
around a central core of pyrite veins that is 6 miles
long in a northeast direction and a maximum of 3 miles
wide (fig. 8).
The central zone predominantly contains pyrite veins
of type A, which are nearly barren, but at places it contains valuable gold- and copper-bearing pyrite veins of
type B. The copper-rich pyrite veins occur near the
outer margin of the zone at Central City (Sims, 1956a),
along the southeast margin of the zone in the Idaho
Springs district, and in the area northeast of ·Dumont in
the Lawson-Dumont-Fall River district.
The central zone is partly surrounded by a narrow
belt (intermediate zone) th;:tt contains pyrite veins-. of
type 0, which are valuable for their gold, copper, lead,
and zinc content. The belt is consistently half a mile
or more wide at Central City and along the southeast
margin of the core in the Idaho Springs district (fig.
8). It includes many of the more important producing
veins at Central City and Idaho Springs. A narrow
lenticular belt of similar pyrite veins is present locally
along the northwest margin of the central zone in the
Lawson-Dumont-Fall River district.
The peripheral area of galena-sphalerite veins is large
and includes the \Vestern part of the Lawson-DumontFall River district, most of the Freeland-Lamartine and
Chicago districts, and part of the Idaho Springs and
Central City districts. Although most of the veins
within this -area are chiefly valuable for their silver content, a few are gold bearing.
A small oval area of pyrite veins south of Idaho
Springs occurs within the large peripheral zone (fig. 8).
It contains pyrite veins of types A and B (pl. 1), laterally it passes into an area of galena-sphalerite veins.
In the Freeland-Lamartine district, three major vein
systems have central segments" of pyrite veins which
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pyrite veins of types A and B
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pyrite veins of type C
Dashed where limits are approximate

Area predominantly containing
galena-sphalerite veins
Dashed where limits are approximate

Major Precambrian(?) faults
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X
Telluride-bearing veins
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Geology compiled by P. K; Sims, 1956

FIGURE

8.-l\:la,p showing zonal arrangement of the ores In the central part of the Front Range mineral belt.

change laterally into galena-sphalerite veins (Harrison,
1955, p. 318; I-:Iarrison and 'Veils, 1956, p. 85-87). The
geographic pattern of this zoning is rectilinear along
the trace of the vein rather than concentric about a subcircular core, and clearly does not involve several veins
as it does in other parts of the region. This area is
arbitrar.ily shown on figure 8 by outlining the pyritic
parts of the three vein systems.
.
Although the demarcation between zones is necessarily
somewhat arbitrary because the difrerent types of
veins are gradational, the zonal pattern is well defined
in 1nost of the region, and particularly in the Central
-City district (Sims, 1956a, p. 744-~~5); the boundaries

between zones can be est3Jblished within small limits.
At places, however, the boundaries are less definite,
either because little is kll.own of the mineralogy of the
veins or because there is some mixture of vein types of
different mineralogy (compare fig. 8 and pl. 1). Where
veins of different mineralogy are mixed, the boundary
between zones has been drawn on the basis of the most
abundant vein type. For example, northwest of Idaho
Springs, on the south slope of Bellevue M:ountain (pl.
1), the boundary between the central zone and intermediate zone is placed east of the easternmost pyrite
vein of type B (fig. 8) . A few pyrite veins of type 0
are included in the central zone. Also, within the Free-
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land-Lamartine district, a few galena-sphalerite veins
are included within the small area of predominant py~
rite veins, as can be seen by comparing plate 1 and
figure 8.
The gold-silver tellurides and uranium are not related to the concentric zonal arrangement of the sulfide
ores. Most of the telluride deposits occur in a narrow
north-northeastward-trending zone that extends from
Black Hawk to a point south of Idaho Springs (fig. 8
and pl. 1). The deposits occur in veins of various
trends, near the intersection of the veins with the Dory
Hill fault and its inferred southward projection. The
position of uranium deposits in the sulfide mineral
zoning pattern is described on pages 48-49.

earlier studies 'vere not sufficiently detailed to provide
the data needed for a definitive interpretation of
zoning.
In the Freeland-Lamartine district some veins may
have a vertical zoning, but the data supporting this
conclusion are sparse. Harrison (1955, p. 318) found
galena in the Freeland vein near the surface but absent
at depth. He also (p. 318-319) stated that, "Some good
zinc ore has been reported from shallow stopes on the
Oneida vein, but only traces of sphalerite are present
in the lower workings."
·
In the Central City and Idaho Springs districts
several. copper-lead-zinc-rich veins (pyrite veins of
type 0) in the intermediate zone were found, at the
level of the Argo tunnel (depth of 1,500 to 2,000 feet)
LONGITUDINAL ZONING OF VEINSi
to be nearly barren of base-metal sulfides and to conSeveral long, persistent vein systems in the region sist almost wholly of pyrite and quartz (Lovering and
show a marked change in mineralogy along their strike. Goddard, 1950, p. 179). To account for this change
This zoning along a single vein has been termed longi- it can be inferred that the central zone flares outward
tudinal zoning by~Harrison (1955, p. 318).
at depth in the form of a cone ; according to this hyLongitudinal zoning is conspicuo'usly developed pothesis the copper-lead-zinc-bearing ore would be
along some vein systems in the Freeland-Lamartine progressively farther from the core of the district as
district (Harrison, 1955; Harrison and Wells, 1956, depth increases. Such an hypothesis cannot be proved
p. 85-87, pl. 5). Three vein systems, the Freeland, the with existing data, for the interpretation is compliLamartine-Great Western, and the Lone Tree, occupy cated by the effect of wallrocks and ore-'shoot structures.
cymoid fractures formed by a combination of fractures· Most of the large persistent ore shoots plunge outward
of different ages. These three. systems have central a way from the core of the zpned districts, and the
segments of pyrite veins that pass laterally into galena- better ore shoots are in host rocks favorable for the
.
sphalerite veins at both ends.
formation of ore deposits. These two factors, which
In ·the Idaho Springs and Central City districts sev- produce variations in composition of the veins similar
eral persistent vein systems or lodes that cross the zoned to that expected from zoning, could also explain the
districts have a pronounced longitudinal zoning. At changes in mineralogy that have been observed in the
Central City, the important California-Gardner- veins.
Mammoth vein system, which consists of several long,
PARAGENESIS OF VEIN MINERALS
in echelon ·vein fissures, can be traced along its strike
for ·about 12,000 feet. It extends westward from the
The paragenetic depositional sequence of the main
central zone of the district through the intermediate vein mineral is generally consistent throughout the
zone into the peripheral zone, and accordingly changes mining districts in the region. Vein filling began with
from a pyrite vein to a galena-sphalerite vein. The the deposition of quartz and pyrite and concluded with
J. L. Emerson-Gem vein system in the Idaho Springs the deposition of base-metal sulfides and sulfosalts.
district (fig. 8 and pl. 1) shows a similar mineralogic The sulfide mineralization took place in two distipct ·
change along its strike. It changes toward the east stages, which locally resulted in the development of
from a pyrite vein of type A through pyrite veins of composite veins (see Sims, 1956a, p. 745-748, and Hartypes B and 0 to a galena-sphalerite vein; east of the rison and \Veils, 1956, p. 76-78). The veins that show
district, where the fault system is known as the Floyd two stages have a pyritic vein that is broken, veined,
Hill fault (fig. 6), it is a barren fault zone.
and cemented by base-metal sulfide ore that is nearly
devoid of pyrite. · In the Freeland-Lamartine district
DEPTH ZONING
(Harrison and "\tV ells, 1956, p. 76-78), Chicago Creek
Possibly a depth zoning also occurs in the region, but district (Harrison and Wells, 1959), and locally in the
this cannot be demonstrated because of the lack of Idaho Springs district, however, some veins consist of
accessible deep mine workings. Veins have been cut a pyritic vein that is fractured and cemented by pyritic
at depths of more than 1,500 feet in the Argo tunnel, base-metal ore.
but the writers had no opportunity to study them and
The generalized sequence of deposition of the prin-
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cipal vein minera.ls (excluding pitchblende) is as
follows:
1. Quartz intergrown with pyrite and rarely marcasite.
2. Sphalerite :intergrown with minor amounts of
pyr:ite. Both quartz and carbonate minerals preceded,
accompanied, n.nd followed deposition of sphalerite.
3. Chalcopyrite, tetrahedrite-tennantite, enargite,
polybasite, and pearceite.
4:. Galena; at many places copper minerals are virtun.lly contempora.neous with galena.
5. Chalcopyr.ite (local) followed by sparse pyrite.
Gold was deposited throughout the sequence, but it
formed most a.bunclantly during deposition of the basemetnJ. sulfides.
Fracturing that reopened the veins -and which was
probably synchronous throughout the districts occurred
after the quartz-pyrite stage of mineralization (1,
above) and before the beginning of the base-1netal stage
of m:inernJization (2, above); this fracturing provided
openings for the deposition of the base-metal sulfides.
The tellurides probably were deposited during a distinctly later stage of mineralization than the baseInetal sulfides. Some fluorite probably accompanied
the telluride mineralization.
As described on page 39, uranium was deposited
largely during an early stage of mineralization, prior
to the deposition of the sulfide minerals.
W ALLROCK ALTERATION

As the a..ltered rocks of the region and the processes
leading to their formation will be described in a separate comprehensive report, they are discussed only
briefly :in the section that follows.
The wallrock a.djncent to every vein fissure is altered to varying degrees, regardless of the size, attitude,
or relative age of the vein fissure. As the principal
wa..llrocks are grossly similar :in mineraJogy, chmnical
composition, and structure, the rocks have been altered
similarly. Qu:ntz-feldspa.r-mica host rocks have been
altered progressively through a soft clay mineralqun.ltz rock into a hard sericite-quartz rock adjacent to
the veins. Amphibolite, a more mafic rock, on the
other hand altered to a soft green clay mineral-quartz
rock along the veins.
The n:lteration minerals are arranged para-llel to vein
fissures in zones (Tooker, 195(), p. 351) which, although
arbitrarily established, can be recognized megascopicn.lly. The fresh rock (zone 1) grades toward the
vein into weakly argillized rock (zone 2) in which plagioclase ( ol igoclnse-andesine) crystals are incipiently to
partly replaced by three-~ayer clay minerals. The
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next zone, strongly argillizedrock (zone 3), is soft and
retains the texture of the original rock, as there is a
gradual but complete replacement of a.ll plagioclase
feldspa.r and some potassium-feldspar and biotite by
montmorillonite, illite, and kaolinite mixed-layer clay
minerals. The boundary of zone 3 with hard bleached
sericite-recrystallized quartz-potassium feldspar rock
(zone 4), the most intensely altered, is sharp. Few
original textural features of the rock are preserved in
zone4.
Because most of the mine workings that were accessible during this study are comparatively shallow, it is
not possible to distinguish clearly between alteration
resulting from a hypogene fluid and that resulting from
subsequent supergene solutions. Probably many of the
veins examined by the wdters were a.ffected by solutions of both types, but mve their character mainly to
hypogene altering solut.ions. It is clear, though, from
studies in the mines on Nigger Hill (Sims, Osterwald,
and Tooker, 1955, p. 1G-17), that the clay-mineral zones
are widened in the supergene zone of alteration with a
proportional narrowing of the sericite zone, and that
montmorillonite clay minera:1s are the most abundant
alteration minerals which are stable in this environment.
The altered rock zones are com.monly wider along
pyrite veins than along galena-sphalerite veins~ The
altered rock envelop around galena-sphalerite veins
ranges in width frmn a few inches to as much as 5 feet,
commonly widening at vein junctions and intersections
and narrowing a.long tight pa.rts of the vein fissures. In
these veins argillic alteration dominates and the hard
sericitized rock of zone 4 is commonly only a few
inches wide. The altered rock along pyrite veins is
from 1 foot to several feet wide, and the sericitized-silicified rock of zone 4 is markedly more prominent and
conunonly contains abundant disseminated pyrite.
l\1inerals which are stable in the amphibolite metanlorphic facies environment are unstable to varying degrees along vein fissures in the hydrothermal environment. Plagioclase feldspar is least stable and alters
incipiently to ch\y minerals in zone 2, and it is completely changed in zone 3. Hornblende alters in zone 2
to clay minerals, but it also is completely altered in
zone 3. Biotite and potassium feldspars are met~stable
and remain virtually fresh. in zones 2 and 3; biotite,
however, is completely altered in zone 4. Original
microcline and recrystallized potassimn feldspar occur
in zone 4; the microcline generally is partly altered to
clay minerals. The qmll'tz content remains nearly constant throughout zones 1 to 4, but the quartz appears to
be recrystallized in zone 4. l\1agnetite-ilmenite alters
to leucoxene and hematite and subsequently, in zone 4, to
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pyrite. Some of the iron in the pyrite in zone 4, however, appears to be derived from the breakdown of
biotite.
The alteration of amphibolite is unique, for even the
most intensely altered rock (zone 4) lacks a hard
sericitized phase. This is to be expected, for the
amphibolite contains sparse quartz (less than 15 percent) and little or no potassium feldspar. The silica
necessary for silicification was not available during the
alteration, and some excess potassium from altered hornblende and biotite com.bined with the iron-bearing clay
minerals to form secondary biotite.
The individual clay minerals are not derived from
specific parent silicate minerals, but instead several
species-montmorillonite, illite, mixed-layer clay
(montmorillonite-illite, and hydro biotite) ·and kaolinite-can form from the feldspars and micas. The clay
minerals in zone 3 in order of increasing stability are
montmorillonite, illite, and kaolinite; all species, however, are present in every sample. In zone 4 the clay
minerals are converted to sericite (or clay-sized white
mica).
The geochemical changes during alteration largely involve modifications in the silicate structure. The major
change is from the 3-dimensional silicate arrangement
in feldspar to the layer lattice in clay minerals. Quartz
is not transformed. Chemically the process consists of
small migrations of cations and anions in interstices between closely packed relatively immobile oxygen ions.
As oxygen composes about 90 percent of the volume of
these rocks, alteratio·n is affected by relatively small
movements of the interstitial cations.
Chemical readjustments during alteration involve
small gains in aluminum, potassium, and iron (total)
and losses of silica, sodium, calcium, and magnesium.
Rocks relatively rich in iron, however, lose potassium
and iron during alteration. Water, carbon dioxide, and
sulfur are the main ions introduced from outside the
system. Oalcium, magnesium, and silica are commonly
fixed in the vein, as in calcite and quartz, and thus very
few cations except sodium (which is detected in water
analyses) are irrevocably lost to the system. The distribution of trace elements directly parallels the distribution of the major elements for which they substitute.
Elem~nts whose concentration increases toward· the
vein, especially in zone 4, are those with a high affinity
for sul:fur. Elements with an affinity for magnesium
decrease in abundance toward the vein; those which are
satisfied in clay-mineral structures, such as vanadium,
zinc, and titanium, are commonly concentrated in zone 3.
The character of the altered wallrocks and the spatial
relations of these rocks to the v•ein filling clearly

indicate that alteration of the walls preceded deposition
of the vein minerals. It is postulated that the alteration
resulted from relatively dilute, slightly acid hydrothermal solutions which probably consisted of mixed
juvenile and meteoric fluids. These solutions gradually
changed the unstable minerals of the 'vallrocks to clay
minerals. As the temperature of the system rose and
the solutions became more basic, the inner margins of
the walls were changed to hard sericitized rocks (zone
4), and ultimately pyrite was formed in the sericitized
rock and in the vein fissures.
GENESIS OF SULFIDE VEINS

The ore deposits of the central part of the Front
Range mineral belt are closely associated geographically and temporally with the early Tertiary porphyritic igneous rocks; accordingly the writers have
concluded, in conformity with most previous workers
in the Front Range, that the ores and the igneous
rocks were derived from a common source.. Data obtained during this study indicate that the heat and
energy needed for the accumulation and transport of
the metals that constitute the deposits were supplied by
the magma or magmas that consolidated to form the
different types of Tertiary igneous rocks. Data are
not sufficient, however, to clearly establish the quantities
of the metals that were derived directly from the magma
and the quantities that were derived from the altered
wallrocks ad.jacent to the fissures.
The ore-forming fluids seem to have been derived
dominantly from a deep-seated source rather than from
any particular type of observed intrusive, and the
apex of this source, judging from the pattern of hypogene mineral zoning, must have been :beneath the central
pyritic core. Uranium occurs as an exception to a
deep-seated-source hypothesis because it appears to have
been derived in part directly from dikes of quartz
bostonite porphyry that cooled some distance above the
main magma chamber. (See p. 53.) Possibly the
telluride ores also were derived from a local shallow ( ~)
source, adjacent to the Dory Hill fault (compare fig. 8
and pL 1).
From data on the geomorphic history of the Front
Range and estimates of the temperatures of sulfide
mineralization at the Central City district (Sims and
others, 1963; Sims and Barton, 1961), it-is can be reasonably inferred that the ores in the central part of the
Front Range mineral belt were deposited at depths
approximately between 1 and 2 miles.
In each of the mining districts it is clear that the
wallrock alteration largely preceded deposition of the
sulfide ores. The hydrothermal solutions that initially
altered the wallrocks probably changed gradually
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through addition of materials from the source and years ago. Holmes ( 1947) has arbitrarily established
through changes within the fluid and at appropriate 60 million years as the beginning of the Tertiary period.
temperatures, pressures, and concentrations deposited
ABUNDANCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF URANIUM
the gangue and ore minerals. Deposition of the minIN VEINS
erals in a well-defined zonal arrangement was in general
Although uranium occurs in many veins throughout
accord with the paragenetic sequence of deposition.
The temperatures and pressures at which the sulfide the region, it col).stitutes ore in only a few. Of 141
ore minerals were deposited have been estimated for the localities in the region known to contain abnormally
Central City district frmn studies of sphalerite-bear- radioactive vein material, 62 mines, including 16 that
ing assemblages (Sims and Barton, 1961; 1962; and have produced uranium ore, contain selected material
Sims and others, 1963) ; presumably these estimates that assays 0.10 percent equivalent uranium or more.
are valid in general for other districts in the central The remainder of the localities are not known to have
part of the Front Range mineral belt. In brief, it has any material of ore grade.
To determine the distribution of uranium-bearing
been concluded for the Central City district that the
zonal pattern of the sulfide ores correlates with changes veins, a radioactivity survey was made of the region,
in temperature, pressure, and chemical potential of using portable ground instruments. All mine dumps
sulfur of the ore-forming fluid, the veins in the outer and accessible underground workings were checked for
part of the district having been formed at a lower tem- radioactivity and, because. the grade cannot be deterperature and at a lower chemical potential of sulfur mined accurately in the field, samples of the radioactive
than the veins in the inner part. Estimates of tempera- material were collected and analyzed for equivalent
tures of formation of sphalerite from the veins in the uranium and uranium. The instruments and methods
inner part of the district range from 400° to 600° C, used in the radioactivity survey have been described
whereas estimates for the sphalerite in the outer part previously (Wells and Harrison, 1954, p. 2-3). Addirange from 150° to 300° C. The chemical potential of . tiona! data applicable to prospecting for radioactivity
sulfur; as indicated by th~ sphalerite-bearing assem- in regions of this type are given by Johnson (1954).
blages, decreased outward from about 10-2 to at least
In general, determinations of uranium and equivalent
10-10 • (See Sims and Barton, 1961, fig. 6.)
uranium (radioactivity) on unaltered pitchblende ores
indicated approximate equilibrium or a 'small excess of
URANIUM DEPOSITS
uranium over equivalent uranium; determinations on
Pitchblende 'and rare hexavalent uranium minerals material containing hexavalent uranium minerals show
are local constituents of the veins. Pitchblende, the a slight excess of uranium over equivalent uranium.
primary uranium oxide occurs in small bodies that com-·, Some samples from pyritic mine dumps or from nearmonly are closely associated with the sulfide ore min- surface parts of some pyrite veins, however, indicated a
erals, but at places are in disti11ct separate fractures. marked disequilibrium. These samples contained less
The hexavalent minerals, principally metatorbernite, uranium than the radioactivity measurements indicated.
kasolite, and auttl.nite, formed as the result of pitch- This disequilibrium can be accounted for by an excess
blende oxidation in the zone of supergene alteration. of racf_ium and other daughter products of uranium.
They occur in galena-sphalerite veins but are not pres- Phair and Levine (1953) demonstrated that pitchent in pyrite veins because of leaching by highly acid blende from pyritic dumps oxidizes rapidly. The urasupergene sulfate solutions.
nium is leached by acid sulfate solutions derived from
The uranium deposits occur in faults of all the frac- pyrite, and radium and lead (and other disintegration
ture sets and tend to occur in clusters generally less products) remain in the original material in approxithan 1 square mile in area. They have no definite posi- I~la.tely proportional amounts; accordingly the equivation in the sulfide n1ineral zoning of the region.
lent uranium analyses indicate the approximate
The uranium is inferred to have been derived partly uranium contel).t of the original material when refrom the same deep-seated magma source that yielded moved from the vein.
the sulfide ores, but a large part probably was obtained
The· analyses of the radioactive vein materials can
directly from shallow bodies of quartz bostonite magma be grouped according to percentage equivalent uranium
that cooled 'as dikes above the main magma chamber. into three classes: (a) low abnormal radioactivity, beDeposits related to these local sources are near exposed tween 0.005 and 0.020 percent; (b) moderate, between
"bodies of quartz bostonite porphyry. Age determina·
0.021 and 0.099 percent; and (c) high, 0.10 percent or
tions on uraninite from the Central City district indi· more. The analyses, grouped according to the classicate that the deposits were formed -about 60 million fication given above, are shown in tables 9, 10, and 11.
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TABLE

9.-Umnium analyses from localities with high abnormal radioactivity

1

[Analyses by U.S. Geol. Survey)
Analyses (percent) Source of sample
Mine

Locality

2

Mineralogic vein type a

Pyrite
EquivaUnderlent
Uranium ground Dump
uranium
Type Type Type

A

B

C

Galenasphalerite

Attitude of vein
Remarks
Strike

Dip

- - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --·- - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 78

n.d.

34
134
30
96

n.d.
n.d.
0. 24
n.d.

Bezant ____ -----------Blackhawk Lode No.
2 adit.•

46
7

.n.d.
. 34

· Blackhawk Lode No.
2 shaft.•
Bonanza •-------------

8

. 45

14

Buckley ____ -----------

25

Bullion ____ ----------Carroll •--------------Cherokee
•-----------Claire Marie
_________ _
Diamond Joe _________ _

17
15
18
60

10.5
3.2
n.d.

6.87
. 68
3. 48
.98
.12

Diamond Mountain __
East Calhoun •--------

us
41

.30
n.d.

.35

Flack. ______ -------- __
Gem_----------------German •- ___ ---------

27
64
29

3. 52

Golconda. ___ ---------

79

Golden Calf__________ _

85

. 20

.13

Gold King ___________ _
Gold Ring ___________ _
Harsh __ --------------Humboldt_ ___________'
Iron __________________ _
Jo Reynolds •--------J. P. Whitney _______ _
Kirk •-----------------

45
47
43

n.d.
n.d.
.12

n.d.
n.d.

130
59
97
23
35

.10
8.35
n.d.
8.9
n.d.

---------------------X
---------- -------- --------

Lamartine. __ --------Leavenworth _________ _
Little Annie _________ _
Mammoth ___________ _

103
49
16
12

.12
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.

n.d.
x
n.d. -------- x

Martha E •-------~---

113

. 55
n.d.

n.d. -------- x

81

n.d.
. 31
n.d.
n.d.

X
-------- X
------ ---------..14
oo4 ________
x
______ -----x
________________
n.d. n.d.
n.d.
______ ------ x
---------n.d. -------- -------- ______ ------ ------ x

n.d.
.21

Almaden •- __ --------Alps _________________ _
Baltic. _______________ _
Belcher • _____________ _
Bellevue-Hudson _____ _

22

Marquette_-----~-----

24.8

. 31
6. 7

.14

. 43
. 20

2. 04

X

8. 0

X

. 50

X

-------- ------ ------ ------

X

15.13

X

-------- ------ ------

X
X
X
X
X

X

. 014

--------

n.d.
n.d.
x

. 91

-------- ------

X

X
X

n.d.
X

. 22

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.
n.d.

. 44

Ross shaft__ __________ _

42

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

Scandia_-------------Sprimrdale (Gold
Rock). •
Stanley ___ -----------Star (Spring Gulch) __ _

32
53

n.cl.

n.cl.
10.8

n.d.

68
69

.11

Sunnyside. ___ -------Taylor-Leavenworth __
Telegraph __ -----------

112

Two Sisters •---------Unknown mine_______

19

See footnotes at end of table.

~.d.

N. 70°
N.
N.
N.
N.

w__ ----------------

80° E __
70° W __
85° E __
80° E __

Pitchblende occurs at intersection of
two veins.

---------------65° NE _______ _
90° .. ·~--------85° SE _______ _

.14
.72

n.d.

·sao·s::::::::::

:::::: _x____ ---------- -N:so''w~: -9oo::::::::::::

Pitchblende reported from mine.
N. 80° E __ 90° ___________ _ No analyses.
------ ------ ---------- N. 75° E __ 90°------------ Sparse pitchblende on dump; no
analyses.
N. 90° E __ 45° N ________ _ Average of 32 underground samples is
------ ------ X
0.022 percent uranium.

x

------ ------ ------

------ ------ x

x

n.d.
n.d.
---------------------

X

N.
62° w
E_75° NW ______ __
N. soo
_________________

------ ______ x

n.cl.

------ ------ x ·

X

-------- ------ ------

on

dump;

no

---------- N. 75° E __ 85° NW _______ Pitchblende reported from mine.

______ ---------- ------------ ---------------- Pitchblende in subsidiary veins.

n.d.

-------- ------

Sparse pitchblende
analyses.

N. 85° E __ 75° S __________ Pitchblende reported from mine.
------------ ---------------- Sparse pitchblende present in mine in
S!!bsidiary fractures; no analyses.

n.d. n.d. n.d.
x
______ ---------- -N~9o_o_:E~:
x
------ ---------- N. 85° E __
N. 75° E __
------ X
N .. 75° E __
------ ------ X
N. 50° E __
------ X
N.80°W __
------ ------ X
N. 75° E __
X

X

X

-N~!io--E"~~

------ ------ ------ x

-------- ______ x

X
X
---------------

x

N. 55° w__ 60° NE ________ Average of several underground sam------ ------ X
ples is 0.09 percent uranium.
N. 70° E __ 50° NW _______ Average of several underground sam----·- X
ples is 0.01 percent uranium.
N. 60° E __ 70° SE ________ ·Pitchblende reported from mine.
------ ------ x
Do.
x
------ ---------- N. 55° E __ Steep_________
------ X
------ ---------- N. 55° E .. ---------------N. 50° E __ 85° NW ______ _
------ ------ ------ X
------ X
------ ---------- N. 80° E __ 60° N _________ Pitchblende in Mars(?) vein.
N. 65° E __ 70° NW _______ Pitchblende observed underground.
------ ------ ------ X
N. 75° E __ 85° SE _______ _
------ ------ ------ X
N. 70° E __ 80° S _________ :. Many analyses given on figure 24.
------ ------ X
Includes Kirk, east shaft (36).2

-n~cc-- -~----

. 59
n.d.
. 24
n.d.

5. 6
n.d.

:::::::: -n~cc -n~cc -n~cc

~n. ~.d.

.64
.80
n.d.
.18
n.d.

11

X

. 012 X
7.10
X
n.d. X
5. 92 -----'---

37
24
136
20
98

. 94
. 13
n.d.

X
X

X

n.d.
n.d.

Pyrinees
______________
------------_
Rara Avis
Red Jacket ___________ _
R.H.D _______________ _
Robineau __ -----------

50

------ ------ ------

-------- ------ ------ ------

1: ~~ _x______ -~------ :::::: :::::: _x____

n.d.

33

X

x(?) ______________________

-------- ------ ------ ------ ---------- N. 45° E __ 60° NW ______ _
-------- n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.
------------ ---------------- No analyses from East Calhoun vein
(see Moore and Butler, 1952, p. 7).
For analyses from Wood vein, see
remarks under Wood mine.
. 024 -------- X
------ ------ X
---------- N. 80° E._ 80° S---------~

.38
57
121
52
58

. 78

N. 60° E .. Steep ________ _
N. 60° E __ 87° SE _______ _

X
X

Nimrod--------- _____ _
Old Town ____________ _
Orinoco ______________ _
Perrin ____ ------ ______ _
Pewabic ____ ----------

9.8

·sao·s::::::::::

N. 65° E __ 75° NW _______ Pitchblende reported from mine.
N. 35° E __ 80° NW ______ _

________·____ x
X

X

-N:so"·E"~~

N. 55° E __ 75° NW ______ _

-------- ------ ------ ------

.33

N. 80° w __ 60° N --------- Average of 12 underground samples is
0.28 percent uranium.
N. 90° E __ 85° N _________ Pitchblende reported from mine.

X

X

31
99

.18
n.d.
n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

. 57

4. 5

-------- ------ ------ ------

X

n.d.
. 42

Mary __ --------------Middle RusselL _____ _
Mitchell ___ ----------Nabob_---------------

55

-------- ------ ------ ------

n.d.
______ ------ x
n.d. n.d.
.153 -------- x
n.d. n.d. n.d.
. 023 X
-------- ------ ------ X

X

X
X

Radioactivity is in pegmatite.
Pitchblende reported from mine.
65° N_________
Do.
85° N ________ _
85° SE _______ _
90°------------ Small quantity of pitchblende in mine.
80° N ________ _
65° NW _______ Abundant secondary uranium minerals in surface pits; no analyses.

-g(io-N~~=::::::

N. 90° E __ 90° ____________ Pitchblende reported to have been
shipped from mine.
N. 60° w __ ---------------- Pitchblende reported from mine.
N. 60° E __ 85° NW _______ Pitchblende is in both the Denbigh
N. 70° E.~ 90°.
and Gold Rock veins.
N. 40° E __ 50°-80° NW __ _
N. 40° E __ 55°-80° NW __ _

N. 75° E __ 40°-75° NW __ _
X
-------- ------ ------ X
N. 80° W __ 90° ___________ _
. 014 -------- X
------ ------ X
N.
70° E_ _ 85° S__________ Sparse pitchblende present in mine;
n.d. -------- -------- x
______ ------ ---------85°
w__ 85° s _________ _ no analyses.
N.
6:11
X
------ ------ ------ X
n.d. ________ x
x
______ ------ n.d.
------------ ---------------- Sparse pitchblende on dump.

1. 36
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TABLE

9.-Uranium analyses from localities with high abnormal radioactivity 1-Continued
[Analyses by U.S. Geol. Survey]

Analyses (percent) Source of sample
Mine

Locality

2

Mineralogic vein type 3

Pyrite
EquivaUnderlent
Uranium ground Dump
uranium
Type Type Type

A

B

C

Galenasphalerite

Attitude of vein
Remarks

Dip

Strike

---------1-------------------------------1-----1-------1--------------West Calhoun •- -----West Finck. __ --------

44
26

n.d.
n.d.

Wood •.....................................

39

9. 3

n.d.
n.d.
9. 94

-------- ------------- ------------- ..................... ------ -----X
...................... ------ ------

1 Includes some mines having high abnormal radioactivity, but for which there
nrc no analyses.
2 Numbers refer to locations shown on plate 3.

~rAnLI~

10.-U·rmvinm ana,lyses from localities with moderate
abnonnal rCHUoactivity 1

N. 60° E .. 85° SE _______ _
N." 80° E._ 80° S---------- Sparse pitchblende present in mine;
·
no analyses.
N. 85° E .. 90° ____________ See also Moore and Butler (195:J p .
4-6); Drake (1957). Includes vvood
east shaft (40).

X
X
X

s See text, p. 23.
• Uranium ore has been produced.
n.d. means not determined (analyses) or not known.
TAnLE

11 .. -Uranium~ amalyses from localities with low abnormal
radioactivity 1

[Analyses by U.S. Geol. Survey]

M!no

LocalIty 2

[Analyses by U.S. Oeol. Survey]

Analyses (percent)

Source of sample

Equivalent Uranium Under- Dump
uranium
ground

--------------1-----1------1------------Albro.
__ --------------------~--~
Alma JAncoln
___________________
Ariadne _________________________
Ayres-Lon von worth.--- _________
Bolio Croolo ____________________ ,
Brazil, lower tunneL ____________

84
67
116
51
115

0.069
.089
.039
.024
.037

o. 091

.063
.032
.001
.033

y
X

X
X
X

100
70
114
48
137

.040
.032
.033
031
.022

.048
.033
.026
.024
012

83
71
5
140
108

.029
.068
.030
.025
037

.003
.072
.004
.025
033

MAD ••• _. ____ ---------_-- ____ -Mint ...••• ---------------------Muscovite.
_____________________
------------------Now Bedford
Poor lVhm ••. -------------------Powhatan ... __ ------- ___________
Sag!nr\w .. ____ . _____ . _____________
Silent Friend ... ----------------Silver Ring .... -----------------Star (Bcllovuo Mountain) _______

65
2
124
66
101

.035
035
047
.024
.028

.036
.003
.046
014
.023

6
73
9
123
138

.050
.036
057
.028
041

.096
.004
.004
.028
.002

X

Vault. .•• ----- _________
Unknown tunneL _______________

135
92

. 04

n.d .

X

g:~!~~gg.l~i::::::::::::::::::: ~::

Eldorado ...• -------_------- _____
Ellery----------- __ ------ ________
Gold Chlorido ___________________
Gornor __ ----- ___ ---------------li ](_-.-----------------------Jcnn!o
Lind
No. !_ ______________
Little John!c, middle tunneL ___

~L'roasurc

0

0

0

0

0

0

n.d.

X
X
X
X
X

0

0

0

.050

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

1 Includes somo mines hnvl11g moderate abnormal radioactivity, but for which there
nro no analyses.
2 Numbers refer to locations shown on plate 3.
n.d. means not determined.
·

These analyses in no way indicate the average grade of
uranium-bearing materials; instead they generally indicate the maximum· known grade determined from
available samples.
The localities with high abnormal radioactivity, includ~ng 16 mines from which uranium ore ·has been
mined (table .g), cannot be fully evaluated, for many
of the mines are not accessible, and the only knowledge
of the radioactive material is gained f~·.om dump samples. l\1any others, however, are <tccessible, and the
urann1m occurrences are described in the section on the
mines.

Analyses (percent)
Mine

Locallty2

Source of sample

Equivalent Uranium Under- Dump
uranium
ground

-----------------------l-------l--------1----------------~~~\~~ct.:~:==::::::=::::::::::::
Bell of the West ________________ _

Big Chief__ ____________________ _
Black Lode ____________________ _

122
63
106
110
91

Blackwood •••• _____ ------------Bruce. ___ ----- __ •• ___ ------ ____ _
Brunswick.
_____ -------------- ___
D ix io. __________________________
Eclipse _____ ----- ___ ----- __ ---- __

126
119
132

Estella._·----- __________ ----- __ _
Golden Opportunity ___________ _
Gold Quartz ___________________ _
Harrisburg ______________ ----- __ _
Ida May-----------------------Katie Emmett _________________ _
Keith _________________ ----· ____ _
Lawrence (Philadelphia) _______ _
Little
Johnie,
lower tunneL-----_
Lone Tree
______________________

3

128
125
56
77
105
75

0. 008
. 020

0. 002
. 020

------------ ----------

. 018
. 006

0

0

002
007

.011
.009
. 006
. 012
.006

005
.007
.002
.009
003

.010
.005
019
015

.012
.001
004
. 013

:~g
006

. 005

Louis _____ ----- _____________ ---Major C---------·-------------Mercer County ____ ------------Miller------ __ --------- __ --- ____ _
Old Chief tunneL---------------

21
88
28
117
86

.005
. 014
.007
.014

.002
. 001
. 007
001

Old Settler tunneL------------Old Stag
Settler
shaft. ___ ------------_
Old
_______________________
Overta and Little Ruby ________ _
Pennsylvania ___ ----------------

109
111
102
87
74

Pewabic tunneL __ -------------Rocky Mountain Terror _______ _
Seven-Forty(?)------ __ ---------Shafter __ -----------------------Sliver Link. ____ ----------------

10
54
76
139
129

018

0

n.d.

.009
.008
.007

.006
.008
.002

n.d.
n.d.

.012
.017

n.cl.

Upper East Lake _______________ _
Wall ace ________________ --------Wright(?)_. ____________________ _

62
127
141

X

X
X

X

X
X

.002

1
120
89
93
82

X
X
X
X

.010
.001

.007
012
.009
. 005
011

X

X

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.

X
X

_x_____ _ X

n.d.
n.d.

n.cl.
n.d.

80
133
61
94
95

X
X

. 004 ------------~iii3-

n.d.

Standard ______ -------- __ ------ __
Tolland County ________________ _
Two Brothers __________________ _
Unknown mine ________________ _
Unknown tunneL-------------Unknown mine ________________ _
Unknown mine ________________ _
Unknown tunncL.-------------Unknown
Unknown mine.------.--------tunncJ. ______________ _

X
X

0

131
90
72
107
104

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

X
X

X
X

.008
001
.003
.002

X
X
X
X

. 007
.009
.010
.007
. 011

001
. 007
003
.008
.006

X
X
X
X

n.cl.

n.d.

014
. 006

n.d .

0

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

006

X
X

1 Includes some minos having low abnormal radioactivity, but for which there
aro no analyses.
2 Numbers refer to locations shown on plate 3.
n.d. means not determined.
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Although abnormally radioactive veins are present in
all the mining districts (pl. 3), most o£ the veins that
have high abnormal radioactivity and most that have
been mined £or uranium ore are in the Central City
district. The deposits tend to be clustered in small
areas. The largest cluster, in the Quartz Hill area o£
the Central City district, is about 1 square mile in area.
Thirty-three mines within this area contain abnormally
radioactive veins and more than half o£ these mines contain material o£ ore grade. Other clusters in the Central City district, which are smaller but contain economically important deposits, are in Eureka Gulch,
Silver Hill, and lower Russell Gulch. In the Fall River
area, a small cluster o£ three deposits is present about
2 miles above the junction with Clear Creek.

lar" or dendritic forms. Although each type is distinctive, the forms grade into one another through gradual changes in texture.
Spheroidal grains as much as 2 mm in diameter and
aggregates o£ these grains are probably the most common forms in the pitchblende ore (figs. 9-12). Typically they have smooth, round outer (younger) sur-

MINERALOGY

Pitchblende, the primary uranium mineral in the
veins, is altered at places to hexavalent uranium minerals, such as hydrous uranium phosphates, silicates,
sulfates, and carbonates. Torbernite, metatorberriite,
autunite, and kasolite are the most abundant secondary
minerals. Secondary uranium minerals also occur in
the altered zones o£ the uraninite-bearing pegmatites,
and these are included in the minerals listed below.
PITCHBLENDE

Pitchblende is used in this report as a mining ·t erm
£or the black uranium minerals that occur in the veins;
it is analogous to the terms "limonite" or "wad." As
such it includes black uranium oxidies that range widely
in UOa: U02 ratio, state o£ hydration, structure, and
specific gravity. The use o£ the term "uraninite" is justified only when the UOa: U0 2 ratio is known to be low
£rom (1) chemical analysis £or U0 2 and UOa (2) specific gravity determinations, or ( 3) X- ray diffraction
studies, and when the mineral can be shown to have the
£ace-centered cubic fluorite lattice.
Unlike the vein pitchblende, the black uranium oxide
in the pegmatites is wholly uraninite. It has a low
UOa: U02 ratio, the £ace-centered cubic fluorite lattice,
and contains a few percent o£ thorium.

FIGURE 9.-Camera Iucida drawing of polished surface of
pitchblende ore from the J. P. Whitney mine, Cen tral City
district, showing spheroidal outline of pitchblende. The
pitchblende bas faint radial and concentric shrinkage
cracks ; both the pi tcbblende and the quartz (black) are
fractured. Diameter of circle is 3.3 rom.

TEXTURE

The pitchblende characteristically occurs as rotund
forms which are included under the term "collo£orm"
(Bastin, 1950, p. 25-32) . Several types o£ textural
forms are present in the ores, and except £or the scarcity
o£ large botryoidal forms, they are nearly identical to
those described by Kidd and Haycock (1935, p. 896898; pls. 63-67) £rom Great Bear Lake, Canada.
The forms characteristic o£ the pitchblende are:
spheroidal grains, vein forms, pell ets, and rarely "cellu-

FIGURE 10.-Pbotomicrograpb of a polished surface of ore from the
Flack mine, Central City district, showing pitchblende with a well·
developed concentric layering. Some spheroidal fo rm s a re broken and
recemented by qu a rtz (dark gray). The pitchblende forms are cut by
an irregular vein let of marcasite (white). X 48.
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.FIGURE H.-Photomicrograph of a polished section of
ore, J. P. Whitney mine, showing galena in fractures
within colloform pitchblende. Galena and quartz fill
a concentric shrinkage crack near the margin of the
large spheroida l grain, an d galena fills numerou s
irregular fractures of tectonic origin . X 48 .

FIGURE 12.-Photomicrograph of a poli shed surface of ore from the Jo
Reynolds mine, Lawson-Dumont-Fall River di strict, showing colloform
pitchblende. Qu a rtz (dark gray) occurs as an ill-defined thin layer
near the outer margin of the grain. Galena (white) embays the
pitchblende. The pitchblende in the margins of the grain has a pronounced bladed structure that is nearly normal to the outer (younger)
rotund surface. X 131.

faces, as shown in figures 9 and 11, and irregular and
locally ragged inner margins. Some of the forms appear to be nearly perfect spheres. Large forms in which
the botryoidal surfaces are visible to the naked eye are
rare, but botryoids as much as 1 inch across have been
found in the Kirk mine (R. R. Hinckley, oral communication, 1954). The spheroidal forms commonly have
radial and rarely concentric fractures (fig. 9), which,
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because they are confined to the mineral, are probably
syneresis or shrinkage cracks (Bastin, 1950, p . 29). A
few spheroidal forms have a pronounced concentric
layering (fig. 10) which results from thin alternating
layers of pitchblende and quartz or from altemating
layers of pitchblende of variable composition. In
figure 10, the very thin, slightly irregular, dark-gray
concentric layers in the large grain in the upper part of
the photomicrograph are quartz. The light-gray and
medium-gray layers (near the center of the same grain)
are pitchblende; the pitchblende in the light-gray layer
is harder and has a higher reflectivity than that of the
inner medium-gray layer. Probably the layering in
this specimen has been accentuated by oxidation. Similar alternations of pitchblende and quartz are present
in the spheroidal grain shown in figure 12. The quartz
occurs as a thin highly irregular concentric layer near
the outer margin of the grain ; it also is erratically dispersed through the more homogeneous pitchblende.
The pronounced bladelike or fibrous structure in the
outer layer of the colloform pitchblende, which is
normal to the outer rounded surface, was not observed
elsewhere, and its origin is not known. Possibly, however, the texture is an expression of the fibrous texture
observed by X-ray diffraction examination of certain
botryoidal pitchblende specimens by Croft (1954,
p . 13-20). Croft ( 1954, p. 16) noted in specimens from
many localities, including the Wood mine in the
Central City district, that the X -ray pattern of
botryoidal samples, thin veinlets, and samples taken
close to the vein wall of thick veins showed an apparent
fibrous structure, with the fiber axis being the pole
of the ( 111) planes and the fibers having random rotation with respect to one another.
In many hand specimens pitchblende occurs in narrow persistent stringers as much as 1 mm wide which
to the naked eye appear to be fissure veinlets. Under
the reflecting microscope, however, they are seen to be
irregular forms which have one well-developed round
surface, and accordingly they appear to have developed
in a manner similar to the spheroidal grains. The
stringers occur in quartz. The interference surfaces
(Bastin, 1950, p. 31) between different parts of the mineral are straight (fig. 13); these boundaries resemble
the nearly straight contacts of biscuits in a pan. The
inner margins of curved stringers are ragged; the outer
margins are smooth slightly curved surfaces. Commonly the stringers are fractured and filled with later
sulfide minerals (fig. 14), similar to the spheroidal
forms (fig. 11) .
Rarely, the pitchblende occurs as tiny pellets less than
1 mm in diameter that resemble oolites (fig. 15). These
forms are identical to the spherulitic forms described
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FIGURE 13.-Photomlcrograph of a polished surface of ore from the Jo
Reynolds mine, Lawson area, showing small veinlets of pitchblende
in quartz (gray). Some small colloform grains have quartz cores.
X 48.

FIGURE 15.- Photomicrograph of a polished surface of ore from the
Flack mine, Central City di strict, showing pellet texture of pitchblende. The pellets, which tend to coalesce, grade toward the left
into more massive pitchblende. X 131.

FIGURE 14.-Photomlcrograph of a polished surface of ore from the
Carroll 'mtne, Central City district, showing veinlet of pitchblende.
Post-consolidation movement along radial cracks in the pitchblende
has displaced adjacent segments; some cracks are partly filled with
galena (white). The black areas in the lower part of t h e photo are
sooty pitchblende formed by the alteration of the hard dense mineral. X 48.

FIGURE 16.- Photomicrograph showing brecciated pitchblende from the
Wood vein, 583-foot level west, East Calhoun mine. The brecciated
fragments of massive pitchblende with rotund outer surfaces are
partly rotated and recemented by quartz (gray). Pyrite (whi te) locally em bays both quartz and pitchblende. X 14.

by Kidd and Haycock (1935, p. 897, pl. 65, fig. 3). The
pellets occur in s" ·arms within quartz, and they grade
into massive pitchblende.
Cellular or dendritic forms were observed in a few
sections, but so far as known they are sparse. They
occur in quartz, and appear to be transitional to
spheroidal forms.
All types of forms are locally fractured and brecciated as the result of movements along the vein fissures
after the consolidation of the pitchblende. The broken
pitchblende fragments commonly are cemented by

quartz (fig. 16), and at places are veined and corroded
by later sulfide minerals.
VARIATION IN PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Although most of the pitchblende is hard, black, and
dense and occurs in well-developed colloform forms as
described above, some of it is soft, porous, and locally
sooty.
The hard dense pitchblende has a pitchy luster in the
hand specimen and gives a black powder. In polished
sections it appears homogeneous and i§ seen to take a
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good polish. The reflectivity of this material is similar
to that of sphalerite, and at times, without the advantage of autoracliographs or microchemical tests, it is difficult to distinguish between the two minerals.
The soft porous sooty pitchblende, which gives a
greenish-gray or clark-gray powder, is definitely an
alteration product of the hard primary mineral, and
all gradations exist between the two types. The change
from one type to the other can be seen in figures 17
and 18. The first stage in the change (fig. 17), as
seen under the microscope, is the alteration of the hard

dense pitchblende along fractures and margins of the
forms to a darker gray, more porous pitchblende which
has a much lower reflectivity than the relatively unaltered mineral. As alteration progresses still further,
the porosity of the mineral increases, and under the
microscope it is seen to take a very poor polish (fig. 18).
Ultimately the pitchblende breaks down to a soft sooty
loose aggregate which appears opaque under a reflecting
microscope. Commonly this material coats mineral
grains and vuggy openings in the ore. In figure 18,
the vug in the low·er right corner is coated by a thin film
of sooty material which appears black in the photomicrograph.
VARIATION IN STATE OF OXIDATION

FIGURE 17.-Photomicrograph of a polished surface of pitchblende ore
from the Carroll mine, Central City di" tr!ct. The hard, lustrous
pitchbl ende (light gray) is alte red along the ma in fractures and
smalle r s hrinkage cracks to more porous pitchblende (medium gray).
Some sooty pitchblende (black) occurs in vugs and fractures In the
lower part of the photograph. X 131.

FIGUREJ 1 8.-Photomi crograph of a polished s urface of pitchblende ore
from the Carroll mine, show ing a more a dvanced stage of alteration
than in figure 17. Soot~· pitchblende occurs in fractures and vugs
throughout th e specimen. X 131.

The change in the physical appearance of the pitchblende from a hard dense mineral to a soft sooty material as a result of weathering is accompanied by a change
in the unit-cell dimension of the mineral and a loss of
definition of X-ray diffraction powder patterns; according to the data presented by Brooker and N uffield
(1952) these changes are related to oxidation of the
pitchblende. During weathering oxygen enters the
interstitial positions in the uo2 structure with a consequent change of U+4 to the smaller U+ 6 ion.
The interpretation that weathering is the dominant
factor causing change in the unit-cell dimension of the
pitchblende is based on the assumption that all pitchblende is the same age, was deposited in the same oxidation state, contains about the same amot.mts of other
elements that substitute for u in the uo2 lattice, and,
being geologically young, has not had time to undergo
susbtantial auto-oxidation. It is known that the unitcell dimension of pitchblende is a function of the oxidation state of uranium at the time of deposition, the
amount of auto-oxidation since deposition, and the
amount and kind of other elements substituting for U in
the uo2 la.ttice, as well as the amount of oxidation
resulting from weathering.
Except for the pitchblende from the Stanley mine
(sample Stan-1, table 12), the pitchblende from the
region that has been analyzed by X-ray diffraction
methods (table 12) was deposited during the same
stage of mineralization (p. 39), and hence is clearly
the same age. Also, most pitchblende presumably
formed at comparable depths and under similar environmental conditions and hence >Yas deposited in
nearly the same oxidation state. It cannot be demonstrated, ho>"'"ever, that nll sooty pitchblende is seondary; possibly some of it was deposited as primary,
fine-grained pitchblende. The pitchblende from the
Stanley mine formed after the base-metal stage of mineralization and is later paragenetically than the other
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pitchblende; accordingly, the oxidation state at the time
of its deposition relative to that of the other pitchblende
is not known. Although quantitative data on the
amounts of trace elements are not available to determine accurately the quantities of elements that substitute for u in the uo2 lattioe, sufficient semiquantitative
data are available· to indicate that most pitchblende
contains the same minor elements (table 13). Also, in
the absence of information to the contrary, it can be presumed that the pitchblendes contain roughly the same
amounts of minor elements, and therefore have about
the same amount of distortion in the lattice dimensions.
Further quantitative studies are needed on the pitchblendes, however.
The unit-cell dimensions of pitchblende from the region range from 5.461 to 5.400A (angstrom units), as
shown in table 12. According to the data of Brooker
and N uffield ( 1952, fig. 22) these dimensions indicate a
range in uranium oxidation state from uo2.03 to uo2.52•
A few samples of sooty pitchblende from the region
gave no powd~r pattern and, according to the data of
Brooker and Nuffield, should contain 85 percent or more
of their total uranium as U03. The U02-rich pitchblende (table 12) is typically hard, brittle, dense, and
has a pitchy luster, but some of it has a dull appearance.
It was taken from unaltered veins commonly at depths
greater than 150 feet. Although specific gravity determinations were not made, this pitchblende is known to
have a high density. Aside from the pitchblende from
the Stanley mine (sample Stan-1, table 12), the pitchblende samples with unit-cell dimensions of 5.445A or
less are moderately soft, and some are crumbly; commonly sooty material ,is associated with the more dense
mineraL All these pitchblende samples were taken from
12.-X-ray powder data and uraniu,m oxidation state of
pitchblende from the central part of the Front Range mineral belt

TABLE

Sample

Mine'

Description of
pitchblende

Unit-cell Uranium
dimen- oxidation
sion (Ao) 2 state a

-----1--------1--------------W-1(S) ________ Wood-East
Hard, colloform ________ _
5. 461
Calhoun
Not numbered. Cherokee _______________ do __________________ _
5.459
11-44-A________ Mammoth _____________ do __________________ _
5.458
Not numbered. Cherokee__________ Moderately hard, collo5. 456
.
form.
W-8. _--------- Iron ____________________ do __________________ _
5.449
Not numbered_ Martha E.'---____ Soft, porous ____________ _
5.445
Sun-9__________ Sunnyside s____________ do __________________ _
5.437
W-4 ___________ Name not known_ Moderately hard, collo5. 435
.
form.
OT-3-L _______ Old Town _________ Moderately soft_ _______ _ . 5. 435
B-L___________ Bonanza_--------- _____ do __________________ _
5.435
C-3S-3_________ CarrolL ________________ do ___________________ . 5.420
Stan-L________ Stanley s__________ Hard, colloform ________ _
5. 416
W-2 ___________ Name not known_ Moderately soft, coHo5.413
form.
W -3 __ --------- _____ do __________________ do __________________ _
5.400

uo2.o3
uo2.os
uo2.os
uo2.10
uo2.1s
uo2.1s
uo2.24
U02.26
uo2.26
uo2.2e
uo2.a6
uo2.4o
uo2.43
uo2.s2

' Except as noted, all mines are in Central City district.
2 X-ray powder patterns by U.S. Geological Survey; analyst: W. F. Outerbridge.
Unit-cell measurements by E. W. Tooker.
3 Calculated from data of Brooker and Nuffield (1952, p. 363-385, fig. 22).
' Chicago Creek district.
6 Idaho Springs district.

partly oxidized veins (near the ground surface) or from
mine dumps. Samples W-2 and W-3 (table 12) represent pitchblende taken from mine dumps on Quartz
Hill; each was leached considerably by ·sulfate-rich
water that percolated through the dumps. Sample OT3-1 (table 12) came from the seventh level of the Old
Town mine; equivalent uranium greatly exceeds
uranium in this sample (table 24) as a result of leaching.
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF PITCHBLENDE

Pitchblende from near Black Hawk, Colo.-prdbahly
from the Wood or Kirk mines on Quartz Hill---'has
been analyzed by vV. F. Hillebrand (1891, p. e5-66;
Clarke, 1903, p. 111; Palache and others, 1944, p. 612).
The analysis (average of two analyses) is given below:
Chemical analysis of pitchblende, in percent
[Specific gravity of specimens, 8.068]

UOa- ---------------- 25. 26
uo2----------------- 58.51

Ti02----------------Tr
Zr02----------------- 7. 59
Ce02---------------- . 22
PbO _________________ . 70
Zn 0 ___ ______________

. 44

FeO_________________

. 32

MnQ________________
CaQ_________________
MgQ________________

. 16
. 84

Tr

Alkalies ____·_________ _

H2o ________________ _ 1. 96
Inert gasses _________ _

Si02--~-------------

P20s----------------As205---------------CuFeS2- - - ------ --- -FeS2--·-- -------------

.
2.
.
.
.

02
79
22
43
12

. 24

TotaL _________ 99. 82

Tr

According to Hillebrand ( 1891, p. 65-66), the pitchblende in the analyzed specimen was massive and intergrown with pyrite and chalcopyrite. These sulfides
occurred in minute cracks in the pitchblende and could
not be entirely eliminated by hand picking.
MINOR ELEMENTS IN PITCHBLENDE

The pitchblende contains a limited number of minor
elements in addition to its essential elements. Some
of the minor elements are consistently present in all
samples, whereas others are characteristic of the mineral
from a particular geologic environment. The pitchblende that was analyzed for this study was separated
by hand-picking under a binocular microscope, and the
analyses were made spectrographically using semiquantitative methods. As all the sulfides and gangue
were not eliminated from the pitchblende because of
their small size and intimate intergrowth with pitchblende, 'the pitchblende samples are impure. None· of
the samples contains more than 18 percent equivalent
uranium nor more than about the same quantity of uranium. In interptetii1g the minor elements, therefore,
the writers have attempted to distinguish the mode of
occurrence of each reported element.
Semiquantitative spectrographic analysis is a useful
technique for determining the minor elements in ores
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and rocks because more than 60 elements commonly can ·in all the pitchblende concentrate samples and magbe determined from the photographic record of a single nesimn is present in most, but these elements are not
arcing ('¥aring and Ann ell, 1953). The intensity of listed in the table. Nearly the entire amounts of the
selected lines for each element on the photographic elements iron, titanium, copper, lead, arsenic, antimony,
plate is compared visually with prepared standards. and zinc can be accounted for as inclusions of sulfides,
The following information concerning the analysis of for most polished sections of pitchblende ore show small
the pitchblende concentrates given in this report has quantities of the minerals that contain these elements
(pyrite, chalcopyrite, galena, tetrahedrite-tennantite,
been furnished by A. T. Myers, who directed the analytand sphalerite) commonly in shrinkage cracks (figs.
ical work.
9-12) or as replacements of pitchblende. Some lead can
The results of. analysis for the elements in the samples are
be accounted for as a daughter product resulting from
reported in ranges, ench power of ten being divided into three
rnnges: the rnuges ure IJounded IJy multiples of the progression 1,
disintegration of the pitchblende. Possibly the minor
V10, VlOO, 10 (or about 1, 2, 5, 10). The approximate midelements chromium and vanadium occur within the
points of the ranges, 1.5, 3, and 7 are the figures used in
lattice of the sulfides. 1\ti:anganese, calcium, magnesium,
reporting results, and these figures mean that the ·amount of
and part of the iron probably are mainly in carbonate
an element in a sample may be expected to lie between 1.0 and
inclusions.
2.1, •between 2.1 and 4.6, etc. Generally in a series of reported
results ·at least 60 percent are expected to be within the correct
The rare-earth metals, yttrium, ytterbium, dysprorange; in these samples, however, the usual sensitivities were
sium, and erbimn, probably are in the pitchblende
not attained because a dilution techniaue was employed.
structure, for these elements are sparse in other ore
The 1ninimum amounts of the elements detectable minerals and ores of the region; yttrium seems to be
ubiquitous in pitchblende from all localities.
by the semiquantitative rnethod are shown below:
Most pitchblende samples from the Central City disStandard sensitivities for the elements determined by the semiquantitrict and a sample from the J o Reynolds mine in the
tative method, given in percent
Lawson area are rich in zirconium and moderately rich
Constit1tents
Percent Constituents
Percent
Nb _______________ _
Ag ________________ 0. 00005
in molybdenum and tungsten. The zirconium content
.
001
Nd _______________ _
Al_________________ . 001
generally
exceeds 1 percent and in some concentrates it
Ni ________________ _ . 01
As_________________ . 05
. 0005
Ba ________________ . 0001
exceeds
5
percent. These high zirconium percentages
.
005
____ __
pOs-------~--:
________________
Be________________ . 0001
.1
Pb
_______________
_
·
!Confirm
the
high ZrO values obtained· by chemical
Bi_________________ . 001
Pd _______________ _ . 001
Ca_ _______________ . 001
of
pitchblende
(Hillebrand, 1891). Although
analyses
.
0005
Pt ________________ _
Cd ________________ . 005
. 003
Re
_______________
_
molybdenum
is
reported
locally in minor quantities
Ce _ _ _ _ ____ ________ . 05
Rh _______________ _ . 005
Co________________ . 0005
.
005
from
veins
of
other
types,
the element Seems to occur
Ru _______________ _
Cr _______ __________ . 0001
Sb ________________ _ . 005
dominantly
in
pitchblende
concentrates. A good corCu- - _--- _----- ___ - . 00005 Sc ________________ _ . 01
.
001
relation e~ists between molybdenum and uranium in
DY---------------05
Si ________________ _
Er_________________ .. 005
Stn _______________ _ . 001
Fe_________________ . 001
the Wood vein (Drake, 1957). Tungsten may be in the
.
01
Sn ________________ _
Ga _ _ ______________ . 00 1
. 001
pitchblende structure; generally it correlates with
Gd ________________ . 005
. 0001
81'--------------~-Ta
_______________
_
molybdenum.
Ge __ - _____________ . 0005
.
05
Te _______________ _
HL __ _____________ . 05
Cobalt and nickel ·are present in pitchblende speciTh _______________ _ . 08
Hg- ___ ____ ________ 1. 0
Ti ________________ _ . 05
In_________________ . 001
nlens
from the Almaden and Golconda mines. These
·.
0005
Tl ________________ _ . 01
Ir_________________ . 005
v________________ _ . 001
!{_________________ . 5
elements occur in inclusions of the nickel -arsenides
vv ________________ _ . 01
La________________ . 005
niccolite and pararammelsbergite ( ?) , for as described
y
_________________
_
J.. i_________________ . 01.
Yb _______________ _ . 001
Mg________________ . 001
previously these minerals are locally intergrown with
. 0001
Mo________________ . 001
. 02
Zn---------~-----Zr
________________
_
pitchblende
(see fig. 22).
Mn________________ . 0005
. 001
Na________________ . 05
The mode of occurrence of the elements that can
reasonably
be inferred to occur in the pitchblende is not
The elements reported in the analyses qf pitchblende
well
known.
The rare-earth elements and zirconimn
concentrates (table 13), in addition to uranium, are
aluminum, iron, titanium, manganese, silver, arsenic, probably substitute for uranium in the pitchblende
cobalt, barium, beryllium, chromium, copper, molyb- structure, for these elements and uranium have similar
denum, nickel, lead, antimony, scandimn, vanadium, ionic radii. The molybdenun1 and tungsten also could
tungsten, dysprosium; erbium, yttrium, ytterbium, occur i1~ the pitchblende structure, but they may be
zinc, and zirconium. Silicon and calcium are present trapped i~ micro-openings or have been absorbed.
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TABLE

13.-Semiquantitative spectrographic analyses of pitchblende concentrates, Central City and Lawson-Dumont-Fall River
districts

[Spectro~aphic analyses by N. M. Conklin and R. G. Havens.

La bora- Equivalent
tory
serial no. uranium
(percent)

Mine

Equivalent-uranium analyses by C. G. Angelo.

Spectrographic analyses (percent)
Al

Fe

Ti

Ag

As

Co

0.007
.003
.007
.07
.007
0
. 015
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.03
0
.015
.03
.03
0
. 015
.015

0
0
0
0
0
.003
.003
0
.0007

.15

.3

0

0

.11i

0

.7

7.0
0

>10.0
0

Mn

------ ------------

Central City district:
Little Annie __________________

~!~~~~-~1~:~===
==== ===========
J.P.
Whitney ________________
Mammoth_-----------------Bonanza ______________________
CarrolL
__ -----------------__
Old Town
____________________
East Calhoun (Wood vein) ___
Lawson area:
Jo Reynolds __________________
Fall River area:
Almaden 1-------------------Do ___ --------------------

All samples contain more than 10.0 percent uranium]

228095
228096
228097
228098
228099
228100
228101
228105
228106

17.0
18.0
13.0
17.0
17.0
9.0
11.0
18.0
13.0

0. 7
. 07
1.5
.03
.3
3. 0
. 03
.03
.03

7. 0
7.0
>10.0
.7
1.5
>10.0
.3
.7
.3

0.15
.3
.15
.15
.3
1.5
.3
.15
.7

229103

n.d.

1.5

.7

.15

224640
208216

n.d.
n.d.

.07
0

3.0
.7

n.d.
0

0.15
.03
.07
.15
.003
. 0015
. 07
.003
.15

.07

Ba

Be

Cr

Cu

---------

.03

0
0
0
0
0
.003
.0015
0
.0015

0.3
.03
.03
.07
.07
.07
.07
.07
.3

n.d.
0

0

y

Yb

n.d.
0

n.d.

.3
. 015

Spectrographic analyses (percent)
Mine
Mo
Central
City
district:
Little
Annie
__________________

~Y!~~~~~~--:~==
::::: === == ==== =
J.P.
Whitney ________________
Mammoth
___ ---------------Bonanza ______________________
CarrolL_--------------------Old Town ____________________
East Calhoun (Wood vein) ___
Lawson
area:
Jo Reynolds
__________________
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I Sooty pitchblende; all other samples are bard pitchblende.
Looked for but not detected: P, Na, K, Au, B, Cd, Ce, Ga, Gd, Ge, Hg, In, Ir,
La, Li, Nb, Nd, Os; Pd, Pt, Re, Rh, Ru, Sn, Sm, Ta, Th, Te.

TORBERNITE AND METATORBERNITE

Cu (U02) 2(PO,) 2' ~12H20
Torbernite and metatorbernite were observed in the
upper parts of several uranium-bearing veins and on the
dwnps of a few mines. They are the most abundant
secondary uranium minerals in the region and, judging
from X-ray determinations, metatorbernite is the more
common of the two minerals. Characteristically the
minerals are concentrated along fractures in altered
wallrocks within 10 feet of a vein or in oxidized vein
material, but locally they are disseminated through certain types of altered wallrocks (Sims, Osterwald, and
Tooker, 1955, p.17'-18) or clayey gouge. At the Carroll
mine, torbernite locally coats partly leached pitchblende.
Torbernite also is an alteration mineral of the uraninitebearing pegmatites in Virginia Canyon, where the
mineral forms at the surface in close association with
autunite.
AUTUNITE AND META-AUTUNITE

Oa (U02)2 (P0,)2·10-12H20

Autunite and meta-autunite ·are sparse in the veins.
Autunite was observed at the Martha E mine, and metaautunite was found at the Star mine in Spring Gulch,
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__ ,not looked for.
0, looked for but not detected.
n.d., not determined.

the Sunnyside mine, and the Blackhawk Lode No. 2
claim. Autunite, however, is a common mineral in the
oxidized parts of the uraninite-bearing pegmatites
where it is close~y associated with torbernite. The
autunite ranges from lemon-yellow to pale green in
color, has a strong yellow-green fluorescence, and is
vitreous to pearly. It occurs as thin tabular crystals
that generally form scaly aggregates on fracture
surfaces.
KASOLITE

Pb(U02) SiO,·H20

Kasolite, associated with hydrous iron oxides, is
present in the oxidized parts of uranium-bearing
galena-sphalerite veins. It is particularly abundant at
the Two Sisters mine and the Blackhawk Lode No. 2
claim. The kasolite occurs as thin mats of yellowbrown fibers and tabular crystals often in rosettes or
sheaflike aggregates that coat vugs in oxidized limonitic
vein material.
DUMONTITE

Pb2 (U02)a (PO,) 2(0H), ·3H20

Dumontite was identified by X-ray analysis by W. F.
Outerbridge of the Geological Survey from dump rna-
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terial at the Ariadne mine. It occurs as thin coatings
on fractures in biotite-muscovite granite.
URANOPHANE

Ca ( u o,) ,si07 · 6H,o

Uranciphane is abundant in the near-surface parts
of some uraninite-bearing pegmatites in Virginia Canyon and occurs at the Star mine in Spring Gulch. In
the pegmatites it forms minute yellow or orangeyellow prism.atic crystals in radiating aggregates on
fracture surfaces in the pegmatite. At places it is
closely associated with autunite, commonly occurring
slightly farther below the ground surface than autunite.
At the Star mine, uranophane together with metatorbernite, meta-autunite, and wad (?) occurs along
fractures in granite gneiss and pegmatite wallrocks
near the vein.
BAYLEYITE

l\Ig, ( U Q, ) (CO,. )a-18H,Q

Bayleyite, a vitreous sulfur-yellO\Y minera-l, coats
fra cture surfaces in uraninite-bearing pegmatite at the
New Bedford mine in the Idaho Springs district. It
clearly formed after mining had begun and presumably
formed by the alteration of the uraninite.
ZIPPEITE AND BETAZIPPEITE

(UQ, )2(SQ,) (OH)z-4H,Q

Zippeite has been identified by X-ray determinations
from the Diamond Joe and Remington mines, and
betazippeite has been noted at the Alma-Lincoln mine.
The minerals occur as encrustations on the mine walls
at the Diamond Joe and Remington mines, and seem
to be derived from the alteration of quartz bostonite
porphyry and uranium-bearing pegmatite, respectively. On leYel 3 at the Alma-Lincoln mine the betazippeite coats slickensided surfaces in gouge along both
the hanging wall and fo.otwall of the vein.

JOHANNITE

Cu(UO,), (SQ, ),(OH),- 6H,O

Johmmite, associated with zippeite and gypsum, has
been reported from Quartz Hill ( Palache and others,
1951, p. 599, 607), but the locality from whi ch it \Yas
identified is not known.
PARAGENETIC RELATIONS OF PITCHBLENDE TO
THE COMMON VEIN-FORMING MINERALS

Pitchblende was deposited early in the sequence of
,-ein filling, contemporaneously \Yith quartz and an
early generation of pyrite, and, excepting the secondary
pitchblende, entirely before the deposition of the basemetal sulfides and sulfosalts. An exception is pitchblende at the Stanley mine, Idaho Springs district,
which formed late in the sequence of mineralization.
At Central City, pitchblende clearly was deposited
during an early separate stage of mineralization that
preceded the pyrite stage of mineralization (Sims,
1956a, p. 745-747). It was precipitated with quartz and
sparse pyrite, in stringers and other vein forms, as described on pages 32-34. After its deposition, and prior
to pyrite mineralization, the pitchblende stringers were
locally fractured by recurrent movements along the vein
fissures. Accordingly, except for stringers in the walls
of the main veins that remained unfractured (fig. 19),
the pitchblende-bearing veinlets were commonly broken
and brecciated, and at places veined by later sulfide
minerals. Brecciated pitchblende that is veined by
chalcopyrite and pyrite is shown in figure 20, a photograph of a typical specimen of ore from the Wood vein.
A photomicrograph of another specimen of pitchblende
ore from an adjacent vein, the Kirk, shows brecciation

SHROECKINGERITE
NaCa,(UO•) (CQ, ) , (SQ,)F·lOH,Q

Shroeckingerite has been identified front level 2 of the
Alma-Lincoln mine. It occurs as rosettes scattered on
the mine walls adjacent to a radioactive vein. It definitely formed after development of the mine.
THUCHOLITE(?)

A few grains of a dull black, radioactive material
that has a conchoidal fracture occur in gouge that was
formed later than the ore in association with zippeite at
the Alma-Lincoln mine. The material has a specific
gravity of 1.91 to 1.93 and gives a sharp X-ray pattern
similar to that of sphalerite.

FIGURE 19.- Photograph of a polished surface of pitchblend e ore, Ca r·
roll mine, Central City dis trict. The pitchble nde (bl ack) occurs as
di scontinuou s s tringers in r ela tively fr es h microcline-bearing gnei ss
wall rock. The specime n was t a ken fr om the wa ll of the ma in galena -sphalerite vein.
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20.-Photograph of a polished surface of ore from the Wood
vein, 583-foot level west, East Calhoun mine, Central City district.
The pitchblende (black) was brecciated, recemented by quartz, and
veined by pyrite and chalcopyrite.

FIGURE

22.-Photomicrograph of polished surface of pitchblende ore
from the Almanden mine, Fall River area. Subrounded grains of niccollte (gray) with narrow rims of pararammelsbergite( ?) are enclosed by pitchblende (dark gray). The cellular or dendritic forms
to the right are freibergite. X 50.

FIGURE

-\

21.-Photomicrograph of brecciated pitchbleHde from the Kirk
mine, Central City district. The brecciated fragments are partly rotated and recemented by quartz (dark gray). The quartz and locally
the pitchblende are em bayed and partly replaced by pyrite (white).
X 14. Specimen loaned by R. R. Hinckley.

FIGURE

and veining in more detail (fig. 21). In this specimen
the broken pitchblende is cemented by quartz and veined
by quartz and pyrite. At many places galena or other
base-metal sulfides or sulfosalts occur in the fractures
within the pitchblende and, to a minor extent, embay
the pitchblende (figs. 9-16) .
At the J o Reynolds mine, in the Lawson-Dumont-Fall
River district, and at the Sunnyside mine, in the Idaho
Springs district, pitchblende also was deposited before
the base-metal sulfides, principally with quartz and
sparse pyrite.
In the Fall River area, pitchblende was deposited
early in the sequence of vein filling, but apparently as
a local variant of the main pyritic mineralization rather
than as a separate distinctly older stage. At the Almaden mine, niccolite and pararammelsbergite ( ~) are

closely associated with pitchblende in the same stringers (fig. 22). Pitchblende was deposited both before
and after the niccolite; pararammelsbergite(?) is later
than both the pitchblende and the niccolite. At the
Mary mine, both pyrite and marcasite were deposited
before pitchblende.
At the Stanley mine, in the Idaho Springs district,
pitchblende was precipitated locally as colloform coatings on finely colloform pyrite, which in turn were deposited on gray quartz, galena, and pyrite. The pitchblende-bearing stringer cuts across and is later than the
main sulfide vein.
Sooty pitchblende at all localities appears to have
formed late in the paragenetic sequence for it occurs in
vugs and fractures which at places crosscut the sulfide
ore minerals. Probably this type of pitchblende has
been redistributed by ground water subsequent to its
original formation; accordingly it has a mode of occurrence typical of known supergene minerals.
The conclusions presented above for the Central City
district differ somewhat from those of Bastin (Bastin
and Hill, 1917, p. 123-124), who concluded from a study
of a few polished sections from pitchblende-bearing
veins on Quartz Hill that pitchblende crystallized contemporaneously with pyrite, chalcopyrite, and gray
quartz (Bastin and Hill, 1917, figs. 11 and 12, p. 123124) but was older than the other sulfides and sulfosalts. The present writers concur that some pyrite and
quartz were formed virtually contemporaneously with
pitchblende, as described previously, but have observed
no evidence of simultaneous deposition of chalcopyrite
and pitchblende. Instead, the textures seen in polished
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sections clearly indicate that the chalcopyrite is entirely
later than the pitchblende and most of the pyrite. The
writers interpret the textural relations between pitchblende and chalcopyrite observed by Bastin-chalcopyr.ite occuring both inside and outside of spheroidal
pitchblende forms .(Bastin. and Hill, 1917, fig. 12, p.
124)-to have resulted from replacement of quartz by
chalcopyrite, although some of the chalcopyrite could
have encrusted underlying rounded surfaces and filled
shrinkage cracks.

ORE SHOOTS

The pitchblende is not regularly distributed through
the veins, but instead occurs as small lenses, pods, and
stringers, or more rarely as larger bodies that are properly termed "ore shoots." The margins of the ore
bodies are sharp, and the vein material between the
bodies commonly is nearly devoid of uranium. The
small pods or lenses contain only a few tens or hundreds
of pounds of uranium ore, whereas the larger known
shoots contain as much as 50 tons of ore.
Small bodies of pitchblende ore occur locally along
GENERAL CHARACTER AND STRUCTURE
many veins in the region, but most abundantly in the
Pitchblende and at places its alteration products oc- Central City district. At places the pitchblende is in
cur in vein fissures of all fracture sets as small lenses, the main veins, associated with the precious metal-bearing sulfide ores, and at other places it is in minor subpods, and stringers, or rarely as larger ore shoots.
sidiary fractures in the walls of the main veins, adj acRELATION OF DEPOSITS TO FAULT SETS
ent to but not closely associated with the sulfide ore
Uranium deposits occur in all the fault sets of the minerals.
The pitchblende deposits in the Quartz Hill and
region, but are more abundant in the faults of Laramide
upper
Russell Gulch areas of the Central City district,
age. At places they are in subsidiary fractures in the
walls of the main faults or at the junction of two faults. and rat most other places in the region, consist almost
About 70 percent of the significant uranium-bearing entirely of small pods and lenses of high-grade pitchveins (see table 8) strike east-northeast or northeast, 10 blende ore that are distributed erratically along the
percent strike east, 15 percent strike northwest, and less veins; a few appear to occur systematically in the veins
than 5 percent are low-angle northward-dipping veins. within what the writers refer to as "zones of ore shoots."
No deposits of this class occur in north-northeastward- At the IGrk, Wood, and German-Belcher mines the
pitchblende ore that was mined occurred mainly as pods
trendin~ faults. The deposits of lesser importance
and
lenses adjacent to the country rock on the hanging
(tables 10 and 11) occur in the different fracture sets in
wall
or footwall of the veins; some was in small disabout the same ratio; a few of these are in north-northcontinuous
veinlets in the wallrocks. At the IGrk mine
eastward-trending fractures.
some pods were as 1nuch as 1 foot thick, and one deAs can be seen by comparing plate 1 and tables 9,
scribed by Moore and Kithil (1913, p. 44) measured
10, and 11, the occurrence of uranium deposits in the
2 feet 8 inches by 1 foot 4' inches by 1 foot. At the
different fracture sets is roughly proportional to the
Wood mine, the pitchblende ore had a similar mode of
abundance of faults of each set. The deposits are most
occurrence. Bastin nnd Hill (1917, p. 245) state that
abundant in the fault sets consisting of the greatest
the
pitchblende formed small discontinuous lenses and
number of fractures.
streaks on the footwall of the vein, which were separated
In the areas containing clusters of uranium deposits
by barren vein material. Single bodies contained from
(compare pls.l and 3), uranium commonly occurs along
faults belonging to 2 or more of the fracture sets, al- a few pounds to about 5 tons of ore. The recent exploration of the Wood vein at greater depth-from the
though deposits may be more abundant in 1 particular
set; locally it occurs at the junction or intersection of 583 level of the East Calhoun mine (Drake, 1957)disclosed two le~1ses of ore, the larger about 10 feet long,
2 faults. In the Quartz I-Iill area (compare pls. 1 and
8 feet high, and an average of less than 6 inches thick.
3), for example, significant uranium deposits are in
The two lenses yielded about 17 tons of ore. The denorthwestward-trending, eastward-trending, east- posits within the Wood vein occur· within a downwardnortheastward-trending; and northeastward-trending tapering zone of ore shoots that plunges steeply west
faults. Most of the deposits, however, and all but one (Moore and Butler, 1952, pl. 1; Drake, 1957, fig. 34).
of the productive deposits are in east-northeastwardAt the German-Belcher mine, the pitchblende ore
trending faults.
that was mined occurred dominantly as small lenses
In the Chicago Creek area, radioactivity typically that contained from a few pounds to a few hundred
occurs in one of several subparallel veins; the others are pounds of ore (Bastin and Hill, 1917, p. 241) ; some
commonly barren of uranium.
pitchblende is in l-inch-thick discontinuous veinlets in
659·612 0 • 63 •

~
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FIGURE

23.-Verticallongitudinal projection of the Carroll mine, showing relation of zone of uranium ore shoots to Precambrian wallrocks.

the walls of the main vein. Similar small lenses of horizontal length of only about 11 feet, was mined on
pitchblende ore have been found in the Denbigh and the 177 level. Remnants of ore left in pillars and drifts
Gold Rock veins at the Springdale mine, in the Blazing . in the upper mine workings east of the shaft probably
Star vein at the Almaden mine, and in other veins.
represent parts of other small shoots in this part of
At places pitchblende-bearing ore occurs in subsidiary the vein.
fractures in the walls of the main sulfide-bearing veins
The pitchblende within the shoots of the Carroll vein
but is not present in the main veins. An example of is in discontinuous stringers and pods or in tabular laythis type of occurrence is the Old Town mine in Russell ers. The ore within the shoot on the 177 level (fig.
Gulch.. At this :mine, pitchblende occurs locally on three 23) occurred mainly as·:a tabular layer that was 1 to 4
levels as short 1;4-inch veinlets in silicified wallrock inches thick and as much as 11 feet wide. The ore
adjacent to the Old Town vein. The known occurrences layer wa~ about 6 inches above the vein footwall and
are in small fractures in the footwall of the vein, which separated from it by radioactive gouge. In the lower
have the appearance of gash or tension fractures.
part of the shoot, mined in the small underha.nd stope,
Rarely the pitchblende is in shoots that have maxi- a pod or kidney of ore occurred at the junction of two
mum dimensions of several tens of feet and contain l-inch-thick pitchblende-bearing veinlets. The pod was
several tons of ore, for example in the Carroll mine on 12 inches wide and plunged 18° N. 60° W. The ore
Nigger Hill (Sims, 1956a, p. 751-753). The uranium within the shoot on the 228 level was mainly a tabular
ore shoots in the Carroll vein are arranged en echelon layer of varying thickness, but the ore occurred partly
within a westward-plunging zone of favorable ground as pods at the junction of veinlets and ·as crosscutting
of zone of ore shoots (fig. 23) . The largest known ore stringers. Figure 24, a map of the pitchblende-bearshoot, on the 228 level, has a height of about 50 feet, a ing vein on the 228 level, shows in detail the pitchblende
stope length of as much as 50 feet, and an average width occurrences and their ~elation to the galena-sphalerite
of about 6 inches. A smaller shoot, with a maximum vein. The pitchblende near chute C was on the hang-
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A pod of high-grade pitchblende ore 3 by 4 ft
and as much as 12 in. thick. The pod
plunged 20'-30' N W: it was bounded by two
uranium-bearing veins. Operators extracted
1000 lb of ore containing more than 2 percent uranium

EXPLANATION

~
Pitchblende stringers, showing dip

~~f:?:~~::~G

1
10

Galena-sphalerite vein

10
Geology and baso by P. K. Sims, 1954

20 FEET

18 in.: average
0.4 mr per hr
Sample width in inches: radioactivity in milliroentgens per
hour

24.-Detalled geologic map showing pitchblende-bearing
ore near chute C, (see pl. 7) Carroll vein, 228 level west.

FIOURlll

ing (north) wall of the vein in two closely spaced veinlets. The outermost veinlet, which formed the hanging
wall of the vein, pitched out within a short distance
both laterally and vertically. The inner veinlet was
more continuous and extended as a tabular body to the
top of the stope, where it pinched out. In the drift the
veinlet was 1 to 3 inches thick, but it was wider in the
stope, averaging about 6 inches thick, and at one place
it was as much as 15 inches thick. Locally on the
228 level, steep cross fractures between the two veinlets
which converge slightly near the floor also contained
small stringers of pitchblende, the whole locally constituting ore (see Sims, 1956a, fig. 8). A pod of pitchblende ore, 3 feet by 4 feet by 1 foot, which occurred
at the junction of the two veinlets, was mined opposite
chute C (fig. 23). This pod plunged 20°-30° NW., in
the same direction as the pod mined on the 177 level.
Between chutes C and D on the 228 level (fig. 24) the
pitchblende occurred in many l-inch-thick stringers
that trended at an acute angle to the strike of the Car~
roll vein. This zone, which was ·as much as 15 inches
wide, pinched out about 5 feet above the back of the
drift. The stringers were cut, broken, ·and locally obliterated by the later galena-sphalerite ore that constitutes the bulk of the Carroll vein.

ping ore is variable and depends largely on the care
taken in mining and sorting. Most of the ore that has
been shipped was selectively mined, commonly by resuing, and was upgraded by hand-sorting. Recently,
attempts have been made to upgrade some of the uranium ores intimately associated with the sulfide ores by
milling techniques.
The primary uranium ores that were shipped before
1950 were high grade, commonly exceeding 10 percent
uranium, but recent shipments have been of a much
lower grade. The ore that was shipped from Quartz
Hill was mined principally from small rich pods and
lenses of pitchblende. Calculations of the grade of the
ore shipped from the 1Vood and IGrk mines (table 1)
indicate that a substantial proportion of this ore contained more than 50 percent uranium, -and ore of this
tenor accounted for a large proportion of the production from the region. Other ore that was shipped contained from 1 to 5 percent uranium. Undoubtedly this
material largely represented the ore that could not be
greatly upgra~ed by hand-sorting.
The grade and the erratic distribution of uranium
within a lens of pitchblende-bearing ore from Quartz
Hill can be inferred from figure 25, an assay map of
part of the Wood vein on the 583 level of the East Calhoun mine. The pitchblende, which is associated with
pyrite, chalcopyrite, and rarely tetrahedrite-tennantite,
is erratically distributed in the lens, not only horizontally along the strike of the lens bu:t also vertically.
Analyses ·across the lens indicate that the uranium content ranges from 0.01 to 9.94 percent. A photograph
of a specimen taken from the lens (fig. 20) shows the
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GRADE OF PRIMARY DEPOSITS

· As the pitchblende in the primary. deposits occurs
as small high-grade stringers and pods· that ·are much
too narrow to be mined profitably, the grade of the ship-
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Sample length in inches: percentage equivalent uranium,
and percentage uraniufTI
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25.-Assay map of pitchblende-bearing lens, Wood vein, 583
level west, East Calhoun mine.
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36-,017-.018
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Geology by P. K. Sims, 1954

26.-Assay section of part of stope on the 228 level west, Carroll

character of the .pitchblende ·and its relation to the sulfides.
The grade of the ore within the pitchblende ore shoots
at the Carroll mine varies widely. Uranium analyses
from the largest of the shoots, which was mapped in
detail nnd sampled, are shown on figure 26. As shown
by the analyses, a large part of the shoot contained ore
that assayed more than 0.20 percent uranium; other
parts of the shoot (not sampled) were low in grade. As
the pitchblende ore was intimately mixed with gold- and
silver-bearing base-metal ores, most of it was broken
with the ·sulfide· ore and subsequently beneficiated by
milling. A small part· of the ore, particularly on the
228 level, was selectively mined by stripping.
MINERALOGICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF
WALLROCKS

m~ne,

showing uranium analyses.

diorite, and garnetiferous lime silicate gneiss and biotite-muscovite granite oare the wallrocks for deposits in
the Idaho Springs and Lawson-Dumont-Fall River districts.
As shown in table 15, the chemical composition of the
common wall rocks in the region ~~aries considerably.
The analyses were made of fresh rocks. The felsic
gneisses and granites, which consist mainly of quartz
and feldspar and have less than 10 percent mafic minerals, contain abundant silica and low iron and magnesia. The mafic rocks, which contain substantial
quantities of biotite, amphibole, garnet, and iron oxides,
contain much less silica and more iron and magnesia.
The garnetiferous lime silicate gneiss and amphibolite
contain large amounts of ferrous iron.
LOCALIZATION OF ORE

. The wallrocks of the primary uranium deposits inSeveral interdependent factors were responsible for
clude most of the Precambrian rock units of the region localizing the uranium deposits. As the pitchblende
and at one place a bostonite porphyry of Tertiary age. was precipitated largely as fillings of open':'_spaces, its
Gneisses nnd granites of felsic composition are the domi- occurrence depended primarily on structural features
nant wall rocks of most deposits; but mafic gneisses form that dilated the walls. Other factors, however, such as
the walls of a few.
proximity of the openings to the source of the oreThe relative abundance of the different rock types forming fluids (see p. 53), were important in localconstitutingthe walls of the principal uranium-bearing izing the deposits. Possibly iron-bearing wallrocks at
veins in the region are indicated in table 14. These data places had a chemical effect on uranium precipitation.
include the wallrocks of the uranium deposits as well .
Although the sam.e types of structural features that
as those 'a few tens of feet away. Microcline-bearing controlled .deposition of the precious metal-bearing
gneiss is the principal wallrock of the uranium deposits sulfide ores (see Lovering, 1942, p. 81-92) seem to have
in the Central 'City district (table 14). Bostonite been responsible for localizing the uranium deposits, the
porphyry locally forms the walls of a deposit at the structural controls of the uranium deposits are much less
Springdale mine. Granite gneiss and pegmatite, quartz well known. Only a few uranium deposits have been
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15.-Chemical analyses in percent, and modes (volume percent) of wallrocks for uranium-bearing veins
[Analyses by U.S. Geol. Survey]
Modes

Analyses

Chemical
constituent

Microclinebearing
gneiss 1

BiotiteBiotite- Garnetifquartzmusco- erous lime Amphlb- Quartz
silicate
ollte a diorite e
plagioclase
vlte
gneiss 2
granite a gneiss'

Mineral

4

2

5

.6

-------1---1----1----1-----1--------1------------1-----------------SiOa •• -------------AhOa------··------FoaOa----- -- ~ ----- -·
FoO •• --. ----------MgO.
---------··---Cao _______________
Na20--------------K20---------------lhO--------------H20+-------------1'10a •• ------------·
C02---------·-----P2oa
________________

}

76.30
12.20
.90
8 2.00
.48
1. 70
3. 70
1. 10
.83
.22
. 20
.06

76.33
12.30
1.08
1. 75
.59
2. 41
3.13
1.02
.17
. 42
. 27
. 01
.03

48.19
52.40
71.86
15.66
13. 19
8. 20
3.86
1.24
11.70
9. 08
1.80
13.90
7. 17
. 55
2.80
8. 68
1.29
5. 40
. 92
2. 22
.10
1. 07
5. 85
. 49
.
67
.04
. 74
3. 17
. 57
. 75
. 41
.32
. 01
. 34
.25
. 12
. 24
. 70
.07 ........................... .......................
. 01
1. 20
.03
3.50 ------~26"
.05 ......................... ----------

99.71

99.51

99.76
.03

--------------------- ............................
.02 -----------BaO---------------- ---------- ..........................
F -··- ---------------

s.
-----------------Mno
_______________

Subtotal---------Loss oxygen ______ ...................... .............................
TotaL _______
99.71
99.51

99.73

101.70

-----------101.70

52.61
15.63
2. 71
6. 46
5. 67
6.16
2.13
2.85
. 12
1. 61
.. 91
2.08
.33
.32
. 22
. 15
. 04

99.61

"100.00
.19

99.61

99.81

----------

1 East Calhoun mine (6th level), Central City district.
Laboratory serial no.
147561. Analysts: P. L. D. Elmore, K. E. White, S.D. Botts, Rapid analysis
laboratory, Washington, D.C.
'McKay shaft, Central City district. Laboratory serial no. Al. Analyst:
L. N. '!'arrant Hock analysis laboratory, Denver, Colo.
a Jo Hcynolds mlno, Lawson area. Laboratory serial no. A173. 'Analyst: Jean
'l'hcobald, Hock analysis laboratory, Denver, Colo.
'Golconda mine, Fall River area. Laboratory serial no. 140577. Analysts:
H. F. Phillip, P. L. D. Elmore, P. W. Scott, K. E. White, Rapid analysis labora·
tory, Washington, D.C.

available for detailed study, and many of these have not
been sufficiently developed to determine structural controls. Also, the geologic history of the uraniwn deposits has been complex. Because uranium generally was
deposited early in the sequence of vein filling, the
uranimn-bearing stringers and pods were partly oblitera.ted at many places by later recurrent n1ove1nents and
by sulfide mineralization (seep. 26), which considerably modified the vein fissures; accordingly little evidence of structural controls can be gained from a study
of many deposits.
·

Quartz________________________
45
49.7
29.5
37.0
12.9
10.7
Plagioclase ••. ----------------36
34.3
29.7
5. 5
7 40.7
Microcllne____________________
4
1. 5
30.0 -------- -------1. 3
Biotite________________________
14
12.6
5. 9
11.2 -------20.0
Muscovite.-----~------------- -------- -------1. 7
_ ---Amphibole ••• ----------------- -------- -------- -------- ---iii~6- ---48~8- -- -25.8
Garnet ________________________ -------- -----·-- -------·32. 1 -------- -------Magnetite-Ilmenite............
.3
. 2.
.1
8. 0 -------. .4

~~Wt~---~==::::::::::::::::::: -----~5- -----~4-

Zircon_________________________
Pyrite _________________________
Hematite.----------------·---Leucoxene ____________________
Monazite.-------------------Calcite ________________________
Clay minerals-----------------·

.2
-----------------------------·
-------Tr

100. 0

:~

: ~ . ::::::::

-------Tr --------------Tr
.5
1. 0
. 1 --------------. 5 -------______ .:_
. 4 --------------- -------- -------.3
1.'2 ____ _.___

100. 0

100. 0

100. 0

---·-·:s

-----···
-----------------------------------g 32.8

-----------------------------------.3

100. 0

100. 0

------~-

a McKay shaft, Nigger Hill, Central City district. Laboratory serial no. A4.
Analyst: L. N. Tarrant, Rock analysis laboratory, Denver, Colo.
a Nabob mine, Lawson area. Laboratory serial no. A176. Analyst: Jean Theobald, Rock analysis laboratory, Denver, Colo.
7 Largely altered to clay minerals.
8 A calculated correction was made for FeO present as pyrite based on percentage
of S. In making this correction it was assumed that all SIs present as pyrite.
g Mostly altered plagioclase.

Most of the uranium deposits in the Central City district, as well as sulfide ore deposits, occur between walls
of brittle rocks, which are more competent than the
adjacent rocks. Several deposits on Quartz Hill in
particular can be related to this structural control. The
pitchblende ore at the German and Belcher mines, as
well as most of lthe gold-bearing sulfide ore, was mined
from stopes on the 130 level (fig. 27); another small
stope is on the 2'56 level. Wi•thout exception the stoped
grqund occurs between walls of microcli11-e-bearing.
gneiss or pegmatite ; the vein is nearly barren in the
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relatively incom.petent biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss
l\{any small lenses and pods of pitchblende-bearing
and biotite schist in the lower mine workings. The ore occur at vein intersections or in openings related to
localization of ore in relatively brittle host rocks at the irregularities along the fissures. At least two deposits
German and Belcher mines can be attributed to several in the region seem to have been localized primarily at
interrelated factors that caused deviation, splitting, or the intersection of two veins. The pitchblende deposit
brecciation along the fault, and the consequent develop-: at the Bonanza mine on Justice Hill occurs at the inter1nent of open spaces. The vein fissure, a right-lateral section of .the Shamrock and Bonanza veins (fig. 45).
fault, resulted mainly from strike-slip movements, but The ore is confined to the footwall vein, the Shamrock,
also had some dip-slip 1novement. As shown on plates and extends only a few feet from the junction. Accord4 and 5, the dip of the vein fissure flattens in passing ing to Van Mcl{ay (oral communication, 1955), the ore
fron1 the more competent microcline-bearing gneiss into plunges southwest about· parallel to the junction. Posthe less britJtle biotite gneiss, as expected according to sibly the small uranium bodies at the Two Sisters mine
theory (Newhouse, 1942). Strike deflections to the (fig. 41) also are related to a vein intersection, for they
right on a smaller scale are also favorable sites for ore are near hut west of the intersection of the Two Sisters
deposition (pl. 5), for these deviations are in the direc- and the Claire Marie vein fissures. The ore occurrences
tion of the tensional break. Similar· factors causing ·on the 105 and 179 levels seem to be within a steeply
the development of open spaces can be inferred for the plunging shoot that rakes to the west, virtually parallel
localization of ore in the IGrk and Calhoun veins; to the plunge of the intersection. In many mines small
plate 4· shows that these veins also flatten appreciably in stringers or lenses of pitchblende-bearing ore are in
subsidiary fractures·near or at their junction with the
the biotite gneiss.
The uran.ium depo~its ·at the Almaden, Golconda, and main faults, for example in the Iron, Mary, Almaden,
Golconda, and Sunnyside mines. Sm·all veinlets of
~{ary mines, in the Fall River area, occur between walls
of garnetiferous lime silicate gneiss, a more competent pitchblende on the new sixth level of ~the Old Town
rock that is interlayered with less competent biotite mine (fig. 33) seem to occupy gash fractures formed by
gneisses; the deposits were probably localized in the tensional stresses between two subparallel branches of
openings formed in the more competent unit. How- the Old Town vein. Judging from occurrences at the
ever, the occurrence of ore in this rock may be due Carroll mine, small pods of pitchblende-:bearing ore
at least in part in chemical controls rather than to physi- commonly occur at the junction of two or more minor
discontinuous fractures within a vein or lode.
cal controls (seep. 54).
Many of the u.rru1ium deposits 'are clustered adjacent
In some deposits the structure as well as the lithologic
character of the wallrocks were impor.tant factors in to known bodies of quartz bostonite porphyry (pl. 1),
localizing ore bodies. At the Carroll mine the zone of a fact pointed out earlier by Alsdorf (1916) and Phair
favorahle ground (or zone of uranium ore shoots), as (1952) ; the present writers infer that at least some of
well as the base-metal ore shoot (fig. 23), plunges mod- the uranium in these deposits was derived from local
erately westward, virtually parallel to the trace of the bodies of magma that consolidated to form quartz bos·
intersection of the vein with the lithologic layering and tonite porphyry.
foliation of the wallrocks. The wallrocks, which conA possible chemical effect on uranium precipitation,
sist of intimately interlayered microc1ine-bearing gneiss, at least locally, can be inferred from the restriction of
pegmatite, and biotite-quartz-plagioclaS'e gneiss, strike certain deposits to vein segments between wallrocks rich
northeast and dip on the average about 40° NW. The in iron. In the Fall River area, the known pitchblende
Carroll vein strikes about N. 70° W., nearly normal to deposits are confined between walls of iron-rich garnetthe strike of the country rock, and dips moderately iferous lime silicate gneiss (Haw ley and Moore, 1955) .
northeast. Because the fault has a left-lateral dis- In other parts of the region, -as at Central City, many
placement, it is deflected 1nore toward the west each of the deposits are near amphibolite wallrocks, but in
place it passes from 'all incompetent layer into a co~pe contrast to Fall River this rock occurs only as small,
tent htyer, resulting in crackling, brecciation, and split- widely separated bodies. Tooker has concluded from a
ting in the microc]ine-bearing gneiss and the migmatite. study of the altered wallrocks that the alteration of iron.As the maximum brecciation and development of open rich mafic rocks and the consequent release of ferrous
space is in the more competent rocks, maximum break- iron to the vein-forming solutions may have been an
age is parallel to the layering in the rocksi accordingly important factor in the precipitation of the uranium
the zone of ore shoots plunges parallel to the intersection (see p. 54). Possibly the reaction of the ore-formof the Carroll vein with the layering (fig.. 23).
ing fluids with iron-rich wallrocks contributed to the
1
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the Robineau prospect south of Lawson contains primary uranium minerals, the vertical range is more
than 2,000 feet. Within any single district the vertical
range of known deposits is still less, and it is substantial
only at Central City where known deposits occur between altitudes of 9,525 feet (Quartz Hill area) and
8,395 feet (Cherokee mine) . There is no indication that
these altitudes represent the upper and lower limits of
effective uranium mineralization, but the vertical limits
RELATION OF PRIMARY ORES TO DEPTH
of mineralization are probably small for the deposits
Although the uranium deposits generally have not within local areas or clusters of deposits.
The deposits within a single vein rarely have a
been explored to the same extent as the sulfide deposits
vertical
range in excess of 500 feet (table 16), and
that contain the more valuable gold- and silver-bearing
future
exploration
probably will not appreciably inores, some generalizations can be made concerning the
order
of
magnitude. The uranium decrease
this
vertical continuity of these deposits. The available data
of
only
a
few
veins
have been developed through
posits
indicate that the uranium ore shoots (or zones of ore
shoots) in this region do not extend over long vertical vertical ra.nges of several hundred feet, and of these
ranges, and in this respect they differ greatly from the · fewer still have been sufficiently developed to indicate
sulfide ore shoots. The maximum known vertical ex- with certainty the limits of uranium ore bodies. The
Wood vein in the Central City district, which has
tent of a group of uranium ore shoots in a vein is about
yielded a substantial proportion of the uranium ore from
500 feet and the common vertical range is much smaller,
the region, has been developed extensively from the surwhereas many of the large sulfide ore bodies have been
face to the 583 level of the East Calhoun mine; although
mined for vertical distances of more than 1,000 feet.
uranium deposits extend to the level of the lowest workThe depth below the surface to which known deposits
ings, the zone of favorable ground containing the ore
extend, the altitude of the deepest deposits, and the vershoots seems to taper sharply downward (fig. 36). The
tical range of series of ore bodies in different mines of
individual shoots or pods also seem to be much smaller
the region are given in table 16.
on the lowest l~vel. Uranium deposits in the German
vein are wholly confined to the upper levels, and they
TABLE 16.-----:-Relation of primary uranium deposits to depth
have a small vertical range. Other deposits, such as the
Deepest uranium
Carroll, extend to the lowest levels of the mines, apdeposits
1 - - - - - - , . - - - - - 1 ve;r:o~ge D:~~ of
parently
with no marked reduction in size or abundance
District and Mine
Depth
deposits (feet)
(feet)
of
the
ore
bodies, but this occurrence probably is not
below Altitude 1
surface
than those developed through greater
more
continuous
(feet)
vertical ranges. The known uranium deposits in the
Central City district:
Lawson-Dumont-Fall River district and the Idaho
8, 600 100____________ ---------Blackhawk Lode No. 2 claim __
100
Bonanza mine ________________ _
8,608 45_____________
>106
100
Carroll mine __________________ _
Springs district generally have not been sufficiently ex8, 715 200____________
270
270
Cherokee mine ________________ _
215
8, 395 157-----------250
plored or developed to determine their full vertical exGerman and Belcher mines ___ _
9, 270 200____________
435
255
Iron mine _____________________ _
300
8, 850 SmalL------>700
Kirk mine ____________________ _
for most of these occurrences have been developed
tent,
9, 080 350____________
380
380
Old Town mine _______________ _
8, 644 96_____________
1, 430
449
Springdale mine ______________ _
of adits, and little work has been done above
by
means
8, 931 300____________
685
480
Wood-East Calhoun mine ____ _
8, 745 520____________
585
585
and
below
the adit levels.
Lawson-Dumont-Fall River district:
Almaden mine ________________ _
2 500
Th~
marked
contrast between the vertical dimensions
(3)
8, 250 300_----------Bellevue-Rochester tunneL ___ _
(3)
2 750
8,260 Small(?) ______
so
____________
Golconda tunneL ____________ _
of uranium ore shoots and precious metal-bearing sul2 700
8,185
Small(?) ______
2 1,000
(3)
2 8,450
Jo Reynolds mine (Elida tunfide_
ore shoots probably is largely the result of differnel).
Mary tunneL ________________ _
(3)
2 500
8,200 SmalL ________
ences
in the physicochemical environment of deposition,
Idaho Springs district:
Sunnyside tunneL ____________ _
(3)
150
8,630 _____ do _________
but it may also be explained in part by differences in
the quantities of meta.l available for deposition and, as
1 Datum is mean sea level.
2 Approximate figure.
stated previously, from differences in structural
a Workings are essentially on one level.
environment.
Within the central part of the mineral belt primary
RELATION OF URANIUM DEPOSITS TO SULFID~
uranium deposits of known or potential economic imMINERAL ZONING
portance occur over a vertical range of more than 1,000
The uranium occurrences in the veins do not have
feet, between altitudes of 9,525 feet (German and
Belcher mines) and 8,185 feet (Fall River area). If a distinct position in the hypogene sulfide mineral zonprecipitation of uranium even along those veins where
iron-rich wallrocks were sparse. Mafic ·rocks of similar
composition form the walls of several deposits in other
parts of the Front Range, as in the Ralston Buttes district (Adams and Stugard, 1956; Sims, 1956b, p. 7879; Sheridan and others, 1958), and the Copper King
mine in Larimer County (Sims, Phair, and Moench,
19518).

(~)
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ing pattern (compare fig. 8 and pl. 3). This concept is
contrary to earlier views of Leonard (1952), and Armstrong ( 1952), who concluded that the urani urn deposits
at Central City occurred in the intermediate zone, for
at the time of their studies the known deposits (Quartz
Hill) were restricted to this part of the zoning pattern.
As described by Sims ( 1956a, fig. 2), the uranium deposits at Central City occur in each of the zones defined
by the precious metal-bearing sulfide ores. The larger
deposits and most small occurrences are in the intermediate and peripheral zones.
Wells and Ifarrison ( 1954, fig. 2, p. 8) similarly noted
in north-central Clear Creek County that uranium
occurs in veins of diverse mineralogy, but is sparse in
pyrite veins that lack appreciable amounts of copper
minerals or other base-metal sulfides.
SUPERGENE ALTERATION

Surface

- - - - - - -

l~:i
_,:,

- - -

Barren, leached zone

-

- - - - - Torbernite, autunite,
kasolite, and uranophane
Lead carbonate,
ferric o~ides,
copper oxides,
locally residual
gold concentrates

--------~--------Sooty pitchblende with
torbernite and autunite
1-

--------

1-

-

r----._-

1-----

Approximate
- - - - - - 1- -;at;t;;"b~ -

1--------- I
\

1

11

-

U0 >U0
3

-:--2

Sooty pitchblende
Primary sulfide minerals
U03=U02 _ _
Primary uranium
oxide U02 >U03
Hard pitchblende

28.-Diagram showing relations of secondary and primary
uranium minerals in weathered galena-sphalerite veins, Central City
and adjoining mining dlstl'icts.

FIGURE

Some pitchblende-1bearing veins grade upward into a
relatively simple assemblage of hexavalent hydrous
uranium phosphate 'and silicate minerals which clearly
formed by superge1~e alteration. The presence or absence of the secondary minerals and the nature of the
assemblage depend on several factors, the most important being the primary mineralogy of the veins and
the lithology of the wallrocks. Concentrations of secondary uranium minerals are confined to galenasphalerite veins; the oxidized part of pyrite veins are
devoid of secondary uranium minerals because of leaching by acid sulfate ground water. In galena-sphalerite
veins the secondary minerals occur in and adjacent to
the originating vein, indicating that alteration and solution of the primary pitchblende and :redeposition of secondary minerals occurred virtually in place. Sooty
pitchblende commonly occurs at the interface between
oxidized and unoxidized parts of the veins.
RELATION OF ALTERATION PRODUCTS TO WATER
TABLE AND PRIMARY ORE

The distribution of secondary uranium minerals is
related to the ground-water table. Generally the interface between the zone of hard pitchblende and the zone
of secondary minerals is moderately regular and essentially coincides with the water table, but local variations
indicate that the zone of secondary minerals is related
in part to the permeability of the vein fissures. At most
localities secondary uranium minerals do not extend
below a depth of about 150 feet below the ground surface, and at places they do not extend below a depth of
100 feet. The lower limit of the zone of secondary
uranium minerals closely approximates the· bottom of
the zone of abundant hydrous iron oxides.
Throughout the region, weathering of pitchblendebearing galena-sphalerite veins produces a relatively

simple assemblage of secondary minerals which occur
in rather well-defined zones. A section of a hypothetical vein showing the distribution of secondary_minerals
and their relation to the primary ore is given in figure
28. The diagram is a composite of available data from
several deposits in the region. Only one uranium-bearing vein in the region, the Carroll on Nigger Hill, was
sufficiently developed during this survey to expose both
the oxidized and unoxidized parts of the vein.
As shown in the diagram (fig. 28), weathering of a
vein containing pitchblende, with some galena, sphalm·ite, copper sulfides and sulfosal:ts, and sparse pyrite, would yield a zone of variable vertical height of
hexavalent uranium minerals. This zone can be expected to grade downward through a zone containing
soft, porous or sooty pitchblende into hard, unaltered
pitchblende. The zone of seconda.ry minerals is capped
by a barren leached zone nearly devoid of radioelements. On Silver Hill, in the Central City district, this
leached zone is less than 10 feet thick, and on Nigger
Hill it is about 25 feet thick. The common secondary
uranium minera.ls concentrated in and -adjacent to the
veins are torbernite, m.etatorbernite, autunite, and kasolite; uranophane is rarely present. Although kasolite
extends vertically downward to within a few feet of the
unaltered pitchblende in at least one vein, the Carroll,
it ha.s not been observed in association with sooty pitch~
blende. The more soluble ura.nimn sulfate, sulfocarbonate, and carbonate minerals can be expected to occur sparsely at places above the uranium phosphate
and silicate minerals; generally, however, these minerals
are found only as encrustations or as an effiorescence
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pods and also is abundantly disseminated through the
green montmorillonitic clay. Commonly fractures in
the altered amphibolite are coated with a thin film of
metatorbernite.
Occurrences of metatorbernite in altered biotitequartz-plagioclase gneiss are fewer, but at least one is
of potential economic importance. At the Two Sisters
mine on Nigger Hill, dump samples of altered biotiteOCCURRENCE OF SECONDARY URANIUM MINERALS
quartz-plagioclase gneiss that contains abundant biotite
The secondary uranium minerals are concentrated and sparse quartz contain abundant disseminated metain the oxidized original veins, along fractures in the torbernite. The material has not been found in place
wallrock, and as disseminations in certain wallrocks of in the mine, but by analogy with known geology the
favorable lithology. Concentrations of uranium min- occurrence can be interpreted with reasonable certainty.
erals in the wallrocks are rarely found more than 5 feet The metatorbernite occurs in both moderately and intensely altered gneiss which surrounds the vein, but
from an originating vein.
Kasolite, which is abundant in the lead-rich veins does not occur in the fresh rock. In the moderately
on Nigger Hill and Silver Hill, is nearly confined to altered gneiss-where most of the plagioclase has been
the oxidized vein fissures. It occurs in association with transformed into a montmorillonite-kaolinite mixture
abundant hydrous iron oxides in the main veins and but biotite is unchanged-the metatorbernite occurs as
in tiny limonite-stained fractures adjacent to these tiny granules and aggregates of granules. These granveins ; the mineral has not been observed more than 2 ules are closely associated with biotite, often penetrating
feet from a main vein. The kasolite commonly occurs the mica crystals where bent or flexed. Grain boundas rosettes in vuggy limonite boxwork and as thin films aries are commonly smooth and regular. In the more
along iron-stained fractures. In the Two Sisters vein intensely altered rock-where biotite is bleached and
on Nigger Hill (fig. 43), kasolite occurs _over a known partly altered to clay minerals-the metatorbernite is
vertical range of at least 140 feet, from depths of about . flake-shaped and appears to be intimately related to mica
40 to 180 feet. At the lower depth ( 179 level) , galena and clay minerals. The texture is interpreted to indi·
with a coating of cerussite is associated with the kaso- cate that as the biotite was altered ( megascopically
lite; at higher levels all the primary base-metal sul- bleached) to illite-montmorillonite, the metatorbernite
fides are changed 'to secondary oxides, carbonates, and replaced the altered mica along cleavage planes and
crystal edges. A marked concentration of metatorbersulfates.
·
Metatorbernite and torbernite occur as fracture coat- nite occurs in the transition zone between moderately
ings and as disseminations through certain types of and intensely altered gneiss. Similar occurrences of
altered wallrocks adjacent to the vein fissures (Sims and disseminated metatorbernite occur in the Jennie Lind
Tooker, 1955, p. 1680). The disseminated occurrences No. 1 tunnel, Shafter mine, and Martha E mine, but the
are of particular geologic and economic interest and mineral appears to be less abundant in these altered
locally constitute ore. At several localities on Nigger rocks.
Autunite and rarely meta-autunite are closely assoHill (Sims, Osterwald, and Tooker, 1955) and Silver
ciated
with torbernite at some localities, but generally
Hill in the Central City district, at the Jennie Lind
are.
much
less abundant. At the Martha E mine auNo. 1 tunnel and Shafter mine in the Idaho Springs
district, and at the Martha E mine in the Chicago Creek tunite occurs with torbernite as coatings on fractures
districJt, metatorbernite and probably also torbernite are in the footwall of the main vein fissures (see pl. 9).
locally disseminated through altered wallrock adjacent Both minerals are closely associated with sooty pitchto the originating veins. Without exception the miner- blende.
als are concentrated only in amphibolite or biotiteSooty pitchblende occurs at the interface between
quartz-plagioclase gneiss, rocks which alter in the su- oxidized and rinoxidized uranium-bearing veins and
pergene zone largely to montmorillonite. At several may or may not be associated with torbernite and autumines on Nigger Hill and Silver Hill, metatorbernite nite. At most places the sooty pitchblends is clearly
is disseminated through small, completely argillized a transitional alteration phase between the hard, unpodlike bodies of amphibolite adjacent to uranium- altered pitchblende and highly colored hexavalent ur{tbearing veins; commonly the occurrences are within 2 nium minerals. However, at the Golconda mine in the
or 3 feet of a vein fissure. The metatorbernite is con- Fall River area where sooty pitchblende extends to
centrated in the margins of the altered amphibolite depths below the oxidized zone, H·awley and Moore have

on mine walls and clearly formed after development
of the mines.
Pitchblende-bearing pyrite veins do not contain concentrations of secondary uranium minerals; instead the
veins are leached of uranium and ·are virtually barren
to the approximate depth of the water table where the
primary ore occurs.
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pitchblende and hydrous iron oxide. The average
grade of 21 samples cut in the mine is 0.031 percent
uranium. A small shipment of hand-sorted ore (table
1) assayed 0.14 percent uranium.
Secondary uranium deposits mined ori. Nigger Hill
are similar in both type and grade to those on Silver
Hill. Uranium occurs both in altered vein material
containing kasolite and abundant hydrous iron oxide
and in mineral dispersed through highly altered wallrocks of two types-amphibolite and biotite-quartz~
plagioclase gneiss. Except locally, most of the rna-·
terial contains less than 0.20 percent uranium. A
deposit consisting largely of metatorbernite-bearing
altered amphibolite exposed on the 40 level of the
Mcl{ay shaft, R.H.D. claim (fig. 37; Sims, Osterwald,
and Tooker, 1955, fig. 2 and table 2) contains a few
tons of material that is estimated to have an average
uranium content of 0.12 to 0.15 percent; little if any
GRADE OF SECONDARY DEPOSITS
of the metatorbernite-bearing rock contains as much
The grade of the secondary uranium deposits com- as 0.20 percent uranium. A small lens of uraniummonly is lower than that of the primary deposits, and bearing material in the Easton vein, St. Anthony mine
only two small shipments (table 1) of this type of ore (fig. 40), contains a maximum of 0.11 percent equivalent
have been made. Further exploration, however, may uranium and 0.14 percent uranium. Kasolite-bearing,
prove that some secondary uranium deposits can be limonitic vein material from the Two Sisters mine
mined profitably, particularly if the ore material can be . (fig. 41) contains on the average less than 0.05 percent
uranium, but locally contains higher grade material.
beneficiated by milling.
Metatorbernite-bearing
altered biotite-quartz-plagioMining of secondary uranium deposits on Nigger Hill
the
dump but not located underclase
gneiss,
found
on
and Silver Hill in the Central City district, •and at the
groWld,
contains
much
more
uranium, and selected
Martha E mine in the Chicago Creek area indicates that
6.11 percent uranium.
dump
samples
have
as
much
as
secondary deposits commonly consist of material· that
Five
hundred
and
ten
pounds
sorted
from the dump
contains on the average slightly ·more than 0.10 percent
assayed
1.53
percent
uranium.
uranium. Locally, materi·al of higher grade which can
be selectively mined occurs in the deposits. The ore is
CHEMICAL CONSIDERATIONS
of two types, one consisting of altered original vein
Pitchblende is stable under reducing conditions but
materia.! containing abundant hydrous iron oxides and
is
readily soluble in an acid oxidizing environment.
the other consisting of altered wallrock that is impregThe
iron sulfide in the veins in the district dissociates
nated with secondary uranium minerals.
upon
oxidation by atmospheric oxygen, and generates
The secondary uranium deposits that have been mined
acid
sulfate
water that attacks the pitchblende. The
at the Blackhawk Lode No.2 claim on Silver Hill consist
first
stage
of
alteration of pitchblende is to amorphous
of both altered vein material and uranium-bearing wallrock. A deposit developed by the shaft (fig. 51), con- uo3, perhaps by essentially solid-state reaction withsisted entirely of lmsolite-bearing altered vein material out the intervention of a solution step. The U0 3 forms
and yielded ·about 8 tons of ore that contained an aver- with a corresponding reduction in U02; U0 3, being
age of abou1t 0.30 percent uranium. Several small more soluble than uo2 in dilute acid solutions, is preferbodies of altered amphibolite that were mined from the entially leached with respect to uo2 and also radium
ndit (fig. 52) yielded about 25 tons of low-O'rade rna- and lead (Phair and Levine, 1953, p. 362-363). U0 3
. 1
b
term.. About 3 tons of sorted material· contained an forms uranyl salts in acid solutions according to the
average of 0.20 percent equivalent uranium and 0.26 relation:
percent uranium; the remainder contained an estimated 0.15 percent uranium.
At the Martha E mine in the Chicago Creek area
and these uranyl salts are very soluble in aqueous solutorbernite and autWlite occur along joints and foliatio~ tions. Theuranyl ion, (U0 2)+ 2, in combination with
planes in the footwall of a shear zone containing sooty anions such as phosphorus, forms relatively insoluble
interpreted the material to probably have been deposited
from hypogene solutions. The change from hard pitchblende with a well-developed colloform texture to soft,
sooty, loosely aggregated pitchblende can be observed
in the Carroll vein on Nigger Ifill (fig. 23). In general
sooty pitchblende is ttbundant, at least locally, at and
above the 177 level, nnd is rare at greater depths, but
the transition from the hard 1to the soft material is gradual and loca.Uy is clenrly related to the relative permeability of the vein structure. Although most of the
pitchblende on the 228 level was hard and colloform,
some of it that occurred in the more permeable fissures
was locally changed to the soft material. The pitchblende in the large stope above the 177 level, and in the
raise above the level, is generally soft and crumbly;
some of it is highly leached (samples C-1-8A and C-112, table 26).
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complexes; in combination with other anions, such as and uranophane preferably form in more sulfide-poor
carbonate and sulfate, it forms very soluble complexes. environments. Judging from the field relations and
For the general relations between tetravalent uranium tenor of the secondary uranium deposits, redeposition
compounds and hexavalent uranium comounds in of the secondary minerals occurred at the approximate
aqueous solutions, the reader is referred to McKelvey site of solution of the primary oxide mineral. Migraand others (1955, p. 470, fig. 2}.
tion of the uranium at least short distances away from
During the initial stages of pitchblende alteration in the vein is indicated, however, by the presence of disthe zone of oxidation, uo2 changes at a finite rate to seminated hexavalent uranium minerals (such as
amorphous UOa; the UOa, once formed, is much more metatorbernite) in altered wallrocks and coatings on
readily leached than the U0 2 in H 2 S0 4 water (Phair fractures ( metatorbernite and autunite) in these rocks.
and Levine, 1953, p. 363, table 2) . As oxidation pro- This interpretation is supported also by the disequilib··
gresses toward a U0 3 rich pitchblende, the mineral rium between equivalent uraniun1 and uranium in
changes to a more porous form, the hardness decreases, these ores, for in general, analyses of material containand the specific gravity decreases. The pitchblende ing abundant hexavalent uranium minerals show
retains its colloform texture and remains coherent until, uranium in excess of equivalent uranium, indicating at
at an advanced stage of alteration, it becomes sooty and least a partial separation of ura.nium from its daughter
loosely aggregated. IIi this form it can be moved, pre- products.
Presumably precipitation of the uranyl compounds
sumably by mechanical transportation, in the ground
water, for sooty pitchblende commonly is observed coat- resulted from neutralization of the sulfate ground water
ing sulfide and gangue minerals in vugs or as coatings by reaction with ore minerals that were effective in
on fractures that formed after sulfide mineralization. decreasing the acidity of acid sulfate solutions (see
The magnitude of migration, however, is small in the ·Emmons, 1917, p. 124--137) and by reaction with wallgalena-sphalerite veins, and probably does not exceed rocks. Evidently the latter was most important, for
a few feet. In general, analyses show that sooty pitch- with the exception of kasolite, concentrations of hexablende material is essentially in equilibrium, indicating valent uranium minerals are nearly confined to those
that although the uranium in the mineral is consider- wallrocks that were largely altered 'to montmorillonite.
~bly oxidized the daughter products commonly remain
The more soluble uranium compounds, the sulfates and
with the uranium, and the uranium with the daughter carbonates, were not stable in the oxidation zone and
products. If there were substantial active leaching, were dispersed in the ground and surface water.
relative movement of uranium and daughter products
The absence of hexavalent uranium minerals in
should have disrupted this equilibrium. Rarely, for pyrite-rich veins is attributed to the high content of
example near the interface of the zone of sooty pitch- free H 2 S0 4 in the supergene solutions (Phair and
blende and the zone of hexavalent uranium compounds Levine, 1953, p. 367). 'Vater from a mine tunnel near
at the Carroll mine (fig. 23), the sooty pitchblende- Idaho Springs (Clarke, 1924, p. 644) contained 0.13
bearing material shows disequilibrium (see analyses grams per liter of H+1 and 18,260 ppm (parts per milC-1-SA and C-1-12, table 26); uranium has been lion) of S0 4-2 ; this .is a 0.13 normal solution of H2S04.
leached and radium and other daughter products have Mine water from the Quartz Hill-upper Russell Gulch
remained in place to account for the disequilibrium.
area in the Central City district also is extremely acid
At a further stage of alteration, the pitchblende is sulfate water and has a low pH. The water is so corcompletely dissociated and taken into solution, probably rosive that the clothing of the miners is sometimes eaten
according to the relation shown on page 51, and to shreds in a few days, and iron rails, pipes, and nails
hexavalent uranium minerals are formed by the com- must be replaced frequently (Bastin and Hill, 1917,
bination of the uranyl ion (U0 2 )+ 2 with available p. 255). In· this environment, oxidation by the highly
anions in the grotmd water. The uranium phosphates acid sulfate water rapidly leaches the uranium from the
torbernite and autunite and the uranium silicates pitchblende, and in the absence of abundant quantities
kasolite and uranophane are formed most commonly. of minerals that can effectively neutralize the solutions,
Once formed they tend to be stable except locally where the uranium remains in solution and .is carried out of
they are exposed at the outcrop. Uranyl hydroxide the system into surface water.
hydrates, which are common in many uranium-producORIGIN OF URANIUM DnOSI'rS
ing areas, are absent so far as known. Torbernite and
kasolite commonly form in sulfide-rich vel.ns where
The uranium .deposits in the region can logically be
base-metal ions are abtmdant, as on Nigger Hili and assumed to ha.ve been derived from the same magmatic
Silver Hi1l (Central City district), whereas autunite source as the gold- and silver-bearing sulfide vein de-
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posits. Presumably uranium was a sparse component
of the 01·e-forming fiuid that yielded the base-metal
ores, but rarely was sufficiently concentrated to yield
valuable deposits. At places, however, uranium-bearing
fluids of a. local source, probably derived directly from
relatively shallo\\; cooling quartz bostonite porphyry
dikes, mingled with the dominant fluids from the deepseated source to yield deposits of economic importance.
These deposits, near dikes of quartz bostonite porphyry,
are most abundant in the Central City district.
SOURCE OF URANIUM

The evidence for the derivation of uranium from the
n1agmas that consolidate<;l to form the early Tertiary
porphyritic igneous rocks in the region is much less
equivocal than in most m.ining districts. In addition to
close spatia.l.and temporal relations of the ore and the
.igneous rocks, which commonly are the principal
reasons for interpreting ·~t consa.nguinous origin, several
other lines of evidence support this· hypothesis: abnormal concentrations of uranium of the porphyritic
:igneous sequence, demonstrable enrichment of uranium
:in successively younger members of the sequence, and a
close association of uranium and zirconium in the rocks
and ore.
As shown previously in this report (p. 13), the
porphyritic igneous rocks of this region contain ·abnormal quantities of both uranium and thorium.
Further, many analyses of the rocks for the radioelements clearly indicate that uranium and thorium
were enriched in successively younger magmatic phases
o:f the igneous sequence and that enrichment culminated
:in the magma that consolidated to form quartz bostonite
porphyry (Phair, 1952; 'V'ells, 1960). The quartz
bostonite porphyry contains an average equivalent
uranimn content· of 0.011 percent and an average
uranium content of 0.004 percent.
Information on similarities in the chemistry of the
younger men1bers of the igneous rock sequence and the
pitchblende further support a consanguinous origin for
the rocks and the uranium. Phair (1952, table 3) has
shown that bostonite porphyry and quartz bostonite
porphyry, the youngest intrusive rocks emplaced before
mineralization, contain 4 to 9 times as much zirconium
as the average granitic rock, assumed by Phair to conta.i n 0.02 percent Zr02. IIe also showed (Phair, 1952,
fig. 3) thn,t in the quartz bostonite porphyry radioactivity increases directly with an increase in zirconium,
which he interprets to indicate that the radioelements
and zirconium are closely associated,. probably in -a
l'aclioactive zircon. It has long been known (Hillebrand, 1891, p. 65-66) that the pitchblende from Central
City contains a.bnorma.lly large amounts of zirconium.
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I-Iillebrand's chemical analysis indicated 7.59 percent
ZrO:) in the analyzed pitchblende; spectrographic data
obtained during the current studies indicate similar
amounts of zirconium in pitchblende, both from Central
City and fron'1 Lawson (table 13).
The data on the enrichment of uranium in the igneous
sequence during differentiation and the chemical association of uranium and zirconium in the uranium ores
and the rocks are interpreted to indicate that the
Tertiary igneous rocks were the source of the uranium.
The fracturing that took place after the emplacement of
the radioactive quartz b,ostonite porphyry provided
channels for the escaping hydrothermal fluids that were
derived from the differentiating source magma.
Except locally, uranium probably was a minor component of the ore fluid that yielded the zoned ore deposits of the region, for although uranium occurrences
are widely distributed, most of them are small and not
econom.ically important.
The local association of clusters of uranium deposits
with dikes of quartz bostonite porphyry is interpreted
to indicate that some uranium was derived directly from
scattered bodies of qua.rtz bostonite porphyry, which
were upward extensions of the much larger mngn1a body
of the main chamber. At Central City, and particularly on Quartz Hill and Nigger Hill ( cmnpare pls. 1,
3, 4, and fig. 37), clusters of uranium deposits that
include some of the most valuable ore bodies in the
region are near quartz bostonite porphyry dikes, and
most rleposits are within 500 feet of a known dike. To
explain the abundance and large quantity of uranium
in these deposits, the writers, infer in agreement with
Phair ( 1952), that the uranium probably was derived
from the local magmas that consolidated to form quartz
bostonite porphyry. This increment of uranium to the
ore-forming fluid must have been substantial, and perhaps exceeded the total amount derived from the deepseated source.
The ultimate source of the uranium is of course highly
speculative, but it can be assumed to have been derived
by some process of concentration from the Precambrian
basement rocks, provided the radioactive Precambrian
rocks now exposed extended to the depth at which
magma was generated in early Tertiary time. Both
uranium and thorium are '"idely distributed a.ndlocally
unusually abundant in certain Precmnbrinn granites
and pegmatites in the central part of the Front Range.
(See p. D-V~.) Remelting of similar rocks at depth
during the early Tertiary magmatic act.ivity, concentration of the ra.clioelements during differentiation of
the Tertiary magma sequence, and finally the development of uranium-bearing hydrothermal phases, may account for the uranium deposits.
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CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT OF DEPOSITION

The chemistry of the vein environment is speculative,
but something of the nature of the ore-forming solution
and the cause for uranium precipitation can be inferred
from observed field relations, mineralogy of the veins
and wallrocks, and experimental laboratory data on the
synthesis of uranium.
As stated earlier in this section, the uranium is ·assumed to have been derived from the magmas that consolidated to form the Tertiary igneous sequence. Until
the beginning of hydrothermal conditions, U+ 4 and Th+·l
were intimately associated in the magma, because of the
similarity in their ionic radii and charge. In general,
both U+ 4 and Th+ 4 increased during· differentiation in
about the same ratio. Th+ 4 is absent, however, in the
pitchblende veins. To explain the separation of Th+·t
and U+\ Phair (19·52, p. 41-42) proposed that at a late
magmatic stage, oxidation of the uranium to the hexavalent state would permit (U0 2 )+2 to be carried away
in solution, and separated from the Th+ 4 which could
not be oxidized at that stage. As the uranyl ion is
readily soluble in acid solutions it could then be transported in hydrothermal fluids.
Judging from the minerals deposited with uranium
(p. 39), the composition of the uranium ore-forming
fluid must have been relatively simple. Aside from
pitchblende, qua.rtz and pyrite were the principal minerals deposited, except in the deposits in the Fall River
district, which contain minor amounts of nickel minerals. Apparently, therefore, the fluid contained ferric
iron, silica, and the sulfide ion in addition to the urany 1
ion. Possibly the uranium and iron were carried as a
colloidal phase, perhaps in a silica gel, for the colloform
texture and absence of veining relations to other vein
minerals suggest that the pitchblende was deposited as a
colloid. There is no compelling evidence, however, that
a colloform texture necessa.rily indicates a colloidal
origin, and further studies of this subjeot are needed.
It is presumed tha.t precipitation of the pitchblende
resulted from reduction of the U+ 6 ion to the U+ 4 ion,
probably as a consequence of cooling of the ore-forming
fluid and by the introduction of Fe+2 into the fluid by the
breakdo·wn of iron-bearing 1ninerals in mafic wallrocks
(p. 47). ...t\.s the hydrothermal solutions moved upward
· through the fissures they were cooled by hea.t lost to the
country rock and by mixing of the solution with cooler
water:. of surficial origin. vVhen the temperature had
fallen sufficiently to permit reducing conditions to set
i1.1, the fluids become saturated with uranium, at which
time pitchblende, consisting largely of uranium in the
quadrivalent state, started to precipitate along with its
associated minerals. Perhaps the fluids that were derived from local, shallow quartz bostonite magma

sources were cooled moderately rapidly as they moved
outward into the vein fissures and mingled with the
more pervasive, ore-forming fluid of deep-seated origin,
for a thermal gradient probably existed around the
cooling dikes (Phair, 1952, p. 45) and the solutions derived from these local sources were warmer than the
dominant, deep-seated ore-forming fluids. This could
account for the restriction of 1nany uranimn deposits
to the vicinity of quartz bostonite porphyry dikes.
The importance of reduction of the U+ 6 ion by Fe+2
cannot be evaluated fully. The restriction of the uranium deposits in Fall River to those parts of the veins
having garnetiferous lime silicate gneiss walls can be
interpreted to indicate that reaction with the iron-rich
wallrocks and the release of Fe+ 2 to the ore fluid may
have been the principal cause of precipitation in this
environment. That this mechanism can cause precipitation of pitchblende has been determined experimentally by Gruner (1952) and others. It is supported by
the many occurrences of pitchblende deposits throughout the world in mafic host rocks. Elsewhere throughout this part of the Front Range, some deposits at
Central City and many others throughout the adjacent
area have, at least locally, walls of amphibolite or quartz
diorite (see table 14). These rocks, although generally
not abundant, could, upon alteration, contribute Fe+2
to the ore-forming fluid. Tooker has shown (this
report, p. 28) that the alteration of amphibolite and
related mafic rocks releases Fe+2 to the solutions, even
under the most intense alteration conditions. Although
the quantities of Fe+ 2 released in this manner may not
be large, they may be sufficient to contribute to the
reduction of the uranyl ion in the fluid.
Some inferences can be made regarding the temperature of the uranium ore-forming fluid but there are no
known means whereby the temperature can be determined directly. It is postulated from data on the wallrock alteration and temperature estimates by sphalerite
geothermometry at Central City (Sims and Barton,
1961) that the pitchblende probably formed above a
temperature of about 150°C (the presumed temperature
due to the geothermal gradient) and below a temperature of 500°C. Possibly it formed predominantly in
the temperature range from 200° to 300°C.
AGE

Age de:terminations by the Ph 206/U 238 method on
uraninite from the Wood mine and the Iron mine gave
ages ranging from 57 to 70 million years after suitable
common lead corrections; age determinations by the
Pb 210 method on uraninite from the German mine gave
a similar age, 58+3 million years (Faul, 1954, table 9,
p. 263).
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The beginning of the Tertiary has been dated by
I-Iolmes (1947, p. 145) from two pitchblende samples
that gave Ph 200 /U 238 ages of 57.3 and 59.8 million yea·rs,
respectively.
FUTURE PRODUCTION

The uranium-bearing ore bodies in the region are
small but generally high in grade, and they have been
mined largely in conjunction with precious- and baseJnetal ores. The discovery of bodies that are larger than
those previously mined is doubtful, accordingly future
production of uranium from this region will probably
be from scattered small bodies distributed along the
uranium-bearing veins. These bodies can be recovered
most economically as hyproducts of the more valuable
sulfide ores.
Most of the new discoveries in the future will probably be made near outcrops of quartz bostonite porphyry, for most of the larger productive pitchblende
deposits are clustered near exposures of these rocks.
Veins· that contain known ore bodies are particularly
promising for the discovery of new ore shoots, but
adj'acent. veins are also favorable sites for the location
of urMlium deposits.
MINE DESCRIPTIONS

The known radioactive vein localities in the region
are shown on plate 3, and analyses of selected samples
of radioactive materials from these localities are given
in tables 9, 10, and 11. In this section the veins that
contain uranium deposits of economic or geologic interest are described in detail and data are given on
grade and tonnage. Information concerning the precious metal-bearing sulfide deposits and their geologic
setting can be obtained from the reports on the separate
mining districts.
Although the mines are listed alphabetically in the index to this report, they are taken up on the following
pages according to district and areas within the districts, for a geographic grouping is useful in comparing
adjacent deposits. Becau·se of the large number of important uranium deposits in the Quartz Hill, Nigger
I:Iill, and ,Justice I-Iill areas in the Central City district,
detailed geologic maps are presented of these areas.
CEN';rRAL CITY DISTRICT

Aside from 8 tons of uranium ore which was shipped
from the Jo Reynolds mine and a small shipment of
low-grade ore from the Martha E mine (table 1),
the Central City district has supplied all the uranium
ore from the region. Most of the production has been
high-grade pitchblende ore from the Quartz Hill area,
and it was used largely as a source of radium. In recent years, small·quantities of uranium ore have been

mined from the Nigger Hill, Justice Hill, and Silver
Hill areas.
QUARTZ HILL-UPPER RUSSELL GULCH AREA

The Quartz Hill-upper .Russell Gulch area contains
33 known radioactive localities within an area of less
than 1 squa.re mile (pl. 3). Three mines on Quartz
Hill, the IGrk, vVood, and German-Belcher, have produced ore containing 110,667 pounds of U 3 0 8 (table
1), which represents about 90 percent of the total uranium production from the region. Most of the shipments consisted of high-grade hand-sorted pitchblende
ore.
The Quartz Hill-upper Russell Gulch area is one of
the more important mining areas within the mineral
belt, and it has contributed a substantial proportion of
the total metal production from the Central City district. The ore is chiefly valuable for its gold, but in addition to uranium, it contains substantial.silver, lead,
copper, and zinc.
The area lies astride the Central City anticline, the
principal fold in the Central City district (pl. 4). A
layer of microcline-bearing gneiss, estimated to be about
3,000 feet thick, is exposed on the crest of the fold, and a
sequence of interlayered biotite gneisses is exposed on
the flanks. Both of these rock units contain small
lenses of amphibolite, cordierite-amphibole gneiss, lime
silicate gneiss, and locally other rock types. At Quartz
Hill, two prominent layers of biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss occur in the microcline-bearing gneiss at
relatively shallow depths (pl. 4). The uppermost layer,
which is remarkably continuous and uniform in thickness, was cut in several mines on Quartz Hill and in
upper Russell Gulch, and as shown on plate 4, several
1nines were bottomed in the layer. The workings on
other veins, such as the Bezant in the East Calhoun
mine, are b0ttomed in the lower la.yer of biotite gneiss
(see Lovering and Goddard, 1950, fig. 63).
Several dikes of quartz bostonite porphyry, which
constitute the northwestward-trending Wood dike
group, cross Quartz Hill and cut the northeastwardtrending Topeka dike of bostonite porphyry near the
Wyandotte mine ·(pl. 4) .
Several veins in the area contain local occurrences of
uranium, but the principal deposits are in veins that
trend east, east-nottheast, and northeast.
FLACK VEIN

The Flack vein, on the north slope of Quartz Hill
immediately south of the California-Hidden Treasure
vein, was worked from shafts on the following patented
claims, from west to east : West Flack (claim 664) , East
Flack (claim 929) , Flack (claim 65), Mercer County
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· (claim 732), and Mercer County (claim 139). The depths of 100, 160, 320, 410, and 475 feet (fig. 29).
West Flack and Mercer County (claim 732) mines were All the stoping was done above the 320 level, and most
accessible in 1953 and 1954 and these mines are described of it was done above a depth of 190 feet. A 15-foot
on the following pages; the other mines were inacces- winze, 80 feet west of the shaft on the 475 level, consible. The recorded production (metal contained in ore nects with a drift that was driven west from the East
produced) from the Flack vein for 1869 and 1889-92 Flack mine. In 1953 this drift was partly filled with
was 7,229 troy ounces of gold, 4,177 ounces of silver, and water.
Microcline-bearing gneiss is the predominant wall72,000 pounds of copper 3 ; and the recorded production
for 1903, 1908, 1910-12, 1935-37, 1939, and 1941 was 401 rock in the upper part of the mine, but biotite-quartztons of ore containing 103 troy ounces of gold, 460 plagioclase gneiss and amphibolite, with lenticular pegounces of silver, 1,708 pounds of copper, 1,692 pounds matite bodies, predominate in the lower workings. The
of lead, and 898 pounds of zinc. 4
rocks strike northeastward and, except locally, dip
The Flack vein strikes N. 80° E. toN. 85° E. and dips gently northwestward. A sheared radioactive pegmasteeply south, but there are· minor local variations in tite, 3 to 5 times the background count, was intersected
both dip and strike. It joins with the California vein in the shaft just above the 410 level. A Tertiary quartz
east of the California shaft and probably was explored bostonite porphyry dike is present on the 160 level, 60
from the California workings from crosscuts on the feet west of the shaft. The dike strikes about N. 35°
600 and 1,400 levels; it is a pyrite vein that contains W. and dips 55°-60° NE.; it is offset along the Flack
galena, sphalerite, and copper minerals. All the dumps vein and has an apparent horizontal displacement of 9
contain abundant pyrite and some galena and sphaler- feet, the north side having been moved relatively to
ite, but the proportion of the latter decreases eastward the east.
along the strike of the vein, and sphalerite is particuWithin the mine the vein ranges in strike from N. 85°
larly sparse on the dump at the shaft on the Mercer W. to N. 80° E., and dips 70° S. to 90°. For the most
County claim 139.
part the vein is less than 1 foot thick, but it ranges
Pitchblende occurs on the dumps of the shafts on from 0 to about 2 feet in thickness. A prominent split
the Flack 664 and Flq,_ck 65 claims. An analysis of the occurs at a depth of 200 feet in the shaft (fig. 29), where
material at the Flack (claim 65) shaft gave 0.43 per- the dip of the main vein flattens from 90° to 76° S. The
cent equivalent uranium and 0.024 percent uranium footwall split appears to pinch out within 50 feet of
(table 9). In the Flack (claim 664) mine, a boulder the vein junction. Other subsidiary branching veins
containing a 3-inch layer of pitchblende-bearing ore that strike N. 70° E. and dip SOP S., are present on the
was found on a muck pile in the stope east of the shaft 475level.
at a vertical depth of about 170 feet, but pitchblendeThe vein in the V\Test Flack mine consists of white to
bearing ore was not found in place. In 1954, Don Mal- gray quartz, pyrite, and reddish-brown sphalerite, with
leek (oral communication) found that pitchblende is lesser .quanitities of galena, chalcopyrite, marcasite, calpresent in a vein at the shaft at a vertical depth of cite, and pitchblende in silicified and pyritized wallrock.
about 150 feet; presumably this was the source for the The quartz commonly forms small veinlets a few inches
boulder.
in maximum width. Small discontinuous stringers of
The Mercer County (claim 732) mine contains sub- calcite at places cut all these minerals. The galena,
stantial radon, and accordingly radiation detection in- sphalerite, and chalcopyrite are mainly in stringers or
struments could not be used satisfactorily in the mine; lenticular pods, which in part cut across the quartz- and
random sampling of the vein, however, failed to disclose pyrite-bearing vein material. The lenses observed by
uranium of ore grade.
the writer range from 2 to 6 inches in thickness and
The presence of radioactivity at intervals along the from a few feet to 50 feet in length. Possibly these
Flack vein for a length of 1,000 feet makes the vein a lenses, which are probably the principal source of basepotential source of small quantities of uranium ore, metal ore, were larger and more closely spaced in the
which might be mined as a byproduct of precious- and stoped ground. As pitchblende-bearing ore has not
base-metal ores.
been seen in place, its occurrence in the vein is not
known.
WEST FLACK MINE
An examination of polished sections of the pitchThe West Flack mine, on patented claim 664 con- blende from the boulder found in the stope (fig. 29)
. of a shaft 475 feet deep with levels at vertical
'
s1sts
shows that all the pitchblende has a well-developed col3
Compiled from published annual reports of Director of the Mint.
loform
structure. Commonly the pitchblende occurs
Compiled from U.S. Bureau of Mines records. Published by permission.
as aggregates of 1-mm-sized spheroidal forms having
4
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20.-Scctions of the West Flack mine, Central City district.

a marked concentric layering (fig. 10) that was formed
by pitchblende of slightly different color and reflectivity. Some grains have tiny quartz cores; others seem
to have no foreign 'material at their ceriters. At places

the grains are broken, partly rotated, and recemented
by quartz. Tiny pellets of pitchblende (fig. 15), visible
only under high n1agni fication, are abundant in parts of
the uranium-bearing ore. These pellets) commonly in
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aggregates, occur in quartz. The pitchblende was deposited be.fore the other metallic minerals, and it was
followed in order of formation by sphalerite, galena,
and chalcopyrite. The sphalerite in the main vein is
marmatite, but a red-brown variety which contains
sparse chalcopyrite was noted in a branch vein from the
475 level. Much of the pyrite in the vein formed after
deposition of galena, and it forms subhedral grains and
veinlets, in part as fracture fillings. At places the.
pyrite is in delicate, lacy seams. Marcasite is locally
intergrowi1 with the late pyrite, and it also occurs as
small, irregular, branching, crosscutting veinlets, and
as thin coatings on pyrite crystals.

cipallevels are turned a.t vertical depths of 53, 115, and
159 feet. The stopes are shown in figure 30.
The wallrock is microcline-bearing gneiss which contains sparse thin lenses and layers of biotite-quartzplagioclase gneiss and quartz-biotite schist. The rocks
strike northeast and except locally, dip 15°-45° NW.
The vein strikes N. g5o E. and dips goa S. It consists of two or more subparallel vein fissures from a few
inches to as much as g feet apart and steeply dipping
connecting veins (figs. 30 and 31). The wall rock horses
between the hanging-wall and footwall veins are altered
and mineralized to varying degrees; where the two
veins approach to within 2or 3 feet of one another, the
intervening rock is partly replaced by ore minerals to
constitute minable ore. The ore consists largely of
sphalerite and pyrite which occur in irregularly frac-

MERCER COUNTY MINE

The Mercer County (claim 732) mine, about 200 feet
deep, is opened by a shaft that is inclined goo S. Prins.
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30.-Sections of the Mercer County mine, Central City district.

Geology and base by P. K. Sims, 1954

Sample data given in table 17.
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FJOUUJIJ 31.-Gcologlc map of the 115 level, Mercer County mine, Central City district.

tured anc~ altered country rock; a little white quartz at
places is nssociat-ecl "·ith the sulfide minerals.
The vein is oxidized, reddish-brown, soft, and crumbly
t·o n. dept·h· o:f! about 80 feet. Below this depth the vein
is hard, the wall rock horses nre silicified and sericitized,
and the vein-:forming minerals are unaltered.
Pyrite, the most abundant ore mineral, is disseminated through the altered wa.llrocks and forms clots in
the veins. At places the pyrite vein is cut by thi11
stringers of sphalerite and galena, which commonly are
less than 3 inches thick. Vugs that contain terminated
white quartz crystals,' pyrite cubes, and crysta1s. of
~rArn,J~

11.-A.nalyse8 t1·om the Me1·cer Oonnty mine

[Annlysos by U.S. Oool. Survoy; nnnlysts{ S. P. Furman, E. C. Mallory, and James
WI son)

Samplo

Width
(Inches)

Equlvnlent
urnnlum
(percent)

Urnnlum
(percent)

0. 007
. 002
. 001
,002
. 002
.002
. 005
.002
. 003
.002
.005
.003
.002
. 002
. 002
. 003

0.007
n.d.
n.d .
n.d.
n.d .
n.d.
.003
n.d.
n.d .
n.d.
.002
n.d.
n.d.
n.d .
n.d.
n.d .

Ounces per
ton

Gold

Silver

0. 02
.14
.30
Tr.

0. 83
1. 70
2. 62
.15
. 06
0
.13
. 22
.04
. 24
. 01
.11
1.15
. 61
. 50
. 18

Copper Lead
(per(percent)
cent)

Zinc
(percent)

- -- -- -- -- -- -- 2..............
2A ............
3 ..............
4..............

5..............
0..............
7..............
8 ..............
10 .............
11 .............

12 .............
13 .............
14 .............
15.............
16 .............
16A ...........

10
5
30
12
18
3
14
3
22
20
12
13
10
34
15
15

~L'r.

0
'l'r.
. 03
1'r.
. 02
Tr.
Tr.
.07
. 02
.06
Tr.

0.10
. 12
. 76
. 01
. 01
.01
.01
.01
.01
. 01
. 01
. 01
.03
. 03
.02
. 01

7. 54
4. 14
.37
. 05
. 07
. 03
.04
.04
.03
. 03
.02
. 03
.63
.14
. 12
. 06

2. 29
.15
. 10
.11
.03
.04
.05
. 05
.02
.02
.11
!
.03
.03
. 02
. 02
.04

Sample data given in table 17.

sphalerite are present at places. The sphalerite is dark
red-brown marmatite.
The accessible parts of the vein "·ere sampled by the
Geological Survey, primarily to determine the uranium
content but also to determine other ore values. It was
hoped that uranium ore, possibly the source of the radon
gas, could be found by systematic, close-spaced sampling, but uranium of. ore grade was not found. The
analyses are given in table 17; the locations of the samples are shown in figures 30 and 31.
GERMAN AND BELCHER MINES

The German and Belcher mines, on the summit of
Quartz Hill (pl. 4), are connected underground and
have been worked together:. Between 1909 and 1913
they yielded 16,160 pounds of pitchblende ore containing 1,822 pounds of U 3 0 8 (table 1). In 1927, a. small
but unknown quantity of uranium ore was mined, and
in 1933 about 1,000 pounds of ore was mined by a lessee,
G. F. Grutzmacher. The uranium ore was hand sorted.
The known output (metal contained in ore produced)
of gold for 1891 and 1892 was 427 troy ounces; 5 the
recorded production for 1903, 1909, 1913-16, 1918, 1925,
and 1930-35 was 1,178 tons of ore containing 628 troy
ounces of gold, 1,530 ounces of silver, 14,371 pounds of
copper, 182 pounds of lead, and 91 pounds of zinc. 6
Compiled from published annual reports of Director of the Mint.
Published by permission.
6

n.d. monos not determined.
'fr. means trnco.

o Compiled from U.S. Bureau of Mines records.
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The German mine was opened before 1887 and was
worked sporadically until the middle thirties, but the
Belcher mine probably was not opened before 1900.
Because the mines were known to have been a source of
uranium ore, they were examined in 1944 by the Union
Mines Development Corp. and in 1948 by G. Carman
Ridland. In 1953 the German mine was rehabilitated
under terms of a Defense Minerals Exploration Administration project. 7 Sampling of the acc~sible workings was done largely by Ridland in 1948 and 1954;
geologic mapping of the .workings by the Geological
Survey was done in Aprill954.
The German shaft, inclined an average of 77° S., is
reported to be 600 feet deep (Bastin and Hill, 1917,
p. 240), but it was caved below the 435 level in 1954.
Levels are present at vert1cal depths of 130, 195, 256,
347, 378, and 435 feet. Presumably the 378 level is the
400 level of Bastin and the 435 level is the 500 level
of Bastin (Bastin and Hill, 1917, p. 240). The Belcher
shaft is inaccessible; however, it is known that the 120
level of the Belcher shaft connects with the stope above
the German 130 level and that the Belcher 280 level
connects with the German 256 level. Stoping in the
German mine has been confined largely to the ground
above the 130 level; the stoped ground in the Belcher
mine is not accurately known, but probably is largely
above the 120 level.
The wallrocks ·are principally microcline-bearing
gneiss and biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss (pl. 5).
The biotite gneiss that constitutes the wallrocks in the
lower part of the mine is part of the continuous layer
(pl. 4) that underlies Quartz Hill at shallow depths.
The rocks are deformed into small gently arched, northeastward-trending anticlines and synclines that plunge
northeast and southwest. Generally conformable
bodies of pegmatite as much as a few tens of :feet thick
cut both rock types, and at places migrnatite is formed
by the intimate intercalation of pegmatite along foliation planes in the biotite gneiss. On the 435 level west,
two small quartz bostonite porphyry dikes, which strike
northwest and dip about 60° NE., cut the Precambrian
gneisses and in turn are cut and offset by the German
vein. The larger dike is followed by a crosscut, now
caved.
Two veins of opposing dip which intersect, the German-Belcher and the Last Chance-Burro, are developed
in the German and Belcher mines; the intersection
plunges about 17° vV., as shown on figure 27. The
Bushwacker vein of Bas6n and Hill ( 1917, p. 241),
7
Defense Minerals Exploration Administration docket 2878, GermanBelcher mine, Gilpin County, Colo. (contract Idm-E501).

which was. cut in the crosscut on the 435 level west, is
probably the Last Chance-Burro vein.
The German vein strikes N. 75°-80° E. and dips an
· average of 80° S. East of its intersection with the
Last Chance-Burro vein, however, the vein strikes more
to the east than normal and dips slightly less. The vein
is irregular and is characterized by m'any complexly
branching vein fissures (pl. 5). At places it is -a single
well-defined structure as much as 20 inches wide, but
more commonly it consists of subparallel or acutely diverging vein fissures that constitute a wide mineralized
zone. Horses between splits in the vein are altered and
contain disseminated pyrite. Shearing along the vein
that took place after mineralization is slight. The
wallrocks generally are intensely altered and at many
places immediately adjacent to the vein it is difficult to
distinguish between microcline-bearing gneiss and
biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss wallrocks. Near the
face on the 130 level east the vein is 1 foot wide and is
surrounded by an 18-inch silicified and sericitized zone.
This zone grades outward to 1 foot of argillized rock
which, in turn, grades outward into fresh rock.
The Last Chance-Burro vein strikes more to the
· northeast than the German vein and dips steeply north
{pl. 5). At the surface (pl. 4) it trends N. 65°-70° E.
and drps 75°-85° NW. Theca:Iculateddipofthe Burro
vein from the surface to its intersection with the Germ·an vein in the German shaft is 80° NW. Observations in the Germ·an-Belcher mine show that the Burro
vein steepens near the intersection and reverses dip at
places below the intersection.
Both the German and the Last Chance-Burro veins
are pyrite veins that contain sphalerite, galena, and
copper minerals; galena is sparse. Sphalerite, galena,
chalcopyrite, and tennantite occur as stringers and lenses
in quartz-pyrite vein material. Most of the veinlets
are crosscutting and all are distinctly later than the
pyrite and quartz. Commonly vugs containing terminated quartz crystals occur throughout the vein. At
places stringers of white to tan chalcedonic quartz cut
the sulfides. Pitchblende is a local constituent of the
ores in the German vein; it is discussed separately
below.
The ore that was shipped from the German and
Belcher mines was taken entirely above 'the 256 level
(fig. 27), and dominantly from a large stope.above the
130 level. Systematic sampling of the accessible parts
of the veins indicates that the unmined parts are low
gr<:tde. The average content of 111 samples is 0.16
ounces of gold per ton and 1.32 ounces of silver per ton.
Analyses of a few selected samples, the locations of
which are shown on plate 5, are given in table 18.

CENTRAL CITY DISTRICT
'J::Anu~ JS.-Selccted assa11s t1·o1n the Gerntan m·lne

Ounces per ton
Snmple

29 ___________________
30.-----------------73.-----------------70 ___________________
91_ __________________
.106.----------------110
__________________

Width
(Inches)

12
20
20
22
13
20
22

Gold
0.08
1. 68
. 46
2.09
. 06
. 18
.04

Copper
(percent)

1

TABLE

Zinc
(percent)

Sample

Sliver
1.12
2.30
6. 42
2. 32
16.88
9. 36
.08

-----------------·----6. 42

------- 4~ 552. 27

------------

8.04
--------9~39

. 60
8. 20
. 64
1. 01

1 Snrnples collected by G. Cnrmnn Rldlnnd.
Published by permission of Defense
Mlnornls Explorntlon Admlnlstrntlon. Locntlon of samples shown on plate 6.

R-L-----------R-3 _____________
R-4 _____________
R-6 _____________
R-8 _____________
R-12____________
R-13-----------R-14. __ --------R-16------------
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19.- Uranium analyses from German mine
Equivalent
U30s
UaOs
(percent)
(percent)
-------------------------------------------------------0.15
-----------. 08
.08

0.095
. 08
.08
.08
. 08
.06
.15
.08
.08

Sample

R-17____________
R-20. __ --------R-2L ___________
R-31
R-35============
R-38 ____________
R-40 ____________
R-56 ____________
R-58.___________

t

Equivalent
UaOs
UaOs
(percent)
(percent)
.15
----------------------============
---------------------------------~

1.00

.11
.08
.OS
.08
. 15
.30
. 20
. 15
. 63

1 Samples collected by G. Carman Ridland.
Published by permission of Defense
Minerals Exploration Administration. Location of samples shown In figure 27.

The pitch!blende produced from the German mine,
so far as known, ca.me entirely from the 130 level. '.rAnLr.: 20.-Uraninm, gold, silver, lead, and zinc analyses j1·om
the Germ,an mine
:Most of it probably came from the stope east of the
Ounces per ton
'Shaft;, but a piece of high-grade ore weighing 240
Sample
UsOs
Lead
Zinc
(percent)
pounds that assayed 88 percent uranium oxide came
(percent)
(percent)
Silver
Gold
from the 130 level west (Bastin and I-Iill, 1917,
0. 27
0.03
0.4
p. 241). Probably the uranium ore taken from the M-40 .... ------------0.10
0. 37
.022
.05
.2
. 36
M-4L-----·--------.80
. 01
Belcher mine similarly came from the upper levels. M-42 ______ ------ ____
<.005
.07
.05
<.1
.004
.005
M -43 ____ -----------.1
. 07
<.05
2. 57
M-44 ____ - ----------.11
2. 7
.37
,Judging from published descriptions and the writers' M-45
.30
____ --- ____ ----.39 ......................... ------------ ------------ -----------observations, the pitchblende occurs as small lenses,
1 Published by permission of Defense Minerals Exploration Administration.
containing from a few pounds to a few hundred pounds Location
of samples shown in figure 27.
erratically distributed along the vein, and as discontinuous veinlets, from a fraction of an inch to about 4
The study of four polished sections of pitchblendeinches wide.
bearing ore taken from subsidiary veinlets on the 256
1\t[any veinlets are branches from the main vein into level east shows that the pitchblende is associated with
the walls, particularly the footwall; these veinlets, in quartz, minor amounts of pyrite, and sphalerite in
addition to pitchblende, also contain white quartz and discontinuous veinlets commonly less than one-eighth
spa.rse sulfides. The ore mined in 1933 was a small lens of an inch thick. Commonly the pitchblende forms
of this type in the footwall. The veinlets and lenses discontinuous stringers 1 mm or more wide along the
generally are high in grade, but the grade of the ore walls of the veinlets. At places pitchblende and quartz
produced from them has depended on the size and spac- are inter layered, suggesting that they formed virtually
ing of inclividun.l occurrences and on the care with contemporaneously. The pitchblende veinlets have
spheroidal outlines; in part they consist of aggregates
which they were mined and subsequently hand sort~d.
In 1954, pitchblende was observed in small veinlets of rounded forms. In the sections studied, all the sulerratically distrilbuted in the footwall of the vein on the fides are later than the pitchblende.
Production of uranium ore from the German and
130, 195, and 256 levels and in the stope above the 130
Belcher
mines is unlikely at present ore prices. In
level, and as small rerrmants along the vein in the back
the
German
mine a few hundred pounds of high-grade
of the stope. Analyses of samples taken in the mine,
ore
could
be
mined selectively from erratic veinlets,
as locat·ed .in .figt1re 27·, are given in tables 19 and 20.
mainly in the vein· footwall, on the 3 uppe~ levels and
The analyses show that the vein is abnormally radioin the stope above the 130 level. Also, a few tons
active along most of the length of the stope above the
of low-grade ore, probably not exceeding about 0.15
130 level east and at scattered places on the level, but percent uranium, and small quantities of high-grade
nearly all values are below 0.2 percent U 3 0 8 • The ore could be extracted from the unmined ground above
uranium is virtually in equilibrium; local disequilib,. the 130 level (fig. 27). Possibly similar types and
r.iu'm can be accounted for hn·gely by leaching in place
amounts of ore could also be mined from the Belcher
by acid sulfate water after development of the mine. mine, but opening the inaccessible workings would be
No abnormal radioactivity was detected below the 256 costly.
IRON MINE
level. Bastin and I-Iill (1917, p. 242) report an analysis
By A. A. DRAKE, JR.
of 1.10 percent uranium oxide from. the 500 level, presumably the 435 of this survey. This value could not
The Iron ·mine is. in upper Russell Gulch, about
be verified iby the writers.
three-fourths of a mile south of the East Calhoun
1
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mine. The shaft collar is at an altitude of 9,150 feet.
in 1949, E. P. Beroni and H. C. Granger .of the Geological Survey found pitchblende on the 300 level of
the mine, about 524 feet west of the shaft, in a vein
parallel to and 50 feet south of the Iron vein (fig. 32).
The Iron shaft is sunk on the dip of the Iron vein,
and levels have been turned at vertical depths of 120,
250, 300, 400, 500, 600, and 700 f~et. In 1954, only
part of the 300. level was accessible.
The wallrock of the mine is Precambrian microclinebearing gneiss, amphibolite, and pegmatite. A bostonite porphyry dike of Tertiary age cuts the Precambrian rocks near the shaft on the 300 level and the
400 level (Bastin and Hill, 1917, p. 254). The wallrocks dip gently to the southe.ast and are deformed by
crosswarps that plunge northward.
The Iron vein strikes east, dips on the average,
steeply south, and ranges in width from a few inches
to about 12 feet. The vein "horsetails" both to the
east and to the west of the shaft. The Richardson and
Grasshopper veins are the principal branches to the
east, and the Bangor, Rocky Mountain Terror, and
Becky Sharp are the main branches to the west. The
Iron vein consists mainly of disseminations of pyrite
along fractures in intensely altered gneiss, but locally
this type of ore is traversed by a net of tiny pyritechalcopyrite-tennantit\~
stringers. Less · commonly
several l-inch-thick stringers of massive sulfide minerals cut the disseminated ore. Vugs and fractures in
the vein are commonly filled by light tan to gray finegrained quartz.

N

I

Sloped above

EXPLANATION

Sloped below

Wallrock is microcline-bearing gneiss

~

Tight ironstained shear
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_.!.0

1

Bookgro,od
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Geology by A. A. Drake. 1954
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32--Geologic map of part of the 300 level, Iron mine, showing
pitchblende occurrences_

The pitchblende occurs in a vein tentatively identified
as the Mars vein and in minor veinlets that branch from
the Mars vein into the hanging wall (fig. 32). The
Mars(
vein strikes N. 80° W., dips 75' 0 N., and consists mainly of pyrite, quartz, chalcopyrite, and locally
pitchblende. The pitchblende occurs in discontinuous
veinlets as much as a quarter of an inch wide that are
fractured and locally brecciated. Rarely, the breccia
fragments have been streaked out into lens-shaped
masses. The pitchblende is dull and black. Although
it appears massive in hand specimens, it is seen under
the reflecting microscope to occur as colloform masses.
Shrinkage cracks that are perpendicular to the spheroidal surfaces are common. A few small rounded forms
have cores of pyrite. The pitchblende is cut by a later
generation of pyrite veinlets.
Two samples cut across the pitchblende veins (fig.
32) assayed 8.38 and 1.17 percent uranium. Ray A.
Bennett (oral communication, l954) reports that goodgrade pitchblende ore is exposed· in the small stope at
the west end of the Mars drift, hut as this stope was inaccessible in 1954, the writer could not check this reported occurrence.

n

JEFFERSON-CALHOUN VEIN

Small quantities of pitchblende have been found in
the Jefferson-Calhoun vein at the West Calhoun and
East Calhoun mines; the substantiated production is 90
pounds of U 3 0 8 from the West Calhoun mine (table 1) .
The Jefferson-Calhoun vein is a prominent east-northeastward-trending structure which has been mined and
prospected along a length .of more than 3,000 feet (pl.
4). The mines on the vein from northeast to southwest
are the East Calhoun (altitude 9,290 feet), Gold King
(altitude 9,310 feet), West Calhoun (altitude 9,390
feet), Kemp-Calhoun (altitude 9,441 feet), and J efferson-Calhoun (altitude 9,490 feet). West of the J efferson-Calhoun shaft, the vein either joins with another
ve!ri or splits into two segments, which were mined in
the;Delaware and Prompt Pay mines. The accessible
workings in the East Calhoun mine were mapped by
Drake (1957) in 1952-53, and part of the West Calhoun
mine was examined earlier by Moore and Butler (1952).
The Jefferson-Calhoun vein strikes N. 65°-70° E. It
dips about 70° SE. at the East Calhoun mine but
steepens to nearly 90° in the West Calhoun, KempCalhoun, and Jefferson-Calhoun mines. The vein is a
pyrite vein that contains galena, sphalerite, and copper
minerals, but there are conspicuous changes in the proportions of the primary metallic minerals along its
strike. At the East Calhoun mine the vein consists primarily of pyritized and silicified wallrock, pyrite, and
quartz, with spotty chalcopyrite and sphalerite (Drake,
l957). To· the· southwest in the West Calhoun mine
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dropped, and accordingly these workings were
abandoned :and a new shaft, the IGrk shaft, was started
190 feet to the west. In 1897 and 1898 and again in
1905 and 1906 considerable pitchblende ore was mined
from this shaft, but for several years afterward the
operators
were largely concerned with gold ore. In
At the 245-foot level, just east of the shaft, an area about
1914 uranium ore was again shipped. During the
1-foot square on the wall has a dark coating of pitchblende.
1930's the mine was worked largely for gold, but
This coating shows no other minerals. At the 387-foot level,
70 feet west of the shaft, pitchblende is found in a pyrite
scattered small kidneys· of pitchblende were found,
stringer oi1e-eighth inch wide that extends several feet along
most of which were sold as specimens. The recorded
the wall of the drift.
production exclusive of uranimn for 1905-12, 1931, and
The l'atter occurrence is thought by Moore and Butler 1937-39 was 863 troy ounces of gold, 4,580 ounces of
to be near the stope frorn which the high-grade pitch- silver, 16,093 pounds of copper, 541 pounds of lead,
blende ore was extracted.
and 525 pounds of zinc. 8
At the East Calhoun mine, 1\1oore and Butler ( 1952,
The mine workings consist of three shafts-Kirk
p. 7) found 2 sm.all occurrences of sooty pitchblende shaft, Discovery shaft, and East shaft (pl. 6)-and
on the 131 level, 1 near the shaft and the other near the short levels frmn the l(irk shaft at vertical depths of
intersection of the Calhoun and "'\Vood veins.
88, 141, 203, 239, 301, and 381 feet (pl. 6). With the
Bastin and I-Iill (1917, p. 247) describe a specimen, exception of the workings from the Discovery shaft,
furnished by P. R. Alsdorf, of high-grade pitchblende which were caved, the mine was ex-amined and sampled
ore from 45 feet west of the "'\Vest Calhoun shaft on the in 1944 by Guillotte and Hill. As this survey was pri387 level; the specimen shows brecciated pitchblende marily to evaluate the n1ine as a potential source of uracut by many veinlets composed of pyrite, sphalerite, nium ore, they obtained much information concerning
quartz, and galena. Another specimen, taken 50 feet grade but made few observations concerning the geowest of the shaft on the same level, consists of a lfs- to logic relations of the pitchblende-bearing ore.
·
%6 -inch veinlet of pitchblende that cuts altered schist
The IGrk vein strikes N. 70°-75° E., dips an average
'vn1lrock. Bastin and· Hill describe a polished section of about 75° SE., a.nd can be traced at the surface for
of this ore in which the pitchblende was in places at least 1,400 feet (pl. 4). The vein cuts microclineshattered and' cemented by galena, sphalerite, chalcopy- . bearing gneiss and biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss.
rite, and gray quartz, and in other places \vas cut by Two northwestward-trending quartz bostonite por-:
einlets of galena. A 'specimen shown to one of the phyry dikes crop out sporadically a.t the surface west
writers by R. R. I-Iinckley consists of botryoidal pitch- of the main shaft (pl. 4), and several quartz bostonite
blende coated by an eighth of an inch of marcasite.
porphyry dikes were cut on several levels of the mine.
KIRK MI:NE
The IGrk vein occupies a zone of intense fracturing
and
ranges in width from less than 1 foot to about 6
The IGrk mine, on the upper part of Quartz Hill at
It consists of gray quartz, abundant pyrite,
feet.
an -altitude of 9,460 feet (pl. 4), has been 1 of the 2
and tennantite, and scattered sphalsome
chalcopyrite
main sources of pitchblende in the region. The substantia.ted production of uranium ore is 170 tons that m·ite a.nd galena; secondary ( ?) chalcocite is reported in
contained 22,490 pounds of U 3 0 8 (table 1). Some addi- the ore to depths of at least 141 feet. The wallrocks are
tional ore was produced during 1897 to 1900, but the sericitized, silicified, and impregnated with small
quantity is not known. As the mine was inaccessible cubes of· pyrite. The metallic minerals form erratic
from 1951 to 1956, the description that follows was stringers from half an inch to about 1 foot wide,
taken from the available data obtained earlier from the which at places are frozen to the walls and at other
mine (principally from G. B. Guillotte a.nd J. M. Hill, places occur in the altered wallrock. Gouge-filled fractures that formed after ore deposition occur on the walls
written communication, 1945).
or
cross from one wa.ll to the other. Guillotte and Hill
The mine probably was opened originally in search of
(written
com·munication; 1945) state that the vein is
gold sometime during the late 1800's. The earliest
in microcline-bearing gneiss wallrocks
well
developed
production was from the Discovery shaft. A large
in "schist". On the 141 level,
but
is
poorly
developed
amount of pitchblende was mined from the shaft, but as
100
feet
east
of
the
main
sha.ft, the Kirk vein is crossed
the miners did not recognize the pitchblende in th~ ore,
that
strikes
N.
78°
E. and dips 80° S; possibly
by
a
vein
the uranium was lost in an attempted treatment for gold
(1\1oore and IGthil, 1913, p. 43-44). By the time the
8 Compiled from
U.S. Bureau of Mines records. Published by
pitchblende was recognized the gold values had permission.
sphalerite in particular is more abundant and widespread in the vein, and pyrite is less prominent.
1\{oore and Butler (1952, p. 7) observed pitchblende at
two places in the accessible workings of the West
Calhoun mine:

\7
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the same intersection was encountered on the 301 and
381levels east.
Detailed sampling of the mine by Guillotte and Hill
shows that the exposed parts of the· vein commonly
contain sparse gold (pl. 6) . Most samples that were
taken contained less than 0.2 ounce of gold per ton, and
only two samples assayed more then 1 ounce of gold per
ton. In general, the gold content of the exposed vein
is slightly higher in the ground adjacent to the East
shaft.
Judging from the distribution of stopes in the mine
(pl. 6), three separate gold-bearing ore shoots, which
locally contained pitchblende ore, were mined. The
largest shoot plunges steeply west from just below the
141 level to the 381 level and probably below. The
stopes on this shoot are rarely as much as. 3 feet wide
and at places are only 1 foot wide (Guillotte and Hill,
written communication, 1945). In the upper part of
this body the vein dips 75° SE. or less, whereas on the
381 level it is nearly 90°. Another large stope is on
the south vein above the· 141 level, beginning 50 feet
east of the main shaft and extending 50 feet beyond the
east shaft. The vein dips steeply south and is 1 to 3 feet
thick. A third stope is above the 141 level on the
north vein. This stope is 6 to 8 feet wide, but according to Guillotte and Hill (written communication, 1945)
the vein is only 4 to 6 inches wide; the rest of the stoped
ground consists largely of soft altered microcline-bearing gneiss. The small stopes west of the main shaft
above the 381level are on small lenses of sulfide-bearing
ore in partly silicified wallrock. The stope is 1 to 4
feet wide; the sulfide ore pinches to the west. The extent of mining from the Discovery shaft is not known,
nor is it known which of the two .veins in this area was
mined.
The uranium ore in the J(irk vein occurs wholly
as pitchblende. Aside from small quantities of zipon mine timbers and torbernite as local coatpeite (
ings on wallrocks, both forming after development of
the mine, there are no secondary uranium minerals.
The pitchblende occurs in relatively small masses sporadically distributed through the vein. Previous accounts indicate tha.t the pitchblende is in small lenses,
stringers, and kidneys, generally adjacent to the country rock on the hanging wall. At places this rich ore
is as much as 1 foot thick; one piece was removed tha.t
measured 2 feet 8 inches by 1 foot 4 inches by 1 foot
(Moore and Kithil, 1913, p. 44). According to Moore
and Kithil ( 1913, p. 44), the pitchblende masses were
separated from one another by nonuraniferous material. The ore that was mined generally was high in
grade, and some of it assayed 60 to 80 percent U 3 0,
(Moore and Kithil, 1913, p. 44). The description and

n

assay data presented by Guillotte and Hill indicate
(written communication, 1945) tha.t pitchblende also is
in sma.ll discontinuous stringers, Ihany of which cannot
be recognized with the naked eye. Although some of
these seams are in the wa1ls, most. apparently occur
within the sulfide-bearing vein material.
The detailed sampling by Guillotte and Hill shows
that the uranium-bearing parts of the vein occur predominantly in the upper workings. The locations
where samples were taken, and where pitchblende was
observed in place are shown on plate 6. On the 65 level
of the East shaft a segment of the Kirk vein more than
10 feet long, averaging 3.6 feet in width, contains an
average of 1.05 percent U 3 0 8 • Pitchblende was observed nearby in the shaft both above and below the
level. Pitchblende also was seen above the cave in the
Discovery shaft, and at one place in the stope ~tween
the 141 and 203 levels.
The pitchblende has a botryoidal form and at places
this form is visible in hand specimens. A specimen
taken from the 381level of the mine by R. R. Hinckley
consists of botryoidal forms as much as half an inch
across. A polished section of pitchblende-bearing ore,
prepared from a specimen given by Hinckley, shows
that the pitchblende is fractured and veined by pyrite
and quartz (fig. 21). Polished surfaces of pitchblende
studied by D. R. George and described by Guillotte and
Hill, were similar to the one studied by the writers.
George noted that the pitchblende occurs as ( 1) large
pure rounded masses having a mottled light and dark
color and typically a well-defined botyroidal structure;
(2) highly factured, irregularly shaped fragments of
varying size intimately associated with quartz and sulfide minerals; and ( 3) thin irregular vein lets cutting
the quartz gangue. He found that all the other metallic
minerals in the ore-pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite,
tennantite, and galena-aside from some of the pyrite,
cut the pitchblende. He states that the chalcopyrite in
the Kirk ores is distinctly later than the pitchblende.
The paragenetic sequence observed by George is:
quartz, pyrite, pitchblende, pyrite, quartz, sphaleritechalcopyrite-tennantite-galena, chalcopyrite.
The ground believed by the writers to be most favorable for the production of small quantites of uranium
ore is above the 141 level, between the Discovery and
East shafts. (See pl. 6.) Some ore is exposed in
the back of the 65 level of the East shaft. In exploration of this ground the extent of the workings from the
Discovery shaft was not known. The ground between
the 141 and 301 levels is probably also favorable for
concentrations of ore grade and could be explored by
raising from the face of the 301level. Although some
uranium ore might be found by exploring the ground
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below the 381 level along the rake of the ore body
stoped near the shaft, the quant~t~ of ore would probably not be suflicim~t to pay the muung costs.
OLD TOWN MINE

By

A. A. Dl~AKE, JR

The Old Town mine, in upper Russell Gulch at an
altitude of 9,143 feet, is about 430 feet N. 40° W. from
the Iron shaft. The property was located in the late
1880's and luts been operated intermittently since then.
Pitchblende wns discovered underground in 1952 by
,J.D. Wells and A. E. Dearth of the Geological Survey;
so fn.r as know11, there is no abnormally radioactive
rnn.terinJ on the dump.
Prod11ct"ion from the Old Town mine for the years of
•·epotted activity, 1902-21 and 1924-44, was 214,412 tons
of ore containing 108,949 troy ounces of gold, 285,661
ounces of silver, 1,945,391 'pounds of copper, 6,705
pounds o:f lend, andl0,077 pounds of zin~. 9 •
The rnine is opened by a 2,205-foot mchned shaft
t.hn.t follows the vein. 1'wenty-one principal levels and
two sublevels have been driven from the shaft. The
22d level, or I-:Iot Time lateral, connects with the Argo
tunnel.. 1\fuch stoping has been done above the 16th
level. In 1954, only parts of the fourth, fifth, sixth,
new sixth, six-fifty, and seventh levels were accessi?le.
The wallrock is largely microcline-bearing gneiss.
A htyer of sillimanitic biotite-quartz gneiss, which lies
above rnicrocline-be:tring gneiss, occurs a.bove the second level, and a layer of biotite-quartz-plagioclase
gneiss occurs between the new sixth a..nd ninth levels.
The layer of biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss proba~ly
correlates with the 250-foot thick layer that underlies
Qllal'tz llill at shallow depths (pl. 4). Except locally,
the wallrocks dip gently southeast.
o Complied from U.S. Bureau of Mine:-; record:-;.
mission.

'.!'ABU~
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The Old Town vein, one of the largest and most productive veins of the Central City district, strikes on the
average about N. 60° E. and dips 35°-50° NW. It
ranges in width from 1 to about 8 feet and averages 3
feet in width. The vein occupies a low-angle fault that
was formed during the early Laramide period of
faulting.
The vein consists largely of intensely. fractured and
sericitized wallrock which is locally referred to by the
miners as "talc" ore. This material is impregnated
with pyrite and cut by :14- to llj2 -inch veinlets of
pyrite and chalcopyrite. According to .Jo~n Anderly
(oral communication, 1952}, a former mmer at the
Old Town mine, gold and silver values varied directly
with the amount of copper in the ore.
Pitchblende is present on the sixth, new sixth, and
seventh levels of the mine, and in the shaft 20 feet above
the seventh level (fig. 33). Harvey Jacobson (oral
communication, 1952)· reports that anomalous radioactivity also is present on the 11th level. The pitchblende
occurs in tiny, :14 -inch veinlets in silicified rock in the
walls of the Old Town vein. The veinlets 20 feet west
of the shaft on the sixth level and above the seventh level
are in "horses" between footwall and hanging-wall
branches of the Old Town vein, and their attitude and
lenticular character suggest that they fill gash fractures
formed by tensional stresses. The veinlets on the n~w
· sixth level are in the footwall of the Old Town ve1n
and also appear to occupy gash fractures. The other
veinlets in the footwall of the Old Town vein, fill nar'
.
row fractures
that nearly parallel the Old Town vem.
. The pitchblende observed in the mine is s~ft and soot~,
and it has been leached (table 21). The pitchblende IS
very much out of equilibrium, and much of the radioactivity is caused by radium; more than 90 percent of
the uranium has been leached from samples OT-3 and
OT-4. The writer infers that the leaching was done
after mining by acid sulfate ground water.

:!.1.-Uranittm analy8e.<J from the Old Town mine

!Analyses by US Ocol Survey ,,analysts· John Rosholt, S. P. Furman, Wayne Mountjoy and J.P. Schuch.]

Sample I

IJocation

----

'l'hickness
of pitchblonde
vein let
(inches)

0 '1'-L •••••••• 6th level west, 20 ft from shaft
neor sill.

0. 25

0 '1'-2••••••••• 6th level west, 87 ft from shaft.

. 06

o·r-3 ••••••••• 7th level west, 37 rt from shaft,
2 rt obove sill.
0'1'-4 ••••••••• Now 6th level cost, 424 ft from
shaft.
0'1'-5 ••••••••• Shaft, 20 Ct above 7th leveL •..

. 25

1

Sample locnlltlcs shown in figure 33.
659-612 0 - 63 - 4

. 25
. 25

Description

Strongly silicified horse between
Old 'l'own footwall and hanging-wall veins.
Silicified footwall of Old Town
vein.
Silicified footwall of Old Town
vein.
Footwall of Old Town vein .•.... _
Between banging-wall and footwall branches or Old Town vein.

Equivalent Uranium
uranium (percent)
(percent)

109 Curies per gram of sample
Rn

RaD

Ra

Th230

Pb3IO

------- --------- ---- 0. 21
0. 92
4. 51
5. 65
6. 55 ........................... ------------------- ----------

. 01

.016

4. 50

. 12

31.3

.28

. 01

2. 1

.64

.42

3. 2

.............................. ............................. ..........................

28.0

42.5

------------------(]

..........................

---------

2.3

0. 066

1.

3. 2

1.5

3.
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EXPLANATION
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Geology by A. A. Drake, 1952
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33.-Geologic maps showing pitchblende occurrence, Old Town mine, Central City district.

Sample data given in table 21.
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J)'Iounro 34.-Vertlcal longitudinal Pl'Ojection of the Springdale mine,
Central City district.
SPRINGDALE (GOLD ROCK) MINE

By A.

A. DRAKE, JU.

The Springdale mine, near the head of upper Russell
Gulch at an altitude of 9,411 feet, is about 3,600 feet
N. 83° ,V. from the Old Town shaft. Pitchblende was
first noted on the dump of the mine in 1949, and the
mine and shaft were partly rehabilitated in 1952. In
the following year the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission granted the operator an exploration contract. As
m.inable quantities of pitchblende were not developed
during the rehabilitation and exploration, the mine was
closed in 1953.
The recorded production from the Springdale mine
for the yefn·s of reported activity, 1907, 1910, 1912-15,
1917, 1920-21, 1929 and 1934, was 725 tons of ore contn.ining 339 troy ounces of gold, 2,057 ounces of silver,
7,558 pounds of copper, 584 pounds of lead, and 1,375
pounds of zinc. 10 Some pitchblende was mined from
the stope above the sixth level, but it probably was discarded as waste.
The Springdale mine is opened by a nearly vertical
685-foot shaft from which 7 levels and 3 sublevels have
been turned (fig. 34). At the time of the present study
1° Complied from U.S. Bureau of Mines records.
mission.
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( 1952-53) only parts of the second, third, fourth, fifth,
and sixth levels were accessible for mapping. R. C .
. Derzay of the Atomic Energy Commission examined all
the workings, however, for :ua.dioactivity (written communication, 1953) ..
The Springdale shaft is collared in biotite-quartzplagioclase gneiss, but microcline-bearing gneiss is cut
about 20 feet below the second level and this rock persists to the bottom of the shaft. Several thin layers of
biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss, migmatite, and peg.,
matite occur locally in the· microcline-bearing gneiss.
The Precambrian rocks are cut by a persistent dike of
bostonite porphyry. As the mine is on the northwest
flank of the Central City anticline, the rocks generally
dip moderately to the northwest, but locally they are
deformed. by small northward-trending crosswarps.
The bostonite porphyry dike strikes about N. 70° E.
and dips steeply to the south.
The Spr-ingdale mine develops the Gold Rock and
Denbigh veins, which intersect, and several minor veins.
The Gold Rock vein ranges in strike from N. 60° E.
to east, dips.steeply either side of 90°, and is character ..
ized by many horsetail and looping branches. It consists largely of gouge that contains disseminated pyrite
and sparse base-metal sulfides. Typically the vein is
2 to 3 feet wide and contains 2- to 4-inch stringers of
quartz and pyrite that are cut by lj8 - to 2-inch stringers
of galena, sphalerite, and chalcopyrite. A uraniumbearing pod that has a strike length of 13 feet, a width
of %6 to 4 inches, and a height of 2 feet, was found in
the vein on the second level, about 12 feet west of the
shaft (fig. 34). The uranium mineral in this pod is
black, occurs as sooty encrustations on fractures, and
probably is pitchblende. An autoradiograph of a specimen indicated that the radioactivity is localized in small
specks.
The Denbigh vein strikes about N. 60° E., dips steeply
either side of 90°, and ra.nges in width from 2 inches to
about 4 feet. Branches are absent except on the fifth
level near the intersection with the Gold Rock vein.·
The vein consists largely of milky white to gray finegrained quartz with %6 - to 4-inch stringers of pyrite.
The quartz-pyrite vein is crosscut by Ys- to 4-inch veinlets of galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and tennantitc.
Pitchblende was found 1p feet up in a stope on the sixth
level about 25 feet west of the crosscut from the Gold
Rock vein (fig. 34). The pitchblende occurs in a pod
that rakes about 60° vV. and has a stope length of 10-12
feet, a rake length of 14 feet, and a maximum ·width of
3 feet. Within the pod, the hard, black, lustrous pitchblende fills V2 - to 4-inch subparallel discontinuous veinlets on the southeast wall of the ;ein (fig. 35). It occurs both in microcline-bearing gneiss and bostonite
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35.-Geologic section of stope face, Denbigh vein, sixth level, Springdale mine.

porphyry wallrocks~ The pitchblende veinlets are cut
by ·the base-metal sulfide veinlets.
Under the reflecting microscope the pitchblende is
seen to consist of spheroidal forms from less than 0.1
to 3 mm in diameter. The small forms appear as tiny
pellets; slightly larger grains have outer curved surfaces, suggesting colloform growth. Some of the pelletlike forms contain eores of quartz. The pitchblende at
places is breeeiated, and fragments eommonly are rotated; at other plaees the pitehblende is fraetured but
not brecciated. The breeeia fragments are generally
angular and are healed by quartz which eontains scattered generally euhedral pyrite erystals. Both quartz
and pyrite vein the pitchblende; emnmonly they oeeur

in the same vein and appear essentially contemporaneous with the pitehblende.
TELEGRAPH MINE

The Telegraph mine is on Qua.rtz Hill, 2,500 feet eastnortheast of the Wood shaft. The shaft eo liar is at an
altitude of 9,090 feet. In 1954, a -small quantity of
pitchblende was found on the dump, and during 1955
the mine was rehabilitated to a depth of 170 feet; no
uranium ore has been shipped (as of 1955).
The known mine workings consist of a 2-eompartment shaft, inclined 80°-85° s., and a short level at a
depth of 170 feet. A stope, possibly 50 feet high and 60
feet long, is present west of the shaft above the 170
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level. No records of the ore extracted from the stope
a.re available.
The Telegrn.ph vein strikes on the average a.bout N.
65° E. tu1d dips 80°-85° SE., but a.bout 30 feet west
of the shn.ft on the 170 level, the vein curves to a. N.
50° ]~. strike. At the bend, branches from the vein pass
:into the footwall. The vein is as much as 5 feet wide
n.nd where observed consists of altered and pyritized
wnJlroek, qun.rtz, pyrite, n.nd at places chaJcocite; probably chalcopyrite is associated with the chaJcocite. Irt·egula.r clots and stringers of dark-gray, fine-grained
quartz are associn.ted with the cha.1cocite-bearing ore.
At most places the vein consists of a hanging wall and
Jootwn.ll gouge-filled fracture, separated by as much n.s
;) feet of altered wallrock heavily impregnated with
pyrite. l'he vein iu the west face o:l: t.he 170 level drift,
25 feet west of the slmft, was 4 feet wide and consisted
o:f, from hanging wall to footwall: one-fourth inch of
sheared sulfides and gouge; 4 feet of bleached and
pyt·itized wall rock containing sparse subpara.llel qua.rtzpyrit:e seams as much ns 2 inches wide; and one-fourth
inc.h of gouge.
At places massive pyrite lenses as much as 6 inches
thick occur at or nen.r the hanging wall of the vein.
Southwest of the bend in the vein on the 170 level the
vein consists of 1 to 2 feet of altered n.nd pyritized
wallrock, commonly containing abundant gouge and
mn.ny 1.- to 2-inch stringers of quartz-pyrite and chalcocite; seven1l l-inch-thick pyrite-filled fractures occur
in the footwall. vVhere stoped, the vein contains lenses
of chalcocite-rich vein material. A sample of coarse
pyrite from the vein contained only a trace of gold and
0.1.() ounce of silver per ton. 11
The pitchblende found on the dump is near the shaft
collar, indicating that it probably came from near the
sn dace. ·underground, pitchblende .has been found
a.bout 60 feet below the shaft collar, <1S tiny seams in
the :footwa.1l of the vein. The occurrence seems to be
too sma 11 to wn.n·a.nt extensive exploration.
WOOD VEIN

The "\Vood vein (pl. 4) has been one of the two principal sources of high-grade pitchblende ore in the Central City district, but by far the largest production from
the mine was before 1.900 (table 1). Some pitchblende
ore was produced also from the Ross shaft, 580 feet east
of the rnain "\Vood shaft (pl. 4).
During the current investigation the 'Vood vein was
explored :tlo11g a length of nearly 1,100 feet from the
583 level of the East Calhoun mine. This work, financed largely by the Defense l\1inerals Exploration
11

Assny by U.S. Geological Survey.
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1..:. C. Mallory, Jr.

Administration, was follow,ed closely by the Geological
Survey and the results of these studies are given by
Drake (1957). The reader is referred to Drake's report for a discussion of the geology of the 'Vood-East
Calhoun mine.
The Wood vein strikes nearly east and eli ps steeply
either side of vertical. It is cut and displaced by the
Calhoun vein fissure 375 feet east of the vVood shaft.
The vein contains sphalerite, galena, and copper minends. Throughout its length it contains quartz and
pyrite, and at places it contains small lenses of sphalm·ite, chalcopyrite, tetrahedrite-tennantite, galena, and
pitchblende.
Pitchblende occurs as small, discontinuous lenses and
streaks on the footwall of the '~rood vein, which are
separated by nonnraniferous Yein material. Individual bodies are small and range frqm a few pounds to
about 5 tons in weight (Bastin and I-Iill, 1917, p. 245).
Little is known of the bodies that were mined from the
upper· levels of the vVood mine. l\1oore and Butler
(1052) found 23 occurrences of pitchblende above the
275 level; their locations are shown on figure 36; but
these occurrences undoubtedly represent only the margins of ore lenses or small streaks that were mined
previously. The pitchblende bodies encountered on the
583 level were small lenses in sulfide ore on the footwall
of the vein. Two lenses were found, one. on the level
50() feet west of the crosscut (fig. 25) and the other in
a small stope above the level. As can be seen in figure
25, the pitcl1blende-rich lens on the level was 8 feet long,
about 8 feet high, and 1 to 8 inches thick; it appeared
to rake about 50°
The richest part of the lens assayed 9.3 percent equivalent uranium ~1nd 9.94 pm:cent
uranium over a 6-inch width, but for the most part the
ore wtl.s leaner and parts of the lens were below ore
grade. The photograph shown in figure 20 is of a specimen of high-grade ore taken from this lens. The lens
encountered above the level in the stope was 10-1.5 feet
long, 8-10 feet high, and a maximum of 14 inches wide;
it was separated from the lower lens by b~1n·en, nonuraniferous vein material. This lens was found along
the upward projection of the plunge of the lens ~1nd
abont 20 feet above it.
Aside from two oc.currences on the 107 level east
(fig. 36), all known pitchblende bodies in the 'Vood
mine oceur within a btpering westward-plunging zone
of ore shoots. This shoot was first recognized by l\1oore
and But lei· (19f>2,. p. 6 and pl. 1). Possibly the or~
mined from the Ross shaft represents the upper part of
another similarly plunging shoot.
The pitchblende within the uranirun-rich lenses on
the 583 level is hard,. black, and lustrous, and it is
intimately associated with the other metallic minerals

"r.
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36.-Vertica:I longitudinal projection of the Wood mine, Central City district.

in the vein and with quartz. As shown in figure 20,
the pitchblende forms pure masses commonly 1 inch
or less in maximum dimension. Individual pieces are
angular to subangular; they represent broken fragments of pitchblende veinlets that have been brecciated and then veined by later sulfide minerals.
Although the pitchblende a,ppears massive megascopically, it is seen under the reflecting microscope
to consist largely of tiny forms with rounded outlines
which characteristically have both radial and circumferential cracks. A small amount of pale-yellow to

white pyrite is intergrown with the pitchblende; most
of the pyrite cuts the pitchblende and is younger.
Brecciated fragments of pitchblende, which in part
are rotated, are largely healed by qu~rtz.
EUREKA GULCH AREA

The _Eureka Gulch area, which includes· the mines
on Nigger Hill (fig. 37) and on the south side of the
gulch, formerly was a source of small quantities of
precious metal-bearing base-metal ores, and since the
discovery of uranium in the area in 1951 it has been
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intensively explored for uranium ore. Both primary
and secondary uranium deposits have been developed
on Nigger Hill, and small quantities of uranium ore
have been shipped, principally from the Carroll mine
(table 1). The disCoveries and the geologic setting of
the area have been described by Sims, Osterwald,
and Tooker ( 1955), and for a summary of the geology
of this ·region the reader is referred to that report.
The principal uranium occurrences of the area are on
Nigger Hill (fig. 37) and these deposits are described
in detail in this section. Information on the deposits

on the south side of Eureka Gulch is given in the report
by Sims, Osterwald, and Tooker (1955).
CARROLL MINE

The Carroll mine, on the west slope of Nigger Hill,
has been the principal producer of uranium ore in
the Eureka Gulch area; since 1954 it has shipped 28.5
tons of crude ore and concentrates that contained 349
pounds of U 3 0 8 (table 22). The production of other
metals during the same period has been much greater,
however, as shown in table 22.
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37.- Geologic map of the north slope of Nigger Hill, Central City district, Gilpin County, Colo.
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TABLE

Year

1954_-- -- - - -- -- ---- -- - -- - -- ---- 1954_--------------------------1954 ____________________________
1955 ____________________________
1955 ____________________________
1955 ____________________________
1955____________________________

TotaL _____________ -- _- - __
1

22.-Productionfrom the Carroll mine, 1951,.-551

Crude ore
shipped
(tons)

Concentrates
shipped
(tons)

Gold
(ounces)

Silver
(ounces)

Copper
(pounds)

Lead
(pounds)

Zinc
(pounds)

UsOs

(pounds)

45. 2 - -- ------ 4. 52
238. 35 --- -- -- - - 7, 365
7, 094 - - - -- - - - - 122. 98
12. 5 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------2 9. 95
---------7. 37
161. 76
119. 5
4, 676
3, 704 ---------2 27. 00
---------14. 56
530. 16 ---------19, 739
6, 418 ---------2 25. 86
---------22. 50
362. 1
571. 56
20, 121
6, 310 ---------3 32. 91
---------6.09
212. 11
362.0
33, 241 ---------1, 004
2 11. 11
2 ~ 87
225. 98
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------62. 57

106. 83

55.04

1, 713. 94

843. 6

52, 905

56, 767

348. 96

Data on production furnished by United Mining and Leasing Corp., and published by permission.

2 Lead concentrate.
~Zinc concentrate.

The Carroll mine was developed largely before the
turn of the century; so far as known it was idle from
1903 until 195'3, when the mine was rehabilitated by
the United Mining and Leasing Corp. as a result of
the discovery of pitchblende on the dump (Sims, Osterwald, and Tooker, 1955). Since 1953 the old workings
have been reopened, the 228 (third) level has been
extended 317 feet westward, and a new level has been
driven 50 feet below the third level (fig. 30). The
extent of the workings is shown on figure 23 and plate 7.
The wallrock is dominantly microcline-bearing gneiss,
but the gneiss contains many thin conformable layers of
biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss, migmatite, pegmatite,
and on the 278 level, a lens of granodiorite. At places
the rocks are intimately interlayered on a minute scale.
Small pods and lenses of amphibolite are widely distributed in the dominant rocks. Except locally, the rocks
strike northeast and dip gently to moderately northwest.
Small upright drag folds are common, and small recumbent folds occur in parts of the mine.
The Carroll shaft is near the junction of four veinsthe Carroll, Boodle, Claire Marie, and an unnamed vein
that trends about N. 50° W. (fig. 37). Only the Carroll
vein, however, has been extensively developed and
mined, and aside from a few tons of ore from the Boodle
vein, all the production from the mine has come from
the Carroll vein. The veins are of galena-sphalerite.
The dominant sulfide minerals are sphalerite and galena; pyrite, chalcopyrite, and tennantite are sparse, and
pitchblende and its alteration products occur in the Carroll vein and locally in the Claire Marie vein. Quartz
is the principal gangue mineral in all veins, but nowhere is it abundant.
The northwestward-trending unnamed vein has been
prospected southeast of the shaft and was explored in
the mine in the stub drift at a vertical depth of 52 feet

(fig. 23) ;. this vein joins with the Carroll vein in the
shaft at a depth of 73 feet (pl. 7).
The Claire Marie ( ?) vein was intersected in the sublevel above the 102 level (pl. 7) ; it joins with the Carroll vein in the raise between the sublevel and the 102
level. The vein strikes about N. 80° E. and dips about
80° S. in the sublevel, but it curves into the Carroll
vein and reverses dip at the junction. Except for a ·
small lens of galena-rich ore, the vein is nearly barren
where exposed. Near the face of the sublevel, a footwall stringer contains a secondary uranium mineral tentatively identified as kasolite, and iocally abundant gold
and silver (see analyses C_:_1 and C-lA, table 26).
· The Boodle vein joins with the Carroll vein 145 feet
west of the shaft on the 228 level and slightly farther
west of the sha.ft on the 278 level (pl. 7) ; the junction
plunges about 50° NW. In the mine, the Boodle vein
strikes about N. 80° E. and dips about 65° N. Near the
junction with the Carroll vein, the vein is as much as 2
feet thick, and it contains sphalerite as the dominant sulfide mineral and sparse galena.
The Carroll vein strikes about N. 70° W. and dips
65° NE., but locally it varies a few degrees in both
strike and dip (pl. 7). It is commonly 2 to 4 feet wide,
but where mined on the 228 and 278 levels it is commonly 4-6 wide and locally as much as 9 feet wide. At
most places the vein consists of two or more principal
subparallel vein fissures that are separated by fractured,
brecciated, and altered wallroek which is mineralized to
different degrees. In the ore shoot on the 228 and 278
levels, a well-developed vein fissure forms the footwall,
and one or more similar fissures form the hanging wall
of the vein. The intervening country rock is cut by a
network of interlacing fractures and commonly is brecciated. Both the breccia and the fractures are mineralized. The brecciated ore consists of subangular to
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n.ngular frn.gments of altered wallrock thUJt are coated
by sulfide minerals and locally quartz, the whole constituting ore. Vugs between the breccia fragments and in
the fractures commonly contain terminated quartz crysh11s and locn.lly gn.lena crystals as much as 1 inch in
d in.meter. At most other ·places in the mine the vein consists of one or more distinct vein fissures, commonly only
a few inches in maximum width, that contain gouge and
sttl fide minerals.
The uranium ore in the Carroll vein occurs within a
zone of ore shoots that plunges about 35° NW. The
approximate outline of the shoot is shown on figure 23.
The zone of ore shoots has an average width of about
60 feet and a known plunge length of more than 300
feet. It coincides wi1th a large .shoot of base-metal ore
that has been mined on the 177 and 228 levels and which
has been developed on the 278 level (compare fig. 23 and
pl. 7). The zone of uranium ore shoots, as well as the
base-metal ore shoot, occurs at, and southeast of the
junction of the Boodle vein and the Carroll vein. On
the 228 and 278 levels, minable base-metal ore extends
more f'lmn 100 feet southeast from the junction. As
described previously in this report (p. 42; and fig.
23), the zoi1e of ore shoots plunges nearly parallel to
the trace of the intersection of the Carroll vein fissure
n.nd the lithologic layering of the Precambrian wallrocks. The factors responsible for the localization of
the ore are discussed on page 47.
Because o:f the occurrence of economically important
deposi1ts of pitchblende t1nd the uncommonly' good
opportunity to study the vein during active mining, the
Carroll vein was mapped in detail and many samples
were taken to determine the· distribution and quantitrutive variations of gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, and
uranium (tn.bles 23 and 24; fig. 38). Although the
lower (278) level was mapped, it was not sampled.
The ore in the base-metal sulfide ore shoot is chiefly
valuable for its lead, zinc, and silver content; gold i$
sparse and rarely exceeds 0.04 ounce per ton. The
copper content of the ore is negligible. Uranium ore
locally is closely associated with the base-metal sulfides;
it is described separately later. As can be seen in tables
23 and 24, the Carroll vein is low in grade except in the
ore shoot, commonly containing less than 3 percent combined lead and zinc and less than 3 ounces of silver
per ton. Within the shoot, however, the base-metal and
silver content is increased several fold. The base-metal
ore mined from the 228 level on the average contained
about 15 percent combined lead and zinc, 0.01 to 0.1
ounce of gold per ton, 5 ounces of silver per ton, and 0.5
percent copper. Lead was nearly as abundant as zinc
on the 228 level. On the 278 level, however, the lead
content of the shoot probably averages only about 5 per-
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cent, whereas zinc averages more than 10 percent. Silver increases substantially with an increase in lead and
zinc. (See analyses from the 228 level, table 23. ).
Although primary uranium ore occurs in the same
part of the vein as the base-metal ore, it is much less
abundant.· The pitchblende-bearing ore forms several
small ore shoots that are arranged en echelon within
the zone ~f ore shoots outlined on figure 23. The vein
between the separate ore shoots is nearly devoid of
uranium as shown on plate 7 and tables 23 and 24. The
largest known shoot, on the 228 level west, has a height
of about 50 feet, a stope length of as much as 50 feet,
and an average thickness of about 6 inches. A smaller
shoot, with a maximum horizontal length of only about
11 feet and a thickness of less than 6 inches, was mined
east of the shaft on the 177 level. Other, probably still
smaller shoots, were partly mined farther east along the
vein, in the stope between the 102 and 177 levels (fig.·
23) . The grade of the ore within the shoots, as determined by samples taken during this investigation, is
given in tables 23 and 24 and in figure 38. For details
of the occurrence of pitchblende within the shoots, the
reader is referred to page 44.
In the upper part of the mine, the pitchblende was
altered by supergene solutions and there is a complete
gradation from the primary ore mineral to secondary
minerals. The pitchblende was changed to a soft sooty
variety at and above the 177 lev·el and was altered to
brightly colored secondary uranium minerals down to
the 102 level. As a result of the alteration, uranium
was somewhat dispersed along the vein in the upper
part of the mine and accordingly the tenor of the material containing secondary uranium minerals is lower
than the primary ore. (See pl. ·7 and fig. 38.) Some
pitchblende in the stope above the 177 level was leached
by both supergene water and water that collected after
development of the mine. As a result the equivalent
uranium content of the material now is greatly in excess of the uranium content. (See analyses C-1-8A
and C-1-10, table 23.)
Spectrographic analyses of the ores (table 23) indicate that the ~ranium-bear~ng ores are characterized
by a somewhat different suite of trace elements than the
base-metal ores. There is a direct correlation of antimony, tungsten, molybdenum, zirconium, yttrium, and
'ytterbium with uranium, but unusually large quantities
of these elements do not occur in alr analyzed samples.
It was shown in an earlier section that the pitchblende
from the Carroll mine (table 13) contains unusually
large quantities of mol:xbdenum, tungsten, yttrium, and
zirconium. Zirconium and yttrium, and at places tungsten and molybdenum, are characteristically associated
with pitchblende. The antimony in the uranium ores
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TABLE

23.-Chemical analyses, fire assays, and semiquantitati'fX3
[Analyses by

Sample

1

LaborsWidth
tory . (inches)
serial no.

EquivOunces per
Chemical analyses
Spectrographic analyses (percent)
alent
Uranium
ton
(percPnt)
uranium (percent) --·----l---,------l-------,--.------~---,.---:-------,--.-----..---...,--(percent)
Gold Silver Cu Pb
Zn Fe
Si
Al Fe Ti Mn Ca Mg N a
K As
B
Ba

1 - - - - - - - 1 · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
2.3

24
25
26
27
28

29

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Sublevel:
C-1 •• ---------C-lA •• _------C-6-·L- -------C-8-----------102 Level:
C-1-1 ••..•••.•
C-1-2 •.•.•••..
C-1-9 •• ------177 Level:
C-10 •• -------C-11 •• -------C-12 •• -------C-13 ••••••..••
C-14 .••••••..•
C-S-D •. -----C-S-E •.
-----C-S-F
2_______
C-S-G .•_______
-----C-S-H2
Intermediate level:
C-15. --------C-16. --------Raise above intermediate level:
C-1-.3 ••.••••..
C-1-4. -------C-1-5.
__ -----C-1-6 _________
C-1-7. -------C-1-10. ------Stope above 177
level:
C-S-J
------------C-S-1A
___________
C-S-1B a__________
C-S-K ____________
C-1-11 •• _--------C-1-12. ----------C-1-13. ----------C-1-8. __ ---------C-1-8A. __ -------C-S-A ____________
C-S-B ____________

e-s-c ____________

228level:
C-3--1. ---------- __
C-3-2. --..---------C-3-3. __ ---------C-3-4.-- ---------C-3-5 ••• ---------C-3-6. -----------C-3-8 •• _---------C-3-9 .• ----------C-3-10A. _. ------C-3-lOB ••• ------C-3-10C ••• ------C-3S-4•••• --------

Grab
205996 ____
do.•••
____
205997
205998 ;••.•
do ••••
12_______
205999
_______
207815 60
_______
207816 12
207824 48 _______
12_______
207319 18_______
207315 41_ ______
207316 g6 _______
207308
207315
206807 2Grab
•.••
________
206808
206809 7-------206810 6 ________
206811 Grab•••.
207313 38 _______
207312 Grab ••.•
207817
207818
207819
207820
207821
207825
207306
207317
207305
207318
207826
207827
207828
207822
207823
206804
206805
206806
210325
210326
211518
211519
211520
211521
216714
216715
216094
216095
216096
22.3191

48 _______
48 _______
48 _______
5,3 _______

18 _______
12_______

9-------9________
4 ________
4 ________
24 _______
24 _______
36 _______
13 _______

0.013
1.5
.022
.039

. 0.011
1. 44
.024
.048

024
. 022

.032
.009
.003

0

.ooi

.007
. 004

.006
. 50
.050
.008
.28
.056
2.8
.10

28 _______
48 _______
12_______
50 _______
31. ______
12_______
12_______
36 _______
18 _______
20 _______
14 _______
10_______

. 61
.052
.003
. 38
.11
3.04
.23

0

.'06

-----------------

-------------

>10. 0
----->10. 0
>10. 0

3. 0
1. 5
1. 5
1. 5

3. 0 0. 015 0. 07 0. 003 0. 15
3. 0 07
03
03
07
3. 0 07
03
07 .15
3. 0 . 03
015 015 07
0

0

0

0

0

0

Tr .
.02

1.90 .08
1.02 .05
.96 .05

4. 11 0. 12 5. 44 >10. 0 7. 0 7. 0 . 07
1.18 .386.13>10.0 7.0 7.0 .3
. 39 . 25 4. 70

Tr .
. 02
.02

1.18 .06
.40 . 03
1. 20 .13

3. 63 2.30
. 53 1. 80
2.38 3. 24

------- ------- ----------- ----------- ------- ----------- ------- ----------- ------- ----------------- ----------- ------- -----

---- >10.0

---- >10.0
---- >10.0
>10.0
------ ----- ------- >10.0
------ ---------- ----- ---- >10.0
------ ----- ---- >10.0
>10.0
------------ >10.0
----------- ----- ---- >10.0

1.5
1. 5
3.0
.7
1. 5
1.5
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

3.0
3. 0
3.0
1.5
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
7.0

.07
. 03
.15
.03
.15
.15
.15
.15
.07
.15

0

0

0

0

. 03
.15

. 15
.07

. 15 1
.15

.03
. 015
.03
.3
.7
.03
lg7
.07
.15

.007
. 007
.15
.07
.15
.015
.07
.15
.15
.15

.07
.03
.15
.15
.3
.15
.15
.3
.15
.3

.005
. 014

. 002
. 04
. 90 . 04
. 63 . 35 ---- >IO. 0 1. 5 3. 0 . 07
013 ------- ------- ----- ------ --- .... ---- >10. 0 1. 5 3. 0 . 07

. 015 . 01.5 . 07
. 015 . 015 . 07

.009
.010
.006
.012
. 013

.004

:~~

. 07

. 07

\15

.3

5.~

.13
. 64
.014
. 67
. 022
.32
.038
038
21
.022
.006
.008
0

62-------________
10_______
Grab••..

. 002

---------.006

Tr.
1. 50 ----- -----14.88 165.42 ----- -----32
2. 50 ----- -----.16
2.14 ----- ------

0

. 004
. 004

0

.009
.016
.88

.03
.03
.20
.04
Tr .
Tr.

.83
.87
.96
.48

.03
.10
.04
.06
.60 .03
.60 .16

.025
Tr.
2.08
.. 42 ------- ------.006 ______________
63
1. 82
2.80
. 004 ------- ------.017
.58
3.06
.034
.11
.67
007 ------- ------. 050 ------- ------.011 ------- ------.002------- ------.005------- ------0

0

-------------------

.002 .........................
001
.006
.006
.001
.002
.26
.28
.017
.018
.020
.025
.009
. 006
.010
.011
5. 2
5.16
0

----------

.03
. 07
,015
.11
----.10
.01
--------.07
.03
.015

Tr .
. 73 .03
. 015 .
.44 .04
.02
.88 .06
2.08 05
Tr.
. 50 .04
Tr.
.04
3.86 .06
5.89 .63
.02
0
0
.42
.06
20.24 .88
Tr .
.58 .06
.03
3.32 .28
.14
11.88 . 80

• Location of samples shown on figure 38.
2 Gouge on footwall of vein.
a Contains trace of P.
Looked for but not found: P, Ce, Dy, Er, Gd, Hf, Hg, Ir, Li, Nd, Os, Pd, Pt,
Re, Rh, Ru, SmLTa, Th, and Te.
Analysts: D. . Skinner, E. C. Mallory, Jr., J. P. Schuch, R. G. Haveno;,

0

.35 .20 6.48
. 25 .04 4.80 >IO.O 3. 0 ---- . 07
.42 3.01 5.49
.69 .06 7.42
.34 .19 5. 22
2.68 .29 3. 77 ~;>to. o 3.0---- .3
1.50
>I. 0
.3
1. 71
-----4.09
.32
----------.3
.3
.3

.60 ____ >10.0 3.0 3.0 .07
. 3 ---- >10. 0 3. 0 3. 0 . 07
.07. •.. >10.03.03.0.15
1.83 ---- >10.0 . 7 7.0 .015
----- ---- >10. 0 3. 0 7. 0 . 07
4.058.20>10.0 1.5 ____ .07
.134.56>10.0 3.0 ____ .15
----- ---- ------ ---- ---- --------- ---- >10. 0 7. 0 7. 0 . 07
.07---- >10.0 3.0 7.0 .07
.15---- >10.0 3.0 7.0 .03
.03---- >10.0 7.0 7.0 .15

91 . 93 ---.47 1. 36 ---1.07 5.90---6.13 3.13 .•.•
.27 9.89 ....
17.78 4.69 ••..
5. 24 9. 35 ---6.34 11.34 ---19.2412.56 •..•
1.31 2.10---4.01 5.19---1. 27 9. 32 ---0

---------->10.0
>10.0
>10.0
>10.0
---------->10.0
>10.0
>10.0
>10. 0

------1.5
3.0
3.0
1.5
------.7
3.0
7
1. 5
0

------3.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
------3.0
3.0
3.0
3. 0

--------.07
.07
.07
.07
--------.015
.07
.03
.15

0. 03 1. 5 . 0
0
0. 015
0
0 .3 0
.007
Tr . . 7 0
Tr. . 015
03 1. .5 0
,.I)
015
0

0

. 07 .15 0
. 0~ .1~ 0

o.

.7
.7
115
.7
1.5
1.5
-----.03 1. 5
.07 1. 5
1:5
.07 1. 5
0
0
0
Tr.

-----0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.'7 0

0
. 015
.003 .007
0
0
0
0

.007
.015
.003
.03
Tr. .015
0
.007
0
.03
0
.015
.03.
0
0
.015

7 0

Tr . . 015
Tr. .003

. 15

. 07 1. 5 0

Tr . .015

.15

. 03 1. 5 0

.003 . 015

0

Tr . . 007

.03 .07
. 015 . 03
.015.3
.03 .03
. 03 . 03
.07 .015
.03 .3
----- ----. 015 . 015
.015 .03
.03 .007
.03 .15

.15
Tr.1.5 0
. 15
Tr. 1. 5 0
.15
.031.50
.007 0
.7 0
.15 ------ . 1· 0
.07 ______ 1.5 {)
.15
.151.5 0
----- ------ ---- ---.3
. 03 1. 6 ~·
.151
.07 3.p 0
.15
.031.5 0
.3
.03 3.0 0

0
.0015
0
. 003
0'
.007
Tr . . 07
------ ----Tr . . 015
0
.03
0
.015
0
.015

--------.03
.07
.03
.03
--------.07
.3
.07
. 03

----- ------ -------- ------ ---.07 ______ 1.5
.3 ______ 1.5
.3 .....• 1.5
.15------.7
----- ------ -------- _____ ... ---.07 ------ .7
.3 ------1.5
.03 ------ .3
. 15 ______ , . 7

--~--- ---------- -----0
.03
.007.007
.007 .03 I
0
.003
------ ----------- -----0
.003
0
.007
0
.007
0
. 007

--------.15
.15
.07
.07
--------.07
.15
.015
.3

------0
0
0
0
------.15
0
0
0

Tr. . 03

.003.007

N. M. Conklin, G. W. Boyes, S. P. Furman, H. E. Bivens, R. F. Dufour, R
Daywitt, J. McClure, J. W. Patton.
1
Tr. means trace (chemical analyses) and threShold amount (spectrographic
analyses).
--means not determined.
0 means looked for but not found.
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."'poctrogntphio analyses of vein material from the Carroll mine
U .8. Oool. Survey)
Spectrographic analyses (percent-Continued)

no

.Ui

Cd

Co

Cr

On

La

Mo

Nb

Ni

Sb

Sc

Sr

v

w

y

I

Yb

Zr

Oe

Tl

In

Sn

--- - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0
0
. 015

Tr. 0. 0007

0
0
0
•rr. 0

0

. 00015 0
. 0003 0

0
0

.0007
. 0015

.003
.003

.007
.007
. 007
.007
0
. 03
.007
0
.03
0

. 0015
. 0015
. 0015
.015
.003
.0007
.007
.0015
. 015
. 0015

.003
. 0015
.003
.0007
. 0015
. 0015
.003
.003
. 0015
. 003

. 00015 0
.0003 0

0

.0007
.003

.003
.003

0

0

.007

.003

.007 ....................
0. 0007
0
Tr.
0

.0007 0
.003
. 0015

Tr.
Tr.
Tr.
.0007
.0007

0
0
0
0

0. 0007
.0007
.0015
.0007

0

0

0.007
.3
.007
.015

0
0

.003
. 015

0
0

. 0015
. 0015

0
0

. 0007
.0007

0
0
0
0
0
0
.003
0
0
0

.007
. 0015
.007
.15
.3
.003
.15
. 015
. 15
. 03

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

. 0015
. 0015
. 0015
.015
.007
. 0015
. 015
. 003
.015
. 007

0
0
0
.03
0
0
0
0
0
0

.0007

0
0

. 007
.007

0
0

. 0015
.003

0
0

.0007

0

.015

0

. 0015

0

Tr.

0
0

Tr.

.3
0
0

0. 0007 0. 0007 0.0015
.003 0
. 015
. 0007 .0015
.003
.0007
Tr. .003
.003
.0007

0
. 07
0
0

0. 003 0. 0007
.03
. 003
.003 .003
. 003 . 0003

0.007
.07
. 007
.015

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0 0
0 0

0
0

0 5
0 6
7

0

0
0
0
.003
. 0015
0
.003
0
.003
0

.0003

.007

'l'r.

.0003
. 0015
.0003
'l'r.
.0003 0
.00015 .0015
.0
0
. 0015
0
. 00015 0
. 0003 0
. 00015 0
0
0
. 00015 0

.007

.003

.003

.0007
.007 ....................
.003 .0015
.015 . 003
0
.0015

.003
.0015
.0015
.0015
.003
.003
.003

0
0
0
0

. 0015
. 0015
.0015
. 0015

0
0

Tr. ...................

0

.0007
. 0007
. 0015
.0007

Tr.
Tr.
Tr.
Tr.
Tr.
. 0007
.0007
.0007
.0007
. 0007

Tr.
Tr.

.0007

. 0015

Tr.

.003
0

.0007
.0015

Tr.
Tr.
Tr.

.0007
. 00015
.0007
.0007
.0007

.007
.007
0
0
0
0
0
.003
0
.007

--------- ------- ------- ..................... ------- .. ................... ....................

.007
.07
.07
. 015
.03
.015
. 07
.03
. 015
. 003
.007
.0015
... ...............

.007
0

Tr.
. 0015

0
0
0
0
.....................
0
0
0
0

.0015
.003
.003
. 0015
.003
. 0015
.003
.0015

0
. 00015 0
.00015 0
0
0

--.-oois

0
0
. 0007
Tr .
0
.007
.0007 . 015
. 0015 0
.003
. 015
.003
.003
. 0007 . 015
. 003
.003

Tr .

.07
0
.03
0
0
0
0
0

. 0015

Tr.

.003

0
0

.003
.003

·. 0003
. 0003

. 015
. 015

.003
. 0015
.003
.003
.007
.003
.007
.007
.007
. 007

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

. 0015
.0015
.003
.007
.003
.003
.007
.003
. 015
.003

. 00015
. 00015
.0003
.0007
. 00015
. 0003
.0007
. 00015
. 0015
.0003

. 0015
.007
. 015
. 015
.007
. 003
. 03
.007
.07
.007

.003
.003

0
0

.003

.0015 . 00015
.0003

.003

.003

Tr. 0
Tr. 0

0
0

0 18
0 19

.003

0

.003

. 015

0 0

0

20
0 21

0

22
23
24
0 25

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.0015

.007

.003

0.0007
.0015
. 0015
. 0007

.0015
.003
. 0015

.0007

.007

.003
.007
.003
.003
. 0015
.003
.003

.0007
.0007

.003
.003
.0007
.0015

.007
.003
.003
.003

Tr.
Tr. 0
Tr. .0003

.0015 ·0
. 0015 0
.0015 0
. 0015 0

0
.0007

. 07

. 00015

Tr . 0
Tr. 0
Tr . 0

0
0
0
. 03 0
---T~~ 0
0
0 0
. 003
0
Tr. 0
0 0
0
0 . 015 0
0 0
0

. 015

.0015

.3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.003
.003
.015
.003
.003
.003
.003

.0003
.0007
.0007
. 0007
. 00015
. 00015
.0003

.015
0
.03 ... ............
. 015
0
.03 ... .............
.015
0
.015
0
.015
0

0
0
0
0

.003
.003
. 0015
.003

------.0003
.0003
. 00015
.0003

.03
.015
.015
. 015

0 0

.. ..............

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-----0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0

Tr.

.003
.0003
.0007

Tr.

.0007
.0007

Tr.

.0015
.003
.003
.003

0
0
0
0

.003
.003
.003

0
0
0

0

----T~~ --~oo3-

.003 .0003
.0015 . 00015
. 0015 . 00015

.003
. 003
.003

0
0 0
0 0
0 0

.003 .0003
.0007 . 00015
. 015 . 0015

.015
.003
.3

0 0
0 0
0 0

------ --------------- ------- ------ .................... ------- ------- ------ -----........................ ...................... ------- ------ ------- ------- ------- ------ ----------.07 0
0
.003
0
.0015 . 00015 .003
0 0
0

.03
. 15

0
0
0

. 00015

0
.003

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

26
27
28
29

30
31
32
....................... ............... 33
0
0 34
0
0 35
0
36
0
37

g

-----------_0 _____ ------- ------ -------- -------- ------- ------ ................... ------- ------- -- ............ ..................
_0 ____ --------------- .................

--~oo3.03
.003
.0015 --~ooo7 -----T~~ 0
. 015 .0007 .0007
Tr. 0
.003
. 007 0
.03
.007 0
.0015 :0007
Tr. 0
.003
. 015 . 001ii .0015
Tr. 0
.003 0
.003
........................ ................... .................... ..................... --L---- .. .................... ..................... .................. ------- ------.................... -----1,-r~ ------- ..................... ------0
.03
0
.003
. 0015
. 015 0
0
.00015 0
.007 .0015 .0015
Tr.
.003 .007 0
.003
.03
0
. 0015 .0015
0
.003
'l'r. 0
. 007 0
.0003 0
.07
.015
.7
.003 0
.03
0
0

0

Tr.

4

.007
.007

..
0
0
. 00015
.0007
.0003
0
.0003
.0003
.0007
.0003

1
2

3

38
39
0 40
0
Tr. 4 1
. 003
0 42
0
Tr . 43
................
44
-------45
-------.003
0 46
.0015
0 47
. 00015
0 48
0
0 49
.003

------

N.70" W.

-...:r
~

CARROLL SHAFT

J

EXPLANATION

0
trl
0
t"1
0
0
~

·C-5H-1; 26; 0.007; 0.005

~

0

"%.1

Stope

q

Sample data
C-5H-4; 12; 0.002;-

Sample number, width in inches ( G indicates grab
sample), percentage equivalent uranium, percentage
uranium.-means not determined

~

C-8; 12; 0.039; 0.048
C-6-1; G; 0.022; 0.024
c-1-2: 12; 0.022: o.oo9
C-1-9; 48; 0.007; 0.003

C-5H-3; 20; 0.004;C-5H-10; 15; 0.006; 0.004

~

8
~
~

-1-1; 60; 0.024; 0.032

trl
'"d
0

U1

C-5H-5; 24; 0.003;..=-

H

8

~U1

C-5H-6; 22; 0.007;-

"%.1
~

0

-15; 38; 0.005; 0.002
C-16; G; 0.014; 0.013
C-5-C; G; 0.008; 0.005
-C-5-A; 6; 0.22; 0.011
C-5-B; 10; O.OOi; 0.002

C-5H-7; 28; 0.004;-

z
8
~

z>

0

trl

~

H

C-3-8; 12; 0.26; 0.28

C-35-4; 10; 5.2; 5.16

C-5-E; 2; 0.28; 0.38
C-5-F; 7; 0.056; 0.11

f C-5-G; 6;

2.8; 3.04 }
\.C-5-H; G; 0.10; 0.23
C-13; 36; 0.50; 0.61
C-14; 8; 0.050; 0.052

~

>

t"1

tt1
trl

t"1

~8

C-5H-10; .15; 0.006; 0.004
C-5H-9;

ztrl

("')

lo; 0.004;-

0
t"1

~

-r------...L.......4.-

LEVEL

A; 18; 0.020; 0.025(HW)1~\
\C-35-2; 30; 0.36; 0.41
.
C-3-10 { 8; 20; 0.009; 0.006
.
C-3-4; 50; 0.006; 0.001
C; 14; 0.010; O.Oll(FW)
C-35-3; 30; 0.29; 0.33
C-3-9; 36; 0.017; 0.0.18
Assays by U. S. Geological Survey

0

FIGURE

r

~·-·-

40

38.-Assay section, Carroll mine.

eL_

80

120 FEET

Additional sample data given in tables 23 and 24.
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24.-Chemical analyses (lind fire assays of vein mate1·ial from shaft a1id stopes of the Carroll mine
[Analyses by U.S. Gcol. Survey]

Sample

I

Laboratory Width
serial No. (Inches)

Equivalent
uranium
(percent)

Ounces per ton
Uranium
(percent)
Gold

Copper
(percent)

Lead
(percent)

Zinc
(percent)

0. 06
.06

0. 94

0.04
.04
.10

3.14
. 67
.10
. 95
2. 70
.05
2.01

1.22
.06

Silver

Iron
(percent)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----1-----1---·-

c-s h-1. ____________________ -----------------------C-Sh-2 ••• __ --.---- ___ --- __________________________ _

C-Sh·
--------------•• ------------------------C-S h-43•••
•• _••
__ • _••• __ ••• _____
• _______ •• ____________ _
c-s
h-5. ___________________________________________ _

c-s 11-n. _____________________________ . _____________ _
C-Sh-7. ________ -- __ ---------- _____ ---- __ ---- ______ _
C-S h-8 •••••••• _••••••••••••• ---.----.---------.---C-Sh-9 •••• ----------------------------------------C-Sh-10••••••••••••••••• --------------------------C-NS-1 A ••••••• -----.--- ___ -- ••• --- •• ________ ._. __
C-NS-2 •• __ • __ ------------ •• ----------------------C-3S-9A
C-3S-6A 3_ ••••••••••••••••• -------------------- ••••
C-3S-7 ••• -------------------------·----------------C-3S-8 •••••• -•••••• - •• -••••• -- •• ------- •••••• -----C-3-14 •••••••••••••••••••• __ ••• ____ .•••• ----- •• ____ _

3------------------------------------------

210313
210314
210315
210316
210317
210318
210319
210320
210321
210322
210323
210324
225613
224973
224974
224975
224976

26 ______ _
36 ______ _
20 ______ _
12 ______ _
24 ______ _
22------28 ______ _
40 ______ _
30 ______ _
15 ______ _
Grab .•..
Grab ....
12 ______ _
Grab •...
3.5 _____ _
15 ______ _
63 ______ _

0.007
. 003
. 004
. 002
. 003
.007
. 004
. 004
. 004
. 006
. 62
. . 012
. 001.
.003
. 26
.35
.003

CLAIRE :MARIE :MINE

The Claire Marie mine is 280 feet southwest of the
Two Sisters shaft a.nd 520 feet northeast of the Carroll
shaft (fig. 37). In 1953 small quantities of secondary
uranium-bearing material were found on the mine dump
(Sims, Osterwald, and Tooker, 1955 ). , and in 1954 the
mine was reopened and rehabilitated by the Central
City Uranium Co. As a result of the reopening, small
lenses of i)itchblende and rich lead ore were found on the
206 level, west of the shaft.
The Claire Marie mine workings consist of a shaft
more than 216 feet deep, which is inclined steeply southeast (fig. 39), and 2 levels at vertical depths of 124 and
20() feet. Extensive stoping was· done east of the
shaft (fig. 42).
The vein intersects Precambrian microcline-bearing
gneiss, granite pegmatite, and amphibolite and Tertiary
quartz bostonite porphyry. Except locally the Precambrian . wallrocks strike northeast and dip gently
northwest (fig. 39). The quartz bostonite porphyry
seems to occur in small lenses rather than as a continuous body; possibly it is sheared, broken, and offset in
the vein zone. 'rhe quartz bostonite porphyry is several times as radioactive as the Precambrian wallrocks
and at many places is more radioactive than the vein ...
The Claire l\1arie vein strikes N. 70°-90, 0 E. and, except .locally, clips steeply southeast. 'Vest of the shaft
on both levels the vei.n strikes N. 70°-80° E., but east of
the shaft on the 124level it strikes more easterly. In the
st·op~cl ground e:tst of the shaft. the vein dips nearly
vertiCal1y. TypiCally, the vein is 1 to 6 inches thick
and consists of gouge and sparse quartz and pyrite; at

0. 56
.39
. 60
. 51
1. 28
.18
. 16
.86
1. 48

.27
.54
.29

.11

.01
.04
. 01
. 01
. 06
.06
. 01
.05
. 01
.33
.18
.48
.23
. 21

.60

. 98
. 58
8. 42
2. 20
4. 00
5.10
3.12

n.d .
n.d.
n.d .
n.d .
n.d.
n.d .
n.d .
n.d .
n.d .
n.d.
n.d.
n.d .
4. 61
4. 73
5. 01
3. 96
5. 01

.11

.08

.10
6.35
.04
. 97
.40
10.28
10.32
7. 98
8. 51
9.13

.27

9. 28
5. 95
7. 97
5. 76
10.38

Analysts: D. L. Skinner, E. C. Mallory, Jr., J.P. Schuch, H. E. Bivens. J. E.
Wilson, .Tames Wahlberg, H. H. Llpp, D. L. Schafer, Richard Cox, C. G. Angelo,
S. P. Furman, and D. L. Stockwell.

Location or samples f!'Om Carroll vein shown In figure 3R.
Boodle vein; all other samples from Carroll vein.
Tr. means trace.
n.d. means not determined.
1

2

could be due to inclusions of tetrahedrite-tennantite, but
judging from the copper analyses this mineral is too
sparse to account for the antimony.

0. 06
. 01
. 06
Tr.
.08
Tr.
Tr.
Tr.
.08
Tr.
Tr .
Tr .
.04
.08
. 10
2. 54
. 22

0. 005
n.d.
n.d .
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
.004
. 85
. 008
n.d.
n.d.
. 31
. 37
n.d.

places it contains abundant galena and sphalerite and
lesser amounts of pitchblende. On the 206 level, near
the west face, the vein is as much as 18 inches wide and
consists of several subparallel veinlets of galena, sphalerite, and pitchblende as much as 3 inches wide that are
separated by altered wallrock. The pitchblende at this
location is in separate fractures, subparallel and locally
adjacent to the galena-sphalerite-bearing fissures. The
base-metal mineral-filled fissures characteristically
have a quarter of an inch to half an inch of sphalerite
adjn.c~nt. to the walls and 1 inch or more of coarse cubic
galena in the center. Analyses from the 206 level
west (fig. 42) are given below :
Analyses from the 206 level we8t, Claire Marie mi11e
Ounces per ton
Sample locat.ion

Width
(feet)

Lead
(percent)
Gold

Zinc
(percent)

U30s
(percent)

Silver

--------- -----12ft southwest of
shaft ___ , __________
Face'-------------Do.2 ____________

0. 25
.4
.03

0.18
. 22
.03

6.9
9. 5
9. 1

0.52
17.3
101.3

11.3
16.3
8. 9

0.18
.09
1. 15

I Sulftde.streak from footwall or vein.
2 Mixed sulfide minerals and gouge from hanging wall of vein.

Assays of crude ore and concentrates shipped from
the mine·to the Idaho Springs sampling works in 1923
and 1924 are given below:
Sa.IIIJJling-tcorks assaytJ of o·re from the Claire Marie mine.
19~8-24

1

[Analyses by Idaho Springs sampling works]
Ounces per ton
Year

Tons

Lead
(percent)
Gold

---..-······-1923 _________________
1924 _________________

I

2

2

3.09

a 2.46
8.

93

0. 97
. 24
1. 79

Published by permission of W. Price Briscoe.
Concentrates.

a Crude ore.

Zinc
(percent)

Silver
13.50
12.00
15.65

34.50
35.03
18.38

11.08
5.00
13.50
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40 FEET

DATUM IS MEAN SEA LEVEL

GEOLOGIC MAP OF THE

124 FT LEVEL

EXPLANATION
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Quartz bostonite porphyry

Contact, showin~ dip

~
~
Granite pegmatite

0

20

40 FEET

DATUM IS MEAN SEA LEVEL

D

Microcline-bearing gneiss

SHAFT SECTION
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z
0:
.II)

·<{

~

<
u
w
a:

15

y

Bearing and plunge of warp axes

;}

Amphibolite

J._ _ _._
Vein, showing dip
Dashed where sloped

!D

. Shaft going above and. below levels

Strike and dip of foliation

0..

~
~
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_.jBarren fault

_,..12

Bearing and plunge of lineation

IZl
Head of winze

8931
Altitude of floor
Geology and base by P. K. Sims, 1955

FIGURE

39.-Geologic map and section of the Claire Marie mine, Central City district.

ST. ANTHONY AND R.H.D. MINES

The St. Anthony and R.H.D. mines are on the north
slope of Nigger Hill (fig. 37). As the workings of the
two mines are connected, they are discussed together in
this report.
·
The St. Anthony mine workings' consist of a shaft,
reportedly about 230 feet deep (C. R. Mcl(ay, oral
communication), which is inclined an average of 88°
SW., and a drift at a vertical depth of 103 feet (fig.
40). The drift develops the R.H.D. vein and the
Easton vein.
The R.H.D. mine workings consist of the R.H.D.
shaft, the McKay shaft, and connecting drifts (fig.
40). The R.H . D. shaft is 91 feet deep. It is vertical
to a depth of. 61 feet and inclined steeply south below
that depth. The lower inclined part of the shaft is
offset 6 feet east of the upper, vertical part. A short
level at a vertical depth of 53 feet connects to the east
through a small stope, now caved, with the 42 level of
the Mcl\:ay shaft. The bottom (91) level of the R.H.D.
shaft connects to the St. Anthony drift, as shown on
figure40.
The wallrocks in the two mines are principally Precambrian mic~ocline-bearing gneiss and granite pegmatite. A few small pods of amphibolite were observed
on the 53 level of the R.H.D. mine; · Both amphibolite
and biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss are much less

abundant than in the McKay shaft workings (Sims,
Osterwald, and ·Tooker, 1955, p. 24-26, fig. 2). For
the most part the Precambrian rocks strike northeast
and dip gently northwest, bu:t there are local departures
from this general attitude.
Four veins have been intersected ip. the mine workings: the R.H.D., Easton, Claire Marie ( ?) , ·and Ravenswood. The R.H.D. vein, the principal vein
developed in each of the miiies, trends west-northwest
and dips steeply ei:ther side of 90°. In the 103 level
of the St. Anthony mine the vein strikes N. 60° W.,
but at other places it strikes 1nore westerly. The vein
consists of one or more subparallel vein fissures, and
splits and branches are common, particnl arly in the
~1cKay shaft workings.
The Easton vein, so named because it is within and
parallel to the boundaries of the Easton claim, strikes
N. 60° E. and dips 80° NW. to 90°. It intersects and
apparently offsets the R.H.D. vein, 40 feet northwest of
the St. Anthony shaft. The vein is narrow, com-monly
only 1 to 4 inches thick but it contains as much as 3
inches of massive sulfid.es.
A nearly vertical, northeastward-trending vein
fissure, probably a continuation of the Claire Marie vein,
cuts and. offsets the R.H.D. vein a short distance east
_of the R.H.D. shaft on the 103 level (fig. 40). The
apparent horizontal displacement of the R.H.D. vein
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at the 53 level, R.JI.D. shaft, is about .15 inches (fig.
40), the northwest side having moved nol"theast (relative t·o the southen.st side. Nen.rly horizontal slickensides n.re nbundant along the vein.
On t·.he 42 level of the l\1cKay shaft workings, 75
feet east of the l\1cJCay shaft, a northeastward-striking
vein, probably the Hn.venswood, intersects the R.I-I.D.
,rein. For a description of this vein, the reader.is refen·ed to the report by Sims, Ost-erwald, and Tooker
. ( 1955, fig. 2).
Each of the veins is similar in general appearance
a.nd rninernJogy. They consist largely of gouge and
breccitt and contain minor nmounts of quartz and sparse
sulfides. All the veins, where exposed, are partly oxidized, and they contain abundan~ hydrous iron oxides.
Gn.lenn. and sphalerite, partly altered to secondary minerals, were observed only on the Easton vein. The alteration of the wall rocks in the l\1cJ(ay workings, which
is typical of the alteration in the oxidized parts of all
the veins, has been described previously (Sims, Osterwn.ld, and Tooker, 1955,·p.15-17).
All the v-eins ~tre abnormally radioactive, but mater.ial of ore grade is sparse. Assays from the R.H.D.

vein in the l\1cKay sha.ft workings (Sims, Osterwald,
and Tooker, 1955, fig. 2 and table 2) show as much as
0.19 percent uranium; an assay from the Ravenswood
vein, near the east face of the level, ga. ve 0.14 percent
uranium. On the 103 level of the St. Anthony mine,
the radioactivity of the R.H.D. vein east of the shaft is
2 to 8 times the background count, but west of the shaft
it is about equal-to the background count (fig. 40).
Sample SA-l assayed 0.058 percent equivalent uranium
and 0.072 percent uranium. Two sma.ll areas of abnormal radioactivity are present on the Easton vein
(fig. 40). A radioactive area, about 4 feet long, occurs at the northeast end <;>f the small stope, 30 feet
southwest of the bend in the drift. A 2-inch chip sample (SA-2) of the most radioactive part of the vein
assayed 0.11 percent equivalent uranium and 0.14 percent uranium. Another small a.rea of radioactivity, 4
feet long, is present at and· hear the intersection of a
small veinlet with the Easton vein, 50 feet southwest
of the bend in the drift (fig. 40). The highest analysis
(SA-4) indicated 0.10 percent equivalent uranium and
0.11 percent uranium.. The Claire Marie ( ~) vein apparently is barren where cut at the bottom of the
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R.H.D. shaft, but it is 2 to 3 times the background
count in the 53 leveL.
The source of the radioactivity in the veins is probably largely kasolite, but this mineral has not been
positively identified from the St. Anthony and R.H.D.
m1nes.
The widespread but low radioactivity of the veins
probably resulted from dispersal of uranium in the
oxidized parts of the veins, simi] ar to the disposal
noted in the Cn.rroll vein. During oxidation of the
primary vein the uranium migrated a small distance
outward from the primary bodies, and accordingly the
grade of the secondary material is lower than that of
.the primary material. During oxidation, metatorbernite replaced favorable wallrocks adjacent to the radioactive veins, as described previously from the Mcl{a.y shaft workings (Sims, Osterwald, and Tooker,
1955, p.17-18).
TWO SISTERS MINE

The Two Sisters mine is on the north slope of Nigger
Hill, east-northeast of the Carroll mine (fig. 37). The
mine was opened and worked primarily before the
turn of the century. It was reopened and rehabilitated
.in 1955 to determine the economic potential of the
uranium occurrences in the mine, indicated by the presence of secondary uranium minerals on the dump (Sims,
Osterwald, and Tooker, 1955, p. 27). In 1954, 510

pounds of metatorbernite-bearing ore that assayed 1.80
percent Ua0 8 was shipped from the dump. 12
The Two Sisters mine workings consist of a shaft,
which according to a private company report by Daniel Munday is 700 feet deep, and 3 levels at vertical
depths of 105, 179, and 320 feet (fig. 42). Most of the
stopes are on the upper levels.
The wallrock is mainly Precambrian tnic.roc.line-bearing gneiss; but several layers of biotite-qua.rtz-plagioclase gneiss, pegmatite, amphibolite, and sillimanitic
biotite-quartz gneiss are present in the mine (fig. 41).
At places the different rock units are intimately interlayered. On the average the rocks trend northeast and
dip gently eiti1er northwest or southeast. .Tudging from
the data, obtained on the 105 and 179 levels the rocks
are folded ii1to small open anticlines and synclines that
plunge gently to the southwest.
Two veins, the Two Sisters and the Claire Marie,
which intersect east of the shaft (fig. 37), have been
developed ~n the mine (fig. 41). Each vein has been
mined locally (figs. 42 and 43). As shown in figure 42,
the Two Sisters and Claire Marie mines are connected
through a stope on the Claire Marie vein.
The Two Sisters vein strikes nearly east and dips
about 80° S. It c·onsists of one or more l-inch-thick
:u~ Data on production furnished by United Mining and Leasing Corp.,
and published by permission.
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vein fissures that contain gouge, sparse quartz, and local
sulfide minerals, principally galena and sphalerite.
Pyrite is sparse. The secondary uranium mineral kasolite occurs at places and metatorbernite fills fissures or
is disseminated through wallrock. Locally the separate
vein fissures are as much as 6 inches thick and contain
galena as the dominant sulfide mineral and lesser
amounts of sphalerite. At the junction of a footwall
and a hanging-wall split on the 179 level west, the vein
is as much as 12 inches wide and consists of several
parnJlel 1-inch-thici{ stringers of sulfide minerals.
The Claire Marie vein intersects the Two Sisters
vein, and the intersection plunges about 58° ,W. The
trace of the vein intersection is shown on figures 42 and
43. In the mine the Claire Marie vein strikes N. 75°800 E. and dips an average of about 75° S.; the vein
steepens near the intersection and in the stope above
the 179 level. 'Vhere observed, the Claire Marie vein
is 1 to 4 inches thick and contains gouge and sparse
quartz and sulfide minerals.
Both veins are completely oxidized to a limonite-boxwork gossan to a depth below the 105 level and are
partly oxidized at the 179 level. They are unaltered so
far as known on the 320 level. On the 17·9 level the
galena is surrounded by a thin coating of cerussite, the
sphalerite is partly altered to smithsonite, and limonite
forms conspicuous films along the margins of all .vein
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fissures. Presumably, the primary uranium mineral, The geology of the adjoining areas is closely similar.
pitchblende, is completely altered to secondary uranium On Justice Hill, the Precambrian rocks are folded
along northeastward-trending axes. Southeast of the ·
minerals to a depth of at least 179 feet.
The principal ore shoot in the mine is related to the Shamrock vein the rocks are tightly folded into nearly
intersection of the Two Sisters and Claire Marie veins. isoclinal overturned folds whose axial planes dip steepOre occurs in both veins and in the broken ground be- ly, whereas northwest of the Shamrock vein the rocks
tween the veins at and near the intersection. The most are gently folded, commonly into more open asymmetvaluable ore body that has been mined occurred at the ric anticlines and synclines.
intersection above the 105 level. According to a priTwo sets of intersecting veins, which strike northvate company report by Daniel Munday, gold ore valued east and east-northeast, are present on Justice Hill.
at about $100,000 was extracted from the stope on this The most prominent and continuous vein set strikes
ore body. As gold is generally sparse in the lower work- about N. 45° E. and dips steeply northwest; these veins
ings, the ore value was probably due largely to gold are nearly parallel to the axial planes of tight folds.
enrichment in the oxidized zone.
The other vein set strikes about N. 75° E., dips steeply
Uranium occurs in the Two Sisters vein, but it is not · northwest and southeast, and cuts across the foliation
known to be present within the mine in the Claire Marie and fold axes of the country rock.
vein. The known occurrences are west of the vein in.BONANZA MINE
tersection (fig. 43), and possibly constitute a zone of ore
shoots that plunges west nearly parallel to the plunge
Uranium-bearing vein ma.terial was found on the
of the intersection.
·
dump of the Bonanza mine by ~1. ,V. Harrison in 1950.
To a depth of 179 feet the uranium occurs as the secHe submitted a sample of the material to the Geological
ondary minerals kasolite and metatorbernite, but pitchSurvey, and it was found to contain 0.32 percent equivablende probably is present below this depth. The
lent uranium and 0.026 percent uranium. As a result
kasolite is associated with hydrous iron-oxides in the
of the discovery, the mine was examined and mapped
oxidized vein and in subsidiary iron-stained fissures adby the Geologioal Survey, first in 1950 and later in
jacent to the vein. Metatorbernite coats fractures in
1951. In 1955, 6.64 tons of uranium-bearing materia:!
the wallrocks and also is known from dump samples to
that assayed 0.54 percent U 3 0 8 was shipped from the
be disseminated abundantly in altered biotite-quartz·
·mine. 13
plagioclase gneiss (Sims and Tooker, 1955, p. 1680;
The output of other metals from the mine has been
Sims, Osterwald, and Tooker, 1955, p. 12, 17-18). The
small. The recorded production from the Bonanza
disseminated occurrences, however, have not been found
mine, including output from the nearby Ace in the Hole
in place (in 1956).
and Greenside mines, was 188 tons of ore containing 62
troy ounces of gold, 280 ounces of silver; 216 pounds of
JUSTICE HILL AND ADJACENT AREAS
copper, 5,089 pounds of lead, and 198 pounds of zinc. 14
Pitchblende is present in the Bonanza mine and has
The years of reported activity were: Bonanza minebeen reported from the Justice No. 1 mine, on Justice 1913, 1932, 1935, and 1942; Ace in the Hole mineI-Iill (pl. 8) ; it also occurs. in the Cherokee vein, on 1931-33; and Greenside mine-1912-13, 1916, and 1921.
the south side of Russell Gulch about two-thirds of a
The Bonanza mine is opened by a shaft, which is inmile southwest of the crest of Justice Hill. Radon is clined steeply south and connects to levels at vertical
abundant in the Pewabic tunnel, 1 mile northeast of depths of 64, 78, 100, and 170 feet; the 64 level is an
.Justice I-Iill on the west side of State Highway 119. adit level (fig. 44). The lowest level was not accessible
The deposits at the Bonanza and Cherokee mines have in 1950 and 1951.
been mined on a small scale, and a small quantity of
The mine workings are in Precambrian biotite
uranium ore was shipped from the Bonanza mine in gneisses, the principal variety of which is sillimanitic
1955. Attempts to recover pitchblende from the Cher- biotite-quartz gneiss (fig. 45). Several thin confonnokee vein by gravity separation milling methods have able granite pegmatites occur in the biotite gneisses.
i10t yet ( 1956) proved to be successful.
The rocks strike north-northeast and dip steeply, pre.Tustice Hill is underlain by an interlayered sequence dominantly to the southeast.
of biotite gneisses and pegmatite of Precambrian age,
Two veins-the Bonanza and the Shamrock-which
which is intruded by irregular bodies of quartz monzonite porphyry of Tertiary age (pl. 8). Immediately
Data on production furnished by U.S. Atomic Energy Commi:-;~ion.
north of the map area (pl._ 8) bostonite porphyry and Publil'lhed by permission.
Compiled from U.S. Bureau of l\Iines records: Published hy perquartz bm~tonite porphyry cut the Precambrian rocks. mission.
13

14
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intersect near the shaft on the adit (64-foot) level, have ing by acid water, both qefore and after development of
been explored in the mine, but all mining has been done the mine.
on the Bonanza vein (fig. 45). The Bonanza vein
A specimen of high-grade pitchblende ore was colstrikes ~l!bout N. 70° E. and commonly dips 60°-80° SE. lected by F. B. Moore from the adit level. The specimen
The Sham~·ock vein strikes about N. 45° E. and dips 70° consists of small (less than 1 inch in maximum dimenNW. to 90°. The intersection plunges about 30° S,V., sion) irregular masses, narrow veinlets of soft dull
as shown on figure 44. Both veins are narrow and consist mainly of quartz a~ld pyrite with subordinate TABLE: 25.-Uraniurn content of samples from the Bonanza 1nline
amounts of chalcopyrite, sphalerite, and galena. Mal[Analyres by U.S. Geol. Survey)
~white and azurite occur sparsely in fractures and as
Sample Equiva-1
an efllorescence on the walls of the adit.level.
length
l!mt
Uranium
Location
Laboratory
(feet)
uranium : (percent)
serial
Pitchblende occurs at one locality in the mine. On
(percllnt)
the adit level, pitchblende is present on the footwall of - - - - ---·--·--------1·--- - - - - - - - Grab sample fron· dump ____________ ---------6.05
11.0
the Bonanza vein from th~ shaft to a point 8 feet south- 43145 1_ ------ Chip
22.0
15.67
sample from footwall of shaft
43146 1_ -----at
ad
it
level.
west of it, and it extends downdip to the 78 level (fig.
15. 13
24.8
43147 1_ ------ Chip sample from 2 ft below sample
43146.
46). Although the Shamrock vein is slightly radio.011
1.0
.020
Channel sample cut across 6-in vein
45579
in the east wall of the shaft, 12 ft
active at the adit level, it does not contain visible pitchbelow the track level on the adit
level.
blende. The pitchblende in the Bonanza vein occurs
.002
.003
1.0
45580 2_ ------ Channel sample from south wall
drift, 5 ft west of west side of shaft
as irregular discontinuous stringers ranging from less
on adit level.
n.d .
1. 5
. 003
sample cut from same locathan 1 to about 2 inches in thickness. Analyses of se- 58956 3------- Channel
tion as sample 45580.
lected material are given in table 25. All samples are
1 Sample taken by F. B. Moore.
out of equilibrium-there is insufficient uranium to ac2 Sample taken by D. M. Sheridan and F.. N. Hinrichs.
a
Sample taken by F. C. Armstrong.
count for the radioactivity-probably because of leachn.d. means not known. ·
11V.

2_ ------
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CHEROKEE VEIN
black homogeneous pitchblende, and minor amot~nts of
tiny pyrite veinlets-all in altered and pyritized wallPitchblende has been found at two plaees along the
rock. The pitchblende has a conspicuous colloform Cherokee vein-in the Cherokee mine and in the Little
structure. At places in the mine, pyrite veins the pitch- Annie mine--and a small quantity of pitchblende-bearblende; at other places pyrite-quartz veinlets cut and off- ing ore has been extracted from the Cherokee mine. In
set pitchblende-bearing veinlets. Both the pyrite and 1955 the oceurrences had not yet been proved to be of
pitchblende are older than sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and eommercial importance.
galena. Most of the pitchblende-bearing ore found on
Pitchblende was first discovered on the dump of the
the dump and underground contains local coatings of Cherokee mine in 1952 by Kenneth Lewis of Russell
tiny torbernite crystals whieh probably formed after Gulch. After the diseovery the mine was dewatered
development of the mine.
and examined and it was found that the pitchblende had
The uranium deposit appears to be localized at the in- ·come from small veinlets that had been cut in the shaft
tersection of the Bonanza and Shamrock veins and may at a depth of about 65 feet. This showing was develrake virtually parallel to the interseetion. This cannot oped, largely through financial assistance from the U.S.
be proved, however, until further mining is done below Atomic. Energy Commission, and a few tons of lowthe adit level.
grade ore were extracted from a small stope above the
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108level (fig. 47). None of this ore was shipped. Subsequent development disclosed another small occurrence
of pitchblende-bearing ore on the 216 level, west of the
shaft. The pitchblende discovery at the Little Annie
mine was made in 1953 by R. R. Hinckley of Russell
Gulch; the occurrence has not been explored and nothing is known of its size.
The Cherokee vein is developed mainly by three shafts
and a tunnel, from east to west, the Widow Woman
(American Girl) shaft, the Cherokee (Spread Eagle)
shaft, the Cherokee tunnel, and the Little Annie shaft.
The 242 level of the Widow Woman mine connects with
the Cherokee shH.ft (fig. 47). In 1955, all the workings
on the vein, except the Little Annie mine, were
accessible.
l'he Cherokee vein is on the north slope of Banta Hill
and it ca.n be traced at the surface for a distance of
about hnJf a mile. Throughout most of its length it cuts
across a tightly folded sequence of interlayered biotite
gneisses, but inum:~diately west of the Cherokee mine it
cuts both pegmatite and biotite gneisses. At its west
end the vein cuts a large body of granodiorite porphyry.
~f.ost of the mining has been done on the eastern part of
the vein.
The Cherokee vein strikes on the.average N. 80°-85°
E. and dips about 80° N., but it varies in strike and dip
as much as 20° (fig. 48). Generally the vein consists
of many thin, highly irregular, subparallel, branching
or interlacing fractures that contain gouge, quartz, and
variable quantities of ore minerals. Horses between
closely spaced veins commonly are intensely altered and
minern,lized, the whole locally constituting ore. In the
'V"idow 'V'omn.n mine, particularly in the lower workings, the main vein is much wider than at -the Cherokee
mine and .is commonly greater than 2 feet wide. Nearly
horizontal slickensides are abundant, parbcularly on
fractures exposed on the drift walls.
The Cherokee is a galena sphalerite vein that contains
g-a.lenn, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, tennantite, pitchblende,
and pyrite in a gangue of qua.rtz, rhodochrosite, and
gouge. Chalcocite and covellite are ]ocal1y sparse secondn.ry minernJs. Barite was observed on the dump of
the Little Annie mine, and purple fluorite occurs
sparsely in both the Cherokee and Widow 'V'oman
mines. The base-metal sulfides and intergrown gangue
occur as massive clots and stringers a few inches to as
much as 1 foot wide and as tiny stringers and disseminations in altered wallrocks adjacent to filled fissures.
The galena commonly is fine grained, but it also forms
larger cubes with curved faces. The sphalerite is an
amber to. reddish-brown variety which is low in iron.
Pitchblende is sparse. It ranges from hard black
botryoidal material to a sof.t porous locally sooty vari-

ety. Pyrite is sparse but nearly as abundant as galena.
At most places the vein is oxidized to a depth of about
40 feet. Abundant chalcocite was formed, in part at
least, after the opening of the mine, as a result of surface
water that accumulated in the abandoned mine workings
above the vein and moved toward the bottom of the
nearby 'V"idow oman shaft. which is lower in altitude.
Irregular clots of brownish-gray to greenish-gray chalcedonic quartz are associated with this chalcocite.
The principal precious-metal and base-metal ore shoot
known in the vein is in the 'V'idow Woman mine (fig.
47) ; it occurs at the junction of the Cherokee (Widow
'Voman) vein and a northeastward-trending vein named
vein A which possibly is part of the Gold Lode. Minor
ore shoots that have maximum dimensions of only a few
tens of feet occur locally at deflections in the strike or
dip and at vein splits. The ore within the m·ajor shoot,
as determined by·assays along a vein length of 135 feet
and an average width of 3.5 feet, contains an average of
0.28 ounce of gold per ton, 5.2 ounces of silver per ton,
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rwuRE 47.-Verticallongitudinal projection of the Cherokee vein, showin;; stopes.

3.1 percent lead,.and 0.16. percent copper. Zinc occurs
in about the same abundance ·as lead ..
The pitchblende ore shoot, mined from the small stope
above the 108 level of the lcherokee mine (fig. 47), has
a maximum height of about 40 feet and a maximum
breadth of about 15 feet. The ore within the shoot
occurs largely in a single fracture within the vein, as
shown in figure 49; it ranges in thickness from 0 :to
slightly more than 1 foot. Analyses from the ore body
are given on figure 49. A thin, lenticular layer of pitchblende-bearing ore was found on the wall of the 216
level, about 100 feet west of the shaft. Specimens from
this layer were shown to the writer by R. R. Hinckley;
they show hard black lustrous pitchblende in discontinuous stringers .as much as three-quarters of an inch

thick and 6 inches long. The pitchblende is associated
with sparse pyrite, galena, and quartz.
The pitchblende was deposited virtually contemporaneously with sparse quartz and it is cut by tiny pyrite
veinlets and by later base-metal sulfides. A few specimens taken from· the dump contain sooty pitchblende,
which occurs as vug fillings. They came originally
from the Cherokee shaft at a depth of about 65 feet.
The pitchblende occurrences in the Cherokee vein
appear to be small and widely spaced, and they will
probably not prove to be commercially valuable. Some
pitchblende can be recovered, however, in conjunction
with the mining and beneficiation of the precious metalbearing base-metal ores.
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48.-Geologic map of the 108 level, Cherokee mine, Central City district.
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Geology by R. C. Derzay, U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission,
(written communication, 1953).

49.-Section of the upper part of the Cherokee shaft, showing
occurrence of pitchblende.

A. DRAKE, JR.

The Pewabic tunnel is on the west side of North Clear
Creek about 1 mile northeast of Justice Hill and 11/s
miles southeast of Black Hawk. It extends for 1,233
feet on a bearing of ·about S. 55 ° W. (fig. 50). At a distance of 1,183 feet from the portal, a 400-foot cross-drift
is turned from the principal workings on a bearing of S.
7° E. From the face of the principal drift a 300-foot
crosscut is driven on a bearing of N. 60° W. A few
small stopes and raises have been driven into the back
of the tunnel; their locations are shown in figure 50.
P. R. Alsdorf 15 reports that 900 tons of ore that sold
for $76,000 was extracted from the mine.
The wallrock consists of almost equal proportions
of muscovite-tourmaline pegmatite and interlayered
biotite gneisses. Generally the rocks trend northeast
and dip steeply to the southeast. The rocks ~re probably deformed into a series of tight, overturned northeastward-plunging folds, but because of dirty walls the
exact relations were not worked out. In the cross cut
at the western part of the mine, a series of asymmetrical drag folds is outlined by the rock units. The flat
limbs of these folds trend east-northeast.
The Mary Miller vein, the principal vein developed
by the mine, is intersected by the tunnel about 120
15 Alsdorf, P. R., 1928, Report to the Master Key Tunnel Association,
unpubli.shed private mining recport on file in the Denver Public'Library.
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feet from the portal. It has an average strike of about
N. 55° E., but about 800 feet from the portal it swings
to a strike of N. 70° E. It dips 65°-85° NW., averaging about 75°. The vein is made up of one principal
fissure and many branches; most branches pass into
the walls, but some loop and reunite with the trunk
vein. Most of the branches are parallel to the foliation in the wallrock. The vein ranges from 6 to 24
inches· in width, is largely barren, and consists for
the most part of sheared and altered wallrock. In a
few places the vein contains as much as 3 inches of
quartz and galena, and uncommonly a little tennantite.
About 200 feet from the portal the Mary ~·filler vein
is cut and displaced by a vein fissure that strikes N.
37° W. and dips 78° NE. (fig. 50). This vein is 18
to 24 inches wide and filled by gouge that contains
a few specks of galena. The east segment of the Mary
Miller vein has been shifted 15 to 20 feet to the northwest along this filled fault. To the southwest along
the drift, the Mary Miller vein is cut and offset by
several other faults that strike north-northwest or
north-northeast. Without exception, the apparent
horizontal displacement of the vein is less than 10 feet.
The cross-drift which begins 1,183 feet from the
portal is driven on a vein that strikes about N. 7o vV.
and dips 80° E. to 90°. This vein is nearly barren
and is filled by 2 to 6 inches of iron-stained gouge.
The crosscut part of the tunnel cuts two veins that
are 45 and 170 feet from the breast of the Mary Miller
drift (fig. 50). These veins are developed by short
drifts and consist only of iron-stained gouge and
crushed rock. They strike to the northeast and dip
steeply to vertically southeast.
In 1950, R. U. IGng of the Geological Survey found
that the Pewabic tunnel contained radon gas, but because radioactivity detecting devices became contaminated in a short time he could not isolate the source of
the radon. In 1954, the writer collected several random
samples of vein material and rock from the mine which
were analyzed in an attempt to find the radon source.
The equivalent uranium content of these samples is
given in table 26. Although the results are inconclusive, it is possible that the radon is derived from the disintegration of uraninite or another radioactive mineral
sparsely disseminated in the pegmatite or biotite gneiss
wallrocks, and that the relatively large quantities of
the gas result from a large quantity of low-grade rock
present in the mine. Two samples of partly disinte. grated rock, largely biotite gneiss, taken from the two
most highly radioactive areas on the dump, assayed

0.004 and 0.012 percent equivalent uranium. The latter
sample contained 0.010 percent uranium, an abnormal
quantity of uranium for biotite gneiss.
T ABLEJ 26.-Eq1tivalent 1traninm content of sa,mples from tho
Pewabic tnnnel
[Analyses by U.S. Geol. Survey; analyst, S. P. Furman]
Distance Equivalent
from portal uranium
(In feet)
(percent)

Material

----------1-------~~~aW!~.~~~e-~--~=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~f~~!\~r~~~~~~ ~

=:: =:

140
130
18S
220
220
265

____________________________
_
Cross vein _____ -----_--------============
=================: = =: =
Pegmatite------------------------------------------------Do ___________________________________________________ _

270

Do __________ ---------_------------- __________________ _
Do ___________________________________________________ _

.'iOO
990
1, 190

Do ___________________________________________________ _

400

0.004
.006
.003
.005
.003
.005
.005
.001
.005
.005
.008

SILVER HILL AREA

Deposits of secondary uranium minerals have been
mined on a small scale at the Blackhawk Lode No. 2
claim, and during 1955 about 40 tons of low-grade
uranium ore was stockpiled. Primary uranium deposits can be expected at depths probably below 100
feet. For a description of the geology of Silver Hill,
the reader is referred to the report by Sims, Drake,
and Tooker.(1963).
BLACKHAWK LODE NO. 2 CLAIM

In 1954 radioactivity was found on the Blackhawk
Lode No.2 claim by John H. Turner of Black Hawk,
and in 1955 the showings were explored by the ~1in
era.ls Exploration Co. of California. During the work
about 40 tons of low-grade uranium ore was extracted
:from a 130-foot adit (fig. 52) and a 45-foot shaft
(fig. 51). The ore consisted entirely of seconda.ry uranium minerals from oxidized veins; primary uranium
minerals were not found.
Th~ radioactivity occurs on two intersecting galenasphalerite veins-the Silent Friend; which strikes N.
50°-60° E., and a vein herein called· the Blackhawk
vein-possibly the southwest extension of the Pocahontas vein, which strikes about N. 35° E. The radioactivity on. the Silent Friend vein is due mainly to
kasolite; the radioactivity on the Blackhawk vein is
caused mainly by metatorbernite which is dispersed
through altered amphibolite adjacent to the vein.
The Silent Friend vein is developed by a 45-foot ver·
tical shaft that was sunk in 1955, several shallow prospect pits, and a short adit level; the portal of the ad it is
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FIGUHID

50.-Gcologic map of the Pewabic tunnel, Central City district, Gilpin County, Colorado.

about 400 fee·t southwest of the shaft. The Blackhawk vein is developed only by the adit (fig. 52). The
adit level was .advanced from 60 feet to 130 feet in
19:15. Both mine openings were ma.pped in 1955.
The wall rock of both veins .is dominantly amphibolite,
which constitutes a large, generally flat-lying body that
.caps the southeast part of Silver 1-Iill. Several small
bodies of pegmatite and a few thin layers of biotiteqmutz-plagioclase gneiss occur throughout the
arnphibolite. "Vest of the adit the veins pass into
microcline-bearing gneiss.
The Silent Fr.iend vein strikes N. 50°-60° E. and dips
nearly 90°. It has been trttced on the surface for 1,300
659-612 0 - 63 - 5

Geology by A. A. Drake, October 1954

feet. Abnormal radioactivity is found sporadically
along the vein for 700 feet. The highest surface anomaly was explored by the shaft; other.smaller anomalies
are present near the adit. Sparse radioactive vein material is present on the dump of the Silent Friend shaft,
which is reported to be 105 feet deep.
The shaft on the Blackhawk Lode No. 2 claim develops a small uranium ore shoot that has a height of
23 feet and an average width of about 15 feet (fig. 51).
About 8 tons of ore were extracted from the shoot. The
ore within the shoot occurs locally along several subparallel or intersecting fractures; it is in small stringers,
commonly 1 inch or less wide, and as much as 15 feet
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51.-Sketch map and section of shaft workings, Blackhawk
Lode No. 2 claim, Central City district.

long. A sketch map of a surface trench, 5 feet deep
(fig. 51), shows in detail the relation of the uranium
minerals to the fractures. :r'he principal tonnage at
this altitude was extracted from a pod of ore between
two intersecting fractures. The veinlet on the southwest wall continued to a depth of about 20 feet and
locally was as much as 5 inches wide. An analysis from
the veinlet at a depth of 17 feet gave 0.85 percent equivalent uranium and 0.96 percent uranium. At a depth of
20 feet, in the southwest corner of the shaft, another
small pod of uranium ore was found at the junction of
two uranium-bearing fractures that converged upward;
this pod appeared to rake gently northeast.

Kasolite is the principal uranium mineral in the ore
shoot. A small quantity of meta-autunite was found
along a .fracture in the wallrock on the southwest wall
of the shaft at a depth of 27 feet. The kasolite is associated with limonite in vuggy, oxidized veins. The average grade of t.he uranium ore extracted from the shoot
is about 0.30 percent uranium. Analyses of samples
taken from the shoot are given in table 27.
In the fall of 1955, 2 diamond core holes were drilled
from the surface and 2 were drilled from the bottom
of the shaft to test for n,n extension of the ore shoot at a
depth of about 100 feet. One surface hole intersected
several closely spaced stringers of uranium-bea.ring material several feet into the south wall of the Silent
Friend vein, but the relation of .these showings to the
main vein is not known. The other three cores were
bn,rren.
The Blackhawk vein, as exposed in the adit level (fig.
52), strikes N. 35° E. and dips 75°-85° NW. Seventyfive feet from the portal of the adit it cuts, but does not
displace, the Silent Friend vein. The Blackhawk vein
is abnormally radioactive along most of its exposure,
but the uranium is concentrated primarily in intensely
altered amphibolite wallrock, adjacent to the uraniumbearing fractures. The Silent Friend vein and altered
amphibolite adjacent to the vein similarly are abnormally radioactive, as shown in figure 52. The radioactivity in the oxidized limonitic veinlets is due mainly
to kasolite; the radioactivity in the altered amphibolite
is due to metatorbernite and minor amounts of metaautunite.
The metatorbernite occurs only in a highly altered
phase of amphibolite that consists largely of soft, green
clay that when wet resembles olive-green soap. Less
intensely altered phases are barren or nearly so. Because the uranium occurs only in the intensely altered
phase, three types of amphibolite, distinguished by the
degree of alteration, were mapped (fig. 52). The most
intensely altered phase-massive green clay-occurs

TABLE 27.-Analyses of u.ranium-bearing vein from shaft on the Blackhawk Lo.de No.2 claim
[Analyses by U.S. Geol. Survey; analysts: C. G. Angelo, Mary Finch, James Wahlberg, E. C. Mallory, Jr., and H. E. Divens]

Sample

·Equivalent
uranium
(percent)

Uranium
(percent)

Ounces per ton
Gold

Copper
(percent)

Lead
{percent)

Zinc
(percent)

Description

Silver

----4-97 ________
-A _____

0. 45
.. 85

-n _____

. 047

-B-~---x
_____

. 28
. 26

n.d. means not determined.
0 means not present.

0. 50
. 96
. 058
. 35
'. 35

n.d.
Tr.

n.d.
0. 96

n.d.
0. 22

1. 86

n.d.
0. 49

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

0
Tr .

1. 46
1. 38

. 13
n.d.

. 98
n.d.

. 39
n.d.

n.d.

Oxidized vein, surface pit.
5-in. channel sample, 17 ft below shaft collar.
Grab sample, 25 ft below shaft
collar.
Bulk sample of 3-ton stockpile.
Sample from ore buckets for
week ending Aug. 13, 1955.
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between and adjacent to veinlets and seems to be more
abundant where the fractures are closely spaced. Most
of the metatorbernite is erratically dispersed through
the host rock, but some is concentrated along minute
fractures or along the margins of pods of green clay.
Bulk samples show that the uranium content of this
type of rock ranges from 0.04 percent to 0.25 percent
and av·e rages about 0.10 percent. The partly altered
amphibolite, in which plagioclase is changed to clay but
biotite remains, is nearly barren; metatorbernite, where
present, occurs only along fractures. The fresh or only
·slightly altered amphibolite is barren.
About 25 tons of metatorbernite-bearing rock was

mined from the adit level. About 3 tons of this material
contained an average of 0.20 percent equivalent uranium
and 0.26 percent uranium. The remainder is estimated
to contain 0.15 percent uranium or less. Assays of
material taken from the adit revel are shown in figure
52.
POWHATAN TUNNEL

By

A. E. DEARTH

The Powhatan tunnel is a quarter of a mile north of
the junction of State Highways 279 and 119 at Black
Hawk. The portal is on the east side of North Clear
Creek, about 100 feet above the road level, at an altitude
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FIGURE

53.-Geologic map of the Powhatan tunnel, Central City district.

of 8,190 feet. The tunnel bears N. 35° E. for 445 feet
(fig. 53). A sma1l stope is present 335 feet from the
portal. Although the property has not been productive, it is of interest because of local efflorescence of a
uranium mineral on the mine walls and because the tunnel is about 800 feet southwest from and about 500 feet
below the Blackhawk Lode workings (p. 88), which
eontain uranium deposits of potential importance.
The country ro"ck is microcline-bearing gneiss, which
at places contains thin conformable layers of pegmatite.
The foliation of the gneiss strikes N. 35° E. and dips
30°-60° SE. The gneiss is cut by subparallel northeast-trending fractures filled with gouge, quartz, and
pyrite; the fractures trend parallel to the foliation of
the country rock but have a consistently steeper dip.
The main vein fissure cut in the Powhatan tunnel
strikes N. 55° E. and dips 65°-80° SE.; it is relatively
uniform in strike and dip. The fissure is sparsely mineralized and commonly thin. It consists of 1 to 18
inches of ql.mrtz, disseminated pyrite, and abundant
gouge; at places gouge constitutes the entire fracture
filling. Locally the wallrock is altered and contains
disseminated pyrite. Quartz and pyrite are the dominant vein minerals, with lesser amounts of chalcopyrite.
Thin subparallel fractures that split from the main vein

typically consist of gouge containing small amounts of
quartz and disseminated pyrite.
The mine walls are locally coated with an efflorescence
of a green to yellowish-green uranium mineral; the mineral also occurs locally in the vein. Anomalous radioactivity was found in the main vein on the south
wall, about 45 feet from the face of the tunnel. A
selected grab sample of efflorescent coating on the walls
from this location contains 0.050 percent equiva.lent uranium and 0.096 percent uranium.
LAWSON-DUMONT-FALL RIVER DISTRICT

By

C. C. HAWLEY

and

F. B. :MOORE

Uranium occurs a.t several widely spaced localities in
the Lawson-Dummont-Fall River district, and the deposits in the Fall River area and near Lawson are of
economic interest. Other known occurrences, whose
locations are shown on plate ~' seem to be small. but
few have been accessible for examination.
FALL RIVER AREA

Pitchblende is present in the Mary, Almaden, and
Golconda mines, on the south side of Fall River, and
anomalous radioactivity of unknown source is found
at the Pennsylvania, Standard, Seven-Forty, Gold
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Q9n.rtz, n.nd Ida l\1ae mines (pl. 3). The relations of
the pitchblende-ben,ring veins in the l\1ary, Almaden,
n,nd Golconda tnines are shown in figure 54. The pitchblende at the Golconda. mine is, so far as known, the soft
sooty vn.r.iety, and some of the mineral n,t the Almaden

mine also is sooty. Although some pitchblende ore was
mined at the Almaden mine in 1953-54, no ore was
shipped. The deposits in the l\1ary, Almaden, and
Golconda, mines are loealized within a single type of
''"allrock, ga.rnet.iferous lime silicate gneiss.
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Fwunro 54.-Composite map showing the relation of mines containing pitchblende deposits, Fall River area.
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AUM:ADEN MINE

The gold content is low, rarely exceeding 0.3 ounce per
ton.
Pitchblende is found at :four places in the mine. In
the lower adit, 520 :feet :from the portal, thin veinlets
o:f hard pitchblende occur on the hanging wall o:f the
vein. The veinlets are a quarter of an inch or less thick
and are exposed :for only a :few feet along the drift. At
1,070 :feet :from the portal, sooty pitchblende occurs in
a veinlet on the :footwall side of the vein. Both occurrences o:f pitchblende on this level are in branch veins
that pass into the walls. In the upper adit, veinlets
o:f pitchblende occur at two places, 400 and 500 :feet respectively :from the portal. The pitchblende at both
places is exposed for 15 to 20 :feet along the drift and
has been explored by raises to a height o:f 30 to 40 :feet
above the level. Most o:f the pitchblende is the soft,
sooty variety, but small quantities o:f hard pitchblende
occur locally. The pitchblende veinlets cut :fractured
pyrite but are not closely associated with galena-sphalerite, which is present in the same veiri 30 :feet away.
The pitchblende, as seen in polished surfaces, forms
discrete stringers that commonly cut altered wallrock:
It occurs dominantly in veinlets that consist o:f aggregates of spheroidal grains; at places niccolite, largely
altered to pararammelsbergite ( ~), and sparse chalcopyrite are intergrown with the pitchblende. The
other sulfide minerals, excepting some pyrite, are distinctly later than the pitchblende.
As the pitchblende occurrences in the mine are localized in garneti:ferous lime silicate gneiss wallrocks, further exploration shou1d be directed toward the ground
where this rock constitutes the vein walls.

The Almaden mine is on the southwest side o:f Fall
River, 2.5 miles above its junction with Clear Creek.
The workings consist o:f two principal drift adits and a
shaft, which are on the Blazing Star vein (fig. 54).
The portal o:f the lower adit is near the stream bed,
at an altitude o:f 8,250 :feet; the adit is caved 1,150 :feet
:from the portal but is reported by Bastin and Hill
(1917, p. 316) to be 1,300 :feet long. The upper adit,
which is 620 :feet long, is at an altitude o:f 8,520 :feet.
The shaft, whose collar is at an altitude o:f 8,760 :feet,
intersects the upper and lower adits at distances o:f 310
and 700 :feet respectively :from their portals (fig. 54).
The total recorded production :from the mine :for the
reported years o:f mining activity, 1904, 1906-10, 191215, 1917, 1919----24, 1926-29, and 1934, is 1,064 tons o:f ore
containing 205 troy ounces o:f gold, 45,041 ounces of
silver, 1,315 pounds o:f copper, 48,227 pounds o:f lead,
and 7,329 pounds o:f zinc. 16
The mine workings intersect a sequence o:f interlayered biotite gneisses, which locally are migmatitic;
the sequence contains layers o:f granite gneiss and pegmatite, amphibolite, and garneti:ferous lime silicate
gneiss. ·Most o:f the layers within the biotite gneiss are
10 :feet or less thick, but some are as much as 50 :feet
thick. The rocks are :folded into many small northeastward-trending antidjnes and synclines that plunge
gently to the northeast or southwest.
The Blazing Star vein .strikes about N. 80° W. and
dips about 60° NE. Throughout most o:f its exposed
part, the vein is a single fissure 2 inches to 2 :feet wide
which shows but little variation in strike. Although
the vein splits and rejoins in a :few places, branches
:from the vein are rare; only one branch was :followed
in mining (:for 31bout 30 :feet) . On both adit levels there
are several small stopes, especially in the area between
the shaft and 250 :feet east o:f it.
The Blazing Star vein. contains galena, sphalerite,
chalcopyrite, tennantite, ruby silver, pitchblende, niccolite and some pyrite. as primary ore minerals- and
quartz, carbonate, and barite as gangue. The vein was
worked :for its silver content, and some o:f the ore reportedly was very high grade. Bastin and Hill (1917,
p. 317) report veinlets containing native silver, proustite, pearceite, cerargyrite, and fine-grained chalcopyrite that cut galena-pyrite ore in a specimen :from
within 200 :feet of the surface. These late minerals are
supergene in origin and probably account :for the richness o:f some o:f the ore. Silver values o:f as much as
s?veral thousand ounces to the ton have been reported.

The Golconda tunnel, 3,150 :feet northwest of. the
Mary mine (fig. 54), was driven to develop the Golconda and other veins that crop out on the ridge between
Fall River and Spring Gulch. The tunnel workings
consist o:f a southwestward-bearing crosscut ~nd drifts
on :four veins (fig. 55). In 1953 a winze was sunk on
vein 4 to a depth o:f about 90 :feet to explore· a pitchblende-bearing ore shoot.
A small quantity o:f gold, silver, and copper has been
produced :from the tunnel. . The recorded production
:from the Hidden Treasure mine (Golconda vein) :for
1902· and 1908-12 was 271 tons o:f ore containing 434
troy ounces o:f gold, 3,604 ounces o:f. silver, and 6,201
pounds o:f copper. 17
The wallrock exposed in the Golconda tunnel is mainly interlayered biotite gneisses, which at places are
migmatitic. Lesser quantities o:f pegmatite, biotite-

16 Compiled from U.S. Bureau. of Mines records.
mission.

11 Compiled from U.S. Bureau of Mines records.
mission.
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muscovite granite, and amphibolitic and garnetiferous
lime silicate gneisses are present. Some of the biotite
gneisses conta.in garnet. The garnetiferous lime silicate
gneiss occurs as layers as much as 90 feet thick. Changes
in the strike and dip of the foliation in the wallrocks
suggest that a major east-northeastward-trending sync1ine crosses the tunnel about 500 feet from the portal;
other smaller folds also are present in the mine.
The first important vein intersected in the tunnel is
the Virginia(
vein, which is developed by a short
drift that extends northwest from the crosscut (fig.
· 55). The vein strikes N. 42°-52° W., averaging about
N. 48° W., and dips 70°-75° NE. A vein that strikes
about N. 48° W. and dips 85° NE. Is cut 10 feet nearer
the tunnel portal. The movement on the Virginia ( ~)
vein apparently is small; there is an apparent left
1ateral movement of about 3 feet.
The Virginia(
vein is composed mainly of quartz
and pyrite, but also contains some galena, sphalerite,
and chalcopyrite. lJnidentified uraniferous material
is found in the Virginia (?) vein closely associated with
a layer of garnetiferous lime silicate gneiss and adjacent to irregular bodies of garnetiferous lime silicate
gneiss in pegmatite. The vein 10 feet northeast of the
Virginia ( ?) vein contains 3 inches of chalcopyrite and
pyrite in a quartz and carbonate gangue. A chip sample of this vein assayed 0.12 ounce of gold per ton, 3.74
om-ices of silver per ton, and 7.13 percent copper.
Vein 4 strikes generally N. 57° W. and dips 50°-77°
NE. (fig. 55). The apparent strike-slip movement
along the vein ra.nges from 20 to 32 feet, the northeast
side having moved relatively northwest.
The ore minerals observed in vein 4, in approximate
increasing order of a;bundance, are pyrite, chalcopyrite,
tennantite, galena, and sphalerite. Black soft sooty
pitchblende is found over a strike length of about 200
feet, commonly on the footwall and (or) hanging wall
of the vein. Proustite forms thin fracture coatings in
several places in the winze 125 feet east of the crosscut
tunnel. Proustite, a soft gray mineral tentatively identified as argentite, and secondary chalcopyrite were observed on a fracture that cut massive galena-sphaleritechalcopyrite ore on the east wall of the raise, 28 feet
above the level of the tracks. Commonly the vein .consists of highly sheared and silicified wallrock that contains local pyrite, chalcopyrite, and tennantite. Late
carbonate veins, as much as several inches thick, fill
fractures that are subparallel to the main fracture.
Galena and sphalerite were most commonly observed as
fragments in the late carbonate gangue. The paragenesis of the vein minerals is pyrite and quartz, sphalerite,
chalcopyrite, tennantite, galena and sphalerite, and
carbonate.

n

n

The Golconda vein is exposed along a drift length of
only about 140 feet, beyond which it is caved. The vein
is sparsely mineralized where accessible. The main
Golconda ore shoot, according to Bastin and Hill (1917,
p. 316), was west of the crosscut tunnel and extended
about 250 feet along the tunnel level. The ore consisted
of pyrite, chalcopyrite, some tennantite, galena, and
sphalerite.
The pitchblende in the Golconda mine is the sooty
variety; it is mostly along vein 4 (fig. 55) for a horizontal distance of 300 feet and down the dip at least 80
feet (fig. 56). It occurs both along the margins of the
vein and in small fractures or splits from the main vein.
The pitchblende in the fractures seems to be late in the
paragenetic sequence. The level on which it is exposed
is about 100 feet above the level of Fall River and probably was not far from the level of the water table. The
depth below the surface is about 700 feet. All the
pitchblende in the mine is found in one rock type, a garnetiferous lime silicate gneiss, which is inferred to have
controlled the deposition of the pitchblende.
.The sooty pitchblende contains variable amounts of
uranium. Grab samples of the uraniferous material
vary widely in uranium content but commonly contain
more than 0.2 percent uranium. Samples that are virtually in equilibrium commonly are high in uranium;
samples far ·out of equilibrium have a defieiency in uranium. Although the sooty pitchblende-bearing material
exceeds ore grade over widths of as n1uch as 1 foot, there
does not seem to be any practicable way to mine or mill
the material. Blasting scatters much of the sooty
pitchblende along the drift beyond easy recovery, and
the miners report that sooty pitchblende forms slimes on
a 'Vilfley table.
MARY MINE

The Mary mine is on the west side of Fall River, about
2 miles above the mouth. The workings consist of a
1,200-foot westward-trending adit, whose portal is at
an altitude of 8,200 feet (fig. 54). Formerly the adit
was known as the Phillips tunnel (Bastin and Hill,
1917, p. 313). The mine has not been worked for many
years; it has no recorded production.
In 1953 pitchblende was found on the dump of the
mine, and some rehabilitation work, financed largely
by the lT.S. Atomic Energy Commission, was done to
evaluate the deposit. During this work the mine was
mapped by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, and
the following description is based largely on data furnished by that agency.
The portal is in hornblende granodiorite porphyry
of Tertiary age, and this rock forms the walls for 865
feet (fig. 54) . From 865 to 985 feet the wall rock is
Precambrian biotite gneiss, and from 985 feet to the
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FwuuE 56.~Geoiogic section of vein 4, in the winze shown in figure ::i5, Golconda tunnel, Fall River area.

face the wallrock is mainly garnetiferous lime silicate
gneiss. The lime silicate gneiss is the "·allrock of the
uranium-bearing vein.
Three principal veins, designated as veins 1, 2, and 3,
and many minor mineralized fractures ltre present in
the mine (fig. 54). Vein 1, cut at 405 feet, strikes N.
77 ° IV. ;mel dips 65° NE. It consists of 6 to 12 inches
of quartz, pyrite, and gouge; 1 small stope '\YaS driven
on the vein. Vein 2 is cut at 530 feet, and it \Yas followed
by the drift for 510 feet. The vein strikes N. 65° W.,
dips 80 ° NE. to 90°, and consists of 6 to 12 inches of
quartz, gouge, and sparse pyrite. It \YaS stoped locally.
'\,.ein ~' cut at 1,040 feet and drifted for a distance of

160 feet (fig. 57), strikes N. 62° E. and dips 65° NW.:
it is parallel to and in the hanging wall of a 1- to 2-foot
barren(
breccia zone. Near the face at the southwest
end of the drift, many small fractures that strike to the
\YeSt branch into the hanging \Yall. At the face, the
Yein joins a west-northwestward-striking vein. Similar
to the other veins, vein 3 consists dominantly of pyrite
and quartz; locally it carries pitchblende and sparse
yellow-green secondary uranium minerals.
Pitchblende occurs at three places along vein 3. Thir·
ty feet from the face, hard botryoidal pitchblende and
sparse secondary uranium minerals occur in thin closely
spaced, ''estward-striking fractures that branch from

n
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the vmn into the hanging wall. The veinlets are in
garnetiferous lime silicate wallrocks. Sooty pitchblende, associated with a carbonate, is present in the
westward-trending vein, near the face. About 90 feet
from the face, pitchblende occttrs on the footwall side
of vein 3; the size of the occurrence is not known.
A polished surface of radioactive vein material from
the Mary mine shows that the pitchblende in the specimen is soft and apparently structureless. It is in tiny
fractures associated with quartz, and like the sooty
variety a.t the Golconda mine, is late in the paragenetic
sequence. The other metallic minerals associated with
the pitchblende, in order of their formation, are pyrite,
sphalerite, tennantite, galena, and chalcopyrite. The
pyrite is intensely shattered and brecciated, and it is
cut by the later sulfide minerals. Tennantite is abundant in the specimen studied.

LAWSON AREA

Uranium occurs sparsely at four 1nines south of Lawson (pl. 3); 8 tons of high-grade pitchblende ore that
contained 11,520 pounds of U 3 0 8 was shipped from the
,Jo Reynolds mine in 1919 ( ta.ble 1). The occurrences
at the Bellevue-Hudson and Jo Reynolds mines and at
the Robineau prospect are described briefly below.
BELLEVUE-HUDSON MINE

The Bellevue-Hudson mine is on the south side of
Clear Creek, about 1 mile west of Lawson. The workings consist of three adits driven south and a shaft
that primarily develops the Bellevue vein. The mine
has yielded a moderate amount of ore, vaJ ued mostly
for its silver content. Pitchblende is present in the
Bellevue vein in the lower adit, the Bellevue-Rochester
tunnel, but no uranium ore has been shipped.
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The Bellevue vein, intersected in the BellevueRochester tunnel n.t 972 feet, strikes N. 55° E. and dips
70°-80° N'~r. It is a galena-sphalerite vein that consists of several inches to 4 feet of sheared and slightly
brecciated wn.llrock with small quantities of vein filling-qm1l'tz, pyrite, carbonate minern.ls, galena, sphalerite, n.nd locn.lly pitchblende. In the west drift on the
vein, pitchblende occurs in a small stringer along the
footw:1ll of the vein for 7 feet.
Two veins that pn.rallel the Bellevue vein and which
mn.y be splits from it are· cut in the tunnel at 960 and
1,000 feet. These two veins were drifted for short distn.nces and conta,in a.s much ns 2 inches of galena-rich
ore.
JO REYNOLDS MINE

The ,Jo Reynolds .rn ine, on Columbian Mountain south
of Lawson, has been one of the most valuable properties
in ·t.he Ln.wson-Dumont-Fn.ll River district. It has produced sil ver-len..d-zinc ore valued n.t more than $1,500,000
as well ns small quantities of high-grade pitchblende ore
(lTarrison and Leonard, 1952).
The mine workings are extensive and consist of a surface stope above the Daily tunnel, drifts and large

stopes on 10 levels, the Elida tunnel which forms the
11th level, and a sublevel below the Elida tunnel (fig.
58). In 1954, only the Elida tunnel was accessible
(fig. 59).
The wallrocks exposed in the Elida tunnel level are
dominantly Precambrian biotite gneisses, granite gneiss
and pegmatite, quartz diorite, and biotite-muscovite
granite; these rocks are cuthy a dike of quartz bostonite
porphyry and a dike of biotite-quartz latite. A detailed geologic map of the surface in the mine area is
given in the report by Harrison and Leonard (1952,
pl.l). The older Precambrian rocks-interlayered biotite gneisses and granite gneiss and pegmatite-are
folded into broad structures that plunge gently northeast; minor folds occur on the limbs of these folds.
The younger intrusive rocks-quartz diorite and biotitelnuscovite granite-occur as generally discordant bodies
that cut the older, well-foliated gneisses.
The principal vein developed by the mine, the Jo
Reynolds No. 2 vein, is exposed at the surface for a
strike length of nearly 1,800 feet. It strikes on the averageN. 65° E .. anddips60°-85° NW. Otherminorveins,
the Jo Reynolds No.3 and ,Jo Reynolds No. t, are southeast of, and virtually parallel to, the Jo Reynolds No.2
-NE.

ELIDA TUNNEL
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FIGURE 59.-Geologic map of the Elida tunnel level, J o Reynold s mine, Lawson-Dumont-Fall River district.

vein (Harrison and Leonard, 1952, pl. 1). The American Sisters vein is cut on the Elida tunnel level in a crosscut 600 feet north west of the J o Reynolds No. 2 vein (fig.
59) ; a northwestward-trending vein, called the Cross
vein by the miners, also is developed on the tunnel level.
The Jo Reynolds No. 2 vein seems to terminate at the
Cross vein. The No. 2 vein intersects a nearly barren
north-northeastward-trending vein about 1,500 feet
from the portal of the Elida tunnel.
The mineralogy of each vein is closely similar. Galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, tetrahedrite-tennantite,

and pyrite occur in a gangue of quartz, a carbonate
mineral (siderite?), and gouge. Polybasite, pearceite,
proustite, argentite, and native silver are present
locally. The ore shoots consist dominantly of galena,
sphalerite, and silver-bearing minerals.
The Jo Reynolds No. 2 vein, which has been the
principal source of ore in the mine, has the shape of
a fiat cymoid curve in the map view. Associated
fractures and shingle structures in outcrops and the
offset of rock units (fig. 59) indicate that the southeast block has moved up and to the southwest relative
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to the northwest block; the apparent horizontal dis. placement is as much as 30 feet.
The principal ore shoots in the Jo Reynolds No. 2
vein plunge about 60° N. 17° E. (fig. 58). On the
Elida. tunnel level, ore shoots also occur in the J o
Reynolds and Cross veins near the junction of the two
veins. 'Ilarrison and Leonard ( 1952,- p. 8) infer that
the main ore shoots may be related to deflections in
strike (and perhaps also dip) along the curved vein
fissure or to :intersection of the fault with a transverse
. ( ?.)
set of ...JOmts
: .
Nine occurrences of uranium in the Jo Reynolds
mine are reported by I:Iarrison and Leonard ( 1952, p.
7) . The reported occurrences are listed below:
1. A pocket of pitchblende on the 100 ievel, which
may be either level 3 or level 4 of .figure 58.
2. Abeel crosscut to the No. 4 lode, arid 100 and
200 levels from the I:Ierrick shaft. These places are
not fm•ther identifiable.
3. "Quite a large pocket" of uranium ore encountered in 188() on the second or third level (Georgetown "Courier," Feb. 28, 1914).
4. Pitchblende high~ in radium from an 18-inch vein
whose locati'On :in the mine was not specified ("Denver
Post," Nov. 10, 1914; "Rocky Mountain News," Nov.
11, 1914).
5. Tunnel level (Elida
near the bottom of the
old shaft, about 1,000 feet below the surface (Bastin
andliill, 1917,p.124).
(). Sooty pitchblende (?), Elida tunnel, 100-150 feet
southwest of the main shaft (R. U. l{ing, written
communica.tion, 1951).
7. A 76-foot raise more than '3 feet wide in 1 to 3
percent ore; the raise was made from the tm1nel
(Elida?) level (Georgetown "Courier," ,Jan. 12;1916).
8. Eight tons of pitchblende whose location is unknown but inferred. to have been in the lowest workings of the Jo Reynolds mine (R. U. King, written
comm.unication, 1951).
9·. T'orbernit'e reported by G. B. Guillotte (written
commu.nica,tion, 1944).
Dm·ing m~1pping of the Elida tunnel level in 1954,
pitchblende or abnormal radioactivity was noted at two
places on the level (fig. 59). A small pod of pitchblende-bearing material whose exact size is not known
was found along the vein intersected in the drift that extends west from the American Sisters crosscut. The
pitchblende is in small fractures adjacent to the main
sulfide vein. As shown in figure 13, the mineral ltypicnJly forms irregular veinlets or small colloform grains.
The pitchblende is earlier paragenetically than the
base-met.a.l sulfide minerals. High aqnorma1 radioacti vit.y occurs at the shallow winze about 100 feet west of

n,

the main shaf.t (fig. 59). Possibly this was the source of
the pitchblende ore that was shipped in 1919.
To judge from the occurrences on the Elida tunnel
level and from the reported occurrences described above,
the pitchblende occurs as small lenses widely distributed
along the J o Reynolds No. 2 vein; significant quantities
of pitchblende are probably not present in the mine.
ROBINEAU (PEABODY) PROSPECT

The Robineau prqspect shaft is on the ridge at the
southwest margin of the Lawson-Dumont-Fall River
area,, at an altitude of 10,570 feet. The shaft is reported
to be 4;0 feet deep, but it was accessible to a depth of only
20 feet in 1954.
The Peabody (?) vein, which is explored by the shaft,
strikes about .N. 75° E. and dips 65° NW. It cuts
biotite-muscovite granite. The vein is as much as 1 foot
wide, and it consists at the surface of chalcedonic quartz,
hydrous iron oxide, torbernite, and dumontite. Some
sooty pitchblende is reported from the shaft (Marvin
Chase, written communication, 1954). The torbernite
forms thin coatings along fractures; the dumontite
occurs in l)t,- to lf2- inch layers along the vein.
The vein, where exposed in opencuts at the surface,
is radioactive for several tens of feet, and selected
samples contain more than 1 percent uranium. The
grade and extent of the uranium showings are sufficient
to warrant further exploration.
OTHER MINES
ALBRO MINE

The Albro mine, on Albro Hill northeast of Dumont,
develops the Albro vein, a pyritic vein that contains
some sphalerite, galena, and copper minerals. A large
amount of ore, valued largely for gold, has been taken
from the mine.
Two. occurrences of abnormal radioactivity, which
probably are not economically important, have been
found in the mine. · On the first level, east of the main
shaft, a 30-foot zone gives radioactivity as much as 2
mr per hr; on the third level and in pillars in the stope
above the level, the vein is radioactive along a length of
at least 50 feet, the maximum radioactivity being 0.2
mrperhr.
GOLDEN CALF IMINE

The Golden Calf mine is in Fox Gulch, half n mile
northeast of Dumont, at an altitude of 8,200 feet. The
mine is developed by a 300-foot drift, a winze to a ]ower
level 73 feet down the vein dip, and a 100-foot drift on
t.he lower level (fig. 60). The recorded production
from the mine for 1934, 1937, 1940, and 1942 is 245 tons
of ore containing 98 troy ounces of gold, 358 ounces of
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'silver, 438 pounds of copper, 812 pounds of lead, and
1,116 pounds of zinc. 18 ·
The wall rock in the mine is interlayered biotite gneiss,
granite gneiss, and pegmatite (fig. 60). The foliation
of the country rock strikes northeast and dips southeast
11t an average of about 60°. It is cut at an angle of
about 35° by the vein.
The Golden Calf vein strikes N. 68° ·E. for 180 feet
from the portal and N. 78° E. for the next 120 feet;
dips ntnge from 46° to 55° NW: and average about 50°.
Possibly the vein is a branch from the Albro vein.
SmnJl branch veins that strike N. 70° W. split from the
main vein 200 to 250 feet from the portal. The Golden
Cal:f vein ranges from 3 inches to 3 feet in thickness,
and where exposed, contains only one sizable ore body.
Vein minerals in apparent order of deposition from
oldest to youngest are quartz, white quartz and pyrite,
gray qmtrtz and · fine-grained . pyrite, 'chalcopyrite,
sphalerite, galena, sooty pitchblende, and carbonate.
The main ore body in the mine was cut from 240 to 280
feet from the portal. It extends above the level and persists downdip to the lower level. The vein where stoped
is nearly 3 feet wide but most of the ore minerals are on
the h~tnging wall.
Sooty pitchblende occurs along the hanging wall of
the vein within and east. of the main ore shoot. The
radioactive zone averages nearly 1 foot in thickness -and
extends for nearly 50 feet along the drift on the lower
level. A total of 18 samples representing an average
vein width of 0.8 foot contained an average ·of 0.012 percent uranium. These samples were taken from the
lower level, from the 33 sublevel, and from the underhand stope below the ·adit level (fig. 60). A sample collected from the ore bin, which is reported (Ben Stanhope, oral communication 1952) to have come from the
si·ope on the lower level, contained 0.15 percent uranium.
l'he stope was inaccessible in 1952.
The uranium ore shoot at the Golden Calf mine as
now exposed .is not of commercial grade. The presence
of considerably higher uranium values in ore from the
ore bin, however, shows that at least parts of the ore
shoot contain significant amounts of uranium.
IDAHO SPRINGS DISTRICT
By

R. B. MOENCH

Several uranium occurrences of geologic interest are
present in the Idaho Springs district, but none has been
extensively explored or. developed and to date (1955)
there has been no uranium production from the district. The deposits are widely distributed, and so far as
18

Compiled from U.S. Bureau of Mines records.
mission.

Published by per-

known are small. Most occurrences consist of secondary
uranium minerals, probably alteration products of primary pitchblende, but pitcllblende is known to occur at a
few localities. A mineral tentatively identified as
thucholite occurs along one vein.
As stated previously (p. 10), uraninite-bearing biotite
granite pegmatite bodies of Precambri~n age are
abundant in a narrow belt that extends northeast from
the mouth of Trail Creek to beyond Virginia Canyon.
The pegmatites in Virginia Canyon have been mined
as a source of uranium, hut although some uraninite
concentrates and hand-sorted uranophane-bearing pegmatites were shipped, the operation was not profitable.
ALMA LINCOLN MINE

The Alma Lincoln mine, on the south side of Clear
Creek, 1 mile west of Idaho Springs, consists of more
than 10,000 linear feet of underground workings on 2
important veins, the Lincoln and the Elliot Barber, and
3 lesser veins, the South ·Lincoln, Josephine, and Donna
Juanita. All the veins are pyrite veins that contain
galena, sphalerite, and copper minerals. The combined
production from the mines on these veins between 1902
and 1950 is 2'69,983 tons of ore r..ontaining 5.0,874 troy
ounces of gold, 236,935 ounces of silver, 493,177 pounds·
of copper; 2,462,804 pounds of lead, and 178,859 pounds
of zinc. 19
Abnormal ·radioactivity resulting from pitchblende ( ~) secondary uranium minerals, and thucholite ( ~) is present at several places on levels 2 and 3 of
the mine. Although the occurrences are of geologic
interest, none seems to be of eommercial value.
Forty feet from the southwest face of level 2, the
Lincoln vein is abnormally radioactive over a length of
5 feet; analysis of a grab sample gave 0.089 pereent
equivalent uranium and 0.063 percent uranium. The
radioaetivity is due to ·.betazippeite 20 which occurs in
fractures along the hanging wall and footwall and in
fractures that cut across the Lincoln vein. Scattered
small rosettes of schroeckingerite coat the mine walls 1
foot or more from the vein. Probably both of the colored uranium minerals formed after development of the
mine and were derived from pitchblende.
At one place on level 2 and at several placeS on level
2, radioactive fissures occur along the footwall and locally cut the main vein. The fissures consist of finely
ground vein material and altered wallrock. At places
slip surfaces in the gouge are coated by zippeite. One
specimen of a radioactive gouge-filled fracture contains
10 Compiled from U.S. Bureau of Mines records.
Published by permission.
20 Identified by X·ray methods by A. J. Gude 3d and W. F. Outerbridge,
U.S. Geological Survey.
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a few grains of a dull black material that has a conchoidal fracture. The material is highly radioactive,
has a specific gravity of 1.91 to 1.93, and gives a clear
X-ray powder pattern similar to sphalerite; it is tentatively iden6ed as thucholite.
DIAMOND JOE TUNNEL

By A.

A. DRAKE, JR.

The Diamond .Joe tunnel is in upper Virginia Canyon about 1,360 feet N. 37°
from the Two Brothers
tunnel. In the spring of 1953, a lessee found that parts
of the tunnel were abnormally radioactive. Marvin
Chase of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission examined the mine in the sa.me year and found that the
source of the abnormal radioactivity was patches of
a fluorescent secondary uranium mineral, probably zippeite, on the drift walls.
The Diamond Joe tunnel is 1,285 feet long and has a
general westerly bearing. The tunnel connects to the
Specie Payment mine through a raise, and to the Two
Brothers tunnel through an · underhand stope. The
Specie Payment workings were accessible in 1953, but
the workings of the Two Brothers tunnel directly below the Diamond Joe were not open.
The wallrock of the tunnel is microcline-bearing
gneiss, which contains small bodies of granite pegmatite. The microcline-bea.ring gneiss is intruded by
two quartz bostonite porphyry dikes, which are part
of the Pewabic Mountain dike swarm. The first of
the two dikes is cut by the tunnel about 495 feet from
the portal. This dike strikes N. 48° E., dips 75° SE.,
and is 10 feet thick. The second dike, intersected about
695 feet from the portal, strikes N. 68° E., clips 75°
SE., and is about 23 feet thick.
The Diamond J oo tunnel is driven on the Specie Payment vein, which has a westward to north westward
strike. The v~in is highly variable in dip, ranging
from 15°-75'0 N. The width of the vein ranges from
6 to about 24 inches. The ore minerals are galena,
sphalerite, chalcopyrite, tennantite, and pyrite. The
vein has been filled by two generations of minerals. In
general, a filling of quartz and pyrite has been fractured
and brecciated and the resulting fissures filled by basemetal sulfides and sulfosalts to form a composite vein.
Patches of an orange-yellow, light-green fluorescent
urani urn mineral form efflorescent coatings on the vein
and the vein walls at places between 495 and 1,083 feet
from the portal. Microscopic study and an X-ray determination by W. F. Outerbridge of the Geological
Survey have confirmed that the mineral is zippeite. The
source of the urani.um is not definitely known, but because of its close spatial association with quartz bostonite, it is believed that the uranium probably. was

"T·

leached from the dikes. A radiometric examination of
all the accessible Diamond J oo and Specie Payment
workings failed to disclose other abnormally radioactive rock or vein material.
Commercial quantities of zippeite are not present in
the mine. Table 28 presents assays of five grab samples
taken at different locations. These samples represent
the best material available at the given locality and
were collected by scraping the surfaces with a knife
blade. Only samples 4 and 5 approach commercial
value.
TABLE

28.-Analyses of zippeite-bearing ma-terial, Diamond Joe
tunnel

[Analyses by U.S. Goo!. Survey; analysts, S. P. Furman and R. F. Dufour]
Distance
from portal
(feet)

Sample

Equivalent
uranium
(percent)

Uranium
(percent)

----1-----1-----------DJ-L- _-------------------------------DJ-2 __ . -------------------------------DJ-3 ___ -------------------------------DJ-4.-- -------------------------------DJ-5 __ - --------------------------------

741

0.016

778
984
969

1, 010

.042

.017
.140
.089

0.012
.020
.013
.280
.190

JENNIE LIND NO. 1 TUNNE·L

The portal of the Jennie Lind No. 1 tunnel is at an
altitude of 8,630 feet on Bellevue Mountain, about halfway between the crest and Idaho Springs (pl. 3). The
tum1el bears N. 17° E. and is caved (in 1954) at 280
feet; ~t follows a vein that strikes N.14°-20° E. and dips
60° W. to 90°. The vein consists dominantly of quartz,
pyrite, and gouge, but contains some tennantite, chalcopyrite, and galena.
.
Abnormal radioactivity occurs both in the Jennie
Lind vein and locally in altered wallrocks adjacent to
the vein. At places along the drift the radioactivity of
the vein is as much as five times that of background; the
uranium-bearing mineral is not known. A sample from
an apparently unoxiclized part of the vein containing
abundant gouge and pyrite, taken 193 feet from the portal, contains: 21 0.021 percent equivalent uranium, 0.005
percent uranimn, 0.40 ounce of gold per ton, 2.07 ounces
of silver per toi1, 0.03 percent copper, 0.13 percent lead,
and 0.26 percent zinc. Another sample consisting of
gouge, gossan; and altered wall rock, taken 70 feet from
the portal, contains: 0.025 percent equivalent uranium,
0.025 percent uranium, a trace of gold, 0.10 ounce of silver per ton, 0.02 percent copper, 0.11 percent ]ead, and
0.2:3 percent zinc.
The wallrocks are abnormally radioactive at two
local1ties. The first radioactive locality, 55 to 90 feet
from the portal, measures 0.1 to 0.19 mr per hr on a
survey meter; the second locality, 170 to 235 feet from
the portal, measures 0.08 to 0.16 mr per hr on the same
n Analyses by U.S. Geol. Survey.
Mallory, Jr., J. E. Wilson.

Analysts: S. P. Furman, E. C.
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61.- Geologic map of the New Bedford mine, Idaho Springs district.

counter. The radioactivity is due to autunite and
metatorbernite which are distributed along joints and
are locally disseminated in altered biotite-quartzplagioclase gneiss and to a lesser extent in sillimanitic
biotite quartz gneiss wall rocks.

Analyses 22 of a grab sample from the vein indicated
0.035 percent equivalent uranium, 0.036 percent uranium, 0.20 ounce of gold per ton, .0.34 ounce of silver
per ton, 0.01 percent copper, 0.07 percent lead, and 0.09
percent zinc.
NEW BEDFORD TUNNEL

MAB TUNNEL

The adit of the MAB tunnel is on the north side of
Clear Creek, about 11Js miles west of Idaho Springs.
It was driven northeastward about 100 feet on a .vein
that strikes N. 43 ° E. and dips 40° N. The vein is abnormally radioactive from the portal for 42 feet.

The portal of the New Bedford tunnel, a drift 350
feet long that bears N. 42 ° E. (fig. 61), is 2,000 feet east
of the confluence of Clear Creek and Fall River (pl. 3).
22 Analyses by U.S. Geol. Survey.
Analys ts: S. P. Furman, R. F.
Dufour, D . L . Skinner , and E. C. Mallory , Jr .
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SHAFTER MINE

The adit cuts a large body of microcline-bearing ~ei~,
which in the mine contains a single layer of amph1bohte
and two narrow bodies of uraninite-bearing biotite
pegmatite. The adit is on the northwest limb of a
closed anticline overturned to the southeast.
Both layers df pegmatite exposed in the mine are abnormally radioactive. The pegmatite nearest the portal
(fig. 61) has a maximum radioactivity of 5 mr per hr;
it is partly coated by bayleyite which .formed after d~
velopment of the mine. A chip sample across this
pegmatite contains 0.037 percent equivalent uranium
and 0.057 percent uranium. In sampling, care was
taken to avoid the bayleyite. The second pegmatite
body, which is 50 feet from the face of the adit, has a
maximum radioactivity of 0.6 mr per hr; a chip sample
across this body contained 0.017 percent equivalent uranium and 0.014 percent uranium.
The vein followed in the drift (fig. 61) is abnormally
radioactive at one locality, 170 feet from the portal and
80 feet southwest of the nearest exposed.pegmatite. An
analysis of a chip sample taken across the vein at this
point co~tains 0.024 percent equivalent uranium and
0.014 percent uranium. ·The uranium-bearing mineral
that produces the radioa.ctivity is not known.

Altered wallrock adjacent to the Shafter vein is locally radioactive in the Shafter adit, on Bellevue Mountain (pl. 3). The uranium occurrence is similar to that
in the Jennie Lind No. 1 tunnel, which is 600 feet S.
52° E. from the Shafter adit.
The Shafter adit, at an altitude of 8;750 feet, is 400
feet N. 45° E. from the Fairmount shaft; one of the
large shafts on the important Shafter vein. The adit
is a drift that extends 360 feet N. 45° E.; it is caved
beyond that point. The adit cuts granite gneiss and
pegmatite that contains sparse, thin layers of interlayered biotite gneisses.
The Shafter vein, as exposed in the adit, strikes N.
45° E. and dips 55°-89° NW. It is a pyrite vein that
contains copper .minerals. The vein is slightly radioactive (about twice the background count) 160 feet
from the portal; adjacent to this part of the vein
the wallrock-predominantly biotite-quartz-plagioclase
gneiss-is radioactive, reaching a maximum of 0.2 mr
per hr, as determined by a rate meter. The radioactivity results from torbernite (or metatorbernite) that
coats iron-stained joints and locally is disseminated
through the altered biotite gneiss. The grade and
quantity of uranium-bearing rock are not known.

RED JACKET MINE

STANLEY MINE

The Red Jacket claim is in Virginia Canyon, 1,900
feet south of the Two Brothers tunnel. In 1954, pitchblende was discovered by the. operator in a small adit
that is at an altitude of 8,420 feet on the east side of the
canyon. The adit, 25 feet long, is 40 feet northwest of
the Patten adit. The ·pitchblende showing has not been
developed and little is known of the deposit.
The vein, as exposed in the ad it, strikes N. 50° E. and
is vertical.· It is virtually parallel to the foliation in the
~Precambrian country rock----granite pegmatite and microcline-bearing gneiss. .The vein consists of several
subparallel quartz-pyrite veinlets; most are nearly vertical, but a few dip about 60° NW. Pitchblende occurs
as a sparse local component in. one of the veinlets; at
places the pitchblende is coated 'by torbernite, which
probably formed after development of the mine.
In polished section the pitchblende is seen to be hard
and lustrous and it occurs as highly irregular, delicate
branching forms that are aggregated along ill-defined,
irregular, Vt 6 -inch stringers. The pitchblende is intergrown with quartz. The wallrock adjacent to the
pitchblende stringers has a distinct red color. A sma11
amount of chalcopyrite, partly altered to chalcocite, occurs in the same polished section.

The Stanley mine, one of the largest and most productive mines in the Idaho Springs district, is on the
south side of Clear. Creek about four-fifths of a mile
west of Idaho Springs. Only the uranium occurrence
in the mine is described in this report.
Pitchblende is present in the Stanley vein on the
road level of the mine, 2,435 feet southwest of the portal.
The· pitchblende occurs within an abnormally radioactive 6o.:.foot-long segment of the vein. Chip samples
across the radioactive zone at 5-foot intervals indicated
~ range for most samples from 0.003 to 0.14 percent
uranium; one analysis, a sample from the middle part
of t.he zone, gave 0.32 percent equivalent uranium and
0.33 percent uranium. A raise driven on this part of the
zone showe~ that the· radioactivity extended only 10
feet above the level.
The pitchblende is hard and shiny, and it has a microcolloform texture; generally it appears to be coated by
black sooty material. In some specimens the pitchblende occurs as thin, colloform coatings on pyrite; the
pyrite, in turn, occurs as a colloform coating on gray
quartz, galena, and cubic pyrite. Abundant yellowgreen crystals, probably a secondary uranium mineral,
are perched on some of the pitchblende grains. The
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Ji'wunm 62.-:-Geologic map of the Star mine, Idaho Springs distl'ict.

pitchblende, together with pyrite. and colloform silica,
occut:s in fractures that cut all the primary sulfide and
gangue rninernls, indicating that it is later paragenetically tha.n the main sulfide mineralization.
STAR MINE

The Star mine :is on the north side of South Spring
Gulch, at a.n altitude of 8,300 feet. The n1ine (fig. 62)
is :t 210-foot drift that bears N. 40° E. No stopes are
present.
Interlayerecl biotite gneisses, pegmatite, granite
g11eiss :111d pegmat·it·e, a11d a t'I1in layer of quartz diorite
constitute the bulk of the wa.llrocks. An altered quartz
bostonite body forms the northwest wall of the drift
:from a point 120 feet from the portal to the face; the
dike is probably the same dike that is exposed along the
road 150 :feet west of the portal. The foliation of the
rocks on the northwest wall strikes N. 40°-55° E. and
dips 59° to 69° N,V. The foliation on the southeast
wall strikes N. 80° E. to N. 68° W., and dips 29° to 60°
S. An asymmetric anticlinal fold axis passes north-

east through the portal and the south wall of the drift
85 feet from the. portal. It plunges southwest. at a moderate angle.
The vein exposed in the Sta.r mine is probably equivalent to the vein worked in the Little Thiattie and 'Vild
Rose mines to the southwest; to the northeast the vein
is worked in the Bullion-ICing mine. Several branches
diverge to the northeast and probably make up the
Lafayette, Thiayftower, and other veins on the south side
of Clear Creek. The Star vein strikes N. 40° E. and
dips 54°-82° N,V. At several places the vein branches.
These branches ~iverge gradually to the northeast, as
do the branches mapped on the surface. The main vein
is as much as 18 inches thick, and consists of intensely
sheared, silicified, and pyritized wallrock. At the vein
junctions the rock is sil iei fied and impregnated with
pyrite. Base-metal sulfides occur in pods and veins that
cut the origin:tl pyritic vein, nnd they locally heal brecciated, silicified, and pyritized wallrock. Of the baseInetal sulfides, sphalerite predominates; tennantite and
galena occur in minor amounts. The sphalerite con-
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tains a trace of blebby chalcopyrite. Locally along the
hanging wall or footwall of the vein both the vein and
the wallrock are brecciated in a zone as much as 6 inches
thick. The vein is oxidized for a distance of about 40
feet from the portal.
The metal content of the vein is indicated by the
assays given below, which represent selected grab samples of the vein. Sample Star-2 is from the base
metal-bearing part of the vein, whereas sample Star-3
is from the pyritic part.
Assay.<J of selected grab samples from the Star vein
[Analyses by U.S. Geol. Survey. Analysts: S. P. Furman, H. H, Lipp, James
Wahlberg, Dwight Skinner, Wayne Goss, E. C. Mallory, Jr.)
Ounces per ton
Sample
Gold
Star-·2 ___________ ---Star-3 ________ ----- __

Tr
0.16

Copper
(percent)

Lead
(percent)

Zinc
(percent)

Silver

-----------1. 70

10.08

0. 25
.10

7. 77
.05

0. 80
. 13

Tr means trace.

Because the structure of the vein is complex, the
thickness of the altered zone is greater than normal.
At one place interlayered biotite gneisses (mainly
biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss) are silicified for about
6 inches southeast pf the vein; mafic minerals (mainly
biotite) are altered for an additional 6 inches, and feldspar (probably plagioclase) is altered for 1 foot making
a total of 24 inches for the thickness of the altered zone.
Where the vein cuts pegmatite, the pegmatite is only
slightly altered.
Although the radioactivity of the vein is normalnowhere exceeding 0.06 mr per hr-at one locality finegrained granite gneiss and pegmatite give a highly
anomalous reading. Near the floor on the north wall,
28 feet from the portal, an area 2 feet square gives a
maximum radioactivity of 5 mr per hr. The radioactive rock is apparently unaltered, but it is highly
fractured. The fractures are filled with wad, a mixture
of hydrous manganese oxides; pitchblende, altered to
different degrees; and the secondary uranium minerals,
meta-autunite, metatorbernite, and uranophane. The
pitchblende is seen in a polished surface to occur in
veinlets less than 1 mm wide with quartz and sparse
pyrite. The outer surfaces of the pitchblende veinlets
are spheroidal. The pitchblende is partly altered to
soft sooty material. The meta-autunite occurs in small
sunbursts and has a strong yellow-green fluorescence.
The uranophane is very fine grained and light gray
green. The adjacent rocks are strongly iron stained
along fractures to a red or red-brown color, and the vein
is oxidized an additional 12 feet from the portal. The
nearby quartz bostonite, which is less than 1,000 feet
southeast of the vein, possibly is the source for the

uranium. An analysis 23 of one sample of the rock
gave 0.78 percent equivalent uranium and 0.72 percent
uranium.
SUNNYSIDE MINE

By

.J. E. HARRISON

and R. H. MOENCH

The Sunnyside mine, at an altitude of 8,630 feet,
is near stream level on the northwest side of Trail
Creek, about 1%, miles southwest from its confluence
with Clear Creek. The mine (fig. 63) consists of a
crosscut adit that bears N. 23° W. for 510 feet from
the portal, a drift a.t 430 feet from the portal, a short
drift at the end of the crosscut, and two short drifts
between the main drift and the face of the crosscut.
Some stoping has been done in the east part of the
main drift.
Production records indicate that the Sunnyside mine
was worked in 1909, 1915, 1932, and from 1935 to 1941.
The total recorded production is 314 tons of ore that
contained 64 troy ounces of gold, 167 ounces of silver,
879 pounds of copper, 568 pounds of lead, and 2,031
pounds of zinc. 24 At the time of this study (April
1955) .the short drifts at and near the face of the crosscut were being prospected for uranium.
Interlayered biotite gneisses, locally migmatitic,
make up most of the wallrock. Granite gneisses and
pegmatite make up the walls of the main drift, and
biotite-muscovite granite is exposed near the portal.
'Vith much local variation, these rocks strike mostly
northeast to east, and dip at a low to moderate angle
to the north. Linear structures in the Precambrian
rocks bear north-northeast and north-northwest.
The main drift follows a lode that consists of several
close-spaced subparallel veins. The lode strikes N.
75° E. to east, dips 40°-75° N., and is steepest where
the vein strikes more nearly east. In the mine the
lode follows a layer of granite gneiss and pegmatite.
On the surface the vein was traced several thousand
feet to the east, cutting n1ainly granite gneiss and pegmatite. Broken and altered wallrock along the drift
is impregnated with pyrite and cut by many veins.
Individual vein fissures are half an inch to 4 inches
thick and consist of quartz and pyrite plus veinlets
and pods of tennantite, chalcopyrite, and minor
amounts of galena, sphalerite, and a carbonate mineral. Production data, however, suggest that the lode
is richer in galena and sphalerite than the observed
mineral content suggests.
A vein that is subparallel to the main lode is exposed 70 feet northwest of the nn"tin lode, at the face
of the crosscut adit. The vein is three-fourths of an
23

Analysis by U.S. Geol. Survey. Analysts, S. P. Furman, H. H. Lipp.
Compiled from U.S. Bureau of Mines records. Published by permission.
24
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FREELAND-LAMARTINE DISTRICT
inch to 2 inches thick and is symmetrically layered.
The center of the vein is composed of base-metal sulfide
By J. E. ·HARRISON -and J. o. WELLS
minerals, predominantly sphalerite; this mineral is
Several widely scattered radioactive anomalies have
bounded by gray to white comb quartz, which is
bounded by pyritohedral pyrite. Much of the vein been found in the Freeland-Lamartine district, but so
far as known all are small, and probably not economiis anomalously radioactive.
cally
important. A brief description of the occurrences
Two veins that strike east-northeast to east and dip
at
each
locality is given below; for a more comprehen20°-40° N. are exposed about halfway between the
sive
description
of the workings and geology of each
main lode and the vein at the face. These flat-dipping
mine
the
reader
is referred to the report by Harrison
·veins are similar mineralogically to the steeper vein
and
Wells
(
1956).
and lode, but are thinner, generally being less than 1
ARIADNE MINE
inch thick. The veins are thicker in their steeper parts.
They are anomalously radioactive over much of their
About 75 percent of the dump shows abnormal radioe~pose~ length.
activity. A sample of fractured granite containing
Several barren faults that contain a white claylike visible torbernite and dumontite ( ~) along the fractures
gouge are subparallel to the veins. Th~se faults cut the assayed 0.039 percent equivalent uranium and 0.035 perveins at a low angle. Slickensides and displacements cent uranium.
BELLE CREOLE TUNNEL
of the veins suggest a strike-slip movement, in which
the hanging wall moved west 1 or 2 inches relative to the
Two small areas, each wbout 1 foot square, of abfootwall.
normal radioactivity were sampled in the mine. A
A maximum of about 1.0 mr per hr was obtained on sample taken near the winze on the split vein assayed
the most northerly steep vein. Analyses 25 of samples 0.010 percent equivalent uranium and 0.002 percent
taken from the thin flat veins contain a maximum of uranium; a sample from the crosscut off of the main
0.94 percent equivalent uranium and 1.36 percent tunnel assayed 0.037 percent equivalent uranium and
uranium. The uranium mineral is pitchblende that 0.033 percent uranium. About 10 percent of the dump
occurs with pyrite along slickensided surfaces on the at the shaft sbuthwest of the tunnel portal is abnormally
hanging and foot.walls of the veins. Torbernit.e and. radioactive. A grab sample of limonitic vein material
autuni.te also are present locally. The gouge-filled faults from this dump assayed 0.006 percent equivalent urathat cut the uranium-bearing veins are locally slightly nium· and 0.002 percent uranium.
radioactive, and give readings of as much as 0.12 mr
BRAZIL MINE
per hr, which is distinctly less than the veins.
The pitchblende is hard black and shiny and is interRadioactive material was found on the dumps of the
grown with pyrite. It is older than the base-metal sul- lower adit · and shaft. A grab sample from the lower
fides. At places sooty material derived by the altera- adit dump assayed 0.040 percent equivalent uranium
tion of the hard pitchblende coats fractures in the ore and 0.03!8 percent uranium, and a grab sample from
and slickensided surfaces along the vein.
the shaft dump assayed 0.013 percent equivalent uraThe pitchblei1de possibly is localized at the intersec- nium and 0.008 percent uranium. The samples consisted
tions of the steep and flat veins. The gross structure of of limonitic vein material.
the vein system consists of two steeply clipping veinsCRAZY GIRL MINE
the main lode and the northern vein--and an intervening set of flatter veins. It is not known whether the
One sample of radioactive vein material was collected
flat veins cut or join the steep veins, but data from other from the hanging-wall side of the vein on the second
parts of the district suggest the latter. The stronger level,o£ the mi~e. The material assayed 0.033 percent
of the two flat veins strikes more easterly than the steep equi~alent uranium and 0.026 percent uranium.
veins and accordingly the intersection of this flat vein
DIAMOND MOUNTAIN MINE
with the northern steep vein should plunge about
(calculated) 10° NE. This intersection, if the observed
A sample of mill concentrate o£ ore £rom the lower
strikes and clips of these two veins remains about the
stope on the ore shoot near the breast of the workings
same, should be about 60 feet southwest of the southassayed 0.078 percent equivalent uranium and 0.041
\vestern face of the drift on the northern steep vein.
percent uranium. A grab sample of the gouge material
on the eastward -trending vein near the breast o£ the
25 Analyses by the U.S. Geological Survey.
Analysts: S. P. Furman,
workings in the lower tunnel assayed 0.16 percent
James Wahlberg, Mary Finch.
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equivalent uranium and 0.046 percent uranium; a grab
sample of gouge from the split on the sublevel assayed
0.30 percent equivalent uranium and 0.35 percent uranium. The uranium mineral or minerals could not_be
separated from the gouge for identification.
HARRISBURG MINE

One small area of weathered vein material on the
:Harrisburg dumps is abnormally radioactive. A grab
sample of the radioactive ma.terial assayed 0.015 percent equivaJent uranium and 0.013 percent uranium.

LONE TREE MINE

Slightly anomalous radioactivity was noted on the
dumps at the Lone Tree and Lone Tree Extension
shafts. The anomaly was noted over most of these
dumps and was partly the result of fragments of bostonite porphyry. Radioactive material other than that
in the dike rock could not be isolated well enough to
sample.
Some of the vein material on the dump at the Lone
Tree tunnel portal also is abno;rmally radioactive. A
grab sample of limonitic vein material assayed 0.006
percent equivalent and 0.005 percent uranium.

LAMARTINE MINE

Abnormal radioactivity was noted on the Lamartine
tunnel level and on the Old Stag tunnel level. In the
Lamartine tunnel, intermittent abnormal radioactivity
was noted in the area 600 feet to 1,660 feet from the
portal. Three samples for assay were collected in this
nrea. A sample of pyritic vein material assayed 0.007
percent equivalent uranium and 0.002 percent uranium.
A Sttmple of limonitic· material about a quarter of an
inch thick that was being deposited on the walls of the
tunnel by water dripping from an old stope driven for
gold contained 0.083 percent .equivalent uranium and
0.15 percent uranium. A sample of gouge from the
footwall of a cross vein, which was collected in an old
drift about 25 feet above the Lamartine tunnel, gave
0.12 percent equivalent uranium and 0.11 percent uranium.
In the· Old Stag tunnel abnormal radioactivity resulting from radon was noted near the portal and gradually increased in intensity toward the breast of the
workings. No specific area of abnqrmal radioactivity
could be isolated. A grab sample of limonitic material
from the tunnel walls assayed 0.007 percent equivalent
uranium and 0.002 percent uranium.

MILLER MINE

Three small areas (each about 2 feet square) of abnormal radioactivi1ty in composite vein material were
noted in the mine. Grab samples assayed 0.006, 0.009,
and 0.014 percent equivalent uranium and 0.003, 0.004,
and 0.001 percent uranium respectively. A few scattered flakes of torbernite were observed in the samples.
POOR MAN MINE

A grab sample of limonitic vei~ material taken from
the dump assayed 0.028 percent equivalent uranium and
0.023 percent uranium.
CHICAGO CREEK AREA
By J.

E. HARRISON

and J.D. WELLS

Several abnormally radioactive localities are known
in the Chicago Creek area, and the occurrences of geologic interest are described briefly below. As the deposit at the Martha E mine is of particular interest, it is
described in detail. For additional information on the
mine workings nnd 'geology of the region the reader is
referred to the report by Harrison and Wells ( 1958).
ALPINE MINE

LITTLE JOHNIE GROUP

One small 2-foot-square area of abnormal radioactivity was noted. in the lower tunnel. The area is in
one of the gouge leads about 360 feet from the portal.
A grnb sample of the gouge assayed 0.017 percent equivalent uranium and 0.013 percent uranium.
In the middle tunnel, two local areaS" of abnormal
radioactivity were noted: Both of these areas are near
the west end· of the main drift. A grab sample from a
thin gouge lead assayed 0.037 percent equivalent uranium and 0.033 percent ·uranium. A grab sample from
one of the eastward-trending veins assayed 0.002 percent uranium. No abnormal radioactivity was noted
in thA upper tunnel.

One sample of radioactive limonitic vein material assaying 0.008 percent equivalent uranium and 0.002 percent uranium was taken ·from the Alpine dump. About
1 percent ( 28 square feet)· .of the surface area· of the
dump is radioactive.
BLACKWOOD MINE

.The dump of the smnll shaft contained about 3 square
feet of radioactive limonitic vein material. A sample
taken from this area assayed 0.011 percent equivalent
uranium and 0.005 percent uranium.
BRUCE MINE

Abnormal radioactivity was found on the main Bruce
shaft dump and on the dump of a small prospect sh~ft
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about 2,000 feet to the east. On the main dump the
anomaly was somewhat less than twice the background
count on an area of about 10 square foot. A sample of
limonitic vein material from the dump of the prospect
shaft contained 0.009 percent equivalent uranium and
0.007 percent uranium. One-third of the dump, 65
square feet, showed anomalous radioactivity.
BRUNSWICK TUNNEL

About one-fourth of the Brunswick tunnel dump is
abnormally radioactive. A sample of limonitic vein
material collected from the dump assayed 0.006 percent
equivalent uranium and 0.002 percent uranium. No
abnormal radioactivity was found underground, but
only a very small part of the mine was accessible.
CHICAGO MINE

One area of abnormally radioactive material was
found about 120 feet from the portal of the mine, at
the junction between a friction breccia and a gougy
pyritic and copper-stained vein. A 9-inch chip sample
from the footwall of the friction breccia assayed 0.032
percent equiva.Ient uranium and 0.033 percent uranium.
No discrete uranium minerals could be identified.
DIXIE MINE

The radioactive material was found on about 200
square feet of the dump of the Dixie tunnel. A sample
of the limonitic vein material assayed 0.012 percent
equivalent uranium and 0.009 percent uranium. No rubnormal radioactivity ·Was found underground in the accessible parts of the vein.
ECLIPSE MINE

About one-fourth of the dump surface is abnormally
radioactive. A sample of vein material taken from .this
area assayed 0.006 percent equivalent uranium and 0.003
percent uranium.
GOMER MINE

About half of the dtunp surface shows abnormal
radioactivity. The radioactivity is associated with the
vein material which consists principally of sphalerite
and quartz with minor amounts of pyrite and galena.
A grab sample of the radioactive vein material assayed
0.068 percent equivalent uranium and 0.072 percent
uranium. No discrete uranium minerals could be
identified.·
HUMBOLDT MINE

Two areas containing abnormal radioactivity were
found on the third level of the Humboldt mine. One
of the areas begins 465 feet from the portal and extends about 30 feet southwest. The first 5 feet show
the highest radioactivity. A grab sample of brecciated
quartz, chalcedony, and pyrite assayed 0.045 percent

equivalent uranium and 0.003 percent uranium. The
other radioactive area begins about 566 from the
portal and extends 4 feet to the southwest; both radioactive areas are about 8 feet high. A grab sample of
brecciated and vuggy quartz, chalcedony, and pyrite
containing scattered flakes of torbernite and thin coatings of sooty pitchblende assayed 0.10 percent equivalent uranium and 0.012 percent uranium.
KATIE EMMETT MINE

About 200 square feet of radioactive limonitic vein
material was found on the dump of the lower tunnel.
A sample of this material assayed 0.018 percent equivalent uranium and 0.004 percent uranium.
In a subsequent underground examination a radioactive part of the vein was found in the lower tunnel at
an intersection of two weakly mineralized limonitic
gouge veins210 feet from the portal. No uranium minerals were identified.
MARTHA E MINE

The portal of the Martha E mine, at an altitude of
9,298 feet, is on the south side of Spring Gulch about
3,740 feet N. 63° E. from the eastern peak of Alps
Mountain.
The mine originally was a prospect on the Daisy
Freese claim opened up by the Stanley Mines. In 1948,
the claim was relocated by James Manning of Louisville, Colo., and he and Harvey Zook extended the prospect adit to 152 feet and put ·down a 15-foot winze on
the most promising part of the sheared zone disclosed
by the drifting. Uranium-bearing minerals were noted
in the sheared zone, and a detailed map of the surface
and underground geology was made by the Geological
Survey in 1951. A Defense Minerals Exploration Administration contract was let for extension of the winze
to 100 feet and for a small amount of drifting on the
100 level. This work was completed in May 1953, but
no minable material of ore grade was discovered. Since
May 1953 the owners have extended the tunnel level
for 70.feet, and during 1954 a shipment of 2,920 pounds
of ore was hand-picked from high-grade spots in the
winze. The settlement sheet for this ore gave an assay
value of 0.14 percent uranium.
The mine consists of a 222-foot adit trending about
N. 75° W. and a winze that connects this level with
about 75 feet of drifts and crosscuts on the 100 level
(pl. 9) . No stoping has beeri done in the mine.
The wallrock is predominantly migmatite that locally
contains garnet or sillimanite. A granite pegmatite is
exposed in the winze near the 100 level and crosscuts the
foliation in the migmatite. A layer of granite gneiss
and pegmatite is exposed in the northward-trending
crosscut on the 100 level. The migmatite gradually
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becomes more granitic toward the breast of the southwnrcl-trencling crosscut on the 100 level, and the vein
zone mn.y be confined to a migmatite layer between two
layers of granite g11eiss and pegnu'ttite~
The aclit has been driven into the southeast flank of
a major open syncline, and the portal of the adit is
about 400 feet southeast of the crest of this fold. :J'he
:foliation in the rocks trends N. 80° E. to N. soo vV. in
the n.ren. of the mine, and this trend has probably' influenced the direction of shear in the rocks.
The vein zone in the :Martha E mine is less well
defined a.nd contains many more minor slips and fractures than the typical lode zones seen in mines of the
stn·t·otmding area. The sh~ared zone is wider than the
gren.test width exposed by the niine workings, but the
fractures that are mineralized or that have alteration
along thern appear to be confined to a width of about 20
:feet and to the less granitic parts of the migmatite.
The shen.r zone as a whole trends about N. 75° ,¥".,clips
n.bout 45° N., and is subparallel to the foliation. The
rnost persistent single shear in the mine (a on pl'. 9)
was carried in the backo:f the winze and is exposed on
the aclit level and 100 level. This shear splits or bends
nen r the winze; the eastern part trends about N. 80° W.
but the western part on both levels trends about N~ 68°
The development in the mine is insufficient to allow
n.nythi ng but speculation as to whether the splitting or
bending has exerted nn influence on the location of the
ores.
The shears contain gouge, altered wallrock, and
locally pyrite, chalcopyrite, galemt, and sphalerite in n.
quartz gangue. Pyrite is commonly the only sulfide
visible, a ncl where the other sulfides are present, they
are in trace arnounts. Some bln.ek chalcedonic quartz is
present at places in the mine. The sulfides are in l-inch
t'11ick stringers that are sheared or in fragments
scattered t·h rough the gouge and altered wall rock of the
shears.
Of particular interest are the occurrence and distribution of the secondary minerals limonite, autunite,
torbern ite, and sooty pitchblende. The presence of lirnonite throughout the mine workings indicates that the
workings are all within the zone of oxidation.
The uranium minerals occur in pods or bunches along
the shears and seem to alternate with areas containing
only gouge and altered wallrock. The winze section
(pl. 9) suggests that these altern~tions occur about ~very
1.0 feet. In greater detail, the sooty pitchblende occurs
within OJ.' along an individual shear and autunite and
torbernite occur in the footwall of the shear, as flakes
or pods 1dong the foliation of the wallrock, or along joint
surfaces. This tendency suggests that the torbernite
and n.utunite were deposited by ground water percolat-
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ing through the shear zone. The sooty pitchblende
probably_ was the source for the uranium in the colored
secondary minerals. The sooty pitchblende occurs as
thin coatings on fractures confined to, but at places
crosscutting a shear. . Probably the sooty pitchblende
was derived from hard primary pitchblende by oxidation.
Channel samples were cut across the radioactive
shears in the winze; the west wall was sampled at 4foot intervals and the east wall at 8-foot intervals (pl.
9). The a vera.ge grade of 22 samples from the west wall
is 0.031. percent uranium, and that of 12 samples from
the east wall is 0.022 percent uranium. The average
width of the samples from both walls of the winze is
1.25 feet.
Samples of similar average grade and width were
collected along the tunnel level and the 100 level al- ·
though no attempt was made to sample systematically.
MUSCOVITE TUNNEL

About half of the surface of the upper dump shows
abnormal radioactivity. This radioactivity is apparently confined to fractured fragments of biotite-musco·
vite granite that contains torbernite along fractures and
disseminated through the rock with biotite. A grab
sample of this radioactive material assayed 0.047 percent equivalent uranium and 0.046 percent uranium.
ORINOCO TUNNEL

The abnormal radioactivity of the Orinoco dump
is limited to a 10-foot-square area. near the portal. The
radioactivity is in pegmatite and is not associated with
vein material. A grab sample from the dump assayed
0.18 percent equivalent uranium and 0.22 percent
uranium. After the results of the assay were known the
surface above the tunnel was examined for radioactivity:
as the tunnel was inaccessible because of bad air. During this examination a. radioactive pegmatite dike was
found in an outcrop about 200 feet up the slope from the
portal. The pegmatite is probably assoeiated with the
biotite-muscovite granite.
SILVER LINK TUNNEL

The abnormal radioactivity is limited to a small area
of limonit.ic vein material on the dump. A grab sample
taken from this area assayed 0.007 percent equivalent
uramum nnd 0.002 percent uranium.
TYONE MINE

A small amount of radioactive material is on the
lower tunnel level about 680 feet from the portal. A
fracture at the end of a. short crosscut tunnel contains
a film of black radioactive material tentatively identified
as sooty pitchblende. On the wall a few feet beyond the
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crosscut tunnel is a small area of radioactive, recently
formed, limonitic precipitate.
W AI,LACE TUNNEL

A few abnormally radioactive limonitic vein fragments were found on the dump of the Wall ace tunnel.
A sample of the material assayed 0.014 percent equivalent uranium and 0.006 percent uranium. No abnormally radioactive areas were found underground along
the accessible parts of the veins.
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